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Introduction

The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on January 22 and 23 at the Administrative

Office of the United States Courts in Washington, D.C., and on May 6 and 7 in San Francisco.

The January meeting was held in conjunction with the second public hearing on proposed

Civil Rules amendments that were published for comment in August 2001. The meeting focused

on items that were carried forward on the Committee agenda for future action. The Committee

asked for preparation of a resolution on possible legislative approaches to overlapping class

actions, a matter that is presented for action with the report on the May meeting.

The May meeting was devoted almost entirely to discussion of the August 2001 proposals

in light of the voluminous testimony and comments. As with earlier Civil Rules proposals, the

testimony and comments were enormously helpful. Significant improvements in the published

proposals are recommended, but none of the changes departs from the published proposals in a

way that would require republication.

Part I of this report describes the three rules that were published for comment in August

2001 and are recommended for submission to the Judicial Conference and Supreme Court for

adoption. A brief introductory summary of these rules is provided here. The format adopted for

the detailed recommendations is guided by the nature of the changes. Rules 51 and 53 are

completely rewritten. Rule 23 subdivision (c) is substantially rewritten, subdivision (e) is

completely rewritten, and subdivisions (g) and (h) are new. The Rule 51 materials are relatively

brief, but the Rule 53 and Rule 23 materials are lengthy. To facilitate discussion, each rule is

introduced by a clean text of the rule and Committee Note as recommended for adoption. The
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statement of changes since publication follows. The "recommendations" then restate the purpose
of the proposed amendments and the reasons for the changes made since publication. The
historic materials follow - first the summaries of testimony and comments and then the
traditional overstrike, underline, and double-underline versions that show changes from the
current rule and the changes since publication.

Rule 51 is completely rewritten, but little is new. The purpose of the revision is primarily
to express in the rule the many practices that are not clearly expressed in the rule. Some of the
changes are designed to confirm good practices that have been adopted in defiance of the present
rule text. Many courts require submission of requests for instructions before trial begins,
although Rule 51 now seems to direct that the earliest time is "during trial." Many courts
recognize a "plain error" doctrine, although Rule 51 seems to forbid review. Other good
practices have softened the requirement that there be both requests and objections. Comments on
the proposed rule led to a revision of the "plain error" provision to bring it as close as can be to
the plain error provision in Criminal Rule 52(b).

Rule 53 is completely rewritten as well. Present Rule 53 addresses only trial masters. A
study by the Federal Judicial Center confirmed the belief that masters are frequently appointed
for pretrial and post-trial duties. New Rule 53 brings pretrial and post-trial masters into the rule,
establishing the standard for appointment. It carries forward the demanding standard established
by the Supreme Court for appointment of trial masters, and eliminates trial masters from jury-
tried cases except upon consent of the parties. Two major changes are recommended since
publication. The standard for reviewing a master's findings or recommendations for findings of
fact is set as de novo decision by the court, with limited exceptions adopted with the parties'
consent and the court's approval. And in response to several strong and persuasive comments, it
is recommended that subdivision (i), addressing appointment of a magistrate judge as master, be
deleted. Other changes from the published rule also are recommended, as described in more
detail with the separate Rule 53 recommendations.

The Rule 23 revisions address the process for managing a class action on the assumption
that a class has been certified. They do not address the prerequisites or criteria for certification.
Rule 23(c) changes address the time for determining whether to certify a class and strengthen the
provisions for notice. The most important change since publication is to modify the proposal that
notice be required in (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions. Comments from many civil rights groups
urged that mandatory notice, even if by relatively inexpensive means, could cripple many class
actions.

Rule 23(e) is completely rewritten to strengthen the procedure for reviewing a proposed
settlement. The recommendations for changes from the published version identify the most
salient provisions. As published, Rule 23(e)(1) required court approval for voluntary dismissal
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or settlement before a determination whether to certify a class. Testimony and comments
underscored earlier doubts whether there is much that a court can do when the only parties before
it are unwilling to continue with the action. This provision is amended to require court approval
only for voluntary dismissal or settlement of the claims, issues, or defenses of a certified class.
Rule 23(e)(2) authorized the court to direct the parties to file a copy or summary of any
agreement made in connection with a proposed settlements. The comments and testimony
provided strong support for establishing a mandatory requirement. As revised, Rule 23(e)(2)
directs the parties to identify any agreement made in connection with a proposed settlement.
Rule 23(e)(3), establishing a discretionary opportunity to opt out of a (b)(3) class settlement after
expiration of the initial opt-out period, was published in two versions. The recommendation is to
adopt in restyled form the second version, which says that the court may direct a new opt-out
opportunity without establishing any presumption in favor of providing the opportunity. Rule
23(e)(4) describes the right to object and requires court approval for withdrawal of an objection.
Only style changes are recommended.

Rule 23(g) establishes a formal requirement that appointment of class counsel be made
upon certifying a class. The core of this rule reflects established practice that reviews the
adequacy of class counsel as part of the Rule 23(a)(4) determination whether class
representatives will fairly and adequately represent the interests of the class. Several changes are
recommended in response to the testimony and comments. An explicit provision is added to
authorize designation of interim counsel to act on behalf of a putative class before the
certification decision. There are new and sharper statements of the distinction between actions in
which there is only one applicant for appointment as class counsel and actions in which there are
competing applicants. And the criteria for appointment are supplemented by provisions designed
to reduce the risk that an entrenched and ingrown class bar will fence out counsel whose
knowledge of the law and experience in the subject matter of the litigation promise effective
class representation despite a lack of class-action experience.

Rule 23(h) establishes a procedure for acting on attorney fee requests. Only minor
changes from the published version are recommended.

The Committee Notes for Rules 51, 53, and 23 have been dramatically shortened. The
Standing Committee expressed concern about the role of Committee Notes at the June 2001
meeting and explored the same questions in more general terms at the January 2002 meeting.
The published Notes prompted much helpful discussion in the testimony and comments, but can
be reduced to more compact explanations of the changes effected by the amendments.

The Committee is not recommending any rules for publication in this report. Part II
accordingly provides a brief list of some of the more prominent items on the Committee agenda.
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I Action Items: A. Rules Recommended For Adoption

RULE 51

Rule 51. Instructions to Jury; Objections; Preserving a
Claim of Error

1 (a) Requests.

2 (1) A party may, at the close of the evidence or at
3 an earlier reasonable time that the court directs, file and
4 furnish to every other party written requests that the
5 court instruct the jury on the law as set forth in the
6 requests.

7 (2) After the close of the evidence, a party may:

8 (A) file requests for instructions on issues
9 that could not reasonably have been anticipated at

10 an earlier time for requests set under Rule
11 51(a)(1), and

12 (B) with the court's permission file
13 untimely requests for instructions on any issue.

14 (b) Instructions. The court:

15 (1) must inform the parties of its proposed
16 instructions and proposed action on the requests before
17 instructing the jury and before final jury arguments;

18 (2) must give the parties an opportunity to object
19 on the record and out of the jury's hearing to the
20 proposed instructions and actions on requests before the
21 instructions and arguments are delivered; and

22 (3) may instruct the jury at any time after trial
23 begins and before the jury is discharged.
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24 (c) Objections.

25 (1) A party who objects to an instruction or the
26 failure to give an instruction must do so on the record,
27 stating distinctly the matter objected to and the grounds
28 of the objection.

29 (2) An objection is timely if:

30 (A) a party that has been informed of an
31 instruction or action on a request before the jury is
32 instructed and before final jury arguments, as
33 provided by Rule 51(b)(1), objects at the
34 opportunity for objection required by Rule
35 51(b)(2); or

36 (B) a party that has not been informed of an
37 instruction or action on a request before the time
38 for objection provided under Rule 51 (b)(2) objects
39 promptly after learning that the instruction or
40 request will be, or has been, given or refused.

41 (d) Assigning Error; Plain Error.

42 (1) A party may assign as error:

43 (A) an error in an instruction actually given
44 if that party made a proper objection under Rule
45 51(c), or

46 (B) a failure to give an instruction if that
47 party made a proper request under Rule 51 (a), and
48 - unless the court made a definitive ruling on the
49 record rejecting the request - also made a proper
50 objection under Rule 5 1(c).
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51 (2) A court may consider a plain error in the
52 instructions affecting substantial rights that has not been

preserved as required by Rule 5 1(d)(1)(A) or (B).

1 Committee Note

2 Rule 51 is revised to capture many of the interpretations that have
3 emerged in practice. The revisions in text will make uniform the
4 conclusions reached by a majority of decisions on each point.
5 Additions also are made to cover some practices that cannot now be
6 anchored in the text of Rule 51.

7 Scope. Rule 51 governs instructions to the trial jury on the law
8 that governs the verdict. A variety of other instructions cannot
9 practicably be brought within Rule 51. Among these instructions are

10 preliminary instructions to a venire, and cautionary or limiting
11 instructions delivered in immediate response to events at trial.

12 Requests. Subdivision (a) governs requests. Apart from the
13 plain error doctrine recognized in subdivision (d)(2), a court is not
14 obliged to instruct the jury on issues raised by the evidence unless a
15 party requests an instruction. The revised rule recognizes the court's
16 authority to direct that requests be submitted before trial.

17 The close-of-the-evidence deadline may come before trial is
18 completed on all potential issues. Trial may be formally bifurcated
19 or may be sequenced in some less formal manner. The close of the
20 evidence is measured by the occurrence of two events: completion of
21 all intended evidence on an identified phase of the trial and
22 impending submission to the jury with instructions.

23 The risk in directing a pretrial request deadline is that trial
24 evidence may raise new issues or reshape issues the parties thought
25 they had understood. Courts need not insist on pretrial requests in all
26 cases. Even if the request time is set before trial or early in the trial,
27 subdivision (a)(2)(A) permits requests after the close of the evidence
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28 to address issues that could not reasonably have been anticipated at
29 the earlier time for requests set by the court.

30 Subdivision (a)(2)(B) expressly recognizes the court's
31 discretion to act on an untimely request. The most important
32 consideration in exercising the discretion confirmed by subdivision
33 (a)(2)(B) is the importance of the issue to the case - the closer the
34 issue lies to the "plain error" that would be recognized under
35 subdivision (d)(2), the better the reason to give an instruction. The
36 cogency of the reason for failing to make a timely request also should
37 be considered. To be considered under subdivision (a)(2)(B) a
38 request should be made before final instructions and before final jury
39 arguments. What is a "final" instruction and argument depends on the
40 sequence of submitting the case to the jury. If separate portions of the
41 case are submitted to the jury in sequence, the final arguments and
42 final instructions are those made on submitting to the jury the portion
43 of the case addressed by the arguments and instructions.

44 Instructions. Subdivision (b)(1) requires the court to inform the
45 parties, before instructing the jury and before final jury arguments
46 related to the instruction, of the proposed instructions as well as the
47 proposed action on instruction requests. The time limit is addressed
48 to final jury arguments to reflect the practice that allows interim
49 arguments during trial in complex cases; it may not be feasible to
50 develop final instructions before such interim arguments. It is enough
51 that counsel know of the intended instructions before making final
52 arguments addressed to the issue. If the trial is sequenced or
53 bifurcated, the final arguments addressed to an issue may occur
54 before the close of the entire trial.

55 Subdivision (b)(2) complements subdivision (b)(1) by carrying
56 forward the opportunity to object established by present Rule 51. It
57 makes explicit the opportunity to object on the record, ensuring a
58 clear memorial of the objection.
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59 Subdivision (b)(3) reflects common practice by authorizing
60 instructions at any time after trial begins and before the jury is
61 discharged.

62 Objections. Subdivision (c) states the right to object to an
63 instruction or the failure to give an instruction. It carries forward the
64 formula of present Rule 51 requiring that the objection state distinctly
65 the matter objected to and the grounds of the objection, and makes
66 explicit the requirement that the objection be made on the record.
67 The provisions on the time to object make clear that it is timely to
68 object promptly after learning of an instruction or action on a request
69 when the court has not provided advance information as required by
70 subdivision (b)(1). The need to repeat a request by way of objection
71 is continued by new subdivision (d)(1)(B) except where the court
72 made a definitive ruling on the record.

73 Preserving a claim of error and plain error. Many cases hold
74 that a proper request for a jury instruction is not alone enough to
75 preserve the right to appeal failure to give the instruction. The
76 request must be renewed by objection. This doctrine is appropriate
77 when the court may not have sufficiently focused on the request, or
78 may believe that the request has been granted in substance although
79 in different words. But this doctrine may also prove a trap for the
80 unwary who fail to add an objection after the court has made it clear
81 that the request has been considered and rejected on the merits.
82 Subdivision (d)(1)(B) establishes authority to review the failure to
83 grant a timely request, despite a failure to add an objection, when the
84 court has made a definitive ruling on the record rejecting the request.

85 Many circuits have recognized that an error not preserved under
86 Rule 51 may be reviewed in exceptional circumstances. The
87 language adopted to capture these decisions in subdivision (d)(2) is
88 borrowed from Criminal Rule 52. Although the language is the same,
89 the context of civil litigation often differs from the context of
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90 criminal prosecution; actual application of the plain-error standard
91 takes account of the differences. The Supreme Court has summarized
92 application of Criminal Rule 52 as involving four elements: (1) there
93 must be an error; (2) the error must be plain; (3) the error must affect
94 substantial rights; and (4) the error must seriously affect the fairness,
95 integrity, or public reputation of judicial proceedings. Johnson v.
96 U.S., 520 U.S. 461, 466-467, 469-470 (1997). (The Johnson case
97 quoted the fourth element from its decision in a civil action, U.S. v.
98 Atkinson, 297 U.S. 157, 160 (1936): "In exceptional circumstances,
99 especially in criminal cases, appellate courts, in the public interest,

100 may, of their own motion, notice errors to which no exception has
101 been taken, if the errors are obvious, or if they otherwise substantially
102 affect the fairness, integrity, or public reputation of judicial
103 proceedings.")

104 The court's duty to give correctjury instructions in a civil action
105 is shaped by at least four factors.

106 The factor most directly implied by a "plain" error rule is the
107 obviousness of the mistake. The importance of the error is a second
108 major factor. The costs of correcting an error reflect a third factor
109 that is affected by a variety of circumstances. In a case that seems
110 close to the fundamental error line, account also may be taken of the

impact a verdict may have on nonparties.

Changes Made After Publication and Comment

The changes made after publication and comment are indicated
by double-underlining and overstriking on the texts that were
published in August 2001.
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Rule 5 1(d) was revised to conform the plain-error provision to
the approach taken in Criminal Rule 52(b). The Note was revised as
described in the Recommendation.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends adoption of Rule 51 substantially
as published. This proposal drew few comments. Many supported
this recodification of current best practices. The Civil Procedure
Committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers, for example,
found the proposal "a notable improvement over the existing text."

The "plain error" provision of proposed Rule 51(d) was
rewritten to conform to the approach taken by Criminal Rule 52(b).
Rather than state that a party may assign a plain error, the revised
version states that a court may consider a plain error.

Changes were made in the Committee Note to state that Rule 51
"governs instructions to the trial jury on the law that governs the
verdict." The Supreme Court's approach to "plain error" also is
described. The Note also has been shortened by removing several
passages that might seem to go beyond explaining the rule text.

May 20, 2002
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Summary of Comments on Rule 51

Thomas Y. Allman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-026: "The restated Rule[] 51
seem[s] quite appropriate."

Hon. Malcolm Muir, 01-CV-01: The practice in M.D.Pa. is to instruct the jury before closing
arguments. "Generally we do not advise counsel of our rulings on their proposed points for charge
prior to instructing the jury." After the charge, we ask for objections; if an objection is sustained,
supplemental instructions are given before closing arguments. Instructions before closing arguments
are "highly beneficial" because counsel know precisely what the instructions are. No counsel has
ever asked to be informed of rulings on requests before the instructions are given. The proposed
amendment would require that counsel be informed of rulings on proposed points for charge before
instructions are given; this is "an unnecessary and time-consuming requirement."

Hon. Gerard L. Goettel, 01-CV-02: It is "impractical" to make instructions available to counsel
"either before the trial starts or at least days before it is given. * * * The trial evidence shapes the
charge." Even after the evidence is closed, whether an instruction is appropriate may depend on the
summations - as examples, a missing witness charge or "a charge concerning the plaintiff's counsel
specifying the amount of damages that should be awarded need not be given unless the issue is raised
in summation." "Indeed, on occasions, in the course of charging the jury, I add thoughts that had not
previously occurred to me. I am told that some Judges, like the legendary Hubert Will, deliver the
entire charge extemporaneously." Counsel will not only demand to see written text before the
instructions, but "will also object to any deviation between the written and the spoken. The proposed
change will accomplish little except to prompt appeals."

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 01-CV-053: Opposes the limitation on the right to submit
instructions at the close of the evidence. Disputes will arise with respect to whether the issue should
have been reasonably anticipated. "The language of this proposed rule inevitably invites second
guessing, disagreement, and ultimately appeals * * *."

Committee on Fed.Civ.P., Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers. 01-CV-055: The proposal is "a notable
improvement over the existing text." But it should be made clear that it refers to "preliminary,
interim and final instructions other than those issued in the course of trial that are purely cautionary
or limiting in nature." So instructions to an entire venire panel - which is not a jury - are not
included. And cautionary instructions often are given in circumstances in which advance requests
are not practicable.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: Supports the revision, which "clearly and succinctly
provides guidance on the practice and procedure in this area."

Section of Antitrust Law, ABA. 01-CV-0-72: (1) Endorses 51(a). "Pretrial requests for jury
instructions are especially helpful to parties preparing to try complex cases." They can help the court
decide whether to bifurcate the trial, or set the stage for summary judgment or severance of claims
or parties. At the same time, pretrial requests are not necessary in every case. And the (a)(2)
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provisions for later requests are appropriate. (2) The changes included in 51(b) also are favored.
Preliminary instructions at the outset of trial "may assist an antitrustjury by acquainting it with basic
antitrust principles. Interim instructions, especially if made during an unusually lengthy or complex
trial, may also be quite helpful * * *. Supplemental instructions given during jury deliberations may
clarify issues forjurors." (3) Rule 51(c) is "a reaffirmation of existing law and practices. We concur
* * *." (4) "We endorse proposed Rule 51(d)," which addresses the "potential pitfall" created by the
present requirement that a party object to failure to give an instruction that has already been denied.
And it codifies the plain error doctrine.

Department of Justice, 01-CV-073: Supports the purpose of amended Rule 51, but urges revision
of the plain-error provision in (d)(3). This provision should be moved out of the "a party may assign
as error" structure, and made a separate paragraph. The Advisory Committee states that its model
is Criminal Rule 52(b). Rule 52(b) states that plain errors "may be noticed." U.S. v. Johnson, 1997,
520 U.S. 461, 467, 470, instructs that a court has discretion to ignore a plain error, and indeed may
notice plain error only if failure to do so would seriously affect the fairness, integrity, or public
reputation of judicial proceedings. These limits should be preserved. "The government would be
exposed to significant harm if a new ruling affected a large number of civil judgments and the error
was deemed, in hindsight, to have been 'plain."' The cure is simple: retain proposed (d)(1) and (2)
as (d)(1)(A) and (B); plain error would become (d)(2): "Plain errors or defects affecting substantial
rights may be noticed although they were not brought to the attention of the court."

Oregon State Bar Prac. & Proc. Comm., 01-CV-099: Rule 51(d)(3) seems to establish a "right" of
plain-error review "without setting forth its limitations." Plain-error review should be limited to
"exceptional cases in which it is necessary to avoid a clear miscarriage ofjustice." The four factors
described in the Note are not restriction enough, for "there is no assurance that such commentary will
assist a court in its interpretation of the 'plain' terms of the proposed rule." Review should be
limited to error "'so serious and flagrant that it goes to the very integrity of the trial."' (quoting
Travelers Indem. Co. v. Scor. Reins. Co., 2d Cir. 1995, 62 F.3d 74, 79). The Rule should limit
review to "extraordinary cases in which instructional error seriously affects the fairness and integrity
of the proceedings." Or it could be modeled on Evidence Rule 103(d): "nothing in this rule requiring
an objection precludes taking notice of plain errors affecting substantial rights although they were
not brought to the attention of the court."
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

1 Rule 51. Insti uctions to Jury: Objection.

2 At thc closc of the evidence or at such cailier timn

3 dutinig thl trial as the coudt reasonably directs, any party imay

4 file written .equcsts that thr ouUrt ilsLtuct tejury Ull thle law

5 as set forth in tilc . cqucsts Thc COult shall into counscl of

6 its proposed action ulp n t.. tlcqusts prior to their al guIniets
7 to the juiy. ThL couit, at its elie.tiUn, IIay III ,lUbt tIIWjuly
8 blforL or aftel agumenllt, or both. No party may psig,. as

9 etior thc giving or the failuL to gi vc a. itmut unless that

10 pasty objects thleLeto befglL thc juy letiLes to consideL its

11 veldict, statinig distillctly thl mattt oubjected to and thl

12 grotinds of thc obwjeetionl. Oppormnlity shlaf! be given, to m ..................alkc

13 thc olbjectio.i out of the hearin.g of thl juty.

14 Rule 51. Instructions to Jurv; Objections: Preserving a

15 Claim of Error

16 (a) Requests.

17 (1) A party may. at the close of the evidence or at

18 an earlier reasonable time that the court directs, file and

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined

through.
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20 furnish to every other party written requests that the

21 court instruct the jury on the law as set forth in the

22 requests.

23 (2) After the close of the evidence, a party may:

24 (A) file requests for instructions on issues

25 that could not reasonably have been anticipated at

26 an earlier time for requests set under Rule

27 51(a)(1), and

28 (B) with the court's permission file

29 untimely requests for instructions on any issue.

30 (b) Instructions. The court:

31 (1) must inform the parties of its proposed

32 instructions and proposed action on the requests before

33 instructing the jury and before final jury arguments;

34 (2) must give the parties an opportunity to object

35 on the record and out of the jury's hearing to the

36 proposed instructions and actions on requests before the

37 instructions and arguments are delivered; and

38 (3) may instruct the jury at any time after trial

39 begins and before the jury is discharged.

40 (c) Objections.
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41 (1) A party who objects to an instruction or the

42 failure to give an instruction must do so on the record,

43 stating distinctly the matter objected to and the grounds

44 of the objection.

45 (2) An objection is timely if:

46 (A) a party that has been informed of an

47 instruction or action on a request before the jury is

48 instructed and before final jury arguments, as

49 provided by Rule 51(b)(1), objects at the

50 opportunity for objection required by Rule

51 51(b)(2) or

52 (B) a party that has not been informed of an

53 instruction or action on a request before the time

54 for objection provided under Rule 51 (b)(2) objects

55 promptly after learning that the instruction or

56 request will be. or has been, given or refused.

57 (d) Preserving a Claim of Assigning Error: Plain

58 Error.

59 (1) A party may assign as error:
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60 (A) an error in an instruction actually given

61 if that party made a proper objection under Rule

62 51(c)-_ o

63 (B) a failure to give an instruction if that

64 party made a proper request under Rule 51(a), and

65 - unless the court made a definitive ruling on the

66 record rejecting the request - also made a proper

67 objection under Rule 51(c)- .r

68 (2) A court may i! *e consider a plain error in or

69 om-issi from the instructions affecting substantial

70 rights that has not been preserved as required by Rule

51(d)(1)(A) or (B).

20 Committee Note

21 Rule 51 is revised to capture many of the interpretations that have
22 emerged in practice. The revisions in text will make uniform the
23 conclusions reached by a majority of decisions on each point.
24 Additions also are made to cover some practices that cannot now be
25 anchored in the text of Rule 51.

26 Scope. Rule 51 governs instructions to the trial jury on the law
27 that governs the verdict. A variety of other instructions cannot
28 practicably be brought within Rule 51. Among these instructions are
29 preliminary instructions to a venire. and cautionary or limiting
30 instructions delivered in immediate response to events at trial.
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31 Requests. Subdivision (a) governs requests. Apart from the
32 plain error doctrine recognized in subdivision (d)(2-), a court is not
33 obliged to instruct the jury on issues raised by the evidence unless a
34 party requests an instruction. The revised rule recognizes the court's
35 authority to direct that requests be submitted before trial. Particularly
36 i ). co lex cases, pittial requests Can help the parties pyepare for
37 tiIal. Trial aLuo Tiay be shaped by sever som inattes for Separate

38 trial, or by direLting that trial blegi with issues that Illay warrant

39 disposition by judgmnct as a matter of law, see Rules 16(c)(14) and

40 50(a). It seems likely that the deadline foL pretrial requests will often

41 lbe coniected to a fijial pretrial COIfere 1Ce.

42 The close-of-the-evidence deadline may come before trial is
43 completed on all potential issues. Trial may be formally bifurcated
44 or may be sequenced in some less formal manner. The close of the
45 evidence is measured by the occurrence of two events: completion of
46 all intended evidence on an identified phase of the trial and
47 impending submission to the jury with instructions.

48 The risk in directing a pretrial request deadline is that
49 tinantieipated trial evidence may raise new issues or reshape issues
50 the parties thought they had understood. Even1 if thcl..l is IV
51 unanticipated evidnceC, a party Inlay seek to naise ul 1csyolld to all
52 uiiatipiated issue that is suggested by court, adveLsary, Ou jury. The
53 need for a pretrial re unst deadliniC Iimay not be great ina an =6t.. that
54 involves Well-settled law that is farniliar to the eourt and Hot disputed

55 by the parties. Courts need not insist on pretrial requests in all cases.
56 Even if the request time is set before trial or early in the trial,
57 subdivision (a)(2)(A) permits requests after the close of the evidence
58 to address issues that could not reasonably have been anticipated at
59 the earlier time for requests set by the court.

60 Subdivision (a)(2)(B) expressly recognizes the court's
61 discretion to act on an untimely request. Ulntimely requests are ofte
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62 accepted, at timues by a cting o ij an objection to the failure to give all
63 instsuutirii unta., isue that was not frameud by a timecly .cqucst. Thls
64 i ndulgeunu- inuA lu s t aga;nt the proposition that an oubjection alonc
65 is sufficient only as to miiatters actually stated in the instutiot i.s. This
66 piuyuostion is stated in present Rule 51, but i;i a fashiuii that has
67 4 uvcll thle Tost astutc atto.rnys. Rule 51 now says that no party

68 iiay assig as error the failure to give an instructioi unless that party
69 objects tlereto. It is easy to irad into thl . vis in ap i n. rplication
70 that it is sufficient to "object" to thc failure to give an instruction. But
71 even if fiarncd as an objection, a ruquest to includu mattel ounitted
72 froml. the instructions is just that, a request, anid is untieldy after the
73 close of the evidence or the earlir tifine dilected by thc court. The
74 most important consideration in exercising the discretion confirmed
75 by subdivision (a)(2)(B) is the importance of the issue to the case -
76 the closer the issue lies to the "plain error" that would be recognized
77 under subdivision (d)(23), the better the reason to give an instruction.
78 The cogency of the reason for failing to make a timely request also
79 should be considered. -the ealliul the requcst deadline, the Tuore
80 likely it is that good Huasoll will appeal for failing to lrecognlze aln
81 impuotant issuu. eourts also niu rluelain waly, however, of the risks

82 posed by tardy ruefts. HIurlied actioll il thc closing mllniutes of trial
83 nay invite err.r. A ju y may be confused by a tardy instr uction mnade
84 after the Ilnabilo duy of instrlutiuIon, alld iln allny evelt mllay bu rnisleud

85 to focus unldue attulntion on the issucs isolated anld emllphlasized by a
86 tardy inlstructiul. And if the m.in sutlUn ~ al vull after armulluelnt,

87 the parties lmayl havc fiaimeud thle argument ill teummm- that did not
88 a Ltiuipate thu instructions that camec to be given. To be considered
89 under subdivision (a)(2)(B) a request should be made before final
90 instructions and before final jury arguments. What is a "final"
91 instruction and argument depends on the sequence of submitting the
92 case to the jury. If separate portions of the case are submitted to the
93 jury in sequence, the final arguments and final instructions are those
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94 made on submitting to the jury the portion of the case addressed by
95 the arguments and instructions.

96 Instructions. Subdivision (b)(1) requires the court to inform the
97 parties, before instructing the jury and before final jury arguments
98 related to the instruction, of the proposed instructions as well as the
99 proposed action on instruction requests. The time limit is addressed

100 to final jury arguments to reflect the practice that allows interim
101 arguments during trial in complex cases; it may not be feasible to
102 develop final instructions before such interim arguments. It is enough
103 that counsel know of the intended instructions before making final
104 arguments addressed to the issue. If the trial is sequenced or
105 bifurcated, the final arguments addressed to an issue may occur
106 before the close of the entire trial.

107 Subdivision (b)(2) complements subdivision (b)(1) by carrying
108 forward the opportunity to object established by present Rule 51. It
109 makes explicit the opportunity to object on the record, ensuring a
110 clear memorial of the objection.

111 Subdivision (b)(3) reflects common practice by authorizing
112 instructions at any time after trial begins and before the jury is
113 discharged. Plrlellllmay inistmuetionis mray be giveI1 at the beginnin_
114 i the trial, a device that mnay be a hldpful aid to the july. In cases o
115 tUiUnUal length Uo UornykAity, intieri iiI-tiULtiUIIo aiso may bU mlmadu

116 during taec OUrs of trial. SupplemlLntal instructiouns nay be give.
117 durin~g juy deAiberations, and even1 after initial delibLlatiouns f it is

118 approupiate to resubmnit the c for further deliberatio s. The prese..nt
119 p a that recognizes the authority to deliver "final" jury
120 istuctions before or after arguimenict, or at bothm times, is included
121 within thie broader . ' pL',1.

122 Objections. Subdivision (c) states the right to object to an
123 instruction or the failure to give an instruction. It carries forward the
124 formula of present Rule 51 requiring that the objection state distinctly
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125 the matter objected to and the grounds of the objection, and makes
126 explicit the requirement that the objection be made on the record.
127 The provisions on the time to object make clear that it is timely to
128 object promptly after learning of an instruction or action on a request
129 when the court has not provided advance information as required by
130 subdivision (b)(1). The need to repeat a request by way of objection
131 is continued by new subdivision (d)(1)(B) except where the court
132 made a definitive ruling on the record mollified, blt iiot discarded, by
133 new Sulbdivision (d)(fl{3)(2).

134 Preserving a claim of error and plain error. Many cases hold
135 that a proper request for a jury instruction is not alone enough to
136 preserve the right to appeal failure to give the instruction. The
137 request must be renewed by objection. This doctrine is appropriate
138 when the court may not have sufficiently focused on the request, or
139 may believe that the request has been granted in substance although
140 in different words. But this doctrine may also prove a trap for the
141 unwary who fail to add an objection after the court has made it clear
142 that the request has been considered and rejected on the merits.
143 Subdivision (d)(fl )(B)* establishes authority to review the failure to
144 grant a timely request, despite a failure to add an objection, when the
145 court has made a definitive ruling on the record rejecting the request.

146 Many circuits have recognized that an error not preserved under
147 Rule 51 may be reviewed in exceptional circumstances. THe
148 fjuunidatiujo t deisions is, that a disltict court a duty to the

149 parties, to the law, and to the jutiy to gi ve correct iuuistlmuctionls ou the
150 fulndamlIenltal lellements of all action. The language adopted to capture
151 these decisions in subdivision (d)(2) is borrowed from Criminal
152 Rule 52. Although the language is the same, the context of civil
153 litigation often differs from the context of criminal prosecution;
154 actual application of the plain-error standard takes account of the
155 differences. The Supreme Court has summarized application of
156 Criminal Rule 52 as involving four elements: (1) there must be an
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157 error: (2) the error must be plain: (3) the error must affect substantial
158 rights: and (4) the error must seriously affect the fairness, integrity,
159 or public reputation of judicial proceedings. Johnson v. U.S.. 520
160 U.S. 461. 466-467, 469-470 (1997). (The Johnson case quoted the
161 fourth element from its decision in a civil action, U.S. v. Atkinson.
162 297 U.S. 157, 160 (1936): "In exceptional circumstances, especially
163 in criminal cases, appellate courts, in the public interest. may, of their
164 own motion, notice errors to which no exception has been taken, if
165 the errors are obvious, or if they otherwise substantially affect the
166 fairness, integrity, or public reputation of judicial proceedings.")

167 The court's duty to give correct jury instructions in a civil action
168 is shaped by at least four factors.

169 The factor most directly implied by a "plain" error rule is the
170 obviousness of the mistake. Obviousness reduces th. eed to rely on
171 the. yarties tu thelp the cu with the1 law, and also bears uon sUocLty'

172 obligationi to provide a reasoniably learnledjudge. Obviousness turns
173 not only oni lhow well the law is settled, but also on low faiiiiliar the
174 paricuular area of law sIoUUld be to ms II judgJ . eleally settled bnt

175 exotic law often does not gene.reate ovious eror. Obviousness also
176 dep n ds oni the way th.e case was presented at trial and argued.

177 The importance of the error is a second major factor.
178 importanie iciust be micasured by the role thle isstr plays in thc
179 specific case; what is funidainiental to oic case may be peripheral ini
180 aiiUtheI. impoUtanlc is i ndpendent uo obviUUoIsne. A sufiently

181 in oiait error iiay justify, rversal eveLI tlouglh it was not obvious.
182 Thc ist likely examfple involv e aii inltiuctiuui that was correct
183 under law that was clearly settled at the tim.e of th1e inlstrctions, so
184 that rgu est and objection. would iak sense oully in hop of arguii.g
185 for1a clalln in the law. if thL law iS the1 il Cilga=d in anuther case or
186 by legislationi that has- etroactive ffcct, re-versa! iiay be warlanlted.
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187 The costs of correcting an error reflect a third factor that is
188 affected by a variety of circumstances. If a coLmplete ew trial murst
189 b. had for othr 1easoIns, Oldi1aily an instruction, ,error0 at thc first trial
190 caii be corected foL the second trial without signifieait cost. A Rulc
191 49 verdict nay enable crrrurtio VVtllUt ftither p eigs.

192 In a case that seems close to the fundamental error line, account
193 also may be taken of the impact a verdict may have on nonparties.
194 Ceo 1 on examples are provided by action1s that attack go v euinnent

akt1U1 _ privatek discrimination.
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RULE 53. MASTERS

1 (a) APPOINTMENT.

2 (1) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court
3 may appoint a master only to:

4 (A) perform duties consented to by the
5 parties;

6 (B) hold trial proceedings and make or
7 recommend findings of fact on issues to be
8 decided by the court if appointment is warranted
9 by

10 (i) some exceptional condition, or

11 (ii) the need to perform an accounting
12 or resolve a difficult computation of
13 damages; or

14 (C) address pretrial and post-trial matters
15 that cannot be addressed effectively and timely by
16 an available district judge or magistrate judge of
17 the district.

18 (2) A master must not have a relationship to the
19 parties, counsel, action, or court that would require
20 disqualification of ajudge under 28 U.S.C. § 455 unless
21 the parties consent to appointment of a particular person
22 after disclosure of any potential grounds for
23 disqualification.
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24 (3) In appointing a master, the court must
25 consider the fairness of imposing the likely expenses on
26 the parties and must protect against unreasonable
27 expense or delay.

28 (b) ORDER APPOINTING MASTER.

29 (1) Hearing. The court must give the parties
30 notice and an opportunity to be heard before appointing
31 a master. A party may suggest candidates for
32 appointment.

33 (2) Contents. The order appointing a master
34 must direct the master to proceed with all reasonable
35 diligence and must state:

36 (A) the master's duties, including any
37 investigation or enforcement duties, and any limits
38 on the master's authority under Rule 53(c);

39 (B) the circumstances - if any - in which
40 the master may communicate ex parte with the
41 court or a party, limiting ex parte communications
42 with the court to administrative matters unless the
43 court in its discretion permits ex parte
44 communications on other matters;

45 (C) the nature of the materials to be
46 preserved and filed as the record of the master's
47 activities;

48 (D) the time limits, method of filing the
49 record, other procedures, and standards for
50 reviewing the master's orders, findings, and
51 recommendations; and
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52 (E) the basis, terms, and procedure for
53 fixing the master's compensation under Rule
54 53(h).

55 (3) Entry of Order. The court may enter the
56 order appointing a master only after the master has filed
57 an affidavit disclosing whether there is any ground for
58 disqualification under 28 U.S.C. § 455 and, if a ground
59 for disqualification is disclosed, after the parties have
60 consented with the court's approval to waive the
61 disqualification.

62 (4) Amendment. The order appointing a master
63 may be amended at any time after notice to the parties
64 and an opportunity to be heard.

65 (c) MASTER'S AUTHORITY. Unless the appointing
66 order expressly directs otherwise, a master has authority to
67 regulate all proceedings and take all appropriate measures to
68 perform fairly and efficiently the assigned duties. The master
69 may impose upon a party any noncontempt sanction provided
70 by Rule 37 or 45, and may recommend a contempt sanction
71 against a party and sanctions against a nonparty.

72 (d) EVIDENTIARY HEARINGS. Unless the appointing
73 order expressly directs otherwise, a master conducting an
74 evidentiary hearing may exercise the power of the appointing
75 court to compel, take, and record evidence.

76 (e) MASTER'S ORDERS. A master who makes an order
77 must file the order and promptly serve a copy on each party.
78 The clerk must enter the order on the docket.

79 (f) MASTER'S REPORTS. A master must report to the
80 court as required by the order of appointment. The master
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81 must file the report and promptly serve a copy of the report on
82 each party unless the court directs otherwise.

83 (g) ACTION ON MASTER'S ORDER, REPORT, OR
84 RECOMMENDATIONS.

85 (1) Action. In acting on a master's order, report,
86 or recommendations, the court must afford an
87 opportunity to be heard and may receive evidence, and
88 may: adopt or affirm; modify; wholly or partly reject or
89 reverse; or resubmit to the master with instructions.

90 (2) Time To Object or move. A party may file
91 objections to - or a motion to adopt or modify - the
92 master's order, report, or recommendations no later than
93 20 days from the time the master's order, report, or
94 recommendations are served, unless the court sets a
95 different time.

96 (3) Fact Findings or Recommendations. The
97 court must decide de novo all objections to findings of
98 fact made or recommended by a master unless the
99 parties stipulate with the court's consent that:

100 (A) the master's findings will be reviewed
101 for clear error, or

102 (B) the findings of a master appointed under
103 Rule 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) will be final.

104 (4) Legal questions. The court must decide de
105 novo all objections to conclusions of law made or
106 recommended by a master.
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107 (5) Discretion. Unless the order of appointment
108 establishes a different standard of review, the court may
109 set aside a master's ruling on a procedural matter only
110 for an abuse of discretion.

111 (h) COMPENSATION.

112 (1) Fixing Compensation. The court must fix
113 the master's compensation before or after judgment on
114 the basis and terms stated in the order of appointment,
115 but the court may set a new basis and terms after notice
116 and an opportunity to be heard.

117 (2) Payment. The compensation fixed under
118 Rule 53(h)(1) must be paid either:

119 (A) by a party or parties; or

120 (B) from a fund or subject matter of the
121 action within the court's control.

122 (3) Allocation. The court must allocate payment
123 of the master's compensation among the parties after
124 considering the nature and amount of the controversy,
125 the means of the parties, and the extent to which any
126 party is more responsible than other parties for the
127 reference to a master. An interim allocation may be

amended to reflect a decision on the merits.

COMMITTEE NOTE

I Rule 53 is revised extensively to reflect changing practices in
2 using masters. From the beginning in 1938, Rule 53 focused
3 primarily on special masters who perform trial functions. Since then,
4 however, courts have gained experience with masters appointed to
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5 perform a variety of pretrial and post-trial functions. See Willging,
6 Hooper, Leary, Miletich, Reagan, & Shapard, Special Masters'
7 Incidence and Activity (FJC 2000). This revised Rule 53 recognizes
8 that in appropriate circumstances masters may properly be appointed
9 to perform these functions and regulates such appointments. Rule 53

10 continues to address trial masters as well, but permits appointment of
11 a trial master in an action to be tried to a jury only if the parties
12 consent. The new rule clarifies the provisions that govern the
13 appointment and function of masters for all purposes. Rule 53(g) also
14 changes the standard of review for findings of fact made or
15 recommended by a master. The core of the original Rule 53 remains,
16 including its prescription that appointment of a master must be the
17 exception and not the rule.

18 SUBDIVISION (a)(1)

19 District judges bear primary responsibility for the work of their
20 courts. A master should be appointed only in limited circumstances.
21 Subdivision (a)(1) describes three different standards, relating to
22 appointments by consent of the parties, appointments for trial duties,
23 and appointments for pretrial or post-trial duties.

24 CONSENTMASTERS. Subparagraph (a)(1)(A) authorizes appointment
25 of a master with the parties' consent. Party consent does not require
26 that the court make the appointment; the court retains unfettered
27 discretion to refuse appointment.

28 TRIAL MASTERS. Use of masters for the core functions of trial has
29 been progressively limited. These limits are reflected in the
30 provisions of subparagraph (a)(1)(B) that restrict appointments to
31 exercise trial functions. The Supreme Court gave clear direction to
32 this trend in La Buy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249 (1957);
33 earlier roots are sketched in Los Angeles Brush Mfg. Corp. v. James,
34 272 U.S. 701 (1927). As to nonjury trials, this trend has developed
35 through elaboration of the "exceptional condition" requirement in
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36 present Rule 53(b). This phrase is retained, and will continue to have
37 the same force as it has developed. Although the provision that a
38 reference "shall be the exception and not the rule" is deleted, its
39 meaning is embraced for this setting by the exceptional condition
40 requirement.

41 Subparagraph (a)(1)(B)(ii) carries forward the approach of
42 present Rule 53(b), which exempts from the "exceptional
43 circumstance" requirement "matters of account and of difficult
44 computation of damages." This approach is justified only as to
45 essentially ministerial determinations that require mastery of much
46 detailed information but that do not require extensive determinations
47 of credibility. Evaluations of witness credibility should only be
48 assigned to a trial master when justified by an exceptional condition.

49 The use of a trial master without party consent is abolished as
50 to matters to be decided by a jury unless a statute provides for this
51 practice.

52 Abolition of the direct power to appoint a trial master in a jury
53 case leaves the way free to appoint a trial master with the consent of
54 all parties. A trial master should be appointed in a jury case, with
55 consent of the parties and concurrence of the court, only if the parties
56 waive jury trial with respect to the issues submitted to the master or
57 if the master's findings are to be submitted to the jury as evidence in
58 the manner provided by former Rule 53(e)(3). In no circumstance
59 may a master be appointed to preside at a jury trial.

60 The central function of a trial master is to preside over an
61 evidentiary hearing on the merits of the claims or defenses in the
62 action. This function distinguishes the trial master from most
63 functions of pretrial and post-trial masters. If any master is to be used
64 for such matters as a preliminary injunction hearing or a
65 determination of complex damages issues, for example, the master
66 should be a trial master. The line, however, is not distinct. A pretrial
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67 master might well conduct an evidentiary hearing on a discovery
68 dispute, and a post-trial master might conduct evidentiary hearings on
69 questions of compliance.

70 Rule 53 has long provided authority to report the evidence
71 without recommendations in nonjury trials. This authority is omitted
72 from Rule 53(a)(1)(B). In some circumstances a master may be
73 appointed under Rule 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) to take evidence and report
74 without recommendations.

75 For nonjury cases, a master also may be appointed to assist the
76 court in discharging trial duties other than conducting an evidentiary
77 hearing.

78 PRETRIAL AND POST-TRIAL MASTERS. Subparagraph (a)(1)(C)
79 authorizes appointment of a master to address pretrial or post-trial
80 matters. Appointment is limited to matters that cannot be addressed
81 effectively and in a timely fashion by an available district judge or
82 magistratejudge of the district. A master's pretrial or post-trial duties
83 may include matters that could be addressed by a judge, such as
84 reviewing discovery documents for privilege, or duties that might not
85 be suitable for a judge. Some forms of settlement negotiations,
86 investigations, or administration of an organization are familiar
87 examples of duties that a judge might not feel free to undertake.

88 Magistrate Judges. Particular attention should be paid to the prospect
89 that a magistrate judge may be available for special assignments.
90 United States magistrate judges are authorized by statute to perform
91 many pretrial functions in civil actions. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1).
92 Ordinarily a district judge who delegates these functions should refer
93 them to a magistrate judge acting as magistrate judge.

94 There is statutory authority to appoint a magistrate judge as
95 special master. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2). In special circumstances, or
96 when expressly authorized by a statute other than § 636(b)(2), it may
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97 be appropriate to appoint a magi strate judge as a master when needed
98 to perform functions outside those listed in § 636(b)(1). There is no
99 apparent reason to appoint a magistrate judge to perform as master

100 duties that could be performed in the role of magistrate judge. Party
101 consent is required for trial before a magistrate judge, moreover, and
102 this requirement should not be undercut by resort to Rule 53 unless
103 specifically authorized by statute; see 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f)(5).

104 Pretrial Masters. The appointment of masters to participate in
105 pretrial proceedings has developed extensively over the last two
106 decades as some district courts have felt the need for additional help
107 in managing complex litigation. This practice is not well regulated
108 by present Rule 53, which focuses on masters as trial participants.
109 Rule 53 is amended to confirm the authority to appoint - and to
110 regulate the use of - pretrial masters.

111 A pretrial master should be appointed only when the need is
112 clear. Direct judicial performance of judicial functions may be
113 particularly important in cases that involve important public issues or
114 many parties. At the extreme, a broad delegation of pretrial
115 responsibility as well as a delegation of trial responsibilities can run
116 afoul of Article III.

117 A master also may be appointed to address matters that blur the
118 divide between pretrial and trial functions. The court's responsibility
119 to interpret patent claims as a matter of law, for example, may be
120 greatly assisted by appointing a master who has expert knowledge of
121 the field in which the patent operates. Review of the master's
122 findings will be de novo under Rule 53(g)(4), but the advantages of
123 initial determination by a master may make the process more effective
124 and timely than disposition by the judge acting alone. Determination
125 of foreign law may present comparable difficulties. The decision
126 whether to appoint a master to address such matters is governed by
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127 subdivision (a)(1)(C), not the trial-master provisions of subdivision
128 (a)(1)(B).

129 Post-Trial Masters. Courts have come to rely on masters to assist in
130 framing and enforcing complex decrees. Present Rule 53 does not
131 directly address this practice. Amended Rule 53 authorizes
132 appointment of post-trial masters for these and similar purposes. The
133 constraint of subdivision (a)(1)(C) limits this practice to cases in
134 which the master's duties cannot be performed effectively and in a
135 timely fashion by an available districtj udge or magistratejudge of the
136 district.

137 Reliance on a master is appropriate when a complex decree
138 requires complex policing, particularly when a party has proved
139 resistant or intransigent. This practice has been recognized by the
140 Supreme Court, see Local 28, Sheet Metal Workers' Internat. Assn.
141 v. EEOC, 478 U.S. 421, 481-482 (1986). The master's role in
142 enforcement may extend to investigation in ways that are quite unlike
143 the traditional role of judicial officers in an adversary system.

144 SUBDIVISION (a)(2) AND (3)

145 Masters are subject to the Code of Conduct for United States
146 Judges, with exceptions spelled out in the Code. Special care must
147 be taken to ensure that there is no actual or apparent conflict of
148 interest involving a master. The standard of disqualification is
149 established by 28 U.S.C. § 455. The affidavit required by Rule
150 53(b)(4)(A) provides an important source of information about
151 possible grounds for disqualification, but careful inquiry should be
152 made at the time of making the initial appointment. The
153 disqualification standards established by § 455 are strict. Because a
154 master is not a public judicial officer, it may be appropriate to permit
155 the parties to consent to appointment of a particular person as master
156 in circumstances that would require disqualification of a judge. The
157 judge must be careful to ensure that no party feels any pressure to
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158 consent, but with such assurances - and with the judge's own
159 determination that there is no troubling conflict of interests or
160 disquieting appearance of impropriety - consent may justify an
161 otherwise barred appointment.

162 One potential disqualification issue is peculiar to the master's
163 role. A master who is an attorney may represent a client whose
164 litigation is assigned to the judge who appointed the attorney as
165 master. Other parties to the litigation may fear that the attorney-
166 master will gain special respect from the judge. A flat prohibition on
167 appearance before the appointing judge during the time of service as
168 master, however, might in some circumstances unduly limit the
169 opportunity to make a desirable appointment. These matters may be
170 regulated to some extent by state rules of professional responsibility.
171 The question of present conflicts, and the possibility of future
172 conflicts, can be considered at the time of appointment. Depending
173 on the circumstances, thejudge may considerit appropriate to impose
174 a non-appearance condition on the lawyer master, and perhaps on the
175 master's firm as well.

176 SUBDIVISION (b)

177 The order appointing a pretrial master is vitally important in
178 informing the master and the parties about the nature and extent of
179 the master's duties and authority. Care must be taken to make the
180 order as precise as possible. The parties must be given notice and
181 opportunity to be heard on the question whether a master should be
182 appointed and on the terms of the appointment. To the extent
183 possible, the notice should describe the master's proposed duties,
184 time to complete the duties, standards of review, and compensation.
185 Often it will be useful to engage the parties in the process of
186 identifying the master, inviting nominations, and reviewing potential
187 candidates. Party involvement may be particularly useful if a pretrial
188 master is expected to promote settlement.
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189 Rule 53(b)(2) requires precise designation of the master's duties
190 and authority. Clear identification of any investigating or
191 enforcement duties is particularly important. Clear delineation of
192 topics for any reports or recommendations is also an important part
193 of this process. And it is important to protect against delay by
194 establishing a time schedule for performing the assigned duties. Early
195 designation of the procedure for fixing the master's compensation also
196 may provide useful guidance to the parties.

197 Ex parte communications between a master and the court
198 present troubling questions. Ordinarily the order should prohibit such
199 communications apart from administrative matters, assuring that the
200 parties know where authority is lodged at each step of the
201 proceedings. Prohibiting ex parte communications between master
202 and court also can enhance the role of a settlement master by assuring
203 the parties that settlement can be fostered by confidential revelations
204 that will not be shared with the court. Yet there may be
205 circumstances in which the master's role is enhanced by the
206 opportunity for ex parte communications with the court. A master
207 assigned to help coordinate multiple proceedings, for example, may
208 benefit from off-the-record exchanges with the court about logistical
209 matters. The rule does not directly regulate these matters. It requires
210 only that the court find good cause and address the topic in the order
211 of appointment.

212 Similarly difficult questions surround ex parte communications
213 between a master and the parties. Ex parte communications may be
214 essential in seeking to advance settlement. Ex parte communications
215 also may prove useful in other settings, as with in camera review of
216 documents to resolve privilege questions. In most settings, however,
217 ex parte communications with the parties should be discouraged or
218 prohibited. The rule requires that the court address the topic in the
219 order of appointment.
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220 Subdivision (b)(2)(C) provides that the appointment order must
221 state the nature of the materials to be preserved and filed as the record
222 of the master's activities, and (b)(2)(D) requires that the order state
223 the method of filing the record. It is not feasible to prescribe the
224 nature of the record without regard to the nature of the master's
225 duties. The records appropriate to discovery duties may be different
226 from those appropriate to encouraging settlement, investigating
227 possible violations of a complex decree, or making recommendations
228 for trial findings. A basic requirement, however, is that the master
229 must make and file a complete record of the evidence considered in
230 making or recommending findings of fact on the basis of evidence.
231 The order of appointment should routinely include this requirement
232 unless the nature of the appointment precludes any prospect that the
233 master will make or recommend evidence-based findings of fact. In
234 some circumstances it may be appropriate for a party to file materials
235 directly with the court as provided by Rule 5(e), but in many
236 circumstances filing with the court may be inappropriate.
237 Confidentiality is important with respect to many materials that may
238 properly be considered by a master. Materials in the record can be
239 transmitted to the court, and filed, in connection with review of a
240 master's order, report, or recommendations under subdivisions (f) and
241 (g). Independently of review proceedings, the court may direct filing
242 of any materials that it wishes to make part of the public record.

243 The provision in subdivision (b)(2)(D) that the order must state
244 the standards for reviewing the master's orders, findings, or
245 recommendations is a reminder of the provisions of subdivision (g)(3)
246 that recognize stipulations for review less searching than the
247 presumptive requirement of de novo decision by the court.
248 Subdivision (b)(2)(D) does not authorize the court to supersede the
249 limits of subdivision (g)(3).

250 In setting the procedure for fixing the master's compensation, it
251 is useful at the outset to establish specific guidelines to control total
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252 expense. The court has power under subdivision (h) to change the
253 basis and terms for determining compensation after notice to the
254 parties.

255 The provision in Rule 53(b)(3) for amending the order of
256 appointment is as important as the provisions for the initial order.
257 Anything that could be done in the initial order can be done by
258 amendment. The hearing requirement can be satisfied by an
259 opportunity to make written submissions unless the circumstances
260 require live testimony.

261 Subdivision (b)(4) permits entry of the order appointing a
262 master only after the master has filed an affidavit disclosing whether
263 there is any ground for disqualification under 28 U.S.C. § 455. If the
264 affidavit discloses a possible ground for disqualification, the order
265 can enter only if the court determines that there is no ground for
266 disqualification or if the parties, knowing of the ground for
267 disqualification, consent with the court's approval to waive the
268 disqualification.

269 SUBDIVISION (C)

270 Subdivision (c) is a simplification of the provisions scattered
271 throughout present Rule 53. It is intended to provide the broad and
272 flexible authority necessary to discharge the master's responsibilities.
273 The most important delineation of a master's authority and duties is
274 provided by the Rule 53(b) appointing order.

275 SUBDIVISION (d)

276 The subdivision (d) provisions for evidentiary hearings are
277 reduced from the extensive provisions in current Rule 53. This
278 simplification of the rule is not intended to diminish the authority that
279 may be delegated to a master. Reliance is placed on the broad and
280 general terms of subdivision (c).
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281 SUBDIVISION (e)

282 Subdivision (e) provides that a master's order must be filed and
283 entered on the docket. It must be promptly served on the parties, a
284 task ordinarily accomplished by mailing or other means as permitted
285 by Rule 5(b). In some circumstances it may be appropriate to have
286 the clerk's office assist the master in mailing the order to the parties.

287 SUBDIVISION (f)

288 Subdivision (f) restates some of the provisions of present Rule
289 53(e)(1). The report is the master's primary means of communication
290 with the court. The materials to be provided to support review of the
291 report will depend on the nature of the report. The master should
292 provide all portions of the record preserved under Rule 53(b)(2)(C)
293 that the master deems relevant to the report. The parties may
294 designate additional materials from the record, and may seek
295 permission to supplement the record with evidence. The court may
296 direct that additional materials from the record be provided and filed.
297 Given the wide array of tasks that may be assigned to a pretrial
298 master, there may be circumstances that justify sealing a report or
299 review record against public access-a report on continuing orfailed
300 settlement efforts is the most likely example. A post-trial master may
301 be assigned duties in formulating a decree that deserve similar
302 protection. Such circumstances may even justify denying access to
303 the report or review materials by the parties, although this step should
304 be taken only for the most compelling reasons. Sealing is much less
305 likely to be appropriate with respect to a trial master's report.

306 Before formally making an order, report, or recommendations,
307 a master may find it helpful to circulate a draft to the parties for
308 review and comment. The usefulness of this practice depends on the
309 nature of the master's proposed action.
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310 SUBDIVISION (g)

311 The provisions of subdivision (g)(1), describing the court's
312 powers to afford a hearing, take evidence, and act on a master's order,
313 report, or recommendations are drawn from present Rule 53(e)(2), but
314 are not limited, as present Rule 53(e)(2) is limited, to the report of a
315 trial master in a nonjury action. The requirement that the court must
316 afford an opportunity to be heard can be satisfied by taking written
317 submissions when the court acts on the report without taking live
318 testimony.

319 The subdivision (g)(2) time limits for objecting to - or seeking
320 adoption or modification of - a master's order, report, or
321 recommendations, are important. They are not jurisdictional.
322 Although a court may properly refuse to entertain untimely review
323 proceedings, the court may excuse the failure to seek timely review.
324 The basic time period is lengthened to 20 days because the present
325 10-day period may be too short to permit thorough study and response
326 to a complex report dealing with complex litigation. If no party asks
327 the court to act on a master's report, the court is free to adopt the
328 master's action or to disregard it at any relevant point in the
329 proceedings.

330 Subdivision (g)(3) establishes the standards of review for a
331 master's findings of fact or recommended findings of fact. The court
332 must decide de novo all objections to findings of fact made or
333 recommended by the master unless the parties stipulate, with the
334 court's consent, that the findings will be reviewed for clear error or
335 - with respect to a master appointed on the parties' consent or
336 appointed to address pretrial or post-trial matters - that the findings
337 will be final. Clear-error review is more likely to be appropriate with
338 respect to findings that do not go to the merits of the underlying
339 claims or defenses, such as findings of fact bearing on a privilege
340 objection to a discovery request. Even if no objection is made, the
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341 court is free to decide the facts de novo; to review for clear error if an
342 earlier approved stipulation provided clear-error review; or to
343 withdraw its consent to a stipulation for clear-error review or finality,
344 and then to decide de novo. If the court withdraws its consent to a
345 stipulation for finality or de novo review, it may reopen the
346 opportunity to object.

347 Under Rule 53(g)(4), the court must decide de novo all
348 objections to conclusions of law made or recommended by a master.
349 As with findings of fact, the court also may decide conclusions of law
350 de novo when no objection is made.

351 Apart from factual and legal questions, masters often make
352 determinations that, when made by a trial court, would be treated as
353 matters of procedural discretion. The court may set a standard for
354 review of such matters in the order of appointment, and may amend
355 the order to establish the standard. If no standard is set by the original
356 or amended order appointing the master, review of procedural matters
357 is for abuse of discretion. The subordinate role of the master means
358 that the trial court's review for abuse of discretion may be more
359 searching than the review that an appellate court makes of a trial
360 court.

361 SUBDIVISION (h)

362 The need to pay compensation is a substantial reason for care in
363 appointing private persons as masters.

364 Payment of the master's fees must be allocated among the
365 parties and any property or subject-matter within the court's control.
366 The amount in controversy and the means of the parties may provide
367 some guidance in making the allocation. The nature of the dispute
368 also may be important - parties pursuing matters of public interest,
369 for example, may deserve special protection. A party whose
370 unreasonable behavior has occasioned the need to appoint a master,
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371 on the other hand, may properly be charged all or a major portion of
372 the master's fees. It may be proper to revise an interim allocation
373 after decision on the merits. The revision need not await a decision
374 that is final for purposes of appeal, but may be made to reflect
375 disposition of a substantial portion of the case.

376 The basis and terms for fixing compensation should be stated in
377 the order of appointment. The court retains power to alter the initial
378 basis and terms, after notice and an opportunity to be heard, but
379 should protect the parties against unfair surprise.

380 The provision of former Rule 53(a) that the "provision for
381 compensation shall not apply when a United States Magistrate Judge
382 is designated to serve as a master" is deleted as unnecessary. Other

provisions of law preclude compensation.

Conforming Amendments: Rules 54(d), 71A(h)

Rule 54. Judgments; Costs

1

2 (d) Costs; Attorneys' Fees.

3

4 (2) Attorneys' Fees.

5

6 (D) By local rule the court may establish
7 special procedures by which issues relating to
8 such fees may be resolved without extensive
9 evidentiary hearings. In addition, the court may

10 refer issues relating to the value of services to a
11 special master under Rule 53 without regard to the
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12 provisions of subdivision. Rule 53(a)(1) teo
13 and may refer a motion for attorneys' fees to a
14 magistrate judge under Rule 72(b) as if it were a
15 dispositive pretrial matter.

16

Committee Note

Rule 54(d)(2)(D) is revised to reflect amendments to Rule 53.

Rule 71A. Condemnation of Property

2 (h) Trial.

3

4 In the event that a commission is appointed the
5 court may direct that not more than two additional
6 persons serve as alternate commissioners to hear the
7 case and replace commissioners who, prior to the time
8 when a decision is filed, are found by the court to be
9 unable or disqualified to perform their duties. An

10 alternate who does not replace a regular commissioner
11 shall be discharged after the commission renders its
12 final decision. Before appointing the members of the
13 commission and alternates the court shall advise the
14 parties of the identity and qualifications of each
15 prospective commissioner and alternate and may permit
16 the parties to examine each such designee. The parties
17 shall not be permitted or required by the court to suggest
18 nominees. Each party shall have the right to object for
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19 valid cause to the appointment of any person as a
20 commissioner or alternate. If a commission is
21 appointed it shall have the powers authority of a master
22 provided in sttbdivision Rule 53(c) of Rule 53 and
23 proceedings before it shall be governed by the
24 provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) of stbdivision Rule
25 53(d) of Rule 53. Its action and report shall be
26 determined by a majority and its findings and report
27 shall have the effect, and be dealt with by the court in
28 accordance with the practice, prescribed in paragraph
29 (2) of subdivision Rule 53(e),(fl and (g) of Rule 53.

Trial of all issues shall otherwise be by the court.

Committee Note

The references to specific subdivisions of Rule 53 are deleted
or revised to reflect amendments of Rule 53.

Changes Made After Publication and Comment

Subdivision (a)(3), barring appearance by a master as attorney
before the appointing judge during the period of the appointment, is
deleted. Subdivision (a)(4) is renumbered as (a)(3).

Subdivision (b)(2) is amended by adding new material to the
subparagraph (A), (B,) (C), and (D) specifications of issues that must
be addressed in the order appointing a master. (A) now requires a
statement of any investigation or enforcement duties. (B) now
establishes a presumption that ex parte communications between
master and court are limited to administrative matters; the court may,
in its discretion, permit ex parte communications on other matters.
(C) directs that the order address not only preservation but also filing
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of the record. (D) requires that the order state the method of filing the
record.

Subdivision (b)(3) is changed by requiring an opportunity to be
heard on an order amending an appointment order. It also is
renumbered as (b)(4).

Subdivision (b)(4), renumbered as (b)(3), is redrafted to express
the original meaning more clearly.

Subdivision (c) has a minor style change.

Subdivision (g)(1) is amended to state that in acting on a
master's recommendations the court "must" afford an opportunity to
be heard.

Subdivision (g)(3) is changed to narrow still further the
opportunities to depart from de novo determination of objections to
a master's findings or recommendations for findings of fact.

Subdivision (g)(4) is changed by deleting the opportunity of the
parties to stipulate that a master's conclusions of law will be final.

Subdivision (i), addressing appointment of a magistrate judge
as master, is deleted.
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Recommendation

The Committee recommends adoption of Rule 53 with changes
made to reflect the public comments and testimony. This complete
revision of Rule 53 brings the rule into conformity with contemporary
practice. Masters are now used for a wide variety of pretrial and post-
trial tasks that are not described by the provisions for trial masters
that constitute present Rule 53.

Revised Rule 53 makes several important changes in addition
to capturing and regulating appointments of pretrial and post-trial
masters. Under the new rule, a trial master may be appointed in a
case to be tried to a jury only if the parties consent. The stringent
approach to appointment of trial masters adopted by the Supreme
Court is preserved for cases to be tried to the court. As described
below, judicial responsibility for reviewing a master's findings is
enhanced. The provisions describing the master's authority are
simplified and made more flexible.

The committee recommends several changes from the text
published in August 2001. In the order of appearance in Rule 53,
they include these changes:

As published, Rule 53(a)(1)(3) barred a master from appearing
as an attorney before the appointing judge during the period of the
appointment. Comments on this prohibition emphasized the
difficulties that might be created both in making desirable initial
appointments and in responding to unrelated and unforeseen litigation
that might arise during the period of the appointment. The committee
recommends deletion of this provision, with a comment in the
Committee Note that calls attention to the issue.

Several additions are recommended for Rule 53(b)(2), which
sets out provisions that must appear in an order appointing a master.
These additions were made in response to comments by the
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Department of Justice, which has extensive experience in litigation
before masters. One of these additions limits ex parte
communications between master and court to administrative matters
unless the court establishes broader limits in the order appointing the
master. The "effective date" provision of Rule 53(b)(4) is redrafted
to express the intended meaning more clearly, and this paragraph is
renumbered as paragraph (b)(3).

The review provisions of Rule 53(g)(3) and (4) are changed
substantially. Rule 53(g)(3) was initially published in alternative
versions. The first version established a presumption of de novo
review on matters of fact unless the order of appointment provided
for clear-error review or the parties stipulated for finality. The second
version attempted to establish a parallel to magistrate-judge practice,
establishing a presumption of clear-error review for "non-substantive
fact findings," and de novo review for "substantive fact issues." The
committee recommends adoption of a new version that improves
upon the first alternative. The new version requires de novo
determination of objections to fact findings unless the parties stipulate
with the court's consent that review is for clear error, or that the
findings of a master appointed by consent or for pretrial or post-trial
duties will be final. The Committee Note adds a reminder that the
court may determine fact issues de novo even if no party objects.
These changes reflect several appellate decisions that reflect
substantial doubts about the authority of an Article Ed judge to
delegate responsibility to a master. Similar doubts underlie the
recommendation that (g)(4) be changed by deleting the provision that
would allow the parties to stipulate that a master's conclusions of law
will be final.

Rule 53(i) was published in a form that reflected the substantial
tensions that surround appointment of a magistrate judge to act as
special master. Several comments suggested that it is better not to
address these questions in Rule 53. Both the Committee on
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Administration of the Magistrate Judges System and the Federal
Magistrate Judges Association recommended that subdivision (i) be
abandoned. These recommendations were persuasive. The
committee recommends deletion of Rule 53(i).
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Summary of Comments on Rule 53

General

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-026: "The restated Rule[] ***

53 seem[s] quite appropriate." The change is "long overdue and quite useful." Experience with
special masters shows that they free up overworked Magistrate Judges "while allowing a body of
expertise to build on a specific case." The protections built into the appointment and management
process are consistent with a practical approach.

Peter J. Ausili, Esq., E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 211 ff.: Rule 53 does need to
be revamped to bring it in line with common practice. A common role of special masters is to
reduce the court's workload.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: "[O]verall, the amendments provide an excellent
guideline and framework to regularize the practice of utilizing special masters and do reflect
contemporary practice. The rules are most helpful in providing the court and counsel an effective
resource for the use of Special Masters * * *."

Section of Antitrust Law. ABA. 01-CV-072: Generally supports the "efforts to update the standards
for appointment and utilization of special masters. The Section * * * is of the view that Rule 53
should have little impact on antitrust litigation. Because antitrust cases typically involve complicated
facts, the Section of Antitrust Law believes that the assigned judge, rather than a special master or
a magistrate judge, should supervise the pretrial phase of the case. Involvement of the assigned
judge from day one serves to educate the judge and minimizes the inefficiencies that inevitably arise
when two or more judicial officers are involved in the pretrial phase of a case."

State Bar of Cal., Comm. on Fed. Cts., 01-CV-089: Agrees that there is room to explore more
creative models, and that they will be difficult to develop. And agrees that collaboration at least
between the Evidence and Civil Rules Committees will be required. Perhaps consideration of this
extensive Rule 53 revision should be postponed until this other "important further work" can be
done.

Margaret G. Farrell, Esq.. 01-CV-092: Amendment is necessary to deal with issues not now
addressed by Rule 53. The treatment of pretrial, trial, and post-trial stages recognizes that these
distinctions are made by courts in present practice. Having studied these matters for the FJC, has
concluded that it is wise to require courts to address discrete issues (such as ex parte communication)
but at the same time allow judges considerable latitude and discretion. Finally, the Note recognition
of the diverse roles and functions performed by special masters "is a valuable modernization of the
rationale for the flexibility that Rule 53 has in fact provided." But it might be wise to address the
appealability of an order appointing a special master. Mandamus is the only method now available
before final judgment; the standards for mandamus are demanding, and the burdens of cost and delay
of proceedings that lead to final judgment cannot be restored. An interlocutory appeal provision akin
to Rule 23(f) might be wise.
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On a different matter, suits against special masters for misfeasance and malpractice have been
dismissed onjudicial immunity grounds. See, e.g., Smith v. District of Columbia, No. 92-555, Order
No. 42192 (D.D.C.Apr.20, 1992), on appeal, No 93-7046 (DCCir.1993); Wagshal v. Foster, 1993
WL 84699 (D.D.C.). "Such immunity ought to apply, if at all, only when a special master is
performing judicial functions, not when he or she is performing administrative or other tasks not
judicial in nature. The Comment might acknowledge this issue and recognize that like other risks
of liability, this one can be insured by malpractice insurance or a bond, the costs of which are
properly included in the costs of the reference."

Subdivision (a) - Appointment

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 212 ff.: (1) The committee
believes that once the parties consent to a master, furtherjudicial authorization is not necessary. (2)
The exceptional condition provision is carried forward; the committee believed examples would be
useful. One is matters that are unduly burdensome, as where the parties are so contentious that the
court is forced largely to ignore the rest of its docket. (The written statement, 01-CV-056, adds: the
matter is overwhelming, or it "simply does not make sense for the judge to deal with the particular
matter.") (3) (a)(1)(C) deals with pretrial and post-trial matters, but does not say so expressly. The
rule itself might refer to pretrial matters, collateral matters arising during trial, and post-trial matters.
(4) It places a hardship on small-firm lawyers to exclude them from appearing before the appointing
judge in other matters. (The written report, 01-CV-056, notes that some committee members thought
the proposed rule is necessary to avoid the appearance of impropriety. The majority feared that
disqualification from cases already pending before the appointing judge would impose undue
hardship on clients.) (5) 01-CV-056: Rule 53(a) presently provides that a master can obtain a writ
of execution against a party who fails to pay court-ordered compensation. A majority of the
committee believe that Rule 53(h) covers the need; a minority believe the rule provision should be
restored.

Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: (Attaches the Department policy on the use of masters in cases
involving the United States.) (1) The existing language of Rule 53(b) should be retained to
emphasize the need to limit appointment of trial masters: such appointment "shall be the exception
and not the rule." Masters should not be appointed to alleviate caseload problems, nor because a case
presents difficult technical issues. Nor is it appropriate to appoint a master whose decision will be
reviewed in substantial detail. Cost should be considered. (2) (a)(1)(C) is problematic for similar
reasons: the reference to matters that cannot be effectively and timely addressed by a judge may be
used to undermine the limits on appointment - (C) is not explicitly limited to pretrial and post-trial
masters, and might be invoked to appoint a trial master without a need to show exceptional
conditions. The rule should be revised to read: "address matters involving pretrial and post-trial
duties that cannot be addressed effectively and timely ** *." Finally, the Department agrees that
" [a]bsent some extraordinary situation, a master should not serve as a court-appointed expert in the
same case."
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Maritime Law Association. 01-CV-081: The Rule 53(a)(3) bar on appearing before the appointing
judge "is not necessary or appropriate. * * * When a master is appointed in a maritime case, he or
she often is a maritime specialist whose practice and that of his or her firm is concentrated in the
federal courts. Barring that lawyer (or possibly that lawyer's firm) from appearing before the
appointing judge *** would unnecessarily hinder the master or his firm in their representations of
their clients and would discourage the attorneys from accepting appointments * *

State Bar of California, Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 01-CV-089: (a)(1)(C) seems to permit reduction of the
"exception and not the rule" approach. Increased use of special masters, particularly those with
special expertise in particular disciplines, is generally beneficial. But Rule 53 should "not be too
readily invoked to facilitate appointment of special masters to act as discovery referees or as
settlement masters, where particular expertise or unique experience is not required." This concern
is heightened when the cost of a master is substantial, most particularly when the litigants have
modes means or amounts in controversy.

Margaret G. Farrell, Esq.. 01-CV-092: (1) Elimination of the "exception not the rule" language of
present Rule 53 seems designed to reflect a different standard for pretrial and post-trial masters.
Application of Rule 53 now does distinguish - the conditions must be more exceptional to warrant
appointment of a trial master. This distinction should be clarified in the Rule. (2) And the language
of (a)(1)(C) is "problematic": it is not clear whether it limits appointments to duties that cannot be
performed by a judge or magistrate judge - such as mediation and settlement, or investigating
infractions of court orders and making findings on the basis of information obtained outside
evidentiary hearings. The Note could be revised to make clear the intent that masters can be
appointed both to perform duties that could be performed by ajudge or magistrate judge if one were
available and also to perform duties that cannot be performed by a judge or magistrate judge. (3) It
is not clear that a master can be appointed to trial duties subject only to clear error review - see
subdivision (g).

Subdivision (b) - Order Appointing Master

Peter J. Ausili. Esq., E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee. D.C. Hearing 215-216: The rule need not
require the judge to address questions of ex parte communications up front. Still, it is good practice
to deal with this in the order.

Department of Justice. 01 -CV-073: Subdivisions (b) through (f) may provide a helpful structure, but
a number of specific concerns remain. (1) (b)(2)(A) does not refer to the parties' conduct of the
hearing before the master, including the opportunity to be heard or to submit evidence. Present Rule
53(c) requires a record of evidence presented and excluded. The Rule "should require that the
appointing order describe specifically the manner of the parties' presenting evidence and argument
before the master." Due process requires the protection of notice and hearing on the record,
especially if review is for clear error; see Ruiz v. Estelle, 5th Cir.1982, 679 F.2d 1115, 1162-1163.
At least the Notes should reflect a presumption that if review is to be for clear error the appointing
order must require the master to hold a hearing and take evidence unless the parties consent
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otherwise. (2) (b)(2)(A) does not address the special needs of masters involved in framing and
enforcing complex decrees. "The asserted occasional need for 'sweeping investigative powers,' as
well as the 'limits on' such powers * * * are of sufficient importance to require a more specific
statement of authority in the Rule's text." A new subparagraph should require that the order describe
"the nature and extent of a post-trial master's investigative or enforcement powers, if any." (3)
(b)(2)(B) addresses ex parte communications. Ex parte contacts with a master may be subject to the
same ethical constraints as contacts with a judge; see Jenkins v. Sterlacci, D.C.Cir.1988, 849 F.2d
627, 630; in re Joint Eastern & Southern Districts Antitrust Litigation, E.D., S.D.N.Y.1990, 737
F.Supp. 735, 739-740. The rule should state expressly a presumption that ex parte contacts with the
judge should be limited to administrative matters. (4) (b)(2)(C) should state a presumption that the
master's record is to be filed in matters in which the judge is to review and act on the master's report,
order, or recommendations. A filing requirement would reduce uncertainty as to what constitutes
the record for review - see Shafer v. Army & Air Force Exchange Serv., 5th Cir.2002, 277 F.3d
788. One provision might be: "unless otherwise provided by the order of appointment, the master
shall file the record of all the materials on which he or she has relied in producing the order, report,
or recommendations. The record shall include a transcript of all proceedings held on the record."
(5) (b)(3) permits amendment of the appointing order after notice to the parties. Literally, it would
permit changes in the duties of a master appointed on the parties' consent. A new sentence should
be added: "If the appointment of the master was by consent of the parties, any amendment of the
order must also be by the consent of the parties." (6) (b)(4) contemplates that the appointment order
take effect only after both events - the affidavit is filed and the date set by the appointing order has
arrived. It should say "appointment takes effect on the later of" the two dates.

Maritime Law Assn., 01-CV-081: Restrictions or prohibition of ex parte communications with a
party are appropriate "in almost all instances," but there is "no justification for requiring the
appointing order to state the circumstances in which a master may communicate ex parte with the
court. Indeed, we believe that free communication between the appointing judge and the appointed
master is essential for the effective utilization of the master."

Subdivision (c) - Master's Authority

Margaret G. Farrell. Esq., 01-CV-092: The Note addresses the confidentiality of material submitted
to a master. "In my experience," the vital importance of confidentiality may be especially so "when
documents are produced in proceedings before a master who is trying to mediate or settle a case."
It is not now clear whether a master can enter a protective order under Rule 26(c). "Perhaps the
question could be clarified."

Subdivision (f) - Master's Report

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 214-215: The Rule does not
provide for circulation of a draft report, which is in the current rule. The Note refers to it. It might
be put into the rule.
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Subdivision (g) - Standards of Review

Prof. Anthony M. Sabino, 01-CV-67: Proposed Rule 53 seeks to be neutral, neither encouraging nor
discouraging use of masters. The proper standard of review is essential to maintain this balance.
Version Two is troubling. De novo review of "substantive" fact issues will invite disputes seeking
to distinguish substantive facts from others. The clear error standard for reviewing "non-substantive"
facts "simply puts too much factfinding power in a nonjudicial officer." Version One is better. De
novo review of factfinding "provides a superior check and balance upon the work of the master, and
is consonant with the constitutional authority of the Article HII courts." De novo review is also
appropriate for conclusions of law; the rule should not permit the parties to stipulate that a master's
conclusions of law will be final.

Peter J. Ausili, Esq., E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 213-214: The clear error
standard should be the general provision, allowing a de novo standard on a particular issue when
necessary. A master might, for example, be appointed to conduct a Markman claim-construction
hearing in a patent case. Construction of the claim might turn on fact matters; it might be something
that could be decided as a matter of law on the face of the claim. In response to a question, agreed
that the issue of claim construction may be equivalent to a "quasi summary judgment."

Committee on Administration of Magistrate Judges System. Hon. Harvey E. Schlesinger, 01-CV-
052: It is anomalous that under present Rule 53, and under the proposed versions as well, "a court
may give greater deference to the factual findings of a non-judge master than to those of a magistrate
judge." A magistrate judge's recommendations on a case-dispositive matter are reviewed de novo;
the proposal would permit clear error review.

Mikel L. Stout. Esq., 01-CV-054: Recommends version 2 of (g)(3). "This would be consistent with
the manner in which the courts utilize the magistrate judge efforts in pretrial matters" and seems
better from experience.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn.. 01-CV-057: (1) Supports Alternative 1. De novo review of all fact
issues, unless otherwise specified in the appointing order, is appropriate. The distinction in
Alternative 2 between substantive fact issues and other fact issues "is one that is hard to articulate
under any general standard and this distinction will likely lead to collateral issues with regard to the
matter of review. " (2) "Wholeheartedly" supports inclusion of the proposed (g)(5) standard to review
procedural rulings for abuse of discretion.

Department of Justice, 01-CV-057: (1) (g)(1) should say not that the court "may" but instead should
say "shall afford an opportunity to be heard. (2) The parties should have the right to select de novo
review, as incorporated in the order of appointment. The first published alternative "provides a more
definitive statement of the factual burden of proof by which to apply a 'clear error' rule of review."
The second alternative turns on the distinction between "substantive" and "non-substantive" issues:
this distinction "creates a potential for ambiguity and confusion," but this alternative is "more
versatile, addressing, for example, fact-finding concerning discovery conduct. On balance, the
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Department prefers the first version." But it should be amended to express the parties' right to
choose: (g)(3)(A) "thus would state that the court would decide all fact issues de novo unless 'the
parties stipulate with the court's consent that the master's findings will be reviewed for clear error

Maritime Law Assn.. 01-CV-081: Favor Version 1. But (1) the court's consent should not be
necessary if the parties agree that the master's findings of fact will be final. At the same time, (2)
when the parties agree that the findings will be final, the court should retain jurisdiction, as in
arbitration, to ensure that the master has given the parties a fair hearing. Former Admiralty Rule
431/2 provided that in such circumstances the court would review the report according to the
principles governing review of an arbitral award. Rule 53(g) should add a new "(6) If the parties
have stipulated as provided above for the master's findings of fact to be final, such final findings
shall be subject to review by the appointing court under 9 U.S.C. §§ 10-11 as if they were contained
in an arbitration award."

State Bar of Cal., Comm. on Fed. Cts., 01-CV-089: Supports the first alternative, establishing de
novo review unless the appointing order specifies a different standard. And also supports (g)(5) "as
it provides both a definite standard and one which will protect the rights of the litigants if applied
by the district court in the searching manner envisioned by the Advisory Committee."

Margaret G. Farrell. Esq.. 01 -CV-092: (1) It is not clear whether the default rule of clearly erroneous
review "applies where a master makes findings or recommendations based on something other than
a formal evidentiary hearing." In current practice, discovery/settlement masters and post-trial
masters "do, in fact, make findings based on information - like the inspection of prisons - that is
not gained at a formal evidentiary hearing." Due process problems are raised by limiting review to
clear error. Some courts now provide for a de novo evidentiary hearing at the request of an objecting
party when a master finds facts on the basis of an informal fact-finding proceeding. (2) Article III
may not permit a clear-error standard of review for findings "of the merits of liability." Case law
provides uncertain guidance. See U.S. v. Microsoft Corp., D.C.Cir.1998, 147 F.3d 935; In re
Bituminous Coal Operators Assn., D.C.Cir.1991,949 F.2d 1165,1169; Stauble v. Warrob, Inc., 1st
Cir. 1992, 977 F.2d 690, 694, 695. (And Stauble should not be cited for its pretrial aspects [p. 137]:
in the court of appeals the major issue was the master's trial role.

Subdivision (i) - Magistrate Judges

Committee on Administration of Magistrate Judges System. Hon. Harvey E. Schlesinger, 01-CV-
052: (1) Subdivision (i) and associated "commentary" should be deleted. The paragraph beginning
at the bottom of p. 135 should be deleted, and replaced by this: "Title 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2)
authorizes courts to appoint United States magistrate judges as special masters under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. Forthis reason, language referring to magistratejudges in the current Rule
53 is eliminated as unnecessary. Because the range of duties assignable to magistrate judges is
comprehensive even without recourse to special master provisions, see generally 28 U.S.C. § 636,
courts have seldom invoked those provisions, although they retain the option to do so." (2) The Note
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"could be changed to make clear that a magistrate judge retains his or her statutory contempt
authority even when serving as a master." See § 636(e)(2), added in 2000.

Mikel L. Stout. Esq.. 01-CV-054: Would delete the second sentence of (i). There is no need to limit
the authority to appoint a magistrate judge whenever the court finds appointment appropriate.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn.. 01-CV-057: Recommends deletion of all of subdivision (i).
Continued "inclusion of magistrate judges in this role would undermine the position and authority
of magistrate judges as judicial officers and would be inconsistent with the best utilization for
magistrate judges." The role of magistrate judges acting as judges has continued to expand.
Although § 636(b)(2) provides for acts as special master under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
this statute was adopted before later expansions of magistrate judge authority, and "is now obsolete. "
Appointment of magistrate judges as special masters is becoming increasingly rare. Proposed Rule
53(a)(1)(c) limits appointment of special masters to matters that cannot be addressed effectively by
a district judge or magistrate judge; this recognizes that a magistrate judge may appoint a master,
either for such pretrial matters as discovery or when a magistrate judge is exercising consent
jurisdiction for trial. Application of Rule 53 to magistrate judges would be inconsistent with the
standards of review set in § 636, which provides de novo review on dispositive matters and "clearly
erroneous or contrary to law" review on other matters. A magistrate judge appointed under Rule 53
would be reviewed by these standards only if adopted in the appointing order. The alternative of
appointing a magistrate judge as master only when specifically authorized by a statute other than §
636(b)(2) would create confusion. Congress can enact specific statutes, such as § 2000(e)(5); that
disposes of those specific matters.

Prof. Anthony M. Sabino, 01-CV-67: There is very good reason to limit appointment of a magistrate
judge "to prevent confusion over a Magistrate Judge's duties as already clearly defined in Title 28
***" It is better to eliminate any confusion of by eliminating this provision entirely. We should
"keep Magistrate Judges and special masters at a respectful distance from one another." This will
avoid any conflict with Article MI.

State Bar of Cal., Comm. on Fed. Cts., 01-CV-089: Supports deletion of the second sentence of (i),
"leaving the issues to the evolution of developing practice and experience." This arises in part from
concerns about substituting non-judicial officers for judicial officers, including magistrate judges.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

RULE 53. MASTERS

Rle 53. Master s

1 (a) Appointment and CEompensation. Thl cuud i

2 which ally actiol is peLnding may appoint a special aste..-a
3 tl 1 e 1.e As used in tese .ules, the word "mnastei" i 1cludes nu
4 m~refeLee, an auditor, anu %.xalamlijll, avid aw a-seso. The

5 commpensation. to ble allowed to a mmmaster slall ebe fixed by the.

6 _out, aud shal1 _ charged 1p _ _1 of th__e, patiLs or paid

7 out of any fund o sulbject matter of the action, whih is ill the

8 custody anid conitrol of th.c eourt as the court may direct;
9 PrUvided that this pIovisiUII fUI OuMieMpiiatiull shall iiut apply

10 wlhen a Un1ited States maistrate judgc is desigiated to seuve

11 as a master. T.1 C ilMi -sthall not retail th master 's report as

1 2 secUrity> for tle mlaster' on butipl;N~ul U whenl theW party

13 ordered to pay the co mmpensationi allowed by thc couut does

14 not pay it after noticc and within the tinme prescibed by the

15 couUt, tIe mmasm isi ent1 itld tU a writ of eAxeUtUII against thL

16 delinquent arty-

17 (b) Reference. A reference to a master slall be thc

18 exceptioi and llOt thle ule. In actios to be tied by a juiy, a

19 referenct shal! be miade only when the nsuCs a e coplicated;

20 ini actions to be tried witlhuut ajuly, s ave in mnattcrs of account

21 anid of difficult coUmputation of dainagUes, a eference slIall bc

22 nmade only upuon a slowing that souiie exceptionial condition

23 Uponui1e it Upun the eoniscent of the palties, a himagistrate
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24 udgc may be designIated to serve as a special master withou t
25 lofaLd to tl vii ofthis sdivisio.

26 (c) P .wer. u uhder of refeieuue to th1 mmmaster iay
27 specify olr firit thl master's uowers anid imay direct thl mmaster
28 to le uololy upon par ticular issues or to do or puerform
29 patisula1 a otr iu to receive and report evideuce oi ly and -nmay
30 fix the timeu and place fMr bleginn11 n1 g ard ulusin6 the uearings
31 and for tle filin.g of thc master's report. Subjet to the
32 specificatiouis and linmitations stated i., the order, tlhc iaster
33 has anid slall exercise the plower to .egulate all rocueedi.gs in
34 every hearing before the mmmaster anid to do all acts and take all
35 mneasues essary or proper for the efficieiit performmnance of
36 thc m .aster's dutics u nder the older. The nmastcm mmma y ine uiiu
37 thle poductio. blefore the master of evidence upoui all mnattui 
38 e lbraced in thle refeence, including the production of all
39 books, papueis, vouclhers, docuimeLts, an d writings applicable
40 tllereto. The inastem may ule upoln tle admssilbility of
41 evidnuce unless otherwise dilected by the order of reference
42 and has thc authority to put witnesses on oath and may
43 examnine thuen and may call the parties to the actioul and
44 cxamine themn upoII oath,. When, a party so requests, the
45 maste. sla ll s make a mecod of thc evidencue offered and
46 excluded i,, thc sanle rnliannu and subject to tlue sane
47 linmitations as provided in the Federal Rules of Evidence foi
48 a court sittin.9 witlhout a jury.

49 (d) Proceedings.

50 (1) lings. Wlheni a referemne is nmade, the cluek
51 shail foiihvvith fuanisl. thu master with a copy of thu
52 order of reference. Upon. receipt thereof unless the
53 order of referemnce othuerwise pmovides, thue master sliall
54 forthwith set a timue and place for the first ceeting of
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55 tueir parties or thuir attornieys to be hield within 20 days
56 after the date of the odeui of reference and shall n 0otify
57 the parties or their attorneys. It is the duty of thue mnaste
58 to proceed with all iuasoiiablu diligence. Either palty,
59 on lotice to thl pwties and iiiaster, may apply to the
60 CoUlt for an order requiliing tlue iiiaste to speed thu
61 proecedings and to miake the report. If a padty fails to
62 appear at the time and place appointed, the inaster niay
63 proceed ex parte or, in thl master's discuetion, adjouni
64 thc proceedings to a futuie day, g;Vill *iotice to tile
65 absent party of thc adjoutiiiieint.

66 (2) tffmcns. Thc parties may procur. the attenidance
67 of witnesses before thue aster by the issuance aid
68 s viuu of subpoenias as piovided in Rule 45. If withIout
69 adequate excuse a witness fails to appeaI 0I give
70 uvideuice, thue witness imiay be pnuished aS for a
71 contemlpt and be subjected to thue eonsequences,
72 penaltics, and remeidies piovided in Ruain 37 and 45.

73 (3) Staten,,nt of Accont 7 huWhn matters of
74 aucouiiting are in issue before the master, thue 1aster

75 miiay prescribe thue fo 1rm in whicih th aCCounts shaili be
76 subnmitted and in any prope case or ay ru;.e 01 Iecerve

77 in evidence a stateunent by a certified public accoutntant
78 who is called as a wit.ess. Upon objectioii of a padty to
79 any of the itemns thlus submitted or upon a showing that
80 thu forin1 of stateinunt is instufficient, thue 111aster iay
81 mui ue a different formm of stateunmet to be funi;slhed, o0
82 the accounts o1 specific items thereof to be proved by
83 olal exal FilLatio of the accounting pafties o1 upo,.
84 wittun interrogatories o0 in sucl. other ina.iel as the
85 mmmaster diLects.
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86 (e) Report.

87 (1) C-ontentm ,tidfling. The miaster shall plrepalu n
88 report upon thu miiatters subinitted to the lllastel by tihe
89 order of referience anid, if lequield to make findijgs of
90 fact aind coIclusionls of law, the lm1aster shall set theimi
91 forth in the repoit. Thc master sihall file thue report with
92 the clerk of tilLe Cout and serve Onl all parties niotice of
93 thc filfing. fL an actioni to ble tried without ajuly, unless
94 otheirwise directed by the order of referencei, the riiaste
95 shall filc with the report a traniscript of tihe ploceed'ings
96 alnd of the evideunce and tie originial exhibits. Uiless
97 othlerwise dire.ted by the order of referieice, the -iaster
98 shalf serve a copy of the repolt oni each party-

99 (2) I, Non-Jtry Artons. Ill an action to be ttied
100 withont a jury the Court shall accept thue miaster's
101 findin 1gs of fact ultless clewaly %ulloli%..Uo. oWithin1 10
102 days aftil buIm selved witL niotice of the filfing of thc
103 Irport aniy palty Iiiay serve written objectionis thereto
104 uponi the other palties. Application to thc coudt foi
105 rttiOn UpOIi thl lupOd gdld upoI objectioiis thireto shall
106 be by motion and upOIa nutiuu gS presciibed in Rule
107 6(d). The Coul gftui a ua iP i iiay adopt the lepolt ol
108 Imay 1iodi fy it or may lujuLt it in 1wole o1 in paltl o1 iay
109 iuuivu futithue evidelnce O1 niay recoiimmit it with
1 10 lSftix.

111 (3) hi Jzfy Actiom,. I, an autioji to be tried to a july

112 the miaster shall not be directed to lepolt thle vidence.
113 The iiastei's findings upon tlhe issues stuinitted to the
114 milastel are adlissible as evidence of thilei atters found
115 and miay be read to thle juty, subject to thue 1 tifiig of the
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116 court Upoii aiiy obljectioms i poiiit of lavw whih may be
117 nade to tlhe report.

118 (4) Stiunn as to FidiLgs. Thc effect of dmaster's
119 finditigs is the salne whether or iot the parties lhave
120 co11 1ted to tlhe refoeece; but, whei the parties
121 stipulate that a master's findiigs of fact shall be fiiial,
122 olny question of law ariiig npoii the ieport shala

124 (5) Diaft iepor. Before filing thle naster's reorl 
125 niaster may submit a draft tlIereof to cotumel fou all
126 pafties for tie pulruose of eceivitig thei. suggesholls.

127 (f) Application to Magistrate Judges. A magistrate
128 judge is subject to thlis rule otiy when1 thel order refet a
129 miatter to th ea judge explessly provides that the
130 refereiice is lad le this mlel.

131 (a) APPOINTMENT.

132 (1) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court

133 may appoint a master only to:

134 (A) perform duties consented to by the

135 parties;

136 (B) hold trial proceedings and make or

137 recommend findings of fact on issues to be

138 decided by the court if appointment is warranted

139 by
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140 (i) some exceptional condition, or

141 (ii) the need to perform an accounting

142 or resolve a difficult computation of

143 damages: or

144 (C)address pretrial and post-trial matters that

145 cannot be addressed effectively and timely by an

146 available district judge or magistrate judge of the

147 district.

148 (2)A master must not have a relationship to the

149 parties, counsel, action, or court that would require

150 disqualification of a judge under 28 U.S.C. § 455 unless

151 the parties consent to appointment of a particular person

152 after disclosure of a any potential grounds for

153 disqualification.

154 (3) A 1aster must not, during the period of the

155 2anear as an attorney before-the

156 Who Iade the amolltl1lent.

157 (34)In appointing a master, the court must

158 consider the fairness of imposing the likely expenses on

159 the parties and must protect against unreasonable

160 expense or delay.
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161 (b) ORDER APPOINTING MASTER.

162 (1) Hearing. The court must give the parties

163 notice and an opportunity to be heard before appointing

164 a master. A party may suggest candidates for

165 appointment.

166 (2) Contents. The order appointing a master must

167 direct the master to proceed with all reasonable

168 diligence and must state:

169 (A) the master's duties. including any

170 investigation or enforcement duties, and any limits

171 on the master's authority under Rule 53(c):

172 (B) the circumstances; - if any; - in

173 which the master may communicate ex parte with

174 the court or a party. limiting ex parte

175 communications with the court to administrative

176 matters unless the court in its discretion permits

177 ex parte communications on other matters:

178 (C) the nature of the materials to be

179 preserved and filed as the record of the master's

180 activities;
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181 (D)the time limits, method of filing the

182 record, other procedures, and standards for

183 reviewing the master's orders, findings, and

184 recommendations: and

185 (E)the basis, terms, and procedure for fixing

186 the master's compensation under Rule 53(h).

187 (34) Entry of Order. Effective Date. A niastet '

188 apnoiltl ent takes effect The court may enter the order

189 appointing a master only after the master has filed an

190 affidavit disclosing whether there is any ground for

191 disqualification under 28 U.S.C. § 455 and, if a ground

192 for disqualification is disclosed, after the parties have

193 consented with the court's approval to waive the

194 disqualification.

195 (43) Amendment. The order appointing a master

196 may be amended at any time after notice to the parties,

197 and an opportunity to be heard.

198 (c) MASTER'S AUTHORITY. Unless the appointing

199 order expressly directs otherwise, a master has authority to

200 regulate all proceedings and take all appropriate measures to

201 perform fairly and efficiently the assigned duties. The master

202 may impose upon a party any noncontempt sanction provided
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203 by Rule 37 or 45. and may recommend toqthe-court for-the

204 eourt's anmoval a contempt sanction against a party and

205 sanctions against a nonparty.

206 (d) EVIDENTIARY HEARINGS. Unless the appointing

207 order expressly directs otherwise, a master conducting an

208 evidentiary hearing may exercise the power of the appointing

209 court to compel, take, and record evidence.

210 (e) Master's Orders. A master who makes an order

211 must file the order and promptly serve a copy on each party.

212 The clerk must enter the order on the docket.

213 (f) MASTER'S REPORTS. A master must report to the

214 court as required by the order of appointment. The master

215 must file the report and promptly serve a copy of the report on

216 each party unless the court directs otherwise.

217 (0) ACTION ON MASTER'S ORDER, REPORT. OR

218 RECOMMENDATIONS.

219 (1) Action. In acting on a master's order, report,

220 or recommendations, the court ma! must afford an

221 opportunity to be heard and may receive evidence, and

222 may: adopt or affirm; modify; wholly or partly reject or

223 reverse; or resubmit to the master with instructions.
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224 (2) Time To Object or Move. A party may file

225 objections to - or a motion to adopt or modify - the

226 master's order, report, or recommendations no later than

227 20 davs from the time the master's order, report, or

228 recommendations are served, unless the court sets a

229 different time.

230 (3) Fact Findings or Recommendations.

231 lRecommended New Version} The court must

232 decide de novo all objections to findings of fact

233 made or recommended by a master unless the

234 parties stipulate with the court's consent that:

235 (A) the master's findings will be reviewed

236 for clear error,. or

237 (B) the findings of a master appointed under

238 Rule 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) will be final.

239 f 13 T. e COUt tist decide de nmovo all fact

240 isue i vvliCIh a paster has-T 1 ade d1

241 recomnded findi1es unlesse (A) the older of

242 .1t novdes that the l naster's findings

243 will be reviewed for cear erroI. m (t) the nartie

244 sipl with the cout's conseil that 

245 findings will be final.
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246 f 'r,3ivn 2i When a master has n 1ade or reco
247 ~~~~~fin~dines of fact:.247 

248 (A) thc -ourt intst decide de 1ovo all

249 substantive fact issues u 1\ess (i) the order of

250 appointment vrovides that the maste

251 will be reviewed foL clear error, 01 (i) the 1artie

252 Sti1uiate wita tlle court's Mnsent th at flie *mtel'5

253 findins "ill lbe final.

254 (B) th cCOUlt mav set- aside 1on-sutatltive

255 fact findin1s or mcommended findiii'm Oniv fo

256 1car erro1. uniess (i) t\e order of 

257 plOV for de novo decision by th1e C

258 court receives cvide ce and decides fptact dc,

259 noavo, 01 OH) the varties stintlate with the court's

260 cosenlt tlat tlhe aster'S fildings will lue filnical .

261 (4) Legal questions. The court must decide de

262 novo all objections to conclusions of law made or

263 recommended by a master.in. actinig unider Rule

264 53(2)(H, the cott must decide * Claw de

265 1ovo. nniess the parties sti1tflate With theca ot's

266 consent that the master's dismosion will be final.
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267 f(5)Discretion. Unless the order of appointment

268 establishes a different standard of review, the court may

269 set aside a master's ruling on a procedural matter only

270 for an abuse of discretion.

271 (h) COMPENSATION.

272 (1) Fixing Compensation. The court must fix the

273 master's compensation before or after judgment on the

274 basis and terms stated in the order of appointment, but

275 the court may set a new basis and terms after notice and

276 an opportunity to be heard.

277 (2) Payment. The compensation fixed under Rule

278 53(h)(1) must be paid either:

279 (JA by a party or parties; or

280 (B) from a fund or subject matter of the action

281 within the court's control.

282 (3) Allocation. The court must allocate payment of the

283 master's compensation among the parties after

284 considering the nature and amount of the controversy,

285 the means of the parties, and the extent to which any

286 party is more responsible than other parties for the
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287 reference to a master. An interim allocation may be

288 amended to reflect a decision on the merits.

289 (i) APPOIrQTmENT OF MAGIfSTPRATE-JDE

290 2nis e j udge is subject to this l Ul

291 tc 1 e a o

292 expressly provides that the refer e cc £ is7

293 2nder this tle Unfess authorized b2y a statute

294 other th.a 28 U S.Ce 636(b)(2,a

295 a2noint a iagistrae judge as 1master onl fo

296 duties that c n VIt b2 led in1 te o

297 t udg and onlv in 1xetional

298 es. A inaeistrate jud2e is not efigible

for conmpensation ordered tinder Rult5(h

COMMITTEE NOTE

1 Rule 53 is revised extensively to reflect changing practices in
2 using masters. From the beginning in 1938, Rule 53 focused
3 primarily on special masters who perform trial functions. Since then,
4 however, courts have gained experience with masters appointed to
5 perform a variety of pretrial and post-trial functions. A study by the
6 Federal Judicial Center docinients the variety of irsponsltes that
7 have comne to be assigned to iiasters. See Willging, Hooper, Leary,
8 Miletich, Reagan, & Shapard, Special Masters' Incidence and
9 Activity (FJC 2000). This revised Rule 53 recognizes that in

10 appropriate circumstances masters may properly be appointed to
11 perform these functions and regulates such appointments. Rule 53
12 continues to address trial masters as well, but permits appointment of
13 a trial master in an action to be tried to a jury only if the parties
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14 consent. The new rule clarifies the provisions that govern the
15 appointment and function of masters for all purposes. Rule 53(g) also
16 changes the standard of review for findings of fact made or
17 recommended by a master. The core of the original Rule 53 remains1
18 including its prescription that appointment of a master must be the
19 exception and not the rule. Rule 53 was adapted fromi equity practice,
20 and reflected a long history of discontent with the expenIse and delay
21 f1rquently enCOtniter in refereinces to iniasters. Public- judicial
22 officers, moreovet, mLpjUy pneu1Ilytions of ability, expeLiencee, and
23 neutrality that call]nt attaci tm inasters. These conLce1I1s L-nlaill
24 iinpnrta ttoday.

25 The IInvew provisions rflect the Leed for care in defining a
26 iiaster's role. It iray prove wise to appoint a single persoi to
27 perfonn mtfltipie master roles. Yet sepa, ate thought shlould lbe givenl
28 to eacll roie. Pret,-iaf and post-t, iai mlasters ate likIely to lbe appointed
29 1ore ofteln thani trial iiiasteis. The questionu whletltel to appoilt a trial
30 iisa~tOi ;S not likely to li iipe wliei a pettial imaster is appointed. If
31 appoilntminenit of a tlial iiias ee appoupiak aftel completion1 of
32 pretrial p~roceeding, howevet-, the pretrial niaster's explet ece with
33 tlle case mlay, be sh-onlg resaonl to appHoint thec pretrial mlaster aS trial
34 naster. Nonetheless, the advantages of exApLiece may lbe mor than
35 offset by tlhe natute of te prUetmial mnaster's ole. A settlement i7astel
36 is patiularly likLely to have played roles that are iicoiumpatibk with
37 tl.e .enutral role of trial mmaster, anid indeed immay ble ffective as
38 settIC..meimt mimastet onlly with cleat assuaiance that the appoin1tmlent vViil
39 nut be expanded to trial nmaste duties. For simnilar reasons, it Imiay be
40 w isc tu apypouit saate epretial iaste in cases that warrantreliahiee
41 oni aiasteL botlh fo facilitati gsettlekn1 et aiidfor supei vismig pretmial
42 proeed Thns9 c Ienay e fewve difficultte iti apyinting a pretlial
43 master or tlial mnaste as post-triaf mnaster, partieulaly for tasks that
44 in;vll ve facilitatingIparty cOopelatyio.

45 SUBDIVISION (a)(1)
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46 District judges bear initiaf and primary responsibility for the
47 work of their courts. A master should be appointed only in restricted
48 limited circumstances. Subdivision (a)(1) describes three different
49 standards, relating to appointments by consent of the parties,
50 appointments for trial duties, and appointments for pretrial or post-
51 trial duties.

52 CONSENTMASTERS. Subparagraph (a)(1)(A) authorizes appointment
53 of a master with the parties' consent. Courts should be eai-eful to
54 avoid ally appeas a1ce of influitence that tray lead a party to conIset to
55 an appoinitniit that otherwise would ble Isisted. Fteely given
56 consent, however, establishes a strong foundation fo, appoinitinig a
57 master -ButipParty consent does not require that the court make the
58 appointment; the court retains unfettered discretion to refuse
59 appointment. The court may well prefer to discharge all judicial
60 duties through official judicial officers.

61 TRIAL MASTERS. Use of masters for the core functions of trial has
62 been progressively limited. These limits are reflected in the
63 provisions of subparagraph (a)(1)(B) that restrict appointments to
64 exercise trial functions. The Supreme Court gave clear direction to
65 this trend in La Buy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249 (1957);
66 earlier roots are sketched in Los Angeles Brush Mfg. Corp. v. James,
67 272 U.S. 701 (1927). As to nonjury trials, this trend has developed
68 through elaboration of the "exceptional condition" requirement in
69 present Rule 53(b). This phrase is retained, and will continue to have
70 the same force as it has developed. Although the provision that a
71 reference "shall be the exception and not the rule" is deleted, its
72 meaning is embraced for this setting by the exceptional condition
73 requirement.

74 Subparagraph (a)(1)(B)(ii) carries forward the approach of
75 present Rule 53(b), which exempts from the "exceptional
76 circumstance" requirement "matters of account and of difficult
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77 computation of damages." This approach is justified only as to
78 essentially ministerial determinations that require mastery of much
79 detailed information but that do not require extensive determinations
80 of credibility. Evaluations of witness credibility should only be
81 assigned to a trial master when justified by an exceptional condition.

82 The use of a trial master without party consent is abolished as
83 to matters to be decided by a jury unless a statute provides for this
84 practice. Plesen1t Rulc 53(b) autlholiz es ap einiunt of a mllaste. iim a

85 july uas-. Plrsent Rnul 5 3 (c)( 3) d;.t that t at aln not IrpOrt
86 thle vidence, and that "thle naster's findings uion tile issues
87 sunbnitted to the iiiaster ale admissilble as evidenice of thue natters
88 fontid and miay be Muad to thue july." Tlis plactice inttuddes on thc
89 juty's provinuce with too little offsetting benefit. If thc lmastel's
90 findings are to be of any use, thle master miust couiduct a prelimlinaly
91 trial that reflects as nuealy as possible the ttial that will be conducted
92 before thejury. This procedure imnposes a sevuei dilemina un yaltius
93 who believe that the truth-scekiiig advaiitages of the fist full trial
94 cannot be dunlicated at a secouid ti.al. It also inposes the burden of
95 two trials to reach cven the first veldict. The usefulfiess of the
96 mnaster 's findiigs as evidence is aiso oupe to doubt. It would be folly
97 to ask thc juy t ide both tlie evidence heard befoue the miastei
98 and thue IV Id pie-ted at trial, aS reflected in the longstanding
99 rule that thle iaster "shall not be dilected to teport the evidence." If

100 the jury does not know what evidence thl nasterl heard, however, nuo
101 thle ways in which the laster evaluated that evideinee, it is iiposs*ibl
102 to appraise thc nlaster's findings in lulation to the evidence ueaid by
103 the- jury.

104 Abolition of the direct power to appoint a trial master in a jury
105 case leaves the way free to appoint a trial master with the consent of
106 all parties. As in other settings, party collseuit does nuot requile the
107 cunit to appuiit a iiiaster. A trial master should be appointed in ajury
108 case, with consent of the parties and concurrence of the court, only if
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109 the parties waive jury trial with respect to the issues submitted to the
110 master or if the master's findings are to be submitted to the jury as
111 evidence in the manner provided by former Rule 53(e)(3). In no
112 circumstance may a master be appointed to preside at a jury trial.

113 The central function of a trial master is to preside over an
114 evidentiary hearing on the merits of the claims or defenses in the
115 action. This function distinguishes the trial master from most
116 functions of pretrial and post-trial masters. If any master is to be used
117 for such matters as a preliminary injunction hearing or a
118 determination of complex damages issues, for example, the master
119 should be a trial master. The line, however, is not distinct. A pretrial
120 master might well conduct an evidentiary hearing on a discovery
121 dispute, and a post-trial master might mlay often ieed to conduct
122 evidentiary hearings on questions of compliance.

123 Rule 53 has long provided authority to report the evidence
124 without recommendations in nonjury trials. This authority is omitted
125 from Rule 53(a)(1)(B). Th1 . prson who takes tie evidence should
126 work through the determiniatious of eredibiity, iegardless of the
127 standard of review set bly the court. In special some circumstances a
128 master may be appointed under Rule 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) to take
129 evidence and report without recommendations. Stuh eiruinistaices
130 1iglht involve, fo, elAam1ple, a Heed to take vidlence at a location
131 outside the district - a Ciieuiistane that illigt justify aoitiilet
132 of the trial jdge a maaste - or a Heed to takle evidence at a time
133 Uo place that the trial jug Lua1nnut attnlldt. Impruvin1

134 CL1I111ulicatui Ih t ncliiiology miay retduce the Heed fbr such
135 a nenitiiielrts and facilitate a "leport" by com1 bin.ed visual and audio
136 meaIls7

137 For nonjury cases, a master also may be appointed to assist the
138 court in discharging trial duties other than conducting an evidentiary
139 hearing. Ceouts occasionally hav. aoited judicial adjuncts to
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140 peLfoirn a variety of tasks that do not fall neatly into any traditioaijl
141 category. A couut-appoikted expert witness, for exampple, mllay be
142 asked to give advice to the cUolt in addition to testifying at a lieawing.
143 Or an appuiiiti e t nlay direct that the adjunct coLmpile informiiation
144 solely for the purpose of giving advice to the Coutft. If such
145 aisieniiliits are giveni to a personu designated as miiaster, the order of
146 a mpuintinent should b, fianild with particular care to define th1e
147 po and authui ity that shape these relatively tiunfamiliat tr ial tasks.
148 Even grlater eale should ble observed in miiakinig all appoiunt1el.nt

150 PRETRIAL AND POST-TRIAL MASTERS. Subparagraph (a)(1)(C)
151 authorizes appointment of a master to perform address pretrial or
152 post-trial dties matters. Appointment is limited to matters that
153 cannot be addressed effectively and in a timely fashion by an
154 available districtjudge or magistrate judge of the district. A master's
155 pretrial or post-trial duties may include matters that could be
156 addressed by a judge. such as reviewing discovery documents for
157 privilege, or duties that might not be suitable for a judge. Some
158 forms of settlement negotiations, investigations, or administration of
159 an organization are familiar examples of duties that a judge mi ght not
160 feel free to undertake.

161 Magistrate Judges. Particular attention should be paid to the prospect
162 that a magistrate judge may be available for special assignments to
163 respond to high-need cases. United States magistrate judges are
164 authorized by statute to perform many pretrial functions in civil
165 actions. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1). Ordinarily a district judge who
166 delegates these functions should refer them to a magistrate judge
167 acting as magistrate judge. A agistrate j.dge is an cxpeiL1IL..
168 judicial officer M whas no need to set asid Ionjudicial
169 leuo ilities for master duties; the fear of delay that often detets
170 a neintinlct of a naster is much reduced. ThlLee is no need to iLmpose
171 on the parties the burdell of payin a fees when a mLagistrate
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172 judg is available. A iagistratejudgc, ioeove, is less likely to bc
173 involved in miattes that raise disqualificatisue.

174 Thle statute specifically authloizes a-of11 t11 1 ent o There is
175 statutory authority to appoint a magistrate judge as special master. 28
176 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2). In special circumstances, or when expressly
177 authorized by a statute other than § 636(b)(2), it may be appropriate
178 to appoint a magistrate judge as a master when needed to perform
179 functions outside those listed in § 636(b)(1). These advalltages are
180 most likely to be lealized with trial or post-trial fullntiolls. The
181 advanitages of elyig r a aeiattae djuiminished, Ioweve.,
182 by thle ris of clfu I et I l thle ordinlary mlagistrate judge role
183 and iiaster duties, palliculally with respect to pretrial fu.-etion.s
184 connonly perfored Ir 1agistate judges as haLate judges.
185 There is no apparent reason to appoint a magistrate judge to perform
186 as master duties that could be performed in the role of magistrate
187 judge. The situation miHt seet-yrdifferent as to trial fancti
188 to 1ost-trial funetios not exptessiv entimerated in s G3G(O. Party
189 consent is required for trial before a magistrate judge, moreover, and
190 this requirement should not be undercut by resort to Rule 53 unless
191 specifically authorized by statute; see 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f)(5).
192 Subdivision (i) requiies that appnilltment of a iaitatjudge as
193 mnasteL b justified by exceptional eiLcumstaLc.

194 A couut conIfto1ted with ani actioUI that calls for judicial attention
195 b od tlh.e Cou1 t'usvII ownresourees imiay n equest assignm11eLLt of a dist ict
196 judge o Iagsat judge froml anlother district. This opportunlity,
197 lhoweveu1, ni iit 1 1 t tl authority to appoilit a speeial iaster, thel
198 seareh fdn a judge I1ed t be purstiue by sekiall a teint fi-o
199 outsideh dit1 .

200 Despite thle advalitages of relyinig oni distkict judges and
201 'nagitte judges to dischargejudicial duties, the occasion Illay alise
202 f it a meinitiiiulit of a notiujudieial officer as pletlial lnastet. Absenit
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203 party consent, tlii most comXmnnon justifieatiouis will be thed need fo1
204 tiiiie ui expeLt sills that caniiiot be suppfed by an availablc
205 istiate judge. An1 illustrationi ofthe 1eed for tilmle is provided by
206 diruveiy tasks that requiie ieview of niuierouts dotmnults, ot
207 pelhap u vii of depositions at distanIt places. Post-trial
208 accounting coies are aniothet famiiiliar cxaI1ple of tin1e-jouluiiig
209 work that requiies little judicial fpe.;eiic Expjeit elxerience with
210 the subject-matter of speeialized litigation miay be inmpoltalrt in c
211 in1whieh a distritjudge ormagistratejudge euld devote theL equned
212 tiine. At tiles the need foi special knovledrge o expeLieLnLCe may be
213 best served by appoinitmneint of ani expetl wlho is inot a lawyeL. II
214 largc-scale cases, it may be appropriate to appoitit a teamn of masteks
215 who possess both legal and othe. skills.

216 Pretrial Masters. The appointment of masters to participate in
217 pretrial proceedings has developed extensively over the last two
218 decades as some district courts have felt the need for additional help
219 in managing complex litigation. Reflectionus of the practice are found
220 i11 sue cases as Burnlgton No. R.R. v. Du-pi. of Rettrnue, 934 F.2d
221 1064 (9th Cir. 1991), and hi , A,,,c, 770 F.2d 103 038th e 1i. 195).
222 This practice is not well regulated by present Rule 53, which focuses
223 on masters as trial participants. A careful study has m11ade a
224 .uI-vini1g case tlhat thc use of imiastes to supervise discovery was
225 eonsidered and explicitly rejected in fiarninig Rule 53. See BiLzil,
226 Iefin ing Di~scvy Turk3 to Speci ld nste, s. I Ruhl• SJy SonrJce U
227 Anthn, ity and Runst, iAtioms ?, 1983 ABF Research Joutimal 143. Rule
228 53 is amended to confirm the authority to appoint - and to regulate
229 the use of - pretrial masters.

230 A Ppretrial masters should be appointed only when the need is
231 clear needed. The parties should not be lightly subjected to the
232 potentiaf delay and expenLse of delegatiiig pretlial fun.tiunw to a
233 pretrial mlaster. EOidinlarily pubfi licia officers shlould discha, ge
234 pubi judicial fucnctions. Direct judicial performance of judicial
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235 functions may be particularly important in cases that involve
236 important public issues or many parties. Appointm1 e1 .nt of a iiastei
237 rkisk dilttion1 of judicial conltlrl, loss of faillilfarity witli j1111 .pottan1t
238 developments iii a case, and duplication of eff-ot. At the extreme, a
239 broad delegation of pretrial responsibility as well as a delegation of
240 trial responsibilities can run afoul of Article III. See Stnybte-t.
241 Wm i ob, hict., 977 F.2d 690 (1 st eir. 1 992); h~t i v Bint,,i,= ffiott 
242 pr!iatuwS'ASSn., 949 F.2d 1G65 (D.C.Cei. 1991), Bw iintonl Nr.
243 R.R. V. 9e. uj rvnrenu, 934 F.2d 1064 (9thI e1 i. 1991). The1 rsok 
244 im.ceas d delay and cxpense is offset, Ioweve', by thc possibility that
245 a Iasterl can.I1 brijg to pietrial tasks t;ini, talekt, and flcxible
246 procedur that cannot be piovided by judicial officers. Appo;t.t ent
247 of a iaster is justified whe,. a niaster is likely to substaiitially
248 advace the Rule 1 goals of achieviiig the just, speedy, and
249 econuouical deterllillation of litLgatio

250 Despite the need for cautiton, the demiands of couuplex litigatiorr
251 may preseni t neceds tlat can, be addressed oily with appointmiienmt of a
252 special master. Some cases m ay iuquiiu mllu attention than a judge
253 cai de-vote while atteniding to the nueeds of other eases, and the mnost
254 demandinIg cases iiiay iuoruii ei le tlha., the full tine of a single
255 judicial officer. Othler cases may call for expert kniowledge in a
256 particular subject. Thle untienclhed anid legitimlate conlcern that
257 apnilmtinent of a speeial miaster imiay eigeunder delay and added
258 cxuic must be balanced againist recogn;ition that an apiupiiatu
259 appeilltlnemt caii i-duuu cost ans d delay. Recog nitionm of thl eessetial
260 Ilip that a mIaster canm provide is iefleeted in the wide variety of
261 iuopmsibilities that leave beeui assigned to pluetial masters.
262 Settlelmlelnt m1asters are used to meiudiate or othuirwise facilitate
263 settlemIenmt. Masteris are used to supe. vise disco-very, palticularly
264 wlhen. thle paties leave buee ulable to 1m1anmage discovery as they
265 should or when it is nueessary to deal with claimi1s that thousanids of
266 docuTIMItS are pioteeted by privilege, work-product, o. plotective
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267 order. Ii special cirlum11stanLces, a master may be asked to conduct
268 prieiimiinary pretrial cof..fee ,ces, a pret.ial conference dire.te to
269 shapig the trial should be conducted by the officer who will preside
270 at the trial. Masters nmay be used to h!al aind either decide or mmake
271 reummn inedatios on pretrial i1otiulLs. Molue general prLetrial
272 mmaiiage6 mnt duties may be assigned as well. With the oopelation
273 of thie .ourts invoulved, a special mma, k even mimay prove useful in
274 coordinating the progress of parallel litigatioui.

275 A master also may be appointed to address matters that blur the
276 divide between pretrial and trial functions. The court's responsibility
277 to interpret patent claims as a matter of law, for example, may be
278 greatly assisted by appointing a master who has expert knowledge of
279 the field in which the patent operates. Review of the master's
280 findings will be de novo under Rule 53(g)(4), but the advantages
281 of initial determination by a master may make the process more
282 effective and timely than disposition by the Judge acting alone.
283 Determination of foreign law may present comparable difficulties.
284 The decision whether to appoint a master to address such matters is
285 governed by subdivision (a)(1)(C), not the trial-master provisions of
286 subdivision (a)(1)(B).

287 The power to appoint a special master to pyerform plettial
288 functions does not preeimpt the fieid of alternate dispute resolution
289 under "coiut-alnnexed" pro edures. A memidiator or ambitrator, fo1
290 xaamlple, milay be appoinited uinder lo.al altekiate-dispute resoittion
291 pro.edumes without mliance oni Rule 53.

292 Post-Trial Masters. Courts have come to rely extensiveiy on masters
293 to assist in framing and enforcing complex decrees, partiettfaly-ill
294 institutional refbm litigation. eutrrent Present Rule 53 does not
295 directly address this practice. Amended Rule 53 authorizes
296 appointment of post-trial masters for these and similar purposes. The
297 constraint of subdivision (a)(1)(C) limits this practice to cases in
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298 which the master's duties cannot be performed effectively and in a
299 timely fashion by an available districtjudge or magistratejudge of the
300 district.

301 It is difficult to tlallslate deveiopin1g post-trial lllastel pactice
302 i.,to tells that ese. 1ble thle "exceptioal condition" requiremenet of
303 original Rule 53(b) for trial iasters ini noijuiy cases. The tasks of
304 ftaminig anid en ar i llloull iiay be less impoitant thani tlhe
305 lIability decision as a mnatter of abstract priciple, but iay be ever
306 me iiiiportanit ini practical terns. Th. detailed deelee and its
307 onclatiul, indeed, often provide tlLe iruost lmenanlin.gful defillitioll of the
308 1 eoht gn 1 1 lzed and ellfoleed. 6leat elalnLce, iiioreover, is often.
309 placed on the discretiolI of the trial judge in thlese atteks,
310 unlderscorinlg thcellotlc of direct judicial inlvoivenient.
311 lExpericilee withl mlid- anld late twenltieth cenltury inlstitutionlal reforlln
312 litigatioui, huwevel, haS cLuuvilLced iiianiy trial judges anid appellate
313 cuuits that masteLs often are illdislensabie. TheL ue doesn jot attelmpt
314 to eaptult these coL peting considerations in a foritiula. ReianLce OL
315 a uiasteL i llappyiHate whenll respon1 ding to snuh routinLe 11iattels as
316 colltelnpt of a s~im1ple decLee; see ApeA uruittyi, Sllrs, Ime.
317 Me h, 1feld, 818 F.2d 1089, 1096-1097 (3d Cei. 1987). Reliance on a
318 master is appropriate when a complex decree requires complex
319 policing, particularly when a party has proved resistant or
320 intransigent. This practice has been recognized by the Supreme
321 Court, see Local 28, Sheet Metal Workers' Internat. Assn. v. EEOC,
322 478 U.S. 421, 481-482 (1986). Am11on1 g the Imally appellate decisios
323 a-r ,h i eron, 990) F.2d 653 slt Cui. 1993), Wdliwa.1 v. f:Mte,
324 l351 F.2d BG7 (7tl. eir. 1988); NORME v. Mullle, 828 F.2d 536 (9th
325 e 1i. 1987), h1 ,v AIrI$tU, hlL., 770 F.2d 103 (stI1 e 1r. 1985),
326 1a i .d atn St Schol & Isp.,62 F.2d 84, 111-112
327 (3d Cei. 1979); Reed v. Clevtltnd d. of Edur., 607 F.2d 737 (6th
328 e 1r. 1979); , CaIy tW. V. Euial , 601 F.2d 240, 244-245 (5th e 1 .
329 1979). The master's role in enforcement may extend to investigation
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330 in ways that are quite unlike the traditional role of judicial officers in
331 an adversary system. Thl. iaster in the Pra tz ease, for cxaa..le,
332 was appoinited by tl1e cuut own ito uwii tio. to gather inifori ation
333 about tl1e upciatiun and efficacy of a consent decree that had blee, i
334 c ffect for nearly twenity years. A classic exaa le of thle ned foL-
335 and lim .u.n - - swening investigative pJowers is p ovided in Ruiz P
336 Estelle, 679 F.2d 1 1 1 5, 11f59-l lGf3, 11t70-11 f71 (5tl. C;r. 1982), celt.
337 de1 11 d, 460 U.S. 1042 (1983).

338 Other duties that miiay be assigned to a post-trial inaster may
339 ; cludc suclh tasks as a iniiisterial acLountijng or admlilnistlatio,, Of an
340 award to multiple clailants. Still oth1 er duties will be identified as
341 weli, and the rani.ge of appriuyiak duti Lay UV, L te.Aidued with the
342 parties' con.sent.

343 It iiiay prove desirable to appoiiit as post-trial iL astei a p~erso.
344 who has seLved ,in thl saie. e ase as a pretlial or t.ial niaste. IIltinilate

345 familiarity with thle case may eablle thle iiaaster to act niuclh m oLe
346 quickly and miore sueiy. The skills iequi.ed by post-tial tascks,
347 huoweve., m ay ble significanitly diffe~ielt fhom thle skills Iquiied fot
348 earlier tasks. Tis diffeeceay outwe ih thle adva,,tages of
349 fami;liatity. In palticulaly oLmpflex litigatio.,, the ra.ge of required
350 skills may be so great that it is better to at two ve, oe
351 plieroin. The sheIr vuoulll of VVwIk also Imay favur theL auilt

352 of mIore than one pLeso,. Thl additionjal peLso1Is iiiay be apointed
353 aS co-equal mnasters, am associte lastersi,, oi so le sser .ll -
354 on co n o, lalel isI Illoniton"

355 EXPERT WITNESS OVERLAP. This rulc docs not addrcss thc
356 diffieulties that arisc when a single pelson is apoinkted to peLfoui
357 oveilapping roles as mnaste and as coult-appointed expert witness
358 utideL Evidence Rule 706. To be effective, a cotut-appointed expeft
359 witIILs illay need coult-efoleed powers s that iLnlmble thc
360 owe esof a pl-etlial or post-tial nasteL. leyonld sonleu ncerltain level
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361 of power, there tirust be a separate appouinitme.nt as a master. Even
362 vVith a Separate appmilitin iet, thie c0Llnbinatiol of roles canI easily
363 co0 ftse and vitiate both fultLctions. A1 exper wit-ii~t testify and
364 be cross-exalmined in court. A niaster, fun 0ctioning as mnaste, is Hot
365 siubjet to cxan1iiationand ros-xapl1iigtio1i. Unde weight ayb
366 given. the advice of a 1 aster who provides the equivalent of testimon1 y
367 otside the open. judicial testing of ex ai Iatio1 .nd cgoss-
368 emia . Allmaste who testifies and is CLoss-exall in.ed as
369 witness moves far outside the rote of oidinary judicLial officer
370 Present pc I ism isniufficienmt to justify mo..e than cautiuus
371 C X en1ie untation with conbined fun.ction... .Whatever combinati olf
372 funetions is involved, the Rule 53(a)(1)(B) limit that confines trai
373 nlaster to isues to be decided by the court does not apply to a perso..
374 who also is aypoimmte d as al. expeut witness undedc Evidence Rule 706.

375 SUBDIVISION (a)(2), AND (3), AND (4).

376 Masters are subject to the Code of Conduct for United States
377 Judges, with exceptions spelled out in the Code. Special care must
378 be taken to ensure that there is no actual or apparent conflict of
379 interest involving a master. The standard of disqualification is
380 established by 28 U.S.C. § 455. The affidavit required by Rule
381 53(b)(4)(A) provides an important source of information about
382 possible grounds for disqualification, but careful inquiry should be
383 made at the time of making the initial appointment. The
384 disqualification standards established by § 455 are strict. Because a
385 master is not a public judicial officer, it may be appropriate to permit
386 the parties to consent to appointment of a particular person as master
387 in circumstances that would require disqualification of a judge. The
388 judge must be careful to ensure that no party feels any pressure to
389 consent, but with such assurances - and with the judge's own
390 determination that there is no troubling conflict of interests or
391 disquieting appearance of impropriety - consent may justify an
392 otherwise barred appointment.
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393 One potential disqualification issue is peculiar to the
394 master's role. A master who is an attorney may represent a client
395 whose litigation is assigned to the judge who appointed the
396 attorney as master. Other parties to the litigation may fear that
397 the attorney-master will gain special respect from the Judge. A
398 flat prohibition on appearance before the appointing judge
399 during the time of service as master, however, might in some
400 circumstances unduly limit the opportunity to make a desirable
401 appointment. These matters may be regulated to some extent by
402 state rules of professional responsibility. The question of present
403 conflicts, and the possibility of future conflicts, can be considered
404 at the time of appointment. Depending on the circumstances, the
405 Judge may consider it appropriate to impose a non-appearance
406 condition on the lawyer master, and perhaps on the master's firm
407 as well.

408 The mle prohibits a lawyer-mastei ftoio appearing before the
409 appuitg judge as a lawyer dur-ing the period of the ayoyuintinenit.
410 Th1e tiul does not address the question whether othem -nebbers of the
411 sameic firmn ale ban-ed fitom appeari,,g blefor the apoiniting judge.
412 Othe- conflicts are not en.umerated, but also nust be avoided. Fot
413 example, a lawyer-miaster nlay be involved in other litigation that
414 involves parties, interests, ou lawyers or fn1 n1 s engaged in the present
415 actiuou. A lawyer or nIon1lawyet mllay be eommitted to intellectual,
416 social, or political positioiis that are affected by the ease:

417 SUBDIVISION (b)

418 The order appointing a pretrial master is vitally important in
419 informing the master and the parties about the nature and extent of
420 the master's duties and authority. Care must be taken to make the
421 order as precise as possible. The parties must be given notice and
422 opportunity to be heard on the question whether a master should be
423 appointed and on the terms of the appointment. To the extent
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424 possible, the notice should describe the master's proposed duties,
425 time to complete the duties, standards of review, and compensation.
426 Often it will be useful to engage the parties in the process of
427 identifying the master, inviting nominations, and reviewing potential
428 candidates. Party involvement may be particularly useful if a pretrial
429 master is expected to promote settlement.

430 Present Rfle 53 reffects historic coneerns that appouintmnent of
431 a iaster iay lengthe..n, not educe the time required to reach
432 judgment. Rule 53(d)(1) directs the iaster to poceed witlh all
433 reasonable dilige6 1c, and Lecog.Iizes the rgiht of a panty to Iove foL
434 an ordeL directing the imaster to speed the proceedings and imake the
435 report. Today, a master should be appointed only wlhen the
436 aypinlenllt is calculated to speed ultimate disposition of the action.
437 eRul 53(b)(2) reminds court and parties Mf the h.istotic colneis
438 by lrquiring that th e aordieti r olde direct the master to ploceed
439 with all reasouable di1ig .

440 Rule 53(b)(2) aso requires precise designation of the master's
441 duties and authority. TheLe should be no doubt alllonlg the miaster and
442 palties as to the tasks to be perfon11 ned and the allocation of powers
443 between ...nlaster and cour t to enstie perHlforiia IC7a.ceClear identification
444 of any investigating or enforcement duties is particularly important.
445 Clear delineation of topics for any reports or recommendations is also
446 an important part of this process. And fit amo is important to protect
447 against delay by establishing a time schedule for performing the
448 assigned duties. Early designation of the procedure for fixing the
449 master's compensation also may provide useful guidance to the
450 parties. And experience llay sow the value of describing specific
451 an1cllary powers that have pioved useful inl callying out ite
452 generally described duties.

453 Ex parte communications between a master and the court
454 present troubling questions. Often Ordinarily the order should
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455 prohibit such communications apart from administrative matters,
456 assuring that the parties know where authority is lodged at each step
457 of the proceedings. Prohibiting ex parte communications between
458 master and court also can enhance the role of a settlement master by
459 assuring the parties that settlement can be fostered by confidential
460 revelations that will not be shared with the court. Yet there may be
461 circumstances in which the master's role is enhanced by the
462 opportunity for ex parte communications with the court. A master
463 assigned to help coordinate multiple proceedings, for example, may
464 benefit from off-the-record exchanges with the court about logistical
465 matters. The rule does not directly regulate these matters. It requires
466 only that the court find good cause and address the topic in the order
467 of appointment.

468 Similarly difficult questions surround ex parte communications
469 between a master and the parties. Ex parte communications may be
470 essential in seeking to advance settlement. Ex parte communications
471 also may prove useful in other settings, as with in camera review of
472 documents to resolve privilege questions. In most settings, however,
473 ex parte communications with the parties should be discouraged or
474 prohibited. The rule does not provide direct guidaice, but does
475 requires that the court address the topic in the order of appointment.

476 Subdivision (b)(2)(C) provides that the appointment order must
477 state the nature of the materials to be preserved and filed as the record
478 of the master's activities, and (b)(2)(D) requires that the order state
479 the method of filing the record. It is not feasible to prescribe the
480 nature of the record without regard to the nature of the master's
481 duties. The records appropriate to discovery duties may be different
482 from those appropriate to encouraging settlement, investigating
483 possible violations of a complex decree, or making recommendations
484 for trial findings. A basic requirement, however, is that the master
485 must make and file a complete record of the evidence considered
486 in making or recommending findings of fact on the basis of
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487 evidence. The order of appointment should routinely include this
488 requirement unless the nature of the appointment precludes any
489 prospect that the master will make or recommend evidence-based
490 findings of fact. In some circumstances it may be appropriate for a
491 party to file materials directly with the court as provided by Rule 5(e),
492 but in many circumstances filing with the court may be inappropriate.
493 Confidentiality is -vitay important with respect to many materials
494 that may properly be considered by a master. Materials in the record
495 can be transmitted to the court, and filed, in connection with review
496 of a master's order, report, or recommendations under subdivisions
497 (f) and (g). Independently of review proceedings, the court may direct
498 filing of any materials that it wishes to make part of the public record.

499 The provision in subdivision (b)(2)(D) that the order must
500 state the standards for reviewing the master's orders. findings,
501 and recommendations is a reminder of the provisions of
502 subdivision (g)(3) that recognize stipulations for review less
503 searching than the presumptive requirement of de novo decision
504 by the court. Subdivision (b)(2)(D) does not authorize the court
505 to supersede the limits of subdivision (g)(3).

506 In setting the procedure for fixing the master's compensation, it
507 is useful at the outset to establish specific guidelines to control total
508 expense. The order of ashoiIft1It should state the basis, termais, and
509 procedures for fixin g c ionlplsa~. Whie there is d an........... apparent
510 danger that the expense may piove unjustifiably buidensome to a
511 party or dsopo tionate to tohe needs of the case, it aLso may help to
512 provide for anA expected total budget and for regular reports on
513 euimulative cxLIIs. The court has power under subdivision (h) to
514 change the basis and terms for determining compensation, but should
515 LLeVgm the risk of utnfair surpyinse after notice to the parties.

516 The provision in Rule 53(b)(3) for amending the order of
517 appointment is as important as the provisions for the initial order.
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518 New ouportuniities for useful assizlnL11ts lay enmerge as the pLetrial
519 process unfolds, ot even ii, late stager of trL litigation. Conversely,
520 nxyeLiLILe may show that all ilitial assignmneLnt was too broad or
521 ambitious, and should be limited or revoked. It even miay happeLn that
522 the first master is ill-suited to the ease nd should be lieplaced.
523 Anything that could be done in the initial order can be done by
524 amendment. The hearing requirement can be satisfied by an
525 opportunity to make written submissions unless the circumstances
526 require live testimony.

527 Subdivision (b)(4) permits entry of the order appointing a
528 master only after describes tihe effective date of a master's
529 a mieinitmimelmt. The aypouintmlment CannOt take effect until the master has
530 filed an affidavit disclosing whether there is any ground for
531 disqualification under 28 U.S.C. § 455. If the affidavit discloses a
532 possible ground for disqualification, the order can enter appoien
533 Ca" take effect only if the court determines that there is no ground for
534 disqualification or if the parties, knowing of the ground for
535 disqualification, consent with the court's approval to waive the
536 disqualification. The appointlm1ent ofdeLi mmust also provide an
537 effective date, which should be set to follow the filing of the
538 (b)(4)(A) affidavit.

539 SUBDIVISION (C)

540 Subdivision (c) is a simplification of the provisions scattered
541 throughout present Rule 53. It is intended to provide the broad and
542 flexible authority necessary to discharge the master's responsibilities.
543 The most important delineation of a master's authority and duties is
544 provided by the Rule 53(b) appointing order. It is l m ade leal that the
545 eonmteImlpt power efelred to ill present Rule 53(d)(2) is eseL ved to the
546 judge, iiot the mmasterl.
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547 SUBDIVISION (d)

548 The subdivision (d) provisions for evidentiary hearings are
549 reduced from the extensive provisions in current Rule 53. This
550 simplification of the rule is not intended to diminish the authority that
551 may be delegated to a master. Reliance is placed on the broad and
552 general terms of subdivision (c).

553 SUBDIVISION (e)

554 Subdivision (e) provides that a master's order must be filed and
555 entered on the docket. It must be promptly served on the parties, a
556 task ordinarily accomplished by mailing or other means as permitted
557 by Rule 5(b). In some circumstances it may be appropriate to have
558 the clerk's office assist the master in mailing the order to the parties.

559 SUBDIVISION (f)

560 Subdivision (f) restates some of the provisions of present Rule
561 53(e)(1). The report is the master's primary means of communication
562 with the court. The materials to be provided to support review of the
563 report will depend on the nature of the report. The master should
564 provide all portions of the record preserved under Rule 53(b)(2)(C)
565 that the master deems relevant to the report. The parties may
566 designate additional materials from the record, and may seek
567 permission to supplement the record with evidence. The court may
568 direct that additional materials from the record be provided and filed.
569 Given the wide array of tasks that may be assigned to a pretrial
570 master, there may be circumstances that justify sealing a report or
571 review record against public access - a report on continuing or failed
572 settlement efforts is the most likely example. A post-trial master may
573 be assigned duties in formulating a decree that deserve similar
574 protection. Such circumstances may even justify denying access to
575 the report or review materials by the parties, although this step should
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576 be taken only for the most compelling reasons. Sealing is much less
577 likely to be appropriate with respect to a trial master's report.

578 Before formally making an order, report, or recommendations,
579 a master may find it helpful to circulate a draft to the parties for
580 review and comment. The usefulness of this practice depends on the
581 nature of the master's proposed action.

582 A Ilaster may learn of matters outside the scope of the
583 reference. Rule 53 does not address the question whether - o how
584 - suh imatters may properly be brought to the court's attention.
585 Matters dealig with settlement efforts, for example, often should not
586 be reported to the court. Othel niattets may dese vc different
587 treatinenmt. If a nmastei commeudes that somnething should be brought to
588 the conmt's attelntioln, ordinmarily the parties should le ilnfolned of the
589 iiasten's Lullllllu..pcaun.

590 SUBDIVISION (g)

591 The provisions of subdivision (g)(1), describing the court's
592 powers to afford a hearing, take evidence, and act on a master's order,
593 report, or recommendations are drawn from present Rule 53(e)(2), but
594 are not limited, as present Rule 53(e)(2) is limited, to the report of a
595 trial master in a nonjury action. The requirement that the court
596 must afford an opportunity to be heard can be satisfied by taking
597 written submissions when the court acts on the report without
598 taking live testimony.

599 The subdivision (g)(2) time limits for objecting to - or seeking
600 adoption or modification of - a master's order, report, or
601 recommendations, are important. They are not jurisdictional. H+e
602 subordinmate rote of a m1asteL meLans that aAlthough a court may
603 properly refuse to entertain untimely review proceedings, there must
604 be power to court may excuse the failure to seek timely review. The
605 basic time period is lengthened to 20 days because the present 10-day
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606 period may be too short to permit thorough study and response to a
607 complex report dealing with complex litigation. No time linit is set
608 for action by the coult whfen o palty tnidertakes to file objections
609 ove for adoptiuon or modification of a master's order, report, or
610 recommend.iclatiuons. If no party asks the court to act on a master's
611 report, +the court remains is free to adopt the master's action or to
612 disregard it at any relevant point in the proceedings. If the coUm ttak
613 no action, the ilasteL 's action has no effect outside the term11s of the
614 couUt's own orders and jndgment-.

615 Subdivision (a)(3) establishes the standards of review for a
616 master's findings of fact or recommended findings of fact. The court
617 must decide de novo all objections to findings of fact made or
618 recommended by the master unless the parties stipulate, with the
619 court's consent, that the findings will be reviewed for clear error or
620 - with respect to a master appointed on the parties' consent or
621 appointed to address pretrial or post-trial matters - that the findings
622 will be final. Clear-error review is more likely to be appropriate with
623 respect to findings that do not go to the merits of the underlying
624 claims or defenses, such as findings of fact bearing on a privilege
625 objection to a discovery request. Even if no objection is made, the
626 court is free to decide the facts de novo; to review for clear error
627 if an earlier approved stipulation provided clear-error review; or
628 to withdraw its consent to a stipulation for clear-error review or
629 finality, and then to decide de novo or reopen the opportunity to
630 object.

631 /ves.U, 1) Snbdivision (g)(3) Provides several alternative
632 standards for review of a imiaster's fact findings or recomments
633 for fact finldillgs, b~ut the coult mlust decide de Io-vo all fact issues
634 unless the orde.- of appoitntprovides a eicar-eniot stantda rd of
635 review Or the parties stiulate with the coUrt's conisenlt that the
636 masteM's fiydings wil be aial.y The determination whether to
637 establish a clear-ert-or stadaldd of review ordinlarily shoulid be mrade
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638 at the time of tle initial order of appointmeint. Althongh the ordeL
639 may be am I ded to cstablisli tlIIs staaidard at any tinie afteL Iotice to
640 thc parties uldeL Rule 53(b)(3), such anm amlelndlmieLnt sloulid ble iade
641 iily with the c..onsent of tl1 e patties or foi conlupeffing reasons. Tle.
642 parties may rely on the expectatioll of de novuc dete..r.m.ilnatiOn by the
643 court in coLnducting poceedings blefoe thle aster. If a clear-eLnou
644 sta dard of review is set by th.e oldeL of appoinitmenLt, aplication o
645 thl staiidard will be as malleable in this coLntext as it is in Rule 52, in
646 applying thle cleaw-eLor stamsdard, MllrLeoveL, thle coult miiay take
647 accouult of thc fact that the relationship btween a CUout and a mnasteL
648 is not tlLe saimie as thle elationship betweell ani appellate court and a
649 trial court. A eout mimay nOt accord thle lasteL's findings or
650 lrcoLmimenLdatins greateL weighlt thanm cleat-elul LvLw pLmniL
651 withott the coLnsenllt of thle pawties, clear-erlo review imaiks thle oute
652 hi111it of appmopriate defeLeLLce to a mnaste. Patties who wish to
653 expedite pLoceedings, howeveL, may - with thle cut's onLsent-
654 stipulate that thle maste's findings will be fin-al.

655 In choosins between de nl.ovo anld cleaI-elul lev then COI t
656 leed the distinction l ctwee tral ad t h .
657 be assied to a aste. Present Rule 53(c) 2 c alea a

658 error sta2dard of review for a n Caster's fin dins of fact i c
659 be tried without a 'The Sureme out1 J h
660 clar the jde . not a master. should be 1esnonsile fC 
661 th facts that .ea o ailitv. Ifexcention . aever toben .
662 can be inade o1ly 1n the *ost extraordin c7 
663 7. 7orve s Ecaffi, C .. 352 U.S. 249 1957). 1eeisio,
664 Courts of a 1peals su .1est tlat A.ele 1I mavrohibit a n FT

665 iudge fiC om stirenderin! t2 e Alticle III *esnonsibility to decide
666 ulti. tc issues of f iailit v l ,iCitin!- of a mastei to1a-cfea-
667 eror standard. CSee . 1 A47 F.3d 9 35. 953-95G

668 (D.e.eir l 1998)Ce I I 1,t.,977I;.2ble( r. 19 9);
669 hi ,e B't'7rrli13 6al Onerafors' A3:ssz., 949 F.2d 115
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670 (D1e Cer i99I BtiJ\ ngin lo, hu T Iv rI ftIrI-fIfevtu,
671 934 r.3d 10G64 (9thI C;r 991).l, h.? U S. F. I2d 10v3 (Gth
671 ir'. 1987)- hr r -nnev, hie. r 0 7F2 TiC31 105 (r 8thL 1-(X1 eirF672 / I1 I FO'7 I A 7r '*'f U'i 2 II~ (V lltI .'. I I .1 rv

673 Iowever the Artiele m question is ltilatey resolve Vl
674 Pesece of sub stant1i A 1ticle mf doults w 1 a l l f of
675 denov£ fact deteminatin An obhiatioI todecide fact 2 estionsde
676 novo, to th1e extnt that it or evails, ordinailv defeats ar.v r
677 referr1m trial issues to a m.aster The .esult is more fik1 t .1add

678 delay an~d expe ... . ..se. , dt d inliish theqaitvo leuliat
679 decision, than to enhance t1 e pro----

680 A Clear-ierrO stanidard of review bdYav l 1e i -7aoi-rlrr7t
681 SettilgS outside t1e tria1 of hab s A Master anpointed to
682 in*vesti.t cornoliance with a-decree for example. lay mak
683 MecO * 2 1 Le1 datiost ate -nnorttinitLf Or full and
684 formlal evidenltia v geetailsto tile Coutt C. I c a r - er r o 
685 ma1 be appopriate with respect to ic Mdtters of
686 case administration. A COUrt nav. for cxaninle, di'ect a11icat'on off
687 a clear-er.ro staiidad to review a l .a , deteLrm1inIation- as-to
688 con'iaf'ne with discoversorders

689 [ ILUirz 2Y Sub(division (g)(3) p1 ovides standards for review
690 of a rnaster's findin1gs o. Te1Olu eindations for fact fin dings The
691 Structure is adapted froml1 the system establislIed by 28 U.S.C. §
692 G36(b)(1) for ieview of the deis 1 r Ol lecommendations of a
693 iagiste judge. Substantive fact issues ae- to be decided de .ov.
694 by thle court uliess tle orldel of appoi,.t t establhs.hes a clear-en-or
695 standard of review Or thle parties stipulate withl thle cottit's conlsenlt
696 tlhat the n1astei's fihdings will ble fina. Noi-substaitive fact issues
697 - one examiiple would be deten..11fiations witl respect to discovery
698 corlduct - are to be reviewed only for H eal errorn ufless tle orlde of
699 noltlenltprovides forde llovoreviev, tfiect Crltieceives evidetcee
700 a 'd dcdes the facts d iOv, or tile parties stipulate with thle court's
701 consent that the 1miasteI's findings wll b finial. The deteLrmiinati
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702 whdethel to establish a different standard of eview i11 the order of
703 appmiletnle L.t ordinatily should ble miade at th1e timle. of tlfe injitial order.
704 Altlhough thle ordet imiay be amelnlded to depart ftol thle pesiumptive
705 stalndald at anly time after iotice to thle pmties unlde Rule 53(b)(3),
706 sch an amienidment sloulid be mnade only with thl counsent of thle
707 or for i f mpf1 fn ulelllill6 Lasuons. T1h partiels may rely On th
708 alnticipated standard of eview in conllducting p Loceedings before h
709 master . Whei a clealr-e ois tatidai-d of revieiw applies, appllcatioll of
710 tlLe standald will be as Taalleable in this coltext as it is in Rafe 52; in1
711 ayplyin1g the eleal-error standard, IIUoreoveL, thle cout miiay take
712 accoullt of thc fact that thle irfationship betweell a court anid a mnastei
713 is not tile sallie as the refationship between ani apellate CUout anid a
714 triaf coLUt. A court may not accold thle master's findin gs o
715 reco1mmdendatiuns grLeate weight than efeat-eiii PerLmw PLerits
716 withot the coenIt of the paltiLe, rlval-IIwUm lvilw iumal^ thle UUtui

717 lfim1 it of appropriate deferenice to a mllasteL. Parties who wish to
718 xLpedite pLoceedilgs, howeveL, may - with the COUlt'S collselt-
719 stiputate that thle laster's findin1gs will be fijial.

720 Absent consellt of the pantiso, guLstunl of law canlnot be
721 defegated for finial Lesoluitilo by, a iiastet. As with mnatters of fact, a
722 party stipulation caI lea mlake thle master 's dispositioni of gal qufuestimo.
723 final Onfly if th~je miaster was appoinlted onl thle narties' collselit 01
724 apvo;nted to address nretrial or rost-trial n atters anld file coumt
725 Consenlts to tile Stipulfation

726 Under Rule 53(g)(4), the court must decide de novo all
727 objections to conclusions of law made or recommended by a
728 master. As with findin2s of fact, the court also may decide
729 conclusions of law de novo when no objection is made.

730 Apart from factual and legal questions, masters often make
731 determinations that, when made by a trial court, would be treated as
732 matters of procedural discretion. The court may set a standard for
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733 review of such matters in the order of appointment, and may amend
734 the order to establish the standard. If no standard is set by the original
735 or amended order appointing the master, review of procedural matters
736 is for an abuse of discretion. The abuse-of-discretion standard is a,
737 depenldent onl the specific type of procedural issue involved in....................... this
738 stting as il any other. In addition, t"he subordinate role of the
739 master means that the trial court's review for abuse of discretion iS
740 mtyh may be more searching than the review that an appellate court
741 makes of a trial court. A trial judge who believes that a niaster has
742 erred has amlple authority to collect the elror:

743 [If subdivision (g)(5) is not adopted, thee Comiinittee Note would
744 say; No standard of evw setfor ruifings on procedural mlatters.
745 The court iiay set standards of review ill the older appoinitinig the
746 imaster, see Rule 53(b)(2)(D), or Iay face the issue only whenl it
747 a If a standaid is not set in the order appointing the mnastet, a
748 party seeking Levriew mayask tle court to state the standardof feview
749 before fiaminig the arguamienuts ull review.]

750 SUBDIVISION (h)

751 The need to pay compensation is a substantial reason for care in
752 appointing private persons as masters. The burden n the patties can
753 be reduced to soine extent by lreeognizin the public set vice eliemnt
754 of the iiiaster's office. Onue eout has endo rsed the suggestion that all
755 attorn1ey-master shotuld be compensted at a late of about half that
756 earneud by pHivate attornieys ill comlrlial niatters. See Reed v.
757 Hle retand Ad. Of ldnc., 607 F.2d 737, 746 (6thl eir. 1979). shut eVeC
758 a discounted public- s cviuu lat n cal illlpose substanitial burdeuus.

759 Payment of the master's fees must be allocated among the
760 parties and any property or subject-matter within the court's control.
761 Many factors, too llulntuios to enutleleate, imiay affet the allocation.
762 The amount in controversy and the means of the parties may provide
763 some guidance in making the allocation., although it is likely to be
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764 n oore in~portant in the initial deeision whether to appoint a inlaster and
765 whether to set all expense hlimit at the outset. The mIleanIs of the palties
766 also may ble considered, and may be parttularly impuoltant if there is
767 a inw-ked imlbalanice of resouies. Although there is a risk that a
768 nrasterp may feel sonmehow beholden to a well-enmdowed party who
769 pays a nLoajum putiuim of the fees, theie aie even greater risks o
770 u"Ifainimmu and s itategic mmmanipulation if costs cal be iuim up againtt
771 a party h call ill afford to pay. The nature of the dispute also may
772 be important -parties pursuing matters of public interest, for
773 example, may deserve special protection. A party whose
774 unreasonable behavior has occasioned the need to appoint a master,
775 on the other hand, may properly be charged all or a major portion of
776 the master's fees. It may be proper to revise an interim allocation
777 after decision on the merits. The revision need not await a decision
778 that is final for purposes of appeal, but may be made to reflect
779 disposition of a substantial portion of the case.

780 The basis and terms for fixing compensation should be stated in
781 the order of appointment. The court retains power to alter the initial
782 basis and terms, after notice and an opportunity to be heard, but
783 should protect the parties against unfair surprise.

784 The provision of former Rule 53(a) that the "provision for
785 compensation shall not apply when a United States Magistrate
786 .Judge is designated to serve as a master" is deleted as
787 unnecessary. Other provisions of law preclude compensation.

788 SuBDIvISION (i)

789 This sulbdivisi iun calves forwamd present Rule 53(f). It is
790 changed, however, to enmphasize that a magistrate judge should be
791 appointed as a mmiaster only whet justified by exceptisa
792 i tanuns. E diimarilyamnagistratejudge oldnout be appointed
793 as a master to discharge duties that could be discharged in the
794 oapait of lmagistt-at judge. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2) provides fo.
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795 designIationI of a magistate judge to serve as a special naster pursnlant
796 to the Flederal Rules of evii Poceduie. Thi viiu was adopted
797 before laite statutes that expallded the duties that a nlagisftlajudge
798 may perform as magistrate judge. Subdivision (;) recogLizes this
799 onaIIsiu1I, and implemenLts thl statutory yutyose to lhave 1nagitrate

800 judges funUtio1 , as tragistrate judges whene ver autIliUized by § 636.
801 Specific Lwo inils other statutes tllat aithlorize thle app~oinltmenlt of
802 a iiastrate judge aS special IasteL, however, iay be impLemente1 d
803 accoldilIg to thlel teiinS; alI exa1ple is provided by 42 U.s.C. §
804 2000e-5(f)(5). See thle discussio in subdivision (a). Because the
805 mgs atc judgc remains a judicial officec-, tlle par ties cannlot coulsenlt
806 to waive disqualificatiotuludeu 28 U.S.C. § 455 in the way that Rule

53(a)(2) pen-niits with lespect to a naster who is not ajjudicial officer.
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RULE 23

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (c) Determining by Order Whether to Certify a
2 Class Action; Appointing Class Counsel; Notice and
3 Membership in Class; Judgment; Multiple Classes and
4 Subclasses.

5 (1) (A) When a person sues or is sued as a
6 representative of a class, the court must - at an
7 early practicable time - determine by order
8 whether to certify the action as a class action.

9 (B) An order certifying a class action must
10 define the class and the class claims, issues, or
11 defenses, and must appoint class counsel under Rule
12 23(g).

13 (C) An order under Rule 23(c)(1) may be
14 altered or amended before final judgment.

15 (2) (A) For any class certified under Rule 23(b)(1)
16 or (2), the court may direct appropriate notice to the
17 class.

18 (B) For any class certified under Rule 23(b)(3),
19 the court must direct to class members the best
20 notice practicable under the circumstances,
21 including individual notice to all members who can
22 be identified through reasonable effort. The notice
23 must concisely and clearly state in plain, easily
24 understood language:
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25 * the nature of the action,

26 * the definition of the class certified,

27 * the class claims, issues, or defenses,

28 * that a class member may enter an
29 appearance through counsel if the
30 member so desires,

31 * that the court will exclude from the
32 class any member who requests
33 exclusion, stating when and how
34 members may elect to be excluded,
35 and

36 * the binding effect of a class
37 judgment on class members under
38 Rule 23(c)(3).

39

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) is amended in several respects.
2 The requirement that the court determine whetherto certify a class "as
3 soon as practicable after commencement of an action" is replaced by
4 requiring determination "at an early practicable time." The notice
5 provisions are substantially revised.

6 Paragraph (1). Subdivision (c)(1)(A) is changed to require that
7 the determination whether to certify a class be made "at an early
8 practicable time." The "as soon as practicable" exaction neither
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9 reflects prevailing practice nor captures the many valid reasons that
10 may justify deferring the initial certification decision. See Willging,
11 Hooper & Niemic, Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal
12 District Courts: Final Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil
13 Rules 26-26 (Federal Judicial Center 1996).

14 Time may be needed to gather information necessary to make
15 the certification decision. Although an evaluation of the probable
16 outcome on the merits is not properly part of the certification
17 decision, discovery in aid of the certification decision often includes
18 information required to identify the nature of the issues that actually
19 will be presented at trial. In this sense it is appropriate to conduct
20 controlled discovery into the "merits," limited to those aspects
21 relevant to making the certification decision on an informed basis.
22 Active judicial supervision may be required to achieve the most
23 effective balance that expedites an informed certification
24 determination without forcing an artificial and ultimately wasteful
25 division between "certification discovery" and "merits discovery." A
26 critical need is to determine how the case will be tried. An increasing
27 number of courts require a party requesting class certification to
28 present a "trial plan" that describes the issues likely to be presented
29 at trial and tests whether they are susceptible of class-wide proof. See
30 Manual For Complex Litigation Third, § 21.213, p. 44; § 30.11, p.
31 214; § 30.12, p. 215.

32 Other considerations may affect the timing of the certification
33 decision. The party opposing the class may prefer to win dismissal
34 or summary judgment as to the individual plaintiffs without
35 certification and without binding the class that might have been
36 certified. Time may be needed to explore designation of class
37 counsel under Rule 23(g), recognizing that in many cases the need to
38 progress toward the certification determination may require
39 designation of interim counsel under Rule 23(g)(2)(A).
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40 Although many circumstances may justify deferring the
41 certification decision, active management may be necessary to ensure
42 that the certification decision is not unjustifiably delayed.

43 Subdivision (c)(1)(C) reflects two amendments. The provision
44 that a class certification "may be conditional" is deleted. A court that
45 is not satisfied that the requirements of Rule 23 have been met should
46 refuse certification until they have been met. The provision that
47 permits alteration or amendment of an order granting or denying class
48 certification is amended to set the cut-off point at final judgment
49 rather than "the decision on the merits." This change avoids the
50 possible ambiguity in referring to "the decision on the merits."
51 Following a determination of liability, for example, proceedings to
52 define the remedy may demonstrate the need to amend the class
53 definition or subdivide the class. In this setting the final judgment
54 concept is pragmatic. It is not the same as the concept used for appeal
55 purposes, but it should be flexible, particularly in protracted
56 litigation.

57 The authority to amend an order underRule 23(c)(1) before final
58 judgment does not restore the practice of "one-way intervention" that
59 was rejected by the 1966 revision of Rule 23. A determination of
60 liability after certification, however, may show a need to amend the
61 class definition. Decertification may be warranted after further
62 proceedings.

63 Paragraph (2). The first change made in Rule 23(c)(2) is to call
64 attention to the court's authority - already established in part by
65 Rule 23(d)(2) - to direct notice of certification to a Rule 23(b)(1) or
66 (b)(2) class. The present rule expressly requires notice only in actions
67 certified under Rule 23(b)(3). Members of classes certified under
68 Rules 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) have interests that may deserve protection by
69 notice.
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70 The authority to direct notice to class members in a (b)(1) or
71 (b)(2) class action should be exercised with care. For several reasons,
72 there may be less need for notice than in a (b)(3) class action. There
73 is no right to request exclusion from a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class. The
74 characteristics of the class may reduce the need for formal notice.
75 The cost of providing notice, moreover, could easily cripple actions
76 that do not seek damages. The court may decide not to direct notice
77 after balancing the risk that notice costs may deter the pursuit of class
78 relief against the benefits of notice.

79 When the court does direct certification notice in a (b)(1) or
80 (b)(2) class action, the discretion and flexibility established by
81 subdivision (c)(2)(A) extend to the method of giving notice. Notice
82 facilitates the opportunity to participate. Notice calculated to reach
83 a significant number of class members often will protect the interests
84 of all. Informal methods may prove effective. A simple posting in a
85 place visited by many class members, directing attention to a source
86 of more detailed information, may suffice. The court should consider
87 the costs of notice in relation to the probable reach of inexpensive
88 methods.

89 If a Rule 23(b)(3) class is certified in conjunction with a (b)(2)
90 class, the (c)(2)(B) notice requirements must be satisfied as to the
91 (b)(3) class.

92 The direction that class-certification notice be couched in plain,
93 easily understood language is a reminder of the need to work
94 unremittingly at the difficult task of communicating with class
95 members. It is difficult to provide information about most class
96 actions that is both accurate and easily understood by class members
97 who are not themselves lawyers. Factual uncertainty, legal
98 complexity, and the complication of class-action procedure raise the
99 barriers high. The Federal Judicial Center has created illustrative
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100 clear-notice forms that provide a helpful starting point for actions
similar to those described in the forms.

RULE 23(e): REVIEW OF SETTLEMENT

Rule 23. Class Actions

I (e) Settlement, Voluntary Dismissal, or Compromise.

2 (1) (A) The court must approve any settlement,
3 voluntary dismissal, or compromise of the claims,
4 issues, or defenses of a certified class.

5 (B) The court must direct notice in a
6 reasonable manner to all class members who
7 would be bound by a proposed settlement,
8 voluntary dismissal, or compromise.

9 (C) The court may approve a settlement,
10 voluntary dismissal, or compromise that would
11 bind class members only after a hearing and on
12 finding that the settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
13 compromise is fair, reasonable, and adequate.

14 (2) The parties seeking approval of a settlement,
15 voluntary dismissal, or compromise under Rule 23(e)( 1)
16 must file a statement identifying any agreement made in
17 connection with the proposed settlement, voluntary
18 dismissal, or compromise.
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19 (3) In an action previously certified as a class
20 action under Rule 23(b)(3), the court may direct that the
21 Rule 23(e)(1)(B) notice state terms that afford a new
22 opportunity to request exclusion to individual class
23 members who did not request exclusion during an earlier
24 period for requesting exclusion.

25 (4) (A) Any class member may object to a
26 proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
27 compromise that requires court approval under
28 Rule 23(e)(1)(A).

29 (B) An objection made under Rule
30 23(e)(4)(A) may be withdrawn only with the

court's approval.

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (e). Subdivision (e) is amended to strengthen the
2 process of reviewing proposed class-action settlements. Settlement
3 may be a desirable means of resolving a class action. But court
4 review and approval are essential to assure adequate representation of
5 class members who have not participated in shaping the settlement.

6 Paragraph (1). Subdivision (e)(1)(A) expressly recognizes the
7 power of a class representative to settle class claims, issues, or
8 defenses.

9 Rule 23(e)(1)(A) resolves the ambiguity in former Rule 23(e)'s
10 reference to dismissal or compromise of "a class action." That
11 language could be - and at times was - read to require court
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12 approval of settlements with putative class representatives that
13 resolved only individual claims. See Manual for Complex Litigation
14 Third, § 30.41. The new rule requires approval only if the claims,
15 issues, or defenses of a certified class are resolved by a settlement,
16 voluntary dismissal, or compromise.

17 Subdivision (e)(1)(B) carries forward the notice requirement of
18 present Rule 23(e) when the settlement binds the class through claim
19 or issue preclusion; notice is not required when the settlement binds
20 only the individual class representatives. Notice of a settlement
21 binding on the class is required either when the settlement follows
22 class certification or when the decisions on certification and
23 settlement proceed simultaneously.

24 Reasonable settlement notice may require individual notice in
25 the manner required by Rule 23(c)(2)(B) for certification notice to a
26 Rule 23(b)(3) class. Individual notice is appropriate, for example, if
27 class members are required to take action - such as filing claims -
28 to participate in the judgment, or if the court orders a settlement opt-
29 out opportunity under Rule 23(e)(3).

30 Subdivision (e)(1)(C) confirms and mandates the already
31 common practice of holding hearings as part of the process of
32 approving settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise that would
33 bind members of a class.

34 Subdivision (e)(1)(C) states the standard for approving a
35 proposed settlement that would bind class members. The settlement
36 must be fair, reasonable, and adequate. A helpful review of many
37 factors that may deserve consideration is provided by In re:
38 Prudential Ins. Co. America Sales Practice Litigation Agent Actions,
39 148 F.3d 283, 316-324 (3d Cir. 1998). Further guidance can be found
40 in the Manual for Complex Litigation.
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41 The court must make findings that support the conclusion that
42 the settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate. The findings must be
43 set out in sufficient detail to explain to class members and the
44 appellate court the factors that bear on applying the standard.

45 Settlement review also may provide an occasion to review the
46 cogency of the initial class definition. The terms of the settlement
47 themselves, or objections, may reveal divergent interests of class
48 members and demonstrate the need to redefine the class or to
49 designate subclasses.

50 Paragraph (2). Subdivision (e)(2) requires parties seeking
51 approval of a settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise under
52 Rule 23(e)(1) to file a statement identifying any agreement made in
53 connection with the settlement. This provision does not change the
54 basic requirement that the parties disclose all terms of the settlement
55 or compromise that the court must approve under Rule 23(e)(1). It
56 aims instead at related undertakings that, although seemingly
57 separate, may have influenced the terms of the settlement by trading
58 away possible advantages for the class in return for advantages for
59 others. Doubts should be resolved in favor of identification.

60 Further inquiry into the agreements identified by the parties
61 should not become the occasion for discovery by the parties or
62 objectors. The court may direct the parties to provide to the court or
63 other parties a summary or copy of the full terms of any agreement
64 identified by the parties. The court also may direct the parties to
65 provide a summary or copy of any agreement not identified by the
66 parties that the court considers relevant to its review of a proposed
67 settlement. In exercising discretion under this rule, the court may act
68 in steps, calling first for a summary of any agreement that may have
69 affected the settlement and then for a complete version if the
70 summary does not provide an adequate basis for review. A direction
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71 to disclose a summary or copy of an agreement may raise concerns of
72 confidentiality. Some agreements may include information that
73 merits protection against general disclosure. And the court must
74 provide an opportunity to claim work-product or other protections.

75 Paragraph (3). Subdivision (e)(3) authorizes the court to permit
76 class members to elect exclusion from a class certified under Rule
77 23(b)(3) after settlement terms are announced. An agreement by the
78 parties themselves to permit class members to elect exclusion at this
79 point by the settlement agreement may be one factor supporting
80 approval of the settlement. Often there is an opportunity to opt out at
81 this point because the class is certified and settlement is reached in
82 circumstances that lead to simultaneous notice of certification and
83 notice of settlement. In these cases, the basic opportunity to elect
84 exclusion applies without further complication. In some cases,
85 particularly if settlement appears imminent at the time of certification,
86 it may be possible to achieve equivalent protection by deferring notice
87 and the opportunity to elect exclusion until actual settlement terms
88 are known. This approach avoids the cost and potential confusion of
89 providing two notices and makes the single notice more meaningful.
90 But notice should not be delayed unduly after certification in the hope
91 of settlement.

92 Paragraph (3) creates a new opportunity to elect exclusion for
93 cases that settle after a certification decision if the earlier opportunity
94 to elect exclusion provided with the certification notice has expired
95 by the time of the settlement notice. A decision to remain in the class
96 is likely to be more carefully considered and is better informed when
97 settlement terms are known.

98 The class embraced by a proposed settlement may be defined to
99 include members who were not included in an earlier definition and

100 who have not had the earlier opportunity to request exclusion that was
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101 available to other class members. The new members must be allowed
102 an opportunity to request exclusion. The need to afford some class
103 members this first opportunity to request exclusion may weigh in
104 favor of extending a new exclusion opportunity to other class
105 members.

106 The opportunity to request exclusion from a proposed settlement
107 is limited to members of a (b)(3) class. Exclusion may be requested
108 only by individual class members; no class member may purport to
109 opt out other class members by way of another class action.

110 The decision whether to allow a new opportunity to elect
111 exclusion is confided to the court's discretion. The decision whether
112 to permit a new opportunity to opt out should turn on the court's level
113 of confidence in the extent of the information available to evaluate
114 the fairness, reasonableness, and adequacy of the settlement. Some
115 circumstances may present particularly strong evidence that the
116 settlement is reasonable. The facts and law may have been well
117 developed in earlier litigation, or through extensive pretrial
118 preparation in the class action itself. The settlement may be reached
119 at trial, or even after trial. Parallel enforcement efforts by public
120 agencies may provide extensive information. Other circumstances as
121 well may enhance the court's confidence that a new opt-out
122 opportunity is not needed.

123 The terms set for permitting a new opportunity to elect exclusion
124 from the proposed settlement of a Rule 23(b)(3) class action may
125 address concerns of potential misuse. The court might direct, for
126 example, that class members who elect exclusion are bound by
127 rulings on the merits made before the settlement was proposed for
128 approval. Still other terms or conditions may be appropriate.
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129 Paragraph (4). Subdivision (e)(4) confirms the right of class
130 members to object to a proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
131 compromise. The right is defined in relation to a disposition that,
132 because it would bind the class, requires court approval under
133 subdivision (e)(1)(C).

134 Subdivision (e)(4)(B) requires court approval for withdrawal of
135 objections made under subdivision (e)(4)(A). Review follows
136 automatically if the objections are withdrawn on terms that lead to
137 modification of the settlement with the class. Review also is required
138 if the objector formally withdraws the objections. If the objector
139 simply abandons pursuit of the objection, the court may inquire into
140 the circumstances.

141 Approval under paragraph (4)(B) may be given or denied with
142 little need for further inquiry if the objection and the disposition go
143 only to a protest that the individual treatment afforded the objector
144 under the proposed settlement is unfair because of factors that
145 distinguish the objector from other class members. Different
146 considerations may apply if the objector has protested that the
147 proposed settlement is not fair, reasonable, or adequate on grounds
148 that apply generally to a class or subclass. Such objections, which
149 purport to represent class-wide interests, may augment the
150 opportunity for obstruction or delay. If such objections are
151 surrendered on terms that do not affect the class settlement or the
152 objector's participation in the class settlement, the court often can
153 approve withdrawal of the objections without elaborate inquiry.

154 Once an objector appeals, control of the proceeding lies in the
155 court of appeals. The court of appeals may undertake review and
156 approval of a settlement with the objector, perhaps as part of appeal
157 settlement procedures, or may remand to the district court to take
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158 advantage of the district court's familiarity with the action and
settlement.

RULE 23(g): CLASS COUNSEL

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (g) Class Counsel.

2 (1) Appointing Class Counsel.

3 (A) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court
4 that certifies a class must appoint class counsel.

5 (B) An attorney appointed to serve as class
6 counsel must fairly and adequately represent the
7 interests of the class.

8 (C) In appointing class counsel, the court

9 (i) must consider:

10 * the work counsel has done in
11 identifying or investigating
12 potential claims in the action,

13 * counsel's experience in handling
14 class actions, other complex
15 litigation, and claims of the type
16 asserted in the action,
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17 * counsel's knowledge of the
18 applicable law,

19 * the resources counsel will commit
20 to representing the class;

21 (ii) may consider any other matter
22 pertinent to counsel's ability to fairly and
23 adequately represent the interests of the class;

24 (iii) may direct potential class counsel
25 to provide information on any subject
26 pertinent to the appointment and to propose
27 terms for attorney fees and nontaxable costs;
28 and

29 (iv) may make further orders in
30 connection with the appointment.

31 (2) Appointment Procedure.

32 (A) The court may designate interim counsel
33 to act on behalf of the putative class before
34 determining whether to certify the action as a class
35 action.

36 (B) When there is one applicant for
37 appointment as class counsel, the court may
38 appoint that applicant only if the applicant is
39 adequate under Rules 23(g)(1)(B) and (C). If more
40 than one adequate applicant seeks appointment as
41 class counsel, the court must appoint the applicant
42 best able to represent the interests of the class.
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43 (C) The order appointing class counsel may
44 include provisions about the award of attorney fees
45 or nontaxable costs under Rule 23(h).

46

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (0). Subdivision (g) is new. It responds to the
2 reality that the selection and activity of class counsel are often
3 critically important to the successful handling of a class action. Until
4 now, courts have scrutinized proposed class counsel as well as the
5 class representative under Rule 23(a)(4). This experience has
6 recognized the importance of judicial evaluation of the proposed
7 lawyer for the class, and this new subdivision builds on that
8 experience rather than introducing an entirely new element into the
9 class certification process. Rule 23(a)(4) will continue to call for

10 scrutiny of the proposed class representative, while this subdivision
11 will guide the court in assessing proposed class counsel as part of the
12 certification decision. This subdivision recognizes the importance of
13 class counsel, states the obligation to represent the interests of the
14 class, and provides a framework for selection of class counsel. The
15 procedure and standards for appointment vary depending on whether
16 there are multiple applicants to be class counsel. The new
17 subdivision also provides a method by which the court may make
18 directions from the outset about the potential fee award to class
19 counsel in the event the action is successful.

20 Paragraph (1) sets out the basic requirement that class counsel
21 be appointed if a class is certified and articulates the obligation of
22 class counsel to represent the interests of the class, as opposed to the
23 potentially conflicting interests of individual class members. It also
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24 sets out the factors the court should consider in assessing proposed
25 class counsel.

26 Paragraph (1)(A) requires that the court appoint class counsel to
27 represent the class. Class counsel must be appointed for all classes,
28 including each subclass that the court certifies to represent divergent
29 interests.

30 Paragraph (1)(A) does not apply if "a statute provides
31 otherwise." This recognizes that provisions of the Private Securities
32 Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-67, 109 Stat. 737
33 (1995) (codified in various sections of 15 U.S.C.), contain directives
34 that bear on selection of a lead plaintiff and the retention of counsel.
35 This subdivision does not purport to supersede or to affect the
36 interpretation of those provisions, or any similar provisions of other
37 legislation.

38 Paragraph 1(B) recognizes that the primary responsibility of
39 class counsel, resulting from appointment as class counsel, is to
40 represent the best interests of the class. The rule thus establishes the
41 obligation of class counsel, an obligation that may be different from
42 the customary obligations of counsel to individual clients.
43 Appointment as class counsel means that the primary obligation of
44 counsel is to the class rather than to any individual members of it.
45 The class representatives do not have an unfettered right to "fire"
46 class counsel. In the same vein, the class representatives cannot
47 command class counsel to accept or reject a settlement proposal. To
48 the contrary, class counsel must determine whether seeking the court's
49 approval of a settlement would be in the best interests of the class as
50 a whole.

51 Paragraph (1)(C) articulates the basic responsibility of the court
52 to appoint class counsel who will provide the adequate representation
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53 called for by paragraph (1)(B). It identifies criteria that must be
54 considered and invites the court to consider any other pertinent
55 matters. Although couched in terms of the court's duty, the listing
56 also informs counsel seeking appointment about the topics that
57 should be addressed in an application for appointment or in the
58 motion for class certification.

59 The court may direct potential class counsel to provide
60 additional information about the topics mentioned in paragraph (1)(C)
61 or about any other relevant topic. For example, the court may direct
62 applicants to inform the court concerning any agreements about a
63 prospective award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs, as such
64 agreements may sometimes be significant in the selection of class
65 counsel. The court might also direct that potential class counsel
66 indicate how parallel litigation might be coordinated or consolidated
67 with the action before the court.

68 The court may also direct counsel to propose terms for a
69 potential award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs. Attorney fee
70 awards are an important feature of class action practice, and attention
71 to this subject from the outset may often be a productive technique.
72 Paragraph (2)(C) therefore authorizes the court to provide directions
73 about attorney fees and costs when appointing class counsel. Because
74 there will be numerous class actions in which this information is not
75 likely to be useful, the court need not consider it in all class actions.

76 Some information relevant to class counsel appointment may
77 involve matters that include adversary preparation in a way that
78 should be shielded from disclosure to other parties. An appropriate
79 protective order may be necessary to preserve confidentiality.

80 In evaluating prospective class counsel, the court should weigh
81 all pertinent factors. No single factor should necessarily be
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82 determinative in a given case. For example, the resources counsel
83 will commit to the case must be appropriate to its needs, but the court
84 should be careful not to limit consideration to lawyers with the
85 greatest resources.

86 If, after review of all applicants, the court concludes that none
87 would be satisfactory class counsel, it may deny class certification,
88 reject all applications, recommend that an application be modified,
89 invite new applications, or make any other appropriate order
90 regarding selection and appointment of class counsel.

91 Paragraph (2). This paragraph sets out the procedure that should
92 be followed in appointing class counsel. Although it affords
93 substantial flexibility, it provides the framework for appointment of
94 class counsel in all class actions. For counsel who filed the action,
95 the materials submitted in support of the motion for class certification
96 may suffice to justify appointment so long as the information
97 described in paragraph (g)(1)(C) is included. If there are other
98 applicants, they ordinarily would file a formal application detailing
99 their suitability for the position.

100 In a plaintiff class action the court usually would appoint as
101 class counsel only an attorney or attorneys who have sought
102 appointment. Different considerations may apply in defendant class
103 actions.

104 The rule states that the court should appoint "class counsel." In
105 many instances, the applicant will be an individual attorney. In other
106 cases, however, an entire firm, or perhaps numerous attorneys who
107 are not otherwise affiliated but are collaborating on the action will
108 apply. No rule of thumb exists to determine when such arrangements
109 are appropriate; the court should be alert to the need for adequate
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110 staffing of the case, but also to the risk of overstaffing or an ungainly
111 counsel structure.

112 Paragraph (2)(A) authorizes the court to designate interim
113 counsel during the pre-certification period if necessary to protect the
114 interests of the putative class. Rule 23(c)(1)(B) directs that the order
115 certifying the class include appointment of class counsel. Before
116 class certification, however, it will usually be important for an
117 attorney to take action to prepare for the certification decision. The
118 amendment to Rule 23(c)(1) recognizes that some discovery is often
119 necessary for that determination. It also may be important to make or
120 respond to motions before certification. Settlement may be discussed
121 before certification. Ordinarily, such work is handled by the lawyer
122 who filed the action. In some cases, however, there may be rivalry or
123 uncertainty that makes formal designation of interim counsel
124 appropriate. Rule 23(g)(2)(A) authorizes the court to designate
125 interim counsel to act on behalf of the putative class before the
126 certification decision is made. Failure to make the formal designation
127 does not prevent the attorney who filed the action from proceeding in
128 it. Whether or not formally designated interim counsel, an attorney
129 who acts on behalf of the class before certification must act in the
130 best interests of the class as a whole. For example, an attorney who
131 negotiates apre-certification settlement must seek a settlement is fair,
132 reasonable, and adequate for the class.

133 Rule 23(c)(1) provides that the court should decide whether to
134 certify the class "at an early practicable time," and directs that class
135 counsel should be appointed in the order certifying the class. In some
136 cases, it may be appropriate for the court to allow a reasonable period
137 after commencement of the action for filing applications to serve as
138 class counsel. The primary ground for deferring appointment would
139 be that there is reason to anticipate competing applications to serve
140 as class counsel. Examples might include instances in which more
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141 than one class action has been filed, or in which other attorneys have
142 filed individual actions on behalf of putative class members. The
143 purpose of facilitating competing applications in such a case is to
144 afford the best possible representation for the class. Another possible
145 reason for deferring appointment would be that the initial applicant
146 was found inadequate, but it seems appropriate to permit additional
147 applications rather than deny class certification.

148 Paragraph (2)(B) states the basic standard the court should use
149 in deciding whether to certify the class and appoint class counsel in
150 the single applicant situation -- that the applicant be able to provide
151 the representation called for by paragraph (1)(B) in light of the factors
152 identified in paragraph (1)(C).

153 If there are multiple adequate applicants, paragraph (2)(B)
154 directs the court to select the class counsel best able to represent the
155 interests of the class. This decision should also be made using the
156 factors outlined in paragraph (1)(C), but in the multiple applicant
157 situation the court is to go beyond scrutinizing the adequacy of
158 counsel and make a comparison of the strengths of the various
159 applicants. As with the decision whether to appoint the sole applicant
160 for the position, no single factor should be dispositive in selecting
161 class counsel in cases in which there are multiple applicants. The fact
162 that a given attorney filed the instant action, for example, might not
163 weigh heavily in the decision if that lawyer had not done significant
164 work identifying or investigating claims. Depending on the nature of
165 the case, one important consideration might be the applicant's
166 relationship with the proposed class representative.

167 Paragraph (2)(C) builds on the appointment process by
168 authorizing the court to include provisions regarding attorney fees in
169 the order appointing class counsel. Courts may find it desirable to
170 adopt guidelines for fees or nontaxable costs, or to direct class
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171 counsel to report to the court at regular intervals on the efforts
172 undertaken in the action, to facilitate the court's later determination
173 of a reasonable attorney fee.
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Rule 23(h): Attorney Fees

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (h) Attorney Fees Award. In an action certified as a
3 class action, the court may award reasonable attorney fees and
4 nontaxable costs authorized by law or by agreement of the
5 parties as follows:

6 (1) Motion for Award of Attorney Fees. A
7 claim for an award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs
8 must be made by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), subject to
9 the provisions of this subdivision, at a time set by the

10 court. Notice of the motion must be served on all parties
11 and, for motions by class counsel, directed to class
12 members in a reasonable manner.

13 (2) Objections to Motion. A class member, or a
14 party from whom payment is sought, may object to the
15 motion.

16 (3) Hearing and Findings. The court may hold
17 a hearing and must find the facts and state its
18 conclusions of law on the motion under Rule 52(a).

19 (4) Reference to Special Master or Magistrate
20 Judge. The court may refer issues related to the amount
21 of the award to a special master or to a magistrate judge
22 as provided in Rule 54(d)(2)(D).
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Committee Note

1 Subdivision (h). Subdivision (h) is new. Fee awards are a
2 powerful influence on the way attorneys initiate, develop, and
3 conclude class actions. Class action attorney fee awards have
4 heretofore been handled, along with all other attorney fee awards,
5 under Rule 54(d)(2), but that rule is not addressed to the particular
6 concerns of class actions. This subdivision is designed to work in
7 tandem with new subdivision (g) on appointment of class counsel,
8 which may afford an opportunity for the court to provide an early
9 framework for an eventual fee award, or for monitoring the work of

10 class counsel during the pendency of the action.

11 Subdivision (h) applies to "an action certified as a class action."
12 This includes cases in which there is a simultaneous proposal for
13 class certification and settlement even though technically the class
14 may not be certified unless the court approves the settlement pursuant
15 to review under Rule 23(e). When a settlement is proposed for Rule
16 23(e) approval, either after certification or with a request for
17 certification, notice to class members about class counsel's fee motion
18 would ordinarily accompany the notice to the class about the
19 settlement proposal itself.

20 This subdivision does not undertake to create new grounds for
21 an award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs. Instead, it applies
22 when such awards are authorized by law or by agreement of the
23 parties. Against that background, it provides a format for all awards
24 of attorney fees and nontaxable costs in connection with a class
25 action, not only the award to class counsel. In some situations, there
26 may be a basis for making an award to other counsel whose work
27 produced a beneficial result for the class, such as attorneys who acted
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28 for the class before certification but were not appointed class counsel,
29 or attorneys who represented objectors to a proposed settlement under
30 Rule 23(e) or to the fee motion of class counsel. Other situations in
31 which fee awards are authorized by law or by agreement of the parties
32 may exist.

33 This subdivision authorizes an award of "reasonable" attorney
34 fees and nontaxable costs. This is the customary term for
35 measurement of fee awards in cases in which counsel may obtain an
36 award of fees under the "common fund" theory that applies in many
37 class actions, and is used in many fee-shifting statutes. Depending on
38 the circumstances, courts have approached the determination of what
39 is reasonable in different ways. In particular, there is some variation
40 among courts about whether in "common fund" cases the court should
41 use the lodestar or a percentage method of determining what fee is
42 reasonable. The rule does not attempt to resolve the question whether
43 the lodestar or percentage approach should be viewed as preferable.

44 Active judicial involvement in measuring fee awards is
45 singularly important to the proper operation of the class-action
46 process. Continued reliance on caselaw development of fee-award
47 measures does not diminish the court's responsibility. In a class
48 action, the district court must ensure that the amount and mode of
49 payment of attorney fees are fair and proper whether the fees come
50 from a common fund or are otherwise paid. Even in the absence of
51 objections, the court bears this responsibility.

52 Courts discharging this responsibility have looked to a variety
53 of factors. One fundamental focus is the result actually achieved for
54 class members, a basic consideration in any case in which fees are
55 sought on the basis of a benefit achieved for class members. The
56 Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 explicitly makes this
57 factor a cap for a fee award in actions to which it applies. See 15
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58 U.S.C. §§ 77z-1(a)(6); 78u-4(a)(6) (fee award should not exceed a
59 "reasonable percentage of the amount of any damages and
60 prejudgment interest actually paid to the class"). For a percentage
61 approach to fee measurement, results achieved is the basic starting
62 point.

63 In many instances, the court may need to proceed with care in
64 assessing the value conferred on class members. Settlement regimes
65 that provide for future payments, for example, may not result in
66 significant actual payments to class members. In this connection, the
67 court may need to scrutinize the manner and operation of any
68 applicable claims procedure. In some cases, it may be appropriate to
69 defer some portion of the fee award until actual payouts to class
70 members are known. Settlements involving nonmonetary provisions
71 for class members also deserve careful scrutiny to ensure that these
72 provisions have actual value to the class. On occasion the court's
73 Rule 23(e) review will provide a solid basis for this sort of evaluation,
74 but in any event it is also important to assessing the fee award for the
75 class.

76 At the same time, it is important to recognize that in some class
77 actions the monetary relief obtained is not the sole determinant of an
78 appropriate attorney fees award. Cf. Blanchard v. Bergeron, 489 U.S.
79 87, 95 (1989) (cautioning in an individual case against an
80 "undesirable emphasis" on "the importance of the recovery of
81 damages in civil rights litigation" that might "shortchange efforts to
82 seek effective injunctive or declaratory relief").

83 Any directions or orders made by the court in connection with
84 appointing class counsel under Rule 23(g) should weigh heavily in
85 making a fee award under this subdivision.
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86 Courts have also given weight to agreements among the parties
87 regarding the fee motion, and to agreements between class counsel
88 and others about the fees claimed by the motion. Rule 54(d)(2)(B)
89 provides: "If directed by the court, the motion shall also disclose the
90 terms of any agreement with respect to fees to be paid for the services
91 for which claim is made." The agreement by a settling party not to
92 oppose a fee application up to a certain amount, for example, is
93 worthy of consideration, but the court remains responsible to
94 determine a reasonable fee. "Side agreements" regarding fees provide
95 at least perspective pertinent to an appropriate fee award.

96 In addition, courts may take account of the fees charged by class
97 counsel or other attorneys for representing individual claimants or
98 objectors in the case. In determining a fee for class counsel, the
99 court's objective is to ensure an overall fee that is fair for counsel and

100 equitable within the class. In some circumstances individual fee
101 agreements between class counsel and class members might have
102 provisions inconsistent with those goals, and the court might
103 determine that adjustments in the class fee award were necessary as
104 a result.

105 Finally, it is important to scrutinize separately the application for
106 an award covering nontaxable costs. If costs were addressed in the
107 order appointing class counsel, those directives should be a
108 presumptive starting point in determining what is an appropriate
109 award.

110 Paragraph (1). Any claim for an award of attorney fees must be
111 sought by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), which invokes the provisions
112 for timing of appeal in Rule 58 and Appellate Rule 4. Owing to the
113 distinctive features of class action fee motions, however, the
114 provisions of this subdivision control disposition of fee motions in
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115 class actions, while Rule 54(d)(2) applies to matters not addressed in
116 this subdivision.

117 The court should direct when the fee motion must be filed. For
118 motions by class counsel in cases subject to court review of a
119 proposed settlement under Rule 23(e), it would be important to
120 require the filing of at least the initial motion in time for inclusion of
121 information about the motion in the notice to the class about the
122 proposed settlement that is required by Rule 23(e). In cases litigated
123 to judgment, the court might also order class counsel's motion to be
124 filed promptly so that notice to the class under this subdivision (h)
125 can be given.

126 Besides service of the motion on all parties, notice of class
127 counsel's motion for attorney fees must be "directed to the class in a
128 reasonable manner." Because members of the class have an interest
129 in the arrangements for payment of class counsel whether that
130 payment comes from the class fund or is made directly by another
131 party, notice is required in all instances. In cases in which settlement
132 approval is contemplated under Rule 23(e), notice of class counsel's
133 fee motion should be combined with notice of the proposed
134 settlement, and the provision regarding notice to the class is parallel
135 to the requirements for notice under Rule 23(e). In adjudicated class
136 actions, the court may calibrate the notice to avoid undue expense.

137 Paragraph (2). A class member and any party from whom
138 payment is sought may object to the fee motion. Other parties -- for
139 example, nonsettling defendants -- may not object because they lack
140 a sufficient interest in the amount the court awards. The rule does not
141 specify a time limit for making an objection. In setting the date
142 objections are due, the court should provide sufficient time after the
143 full fee motion is on file to enable potential objectors to examine the
144 motion. If a class member wishes to preserve the right to appeal
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145 should an objection be rejected, it may be necessary for the class
146 member to seek to intervene in addition to objecting.

147 The court may allow an objector discovery relevant to the
148 objections. In determining whether to allow discovery, the court
149 should weigh the need for the information against the cost and delay
150 that would attend discovery. See Rule 26(b)(2). One factor in
151 determining whether to authorize discovery is the completeness of the
152 material submitted in support of the fee motion, which depends in
153 part on the fee measurement standard applicable to the case. If the
154 motion provides thorough information, the burden should be on the
155 objector to justify discovery to obtain further information.

156 Paragraph (3). Whether or not there are formal objections, the
157 court must determine whether a fee award is justified and, if so, set
158 a reasonable fee. The rule does not require a formal hearing in all
159 cases. The form and extent of a hearing depend on the circumstances
160 of the case. The rule does require findings and conclusions under
161 Rule 52(a).

162 Paragraph (4). By incorporating Rule 54(d)(2), this provision
163 gives the court broad authority to obtain assistance in determining the
164 appropriate amount to award. In deciding whether to direct
165 submission of such questions to a special master or magistrate judge,
166 the court should give appropriate consideration to the cost and delay

that such a process might entail.
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Changes Made After Publication and Comment

Rule 23(c)(1)(B) is changed to incorporate the counsel-
appointment provisions of Rule 23(g). The statement of the method
and time for requesting exclusion from a (b)(3) class has been moved
to the notice of certification provision in Rule 23(c)(2)(B).

Rule 23(c)(1)(C) is changed by deleting all references to
"conditional" certification.

Rule 23(c)(2)(A) is changed by deleting the requirement that
class members be notified of certification of a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class.
The new version provides only that the court may direct appropriate
notice to the class.

Rule 23(c)(2)(B) is revised to require that the notice of class
certification define the certified class in terms identical to the terms
used in (c)(1)(B), and to incorporate the statement transferred from
(c)(1)(B) on "when and how members may elect to be excluded."

Rule 23(e)(1) is revised to delete the requirement that the parties
must win court approval for a precertification dismissal or settlement.

Rule 23(e)(2) is revised to change the provision that the court
may direct the parties to file a copy or summary of any agreement or
understanding made in connection with a proposed settlement. The
new provision directs the parties to a proposed settlement to identify
any agreement made in connection with the settlement.
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Rule 23(e)(3) is proposed in a restyled form of the second
version proposed for publication.

Rule 23(e)(4)(B) is restyled.

Rule 23(g)(1)(C) is a transposition of criteria for appointing
class counsel that was published as Rule 23(g)(2)(B). The criteria are
rearranged, and expanded to include consideration of experience in
handling claims of the type asserted in the action and of counsel's
knowledge of the applicable law.

Rule 23(g)(2)(A) is a new provision for designation of interim
counsel to act on behalf of a putative class before a certification
determination is made.

Rule 23(g)(2)(B) is revised to point up the differences between
appointment of class counsel when there is only one applicant and
when there are competing applicants. When there is only one
applicant the court must determine that the applicant is able to fairly
and adequately represent class interests. When there is more than one
applicant the court must appoint the applicant best able to represent
class interests.

Rule 23(h) is changed to require that notice of an attorney-fee
motion by class counsel be "directed to class members," rather than
"given to all class members."
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Recommendation

The Committee recommends adoption, with revisions, of the
amendments of Rules 23(c) and (e), and of the new Rules 23(g) and
(h), published in August 2001.

The Committee's work with Rule 23 now spans more than a
decade. Although the work has been continuous, substantially
seamless, and frequently intense, it is convenient to mark off periods
of changing directions.

The first phase, completed rather quickly, undertook a top-to-
bottom revision of all of Rule 23. The draft - in large part the work
of Judge Sam Pointer - was a remarkable undertaking. It was put
aside not for want of quality but out of concern that the Enabling Act
process could not assimilate such dramatic change in any manageable
period of time. Even the law professors who commented on less
ambitious later drafts argued that the process cannot work as intended
when too many new ideas are presented for consideration and action.

The second phase was embodied in amendments published for
comment in 1996. This phase focused on the criteria for certifying a
class under Rule 23(b)(3) and proposed a rule for certifying
settlement classes. The voluminous, clear, and conflicting advice
provided on these proposals is preserved in the four-volume Working
Papers published at the end of the process. The only amendment that
emerged from this process was addition of a new Rule 23(f)
establishing court of appeals discretion to permit an interlocutory
appeal from an order granting or denying class certification. Rule
23(f) appears to be working well, enabling courts of appeals to
resolve many uncertainties about certification and to establish a
greater uniformity of practice.
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A third phase involved a close look at mass-tort litigation,
working in large part through the ad hoc Working Group on Mass
Torts. The Report of the Advisory Committee and the Working
Group, published on February 15, 1999, raises issues that continue to
command a place on the Committee's agenda. Some of those issues
may require legislative solutions. Recommendations with respect to
consideration of legislation dealing with overlapping, duplicating, and
competing class actions are advanced in Part I B of the present report.
Other issues may be more susceptible to solutions by court rules. The
Committee continues to study settlement classes, "futures" claims,
and the possibility of adopting an opt-in class rule.

The present recommendations grow out of a more modest phase
of the Committee's work. There is no attempt to change the criteria
for class certification. The focus instead is on the process for
applying current certification criteria, review of proposed settlements,
appointment of class counsel, and making fee awards. These
proposals do not raise sensitive issues about the role of class actions
in compensating claimants whose claims do not support individual
litigation or about public enforcement values. They are not calculated
to alter the present balance between classes and class adversaries.
The purpose is to improve the administration of Rule 23.

Rule 23(c) deals with the time for determining whether to certify
a class, the contents of a certification order, and notice of
certification. The Committee recommends adoption of Rule 23(c) as
published, with some revisions.

The proposal to amend the present requirement that a class-
certification determination be made "as soon as practicable" has been
pursued for many years. The version published in 2001 departed
slightly from the version published in 1996. It now requires that the
certification determination be made "at an early practicable time."
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There was extensive comment on this proposal, focusing on the
extent of discovery that should be permitted before the certification
determination. There is a clear tension between the desire to avoid
precertification discovery that exhausts all subjects of discovery on
the merits and the need in some cases to engage in discovery that
supports an informed certification determination. This tension is
addressed in the Committee Note. After considering the many
concerns expressed in testimony and comments, the Committee
recommends publication of the Rule 23(c)(1)(A) as published.

Rule 23(c)(1)(B) defines the contents of a certification order.
Two changes of the published rule are proposed. First, the counsel-
appointment provisions of Rule 23(g) are incorporated, calling
attention to the need to appoint class counsel. Second, the direction
that the order state when and how members can elect exclusion from
a Rule 23(b)(3) class is eliminated in response to comments
suggesting that this statement cannot effectively be made until a
certification notice is prepared after the certification order.

Rule 23(c)(1)(C) as published changed the present rule that a
class certification "may be conditional" to a statement that a
certification "is conditional." This version reflected the common
practice that treats this provision as an essentially redundant
expression of the rule that a certification order can be altered or
amended. Comments expressed fear that emphasis on the conditional
nature of a certification order will encourage some courts to grant
certification without searching inquiry, relying on later developments
to determine whether certification is in fact appropriate. There also
was a reminder that the original purpose of the present provision was
to enable a court to place conditions on certification - the example
in the Committee Note was a certification conditioned on the
appearance of class representatives who would be more adequate than
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present representatives. The Committee recommends deletion of any
reference to the "conditional" nature of certification.

A change is recommended for Rule 23(c)(2)(A). The published
version required certification notice in all forms of class actions. For
(b)(1) and (2) classes, notice was to be "calculated to reach a
reasonable number of class members." Many comments expressed
strong resistance to any requirement of notice in (b)(1) and (2)
classes. Most of the resistance arose from fear that many civil rights
actions cannot bear the costs of even modest notice efforts, and would
not be filed. The Committee considered several alternative
formulations that would require notice but seek to address this
concern. In the end, it concluded that there is no satisfactory rule
language that would both require notice and ensure that worthy
actions would not be stopped at the door. The Committee
recommends that (c)(2)(A) be changed to provide simply that the
court may direct appropriate notice to a (b)(1) or (2) class. The
Committee Note is changed to direct attention to the balance between
notice costs and benefits, and to suggest that low-cost means of notice
be considered.

Rule 23(c)(2)(B) is recommended substantially as published.
Minor changes are made to the provisions defining items that must be
included in a certification notice. The notice must include the
definition of the certified class, and must state when and how
members may elect to be excluded from a (b)(3) class.

Rule 23(e). Rule 23(e) governs the requirement that a court approve
settlement of a class action. Grave concerns have been expressed in
recent years about the importance of searching review. One recent
statement is provided in The Rand Institute for Civil Justice report,
Hensler et al., Class Action Dilemmas: Pursuing Public Goals for
Private Gain. The Rule 23(e) revisions are designed to emphasize
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and strengthen the review procedure, and also to add a new provision
that authorizes the court to order a new opportunity to request
exclusion from a Rule 23(b)(3) class that settles after the first
opportunity to request exclusion has expired.

Rule 23(e)(1) states the requirement of court approval, directs
notice to the class of a proposed settlement, and states the familiar
"fair, reasonable, and adequate" standard for approval. One change
is recommended from the published version. The published version
adopted the rule, drawn by some cases from the ambiguity of present
Rule 23(e), that a court must approve a voluntary dismissal,
withdrawal, or settlement made before a determination whether to
certify a class. The approval requirement reflected two primary
concerns. Absent class members may rely on a pending class action
to toll the statute of limitations. Class allegations may be added to
draw attention to a case, to increase the pressure to settle, or to
support forum shopping opportunities. It was hoped that the approval
requirement would protect reliance and deter misuse. The comments,
however, reflected the uncertainties expressed in the Committee
Note. Many observers stated that reliance by absent class members
seldom occurs, if indeed it ever occurs. As to the desire to deter
misuse of class allegations, the problem is what effective response
can be made. A court cannot effectively coerce continued litigation
when all parties have agreed not to litigate further, and it may be
unseemly to charge the court with searching out new representatives
for the putative class. The Committee recommends changes in Rule
23(e)(1) that require court approval only for a settlement of the
claims, issues, or defenses of a certified class.

Rule 23(e)(2) addresses the problem of "side agreements" that
may have affected the negotiation of settlement terms but that do not
define the terms presented to the court for approval. As published,
Rule 23(e)(2) provided that the court may direct the parties to file a
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copy or summary of any agreement or understanding made in
connection with the proposed settlement. Many comments urged that
filing should be made mandatory, pointing out that the court has little
means to learn of side agreements and that the parties have every
incentive not to file these agreements. The Committee recommends
that Rule 23(e)(2) be modified to direct that the parties must identify
any agreement made in connection with the proposed settlement. The
reference to an "understanding" is deleted as too vague to enforce as
a mandatory subject of identification. The Committee Note is revised
substantially to reflect these changes.

Rule 23(e)(3) creates a new option that allows a court to provide
a new opportunity to elect exclusion from a (b)(3) class if a settlement
is proposed after expiration of the original time for electing exclusion.
This proposal reflects concern that inertia and a lack of understanding
may cause many class members to ignore the original exclusion
opportunity, while the identification of proposed binding settlement
terms may encourage a more thoughtful response. It also provides an
opportunity to gain information that the court can use in evaluating
the proposed settlement. Two alternative versions were published for
comment. The first was a "stronger" version, directing that notice of
the proposed settlement afford a new opportunity to elect exclusion
unless the court finds good cause to deny the opportunity. The
second version was more neutral, providing simply that the court may
direct that the notice of settlement include the second opportunity.
Many comments addressed both versions of the proposal. A cross-
section of the bar supplied both support and opposition for the
principle of a further opportunity to opt out. The common
observation that the proposal may make it more difficult to reach a
settlement agreement was divided between the view that the result
will be better terms for class members and the view that good
settlements may be defeated by a settlement opt-out opportunity. The
Committee recommends adoption of the second version in restyled
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form. It suffices to establish a discretionary authority to permit a
settlement exclusion, relying on case-by-case determinations whether
all of the surrounding circumstances suggest the need for this
opportunity.

Rule 23(e)(4) expressly recognizes the right of a class member
to object to a proposed settlement and requires that the court approve
withdrawal of an objection. The Committee recommends adoption
of the proposal as published, with a restyled version of the provision
on withdrawal.

Rule 23(g). Rule 23(g) is new. For the first time, it provides an
express procedural format for appointing class counsel. Until now,
the adequacy of class counsel has been considered as part of the Rule
23(a)(4) determination whether the named class representatives will
fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. The role
played by counsel is important, and often central, to class
representation. Comments on Rule 23(g) commonly recognized the
value of establishing explicit directions on appointment of class
counsel. Differences were expressed on some of the details, as
described below. The Committee recommends adoption of Rule
23(g) with the changes noted.

Criteria for appointing class counsel were originally published
as Rule 23(g)(2)(B). They are relocated to become Rule 23(g)(1)(C),
placing them at the beginning of the rule. The "bullet" factor looking
to the work counsel has done in identifying or investigating potential
claims is placed first in the list as a likely starting point. Concern that
consideration of counsel's experience in class actions and complex
litigation might contribute to entrenchment of a small specialized bar
led to the addition of two new considerations: experience in handling
claims of the type asserted in the action (recognizing that counsel who
have litigated individual actions of this type may provide better
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representation than counsel who specialize in class litigation
generally), and knowledge of the applicable law. It is hoped that
these new considerations will facilitate appointment of good attorneys
who will expand the ranks of class-action counsel.

New Rule 23(g)(2)(A) reflects many comments on an issue that
was reflected in the published Committee Note but not in the
published rule. There must be a lawyer who can act on behalf of a
proposed class before the certification decision is made. If nothing
else, some lawyer must present the case for certification. In addition,
motions to dismiss or for summary judgment are common, and
discovery may be needed to support the certification determination.
Ordinarily these needs are addressed by the lawyer who filed the
action. In some cases, however, there may be rivalry or uncertainty.
Rule 23(g)(2)(A) authorizes the court to designate interim counsel to
act on behalf of the putative class before the certification decision is
made.

The published proposal generated many comments on the role
of competition among lawyers in making an appointment of class
counsel. The comments were fueled by two aspects of the published
proposal. The provision that was published as Rule 23(g)(2)(A)
provided that the court may allow a reasonable period after
commencement of the action for applications by attorneys seeking
appointment as class counsel. The Committee Note included
reflections on the occasional reliance on "auctions" to solicit
competing proposals for appointment. Although these proposals were
meant to be neutral on the value of the auction process, they were
read by many observers as an encouragement of competition in
general and of auctions in particular. The comments frequently
stressed the observation that in most class actions, it is difficult to
find even one lawyer to represent the class. Competition is not a
realistic possibility. Doubts also were expressed about the value of
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auctions to secure the most effective class representation. These
comments are reflected in the proposed revisions of Rule 23(g)(2).
The subparagraph published as 23(g)(2)(A) is deleted. A new Rule
23(g)(2)(B) emphasizes the distinction between cases in which there
is only one applicant for appointment as class counsel and cases in
which there is more than one qualified applicant. When there is only
one applicant, the court's responsibility is the familiar responsibility
to ensure that counsel will fairly and adequately represent the interests
of the class. When there is more than one applicant, the court is
directed to appoint the applicant who is best able to represent class
interests. The Committee Note is revised to reflect these changes,
and to describe the circumstances in which a court may reasonably
anticipate that there will be more than one applicant.

With these changes, the Committee recommends adoption of
Rule 23(g).

Rule 23(h). Rule 23(h) also is new. The topic, the award of attorney
fees in a class action, is not new. Rule 23(h) does not seek either to
change well-established fee-award practices or to resolve identifiable
disputes in current practice. Most particularly, it does not take sides
in the debate between the "percentage" and "lodestar" methods of
calculating fees. Instead, it seeks to establish a uniform procedural
format for making fee awards.

The comments included some expressions of concern about the
possible cost of notice to the class of an attorney-fee motion by class
counsel. Although this concern is addressed in the Note, paragraph
(1) was changed to remove the direction that notice be addressed to
"all" class members, and to provide that notice be "directed," rather
than "given," to class members. Two commas were added to
paragraph (2) for clarification.
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Summary of Comments & Testimony: 2001 Rule 23(c)(1)

At an Early Practicable Time

Conference: In 1997 the Standing Committee rejected the "when practicable" proposal. It was
concerned that this would lead to delay, and reinstate "one-way intervention." It also was concerned
that the parties need to know the stakes of the litigation. But to apply the certification criteria, the
judge "needs to know what the substance" of the dispute is. The pleadings alone do not reveal
enough in many cases. The premise of the proposal is that it is proper to take the time needed to
uncover the substance of the dispute, "but not to indulge discovery on the merits or decision on the
merits." The proposal simply confirms practices that have emerged over many years. If this were
the only change to be made in Rule 23, probably it would not be worth it. But if Rule 23 is to be
changed in other ways, "this change is probably a good one."

Conference: From a plaintiff's perspective, the proposal makes no difference. "As soon as
practicable" gives all needed flexibility, and courts understand that. The Note says the purpose is
to preserve current practice. But there is a risk of unintended consequences. More precertification
activity will be encouraged. It is a mistake to fine-tune the rules, to make them into a "Code." Rule
23(c)(1) works now.

Conference: The "at an early practicable time" proposal is a close call, but "I favor it." There has
been a substantial change in practice in the last few years, in response to appellate demands that a
record be made to support the certification determination. The FJC study documents the change.
One reason to revise the rule is to support publication of the Committee Note. In most cases, at least
some discovery is needed to support the certification determination. "The question is now much
discovery - there should be an adequate record, but no more discovery than needed for that." The
Note properly encourages trial courts to play an active role in determining how much discovery is
needed. The change also may drive out lingering vestiges of practice that allow certification on the
pleadings with minimal or no discovery. It will discourage local rules that require a determination
within a stated period; often the stated period expires before disclosure or discovery can even begin.
It also will encourage courts to understand that they can rule on 12(b)(6) and summary-judgment
motions before the certification determination.

Conference: The proposal reflects present practice. In 1976 there was de minimis discovery to
support a certification determination, or none at all. There has been progressive movement; in some
cases, it may carry too far into discovery on the merits. The Committee Note helps. The proposed
language is indeed "fastidious." And it is a good thing that the Note refers to trial plans; if they are
kept brief, they are a good thing.
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Conference: The underlying principle is salutary. The Note deals adequately with the risk of
unintended consequences. The trial plan should look carefully at what issues are assertedly common,
and how they will be proved. More importantly, it should look at what individual issues will be left
at the end of the class trial, and at how they will be proved; if there is a lot of proof to be taken
individually after the class trial, we need to ask whether a class trial is worthwhile. It is a good idea
to submit a draft class notice with the trial plan because the notice often shows issues not reflected
in the plan, including problems with choice of law and jury trial. Even the identification of the
persons to whom notice is directed is important.

Conference: A plaintiffs' lawyer thought there is no need to change. "As soon as practicable"
provides ample flexibility, and courts use it wisely. In parallel litigation, it may be advisable to defer
certification until merits discovery has been completed in a nonclass action; that has worked well.
It might be helpful simply to publish the Note without changing the Rule. (And class counsel must
be appointed before the certification determination, in part to manage discovery that bears on the
determination.)

Conference: (The "as soon as practicable" proposal was the focus of much of the discussion on the
proper role of a Committee Note. One view was that a Note is useful because it gives detailed
guidance, making it possible to frame the Rule itself in general and flexible terms. A different view
was that all this material should be put into the Manual for Complex Litigation. One judge
suggested that judges generally do not seem much persuaded by Committee Notes. A lawyer
responded that more judges seem familiar with Committee Notes than seem familiar with the
Manual. "Without the Notes, it will be hard for judges to follow the change from 'as soon as
practicable' to 'at an early practicable time."' Another judge thought the Committee Notes should
make more frequent references to the Manual, and say less directly.)

Conference: The Second Circuit has not followed the lead of the Seventh Circuit's Szabo opinion.
The rule change and Note will allow more leeway to the trial judge. "The Note, however, is
somewhat Janus-faced."

Conference: There was general discussion of the question whether it is possible to permit enough
discovery to inform the certification decision without launching full discovery on the merits. One
defense lawyer recognized that this feat may not be universally possible, but that it has been done
successfully. A plaintiff's lawyer agreed that it is possible, although difficult - if an antitrust
conspiracy is claimed, for example, it is important to know whether the claim will be proved by
documents or by offering evidence - and urging inferences from the pattern - of each class
member's transactions. If the parties inform the judge the feasibility of certification discovery can
be worked out at an early Rule 16 conference. A judge observed that when certification discovery
is possible (and it is not always possible), it is not fruitful to engage in fights over the purpose of
specific discovery requests: much discovery will be useful both on the merits and for certification.
A defense lawyer observed that common issues always can be found; "the real question is what are

the individual issues, how will they be proved, and how important are they. Discovery can focus on
that, and can be a lot simpler than mammoth document discovery on the merits." A plaintiffs'
lawyer disagreed - the defense is too much prone to conjuring up hosts of individual issues. But
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another plaintiffs' lawyer thought that it is proper to separate discovery to support an early
certification decision; "generally you can tell the difference."

Conference: The FJC study found a full spectrum of practice on the question whether "as soon as
practicable" defeats pre-certification 12(b)(6) and summary-judgment rulings. The "early time"
change may not address that issue. The Note says the court may not decide the merits first and then
certify; there is an ambivalence here.

Conference: It was asked whether the change will support defense delay by "going after the
representatives."

Conference: It was suggested that today the certification issue is considered several times as
discovery unfolds. A judge responded that that is not common practice. A lawyer observed that in
federal courts there tends to be one consideration of certification; multiple consideration may
become a problem when there are parallel federal and state filings. Another lawyer observed that
in federal courts, MDL practice waits for federal filings to accumulate and then provides one
certification decision for all. "But there has been an uptick in trying to get certification by filing
another case after certification is denied in the first case."

Conference: The proposed rule on attorney appointment underscores the need for an early
certification decision so class counsel can be appointed.

Conference: Early appointment of class counsel is needed so the class adversary knows who can
discuss discovery.

Conference: Some state courts proceed with alacrity into full merits discovery while federal courts
languish over the certification decision. That makes coordination more difficult.

Michael J. Stortz. Esq.. S.F. testimony 14-15: There is a risk that deferring a certification decision
will cede the lead to state courts. The Note should say that pending litigation may be a ground not
to defer but instead to move more quickly to resolve the issues that arise from overlapping litigation.

Barry R. Himmelstein. Esq.. S.F. testimony 16: The Note seems to express a preference for
bifurcated discovery, first on certification then on the merits. This should be left to the judge's
discretionary case management. Plaintiffs and defendants typically disagree about bifurcation. The
line between certification and merits discovery is very fuzzy; bifurcation leads to discovery battles
about what is appropriate to certification discovery. If plaintiff is left free, discovery will be sought
"as to what we really need now to move the case forward." Given a deadline to move for
certification, plaintiff will focus on the information needed to prevail on certification. (His written
statement suggests that it may be desirable to set a deadline for certification that de facto requires
plaintiffs' counsel to focus discovery on matters required for the certification motion.) Defendants
typically object to discovery as not relevant before certification, and draw from their own
information to show the reasons why certification should be denied. The plaintiff must be able to
discover the defendant's information to be able to show why certification should be granted. (His
written statement, 01-CV-008, adds that when discovery is successfully bifurcated, discovery on the
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merits after certification often requires the producing party to go through the same documents twice,
and produce the same witnesses for multiple depositions.)

Mary Alexander. Esq., S-F Testimony pp 58 ff: For ATLA. The change to at an early practical time
"will provide an opportunity for extensive precertification discovery and litigation that could be used
to delay crucial certification." Although the change seems modest, we are concerned that it will
make the situation "even worse," that defendants will use the new language to convince courts to do
further discovery and make plaintiffs more desperate to settle. Discovery, even if it is said to be on
class certification only, "is much more open for abuse on the part of the litigants." Keep the present
language. The danger is that discovery will be so extensive "that you are really litigating the case
prior to certification," and that this will be done to delay the case. (In response to a question: ATLA
does not have a position on dismissing causes of action before certification.) (In response to another
question: we have often seen defendants resisting discovery, but this too is done to delay things.
What we need is judicial oversight of discovery; it has to be taken on a case-by-case basis. (In
response to yet another question: there is a need to develop sufficient information so the court is able
to determine whether a proposed class is unfair to individual class members because it homogenizes
claims that should not be homogenized. Individual rights and also defendant rights need to be
protected, but that should not mean undue delay just for discovery on the certification question.)
ATLA would be happy to look into the question whether it would be desirable to provide for
bifurcated discovery, with a first wave limited to certification issues, in return for a prompt
certification determination. We will examine the proposed Note language again to see how well it
expresses the need for balance, but we are concerned that the change of Rule language will be used
inappropriately to persuade the court that this discovery has to be done.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: The change to "at an early practicable time"
is appropriate. Appellate courts are stressing the need for an adequate record to support a
certification determination. "[T]ime must be allowed to permit development of this record. But the
Note may inadvertentlyencourage too much discoverybefore determination of the certification issue.
The Note should stress the need for active trial-court involvement in establishing discovery
parameters by demanding a showing that discovery is needed to resolve the certification issue. And
the Note should state that first priority should be given to resolution of any initial motions to dismiss
the class claims.

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-044: It is suggested that the text and
Note show a sotto voce version of the "just ain't worth it" proposal that was abandoned years ago.
"By softening the mandate for quick certification and acknowledging the possibility of discovery,
the proposed delay invites litigants and judges to consider the merits."

Victor E. Schwartz. Esq., for American Tort Reform Assn. & American Legislative Exchange
Council, D.C. Hearing and Written Statement. 01-CV-031: The change has an important purpose,
"to allow a court to gather full and complete information before making a decision as to whether to
certify a class." This will remind federal judges of the extraordinary importance of the certification
decision. But the amendment will expand the gulf between federal practice and practice in some
state courts, where some judges have even certified classes before the defendant has been served.
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Thomas Y. Allman, Esq., D.C. Hearing 104 ff: Improvident certification "is our greatest single
concern. * * * I really like the comment that the early review of a trial plan should be part of the
manageability review of the trial court. My experience in both State and Federal Court has been that
many courts prefer to delay the unpleasant thinking about the consequences of certification and
simply focus on the contentious allegations of liability. There will be a tension in discovery, as
plaintiffs demand discovery that bears on certification information and as defendants resist the same
discovery by arguing that it goes to the merits. But that is true of every class-action certification,
"and we've always been able to work out an accommodation." Further, "we should have a skeptical
review when it comes to boilerplate allegations." (His written statement adds that improvident class
certification is "brutally coercive." Trial courts tend to focus on the inflammatory allegations
without thinking about the need to address the individualized issues. When the individual issues
problems appear after certification, the response may be to resort to statistical models on causation
and damages issues. The Note should say that the court should look beyond boilerplate allegations;
see Szabo v. Bridgeport Machines, Inc., 7th Cir.2001,249 F.3d 672, certiorari denied 122 S.Ct. 348.)

Lewis H. Goldfarb, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-019: "This small change is very
important." Plaintiff lawyers benefit from the coercive effects of fast certification. Discovery in aid
of the certification decision "is critical to a fair resolution of this often case-dispositive issue." The
Note suggests "a fair delineation" of the discovery balance. It also should note that the pendency of
related litigation, or a government investigation, is reason to defer a certification determination.

Patrick Lysaught. Esq.. forDefense Research Institute, 01 -CV-033, 01-CV-034. pp 4-8: Opposes the
change. The certification decision is critical; it determines the stakes, the structure of trial, the
methods of proof, and the scope and timing of discovery and motion practice. Nothing should be
done to foster delay in the certification decision. The Rule and Note seem to reflect a proper
approach to balancing the need for discovery on certification issues with the need for prompt
decision, but implementation of the Rule may not achieve this. Delay is unfair for another reason:
it prolongs the tolling of limitations periods. Prompt decision also is entwined with the need to
reduce competing class actions. One of the reasons for rejecting the 1996 proposal was the belief
that all Rule 23 proposals should be considered in a single package. The Advisory Committee has
indicated that it is working toward rules to address the overlapping class-action problem. Action on
the timing of certification should be deferred until proposals are ready to address overlapping class
actions directly.

Michael Nelson. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 166-167: It is important for the Note to describe the importance
of maintaining a close watch on merits discovery. (His written statement, 01-CV-021, is more
detailed. The Note should stress that discovery should be limited to matters necessary to decide
certification - the parties should be required to justify discovery in these terms. The Note also
should state that in most cases priority should be given to motions to dismiss, perhaps avoiding the
need for any discovery. And the Note should observe that the existence of parallel actions may be
a reason to accelerate, not defer, a certification determination.)

Stephanie A. Middleton, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-032: The change "will
provide a district court with more flexibility."
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American Ins. Assn., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-022: Agrees with certification at an
early practicable time, but cautions that courts should closely monitor discovery to ensure a close
nexus with certification issues.

Peter J. Ausili, Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Committee on Civil Litigation. D.C. Hearing 204: The proposed
change might not have any significant practical effect; some committee members felt it might
encourage delay. (01-CV-056 is similar.)

Walter J. Andrews. Esq .. D.C. Hearing 281-282: The changed language is appropriate. There should
be an efficient and complete record related to certification issues before the certification
determination. The benefits accrue, however, only if the court actively limits discovery to
developing a complete record on certification. The court must be a gatekeeper to deter wasteful and
costly discovery.

Bruce Alexander, Esq., D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement. 01 -CV-041: Generally endorses
(c)(1)(A). But the note about merits discovery should be clarified to recognize that good case
management may require discovery that supports summaryjudgment on the individual claims before
reaching the certification issue. There is no need to force discovery on certification issues when the
case can be dispatched early by this simple means.

Professor Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: (1) There should be more guidance about the trial plan. There
is a risk that a defendant will raise all sorts of issues to oppose certification that would not in fact
be raised after certification - examples are counterclaims against class members (which never
should be permitted in any event), or affirmative defenses. The court should not be required to
resolve at this stage issues that may never need to be resolved, such as choice of law. A happy
medium is the goal, a trial plan that ensures that parties and court have identified the major issues
that are certain to be litigated. (2) The comment should state that it is proper to certify on fewer than
all claims or legal theories, and that a decision to request such certification does not show the
inadequacy of representation or create a risk that class members will be precluded from individual
litigation of theories or claims not included in the class action. (3) Any mention in the Note of
maturing litigation invites the mistake of focusing on cases actually tried. The Note should require
a party who argues from the maturity of litigation "to present evidence including the entire claim
market," settlements as well as adjudicated judgments. And it should be stated clearly that there is
no maturity requirement, particularly with respect to small claims. (4) The comment that the court
may not try the merits first and then certify a class is wrong. This is frequently done by "amending
up." "There is nothing wrong with it, as long as the defendant is given the opportunity of having
certification decided first." For that matter, there is no reason to allow the defendant to veto
certification after decision on the merits. This is no more than an argument against nonmutual issue
preclusion. The argument that the defendant would have litigated more vigorously if the stakes had
been defined to be the class claim is no more persuasive here than with respect to nonmutual
preclusion. Indeed, "a class action need not be a million-dollar slugfest and should not be when it
is possible to keep costs low. In a perfect class action, every claim is identical to that of the named
plaintiff."

Court Advisory Comm., S.D.Ga., 01-CV-053: This will not materially alter practice.
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Committee on Federal Civ. P.. Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers, 01-CV-055: The new form "is only
slightly clearer (although definitely more accurate) * * * ." The change is an improvement. The
Committee should think about adding part of the Note to the Rule text: a certification determination
should be made promptly after submission of sufficient information to permit a well-informed
determination.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01 -CV-057: This change is consistent with better practice; the Note
clearly states that the change is not intended to permit undue delay.

Exxon Mobil Corp.. 01-CV-059: Supports the change. But the Note should stress that the court
should require the parties to justify the need for any certification-related discovery. The Note also
should state more clearly that a motion to dismiss class claims should be considered before taking
up the certification issue.

Bruce S. Harrison. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-060: The Note to (c)(1)(A) should
state that the pendency of competing state class actions is a ground not to defer a certification
decision but to accelerate it.

National Assn. of Consumer Advocates. 01-CV-062: The rule effects a slight change of wording.
The Note "is grossly inappropriate and overlong." "It is essentially a practice guide and practitioners
will point to it as precedent. Even this seemingly innocuous rule change, therefore, becomes a
platform for a specific theory and position on class action certification, rather than a clarification of
what the rule is."

Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: This change should not be made. Courts apply "as soon as
practicable" with all needed flexibility. Discovery is allowed before the certification decision -

"often too much in my view." In a few rare cases, courts have deferred class certification
proceedings, where unusual facts warrant, until completion of all or a substantial amount of merits
discovery. There is no evidence of abuse. Any beneficial effects to be served can be accomplished
by adding language to the Note or to the Manual for Complex Litigation.

Equal Employment Advisory Council. 01-CV-065: Supports the proposal "to remove any residual
sense of urgency * * * and to make it clear that motions to dismiss and for summary judgment may
be entertained by the trial court prior to certification."

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Supports the change.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and Litigation, 01-CV-069: Supports the concept and Committee
Note, but suggests more explicit changes to direct courts to do what the Note advises. Courts need
flexibility in timing the certification decision to accommodate appointment of counsel, dispositive
motions, and development of a record to support the certification decision. At the same time, the
parties are entitled to an early decision that defines the scope and stakes of the litigation. "In whole,
the commentary of the proposed Note is guidance that is much needed by district courts today." But
"some district courts view such Notes in the same light as legislative history, giving it little or no
weight." The Rule language does not seem to supersede local district rules that require early filing
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of certification motions. More detailed instructions to district courts might be included in the Rule
itself, "such as by requiring entry of a scheduling order for pre-certification proceedings that would
deal on a case-by-case basis with the timing of the certification briefing and decision in the context
of the sequence of other proceedings." It might be desirable to look to Rule 16(b). And there should
be some method, similar to the discovery conference in Rule 26(f), to enlist the parties in advising
the court on framing the pre-certification scheduling order. (The discussion of scheduling orders
also is directed to the Rule 23(g) provisions for appointing class counsel. If an appointment
procedure is adopted, "it should occur first and quickly, so that plaintiff's counsel - who
presumptively will be class counsel if the class is certified - is appointed as the advocate for the
putative class in the remainder of the certification proceedings.")

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-07 1: "The slight change in wording, on its
face, would not seem to suggest any significant change in result." The Federal Courts Committee is
opposed to non-substantive amendments of this nature. Stability in the rules is important. The Note,
however, undertakes to talk at length about discovery, trial plans, and consideration of parallel
actions. Notes should not be used in this way to import the Committee's views of best practice into
the jurisprudence.

National Treasury Employees Union. 01-CV-078: Opposes the change. The current approach is not
flawed. "The change is likely to lead to excessive discovery prior to class certification." Defendants
will flood plaintiffs with excessive discovery requests; there is no sufficient limit on the scope and
degree of pre-certification discovery requests. "Another concern is that pre-certification discovery
could lead to a premature examination into the merits," jeopardizing the long-standing rule that
certification should be decided without reference to the merits.

Washington Legal Foundation, 01-CV-082: "[I]t makes sense to remind federal judges that they
should not render a class certification decision until they are in a position to make an informed
decision * * *."

Mehri & Skalet, PLLC, 01-CV-083: "The potential concerns here lie not with the nuances of the
wording of the Rule, but rather with the larger issue of whether courts are appropriately managing
class certification discovery." The firm's experience with employment-discrimination, consumer-
protection, and other class litigation shows that "delays in moving for certification frequently arise
because defendants contest the discovery necessary to determine whether Rule 23's elements are
satisfied." Discovery often is necessary, but "must not provide an excuse for defendants to drag out
discovery disputes with an eye toward lengthy delays of the class certification decision." District
judges should be instructed to manage discovery "with the goal of an informed, but expeditious
resolution of the class certification issue." A case management plan aimed at this is desirable; an
example order is attached. And the Note suggestion for consideration of summary judgment motions
against named plaintiffs "should be tempered by acknowledgement that the class claims exist
independently of the individual claims." Dismissal of the claims of a named representative does not
preclude certification if new representatives can be found.

Mortgage Bankers Assn., 01-CV-087: Supports and encourages the change. But the Note should
make clear that courts should manage pre-certification discovery "so that initially the parties focus
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on that material necessary to fairly and efficiently prosecute motions relating to class certification."
Phasing discovery can be quite effective. There is no need for unfettered class-wide merits discovery
before a certification decision is made.

State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts. 01-CV-089: Supports the change. It "gives
courts some flexibility in allowing discovery on issues that may further illuminate issues bearing on
certification." And the Note states that it is not intended to encourage or permit extensive discovery
unrelated to certification.

Committee on Rules of Practice, W.D.Mi., 01-CV-090: The Rule language is relatively
noncontroversial. The Note suggests a "cookie cutter" approach in which for all class actions,
discovery is artificially bifurcated between certification issues and merits issues. This will protract
litigation and discourage early settlement negotiations by emboldening defendants to provoke delay.
The Note should be revised to leave control of discovery in the district court.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) "As soon as
practicable" should be retained. Of course certification is not practicable until plaintiffs have fully
sufficient responses to discovery regarding the identity of the class and class certification issues; in
civil rights cases, in particular, almost all of this information is possessed by the party opposing the
class. The FJC Empirical Study shows that present practice works well. Motions to dismiss or for
summary judgment are often decided before a certification determination is made. The present
priority on prompt certification helps to move civil rights actions toward conclusion. Delay is
particularly important in the many actions seeking injunctive relief to protect against losses that
cannot be compensated with money. The proposed Committee Note, moreover, suggests that delay
may be appropriate to consider appointment of class counsel or in light of overlapping classes; that
invites too much delay. "The proposed wholesale changes to Rule 23 dictate a 'one size fits all,'
micro-management approach to class actions that is simply inappropriate to most civil rights class
actions."

NASCAT and Committee to Support the Antitrust Laws, 01 -CV-093: The current draft reiterates that
consideration of the merits is not properly part of the certification decision, and that the change is
not intended to support unnecessary delay. These revisions "adequately address our concerns" on
these accounts. But the Note also suggests that it is possible to have controlled discovery on the
merits, limited to aspects that support a certification determination. This is helpful as a suggestion
to control precertification discovery. But it also suggestions a bifurcation of discovery that is rarely
appropriate. There seldom is a bright line between merits and certification discovery. Artificial
distinctions can defeat discovery of information needed for a certification decision, and lead to
unnecessary delays and inefficient discovery. Flexible deadlines provide a better method.

David J. Piell, Student, 01-CV-094: "At an early practicable time" does not suggest that the court
give any urgency to the certification decision. The incentive for delay lies with defendants, not class
counsel. Defendants will argue that the changed language justifies further delay, no matter what the
Note says. Precertification discovery should focus on the Rule 23(a) factors; "[g]oing much beyond
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this requires delving into the merits." The suggestion that this change dovetails with the process for
appointing counsel under 23(g) simply points to the flawed provisions of 23(g).

Steven P. Gregory. Esq., 01-CV-096: The change "may indicate to some courts that they should or
at least may delay their certification decisions deeply into the litigation of the case * * *. All parties
* * * are benefited in any class action by an early determination regarding certification."

Prof. Howard M. Erichson, 01-CV-097: (c)(1)(A) makes perfect sense and codifies best practice.

Other (c)(1)

Conference: (c)(1)(C) carries forward the present statement that a certification determination is
conditional. "The word should be deleted. Certification is supposed to be 'for keeps."' (This view
was repeated later.)

Conference: Appointment of class counsel is tied to certification; the class-counsel rule should be
added to subdivision (c).

Michael J. Stortz, Statement for S-F Hearing: Proposed Rule 23(c)(1)(B) requires the order certifying
a class to "define the class and the class claims, issues, or defenses." Proposed Rule 23(c)(1)(A)(i)
requires the notice to the class to describe "the claims, issues, or defenses with respect to which the
class has been certified." The language should be made parallel. The order should describe the
claims, issues, or defenses; the notice should set forth the class definition.

Barry R. Himmelstein, Esq., S.F. Hearing 19: It is not practicable to require that the certification
order set an opt-out deadline. The court should be free to enter this order later. (His written
statement amplifies: an opt-out date cannot be set until you know when notice is to be accomplished.
Typically notice plans are not worked out among the parties until certification has actually been
ordered.)

Mary Alexander, Esq., S-F Hearing 64: For ATLA. Supports requiring certification orders to define
the class and identify class claims, issues, and defenses. Takes no position on (c)(1)(C) provisions
for amending the certification order.

John Beisner, Esq., D.C. Hearing 15-16 (and written statement): (1) The (c)(1)(B) provisions should
be made more pointed. Rule 23(f) appeals already are working to improve class-action
jurisprudence. But appellate courts are finding that it is difficult to "figur[e] out what the District
Court intended to treat on a class basis * * * I would urge that the proposed rule be clarified to
specify that a District Court indicate which elements of the class claims and defenses thereto it
intended to try on a class basis, thereby indicating by omission what elements of those claims would
be left to be adjudicated on an individual basis." The Note should state that one purpose is to
facilitate appellate review. (2) It is troubling to refer to certification orders as conditional - this
may revive the discredited view that a court should err on the side of granting certification on the
theory that it can be unwound later. The Note should refer to cases like Isaacs v. Sprint Corp., 7th
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Cir. 2001, to stress that rigorous application of Rule 23 criteria remains important. The Note also
might underscore even more emphatically the proposition that the authority to amend the order at
any time before final judgment does not open the door to granting class certification after
determining the merits in an individual action.

Victor E. Schwartz. for American Tort Reform Assn. and American Legislative Exchange Council,
D.C. Hearing and Written Statement 01 -CV-03 1: The requirement that the order define the class and
identify class claims, issues, and defenses will clarify the issues for the parties and an appellate court.
But it will expand the gulf between federal practice and the practice in some state courts.

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 106: The reference to the conditional nature of certification
in (c)(1)(B) is good. But "you should not avoid the consequences of dealing with certification by
calling it conditional." (His written statement adds that the Note should stress that actual, not
presumed conformance with Rule 23 is essential. See General Tel. Co. v. Falcon, 1982, 457 U.S.
147, 160.)

Brian Wolfman, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-043: (c)(1)(B) should be clarified by
referring to the claims, etc., "with respect to which the class has been certified."

Michael Nelson, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-021: It is proper to require that the
certification order define the class and the class claims, issues, or defense. This facilitates appellate
review. The Note should amplify the need for a clear statement of the matters to be adjudicated on
a class basis. The notice requirements should parallel the order requirements, so that the notice
defines the class, etc.

Walter J. Andrews, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 281-282: (1) The statement that certification is conditional
may encourage courts to err on the side of granting class status. That should be discouraged. But
it is proper to recognize the need to modify class definition at the remedy stage. The Note should
emphasize that plaintiffs must establish ultimately that the requirements for certification are met.
(2) The order certifying a class should not only define the class but also define the elements of each
class claim or issue that are certified for class treatment, making clear what issues plaintiffs will be
required to prove individually. That will reduce uncertainty and increase the likelihood of
settlement.

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-041: The Note should emphasize
that the conditional nature of certification does not relax the standards for certification.

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 01-CV-053: Spelling out requirements for the certification order
will generate disputes; there is no need for the specification.

Comm. on Civil Litigation, E.D.N.Y., 01-CV-056: (1) It is impractical to require that the
certification order specify the class claims, issues, or defenses; often they are not then known. And
this will frustrate litigants: at certification, defendants often prefer a narrow class definition, but at
settlement they prefer a broad definition. This tilts the balance against certification. And the order
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need not state the mechanics of opting out. (2) Courts have consistently held certification orders are
conditional. There is no need to change.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: The change from "decision on the merits" to "final
judgment" "would eliminate the ambiguity associated with determining when 'the decision on the
merits' has occurred."

Allen D. Black, Esq., 01-CV-064: In general it is good to provide guidance in the Rule as to the
contents of the certification order. But: (1) Need every order define the class claims, issues, or
defenses? Ordinarily the order certifies a class for all claims asserted in the complaint; repetition
in the order is superfluous. It is useful to spell this out in the order only if the class is certified as to
fewer than all claims or issues; this might be said in the rule, or the rule might be left silent. (2)
Stating "when" class members may request exclusion is difficult because at the time of the order it
is difficult to know precisely when notice will go out. The class list must be compiled, disputes
about wording must be resolved, and circumstances may change (as a settlement may be reached).
The most that can be said is that exclusion must be requested within a reasonable time in response
to the class notice; that need not be in the rule.

Alliance of American Insurers, 01 -CV-068: Supports the requirement that the order define the class
and the class claims, issues or defenses. Also supports the requirement that the notice state when
and how class members can opt out. The changes "would bring more specificity to class certification
orders." But recommends revision of the (c)(l)(C) provision for amending a certification order-
it should state that the order can be amended at any time up to final judgment in the trial court. This
change will make it clear that the parties cannot amend the class definition "throughout the appeals
process."

Peter J. Ausili, Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Committee on Civil Litigation. D.C.Hearing 205: It is impractical to
insist that the certification order identify the class issues. The definition should be in terms of the
transaction or occurrence in order to bring in claim preclusion. A defendant, for example, may argue
for narrowly defined class issues at certification time, and then seek a broad definition on settlement.

Professor Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: The Note on the conditional nature of certification should
address Rule 23(f): if a judge recertifies after an initial conditional certification, is there a second
appeal opportunity? "One appeal is enough."

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-069: (1) Supports (c)(l)(B)'s requirement that
the certification order state when and how class members can elect exclusion. This embodies the
better practice now followed. (2) Is concerned about the change in (c)(1)(C) that allows amendment
of a certification order at any time before "final judgment." They are not aware of any case in which
the present rule language has prevented necessary modifications based on developments in the
litigation. The hypothetical of changes during the remedial phase has not seemed to be a real
problem. There is a risk, despite the Note, that using the "final judgment" phrase will generate
ambiguity because of the long association with appeal concepts. There may be no real-world reason
to modify the present language. In addition, the amendments may seem to endorse the view that a
court can conditionally certify a class without strict compliance with Rule 23 requirements. If there
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really is a need to modify the present Rule, the Note should "make it clear that the change is not a
basis for failing rigorously to apply the requisites of Rule 23 when class certification is first
considered."

National TreasuryEmployees Union, 01-CV-078: Allowing amendment of the class definition at any
time up to final judgment "would be a good change, because class definitions sometimes can be
imprecise when crafted at an early stage in the litigation."

Mehrie & Skalet. PLLC, 01-CV-083: The substitution of "final judgment" makes it even more
important that the Notes clarify that the certification decision does not turn on the merits of the
dispute.

State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts. 01-CV-089: Supports the provisions giving
specific guidance on the content of the class-certification order. Also supports the amendment that
refers to "final judgment," eliminating a possible ambiguity in the present reference to decision on
the merits.

Committee on Rules of Practice. W.D.Mi., 01-CV-090: It is a mistake to require the certification
order to definitively detail issues, claims, and defenses. The issues and claims evolve. And the
requirement will complicate the certification decision by burdening both parties with the burden of
defining issues and claims at an early stage where they cannot be definitively identified. Only a
general statement of claims should be required.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) The present
provision that certification "may be" conditional reflects the 1966 Committee Note statement that
a court may rule that a class action may be maintained only if representation is improved through
intervention of additional parties of a stated type, or for similar reasons. To make every certification
conditional is to encourage constant relitigation of the certification issues, and even to invite "the
unscrupulous to attempt to manipulate factors affecting class certification after the initial
determination." There is a further special problem for civil rights cases. Plaintiffs and defendant
may be able to agree on injunctive relief, while remaining far apart on monetary relief; they should
have the flexibility to achieve interim injunctive relief, without fear that the injunction will be
subject to later reconsideration because the certification was only conditional. And the provision
permitting alteration up to "final judgment" does not define the ambiguous meaning of final
judgment. And if a certification determination is always conditional, can it ever be suitable for Rule
23(f) appeal?

David J. Piell. Student, 01-CV-094: It should be made clear that (c)(1)(B) does not require
immediate notice to the class. Often it may be wise to defer notice - settlement negotiations, for
example, may begin in earnest only after the certification determination. It is unnecessarily costly
and confusing to have an initial notice, followed perhaps promptly by a second settlement notice.
The costs of an unnecessary certification notice, further, will impede settlement as plaintiffs seek to
recover the costs from the settlement fund.
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Prof. Howard M. Erichson, 01-CV-097: (c)(1)(B) provisions for the content of a certification order
make perfect sense and codify sound practice.

Summary of Comments: Rule 23(c)(2) 2001

(b)(1), (2) Notice

Conference: Notice can be given now. The proposal for notice to a "reasonable number" of class
members "is odd."

Conference: Notice in (b)(1) and (2) classes is to be applauded. But it is troubling to suggest that
individual notice is not required; we should demand that. Still, notice need not be "as extensive" as
in (b)(3) classes. It should be made clear that the defendant can be made to pay for the notice, or to
include it in regular mailings to class members.

Conference: Notice to (b)(1) and (2) classes "should be meaningful."

Conference: The Committee Note, p. 49, says that notice supports an opportunity for (b)(1) and (2)
class members to challenge the certification decision. "This should not be what you have in mind.
Change it."

Mary Alexander, Esq.. S-F Testimony 64: Notice is expensive, time-consuming, but necessary to
protect the rights of individual litigants. Some notice processes are shaped so that class members
do not even realize the notice describes a civil action in which their rights may be taken away.
ATLA supports the plain language provision. It takes no position on (C)(2)(A)(ii) or (iii).

James M. Finberg. Esq., S-F Testimony 97 ff: Actions for declaratory and injunctive relief are often
-perhaps almost always-brought by public-interest groups that have limited economic resources.
Notice can be very expensive; the cost will deter many meritorious cases. As an example, consider
the class action in California to challenge Proposition 187 that would limit health, education, and
welfare benefits to immigrants. It is a very large class; it would be difficult to notify that class at the
certification stage. The Notes recognize the burdens and suggest that courts look at the issue, but
the language of the Rule is mandatory. There is no option to refuse to order any notice. It also says
that notice must be calculated to reach a reasonable number of class members. But that could be so
costly as to defeat the action. Perhaps the rule should say "shall consider directing," and also should
allow the court to decide who must pay for the cost of notice as an initial matter. (His written
statement, 01-CV-07, says the presumption should be that the defendant pay the notice costs.)
Remember that Rule 23(e) requires notice of settlement. The settlement notice will give an
opportunity to members of a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class to appear and challenge the settlement; at that
stage, the burden of payment will be on the defendant, and will not deter filing. (In response to a
question: There were several Proposition 187 cases. The one that went to judgment did not settle;
so deferring notice to settlement would not work. The class won that one. Notice before settlement
or judgment would support monitoring by class members, but is it worth the cost of deterring
meritorious actions? (In response to another question: some notice, such as posting on the internet,
is relatively inexpensive, but the rule seems to demand more by requiring notice to a reasonable
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number of class members. Many members of the Proposition 187 class do not have access to
computers; many do not speak English. Reaching even a high percentage of the class, though less
than a majority, would be extraordinarily expensive.) The rule should be modified to give the court
discretion to have minimal notice, or even no notice, in some cases.

James C. Sturdevant, Esq., S-F Testimony 117 ff: For Consumer Attorneys of California (p. 127).
Began practice in public interest cases on behalf of people with entitlements under federal and state
programs; they were mostly (b)(1) or (b)(2) classes. Since then, has tried consumer protection and
employment class actions as (b)(3) actions. Mandatory notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes will
eliminate a number of cases, including "cases that are brought on a daily basis by public interest
organizations challenging policies and practices of governmental agencies, both state and federal,
which violated federal law or a mixture of state and federal law." One recent case against AT&T
challenged an arbitration provision in a new agreement required by the detariffing of the
telecommunications industry. The class included AT&T's California long-distance customers, some
7,000,000 to 9,000,000 persons. The case was filed on July 30; trial began November 13; evidence
has been completed. Adding any form of notice cost to this action seeking predominantly injunctive
or declaratory relief would have added tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars, perhaps even
millions, to the cost, depending on the form of notice selected. Individualized notice would have
cost at least $5,000,000. Publication might have been $30,000 to $60,000. Internet notice might be
of some assistance, but only 40% to 45% of American households have internet connections, and
of them notice would go only to those who were plugged into the particular website. There is no opt-
out opportunity to protect. The determinations required to be made under Rule 23(a) to certify the
class are protection enough for class members. Most of these true public interest cases "do not settle
* * * until there is some certainty as to how the liability hammer is going to fall."

Jocelyn D. Larkin. Esq.. S-F Testimony 139 ff: For The Impact Fund, which maintains its own class-
action practice, and provides both grants and training to lawyers to bring other class actions. The
focus is on civil-rights actions, particularly employment discrimination actions. The number of civil-
rights class actions declined greatly between 1979 and 1989, and has essentially held steady since
then despite significant enhancements of the civil rights statutes. (Her written statement, 01-CV-
012, observes that one reason that class actions are less effective is that some courts have come to
analyze civil rights class actions as if they were personal injury mass-tort classes; one court even
drew an analogy to a tobacco class action.) In employment discrimination litigation against mid-sized
companies, with classes of 100 to 800 members, class actions are important. One reason for this
importance is that individual class members are reluctant to invite retaliation by filing suit; the
anonymity of the class is important. The mandatory notice provision for (b)(2) actions "will deter
the filing of many worthy civil rights class actions." The number one problem faced by civil-rights
practitioners is resources. The clients cannot afford to advance the costs of notice. Our grants
average $10,000; typically there is no other resource to pay for litigation costs. These may be small
cases involving public benefits, environmental justice, criminal justice, voting rights, as well as the
smaller employers. $10,000 is not adequate for deposition costs and experts. "Adding a big ticket
cost like notice is simply going to mean they don't bring those cases." (In response to a question
whether low-cost notice would satisfy the rule as proposed - whether, for example, notice to
employees posted at the job site, or notice to a class of homeless persons posted at various places,
would do: Where people are centralized, as in employment, perhaps that will do. But the more
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worrisome cases are those that involve people who have applied for ajob and are turned away; only
fairly expensive notice can find them. Or a case in which a local public agency stopped taking
applications from disabled people for public housing: notice to reach them would have to be fairly
broad. Or, in response to a question, a class involving all blacks and hispanics in the City of New
York who were allegedly stopped on the basis of racial profiling.) The Carlisle case also is troubling
- it says that nothing in Rule 23 suggests that notice requirements may be tailored to fit the
pocketbooks of particular plaintiffs.

In addition to cost, we must consider the practical reality: what is the benefit of notice? There
is no right to opt out. The Committee envisions class members being able to monitor class
representatives and class counsel, but "I must respectfully suggest that that's just not a reality. Class
members in civil rights cases don't have the interest, the time, the resources or the capacity to
monitor the progress of a class action or hire their own attorneys to do it. And that's not to suggest
for a moment that class counsel should not be closely monitored in these cases. Judicial scrutiny of
adequate representation is absolutely critical." And the representatives often do have an interest in
monitoring their class counsel. In one recent example, the representatives in a gender discrimination
case came to the Impact Fund because their lawyers had negotiated a settlement that they thought
was wrong. We agreed, and were able to substitute in as class counsel. (Her written statement adds
the observation that in civil rights litigation notice may be both expensive and ineffective: "the
typical civil rights class member does not read the Wall Street Journal." Non-English speaking class
members also pose a problem.)

So: "Don't change the rule because changing the rule will effectively close the door or may
effectively close the courthouse doors to the least powerful members of our society."

(Her written supplement, 01-CV-012, adds that internet notice may not be much help: the
"digital divide" is real. The poor, and members of minority groups of all income levels, have
distinctively low access to the Internet. She adds other examples of diffuse classes whose members
are hard to identify - people told by the hotel there are no available accessible rooms, or unable to
attend a theater that is not accessible.)

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-027: (1) The success of a rule directing
plain language and specifying elements of class notice will depend on additional specific guidance.
The Federal Judicial Center forms are guides. But it might be desirable to add a limited collection
of notice forms to the Appendix of Forms that accompanies the Rules. (2) Requiring notice in (b)(1)
and (2) classes appears on balance to be a positive change. It would "halt" the strategy of
transforming damages classes into these forms. The Note should make clear that the change is not
intended to broaden use of (b)(2) classes; there is a circuit split on the extent to which damages
claims may be added to a (b)(2) class, and the Note should state that the rule change is not intended
to address this split. The Note, further, should state more clearly that the notice obligations are less
onerous than in (b)(3) classes. And it is very troubling to suggest that a defendant can be required
to use its own public communications mechanisms to assist in providing notice to the putative class.
The notice burden lies with the purported class representatives. To require a defendant to include
a class notice in a regular mailing, for example, raises due process issues because it requires the
defendant to pay for prosecuting litigation against itself even though no merits determination has
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been made. And, citing Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. PUC, 1986, 475 U.S. 1, suggests there also
may be a First Amendment problem in requiring a defendant to convey this "very negative message."

Bill Lann Lee. Esq., D.C. Hearing 20-40: Mandatory notice should not be required in (b)( 1) or (b)(2)
class actions. Judges have authority to order notice now under (d)(2), and are aware of the authority.
Although the notice requirement is proposed for good motives, it will seriously hamper the
prosecution of civil rights actions. Experience as Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights
Division shows that private enforcement carries the principal burden in the civil rights arena.
Congress foresaw the need for private enforcement by adding attorney fee provisions. Other
countries, as South Africa, recognize the importance of class actions in enforcing civil rights. The
number of private enforcement actions has dropped since the 1970s. Civil rights class actions tend
to be brought under (b)(1) and (2). When notice is required courts uniformly have required plaintiffs
to pay. Notice costs will deter many plaintiffs from bringing class actions. An example is provided
by an action to address discriminatory funding of public transportation in Los Angeles. The
plaintiffs unsuccessfully sought lawyers to represent them until the NAACP Legal Defense Fund
took on the case. The out-of-pocket costs for discovery and the like were $150,000, and strained the
budget. On settlement, notice was provided by publication in four local newspapers for three days
and by posting short notices in such public places as bus stops. The cost of that limited notice
program was $140,000. The prospect of paying that cost would have prevented filing the action; the
result of the decree is estimated at $600,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 of enhanced spending on inner-
city bus transportation. If there were no cost, the notice proposal would present a different question.
The value of notice in these cases is symbolic; we do not need to incur the costs for symbolic
reasons. Alternative means of notice may be effective, such as paycheck notices in an employment
discrimination case, but no defendant has ever voluntarily offered to do that. A court might compel
notice by modest means, but is not likely to shift the cost to the defendant. So it is not a sufficient
remedy to state more clearly that the court should consider the impact of notice costs on the ability
to maintain the action; the mandatory notice provision should be dropped. The increasing cost of
litigating these actions probably accounts for the decreased filing rates. And individual actions do
not provide an adequate alternative to class actions. Class actions tend to be noticed, and can
accomplish actual tangible results. Opting out of a class action to pursue individual remedies may
be a good thing, but that does not detract from the value of a larger remedy that affects a larger group
of people. An alternative to mandatory notice might be to work through proposed Rule 23(g)(2), "to
put potential class action counsel on notice that courts and this committee think communications
with the class is a very important aspect of their representation."

Mr. Lee's written statement offers additional points. (1) Civil rights actions are appropriately
brought under (b)(1) as well as (b)(2). (2) There are no studies indicating that class counsel have
been inadequate in communicating with class members; what the cases reflect are disputes about
efforts to communicate. (3) The concern with the ability of class members to monitor proceedings
and to decide whether to participate individually arises from case-specific circumstances, not a
problem inherent in (b)(1) and (2) classes. (4) The use of notice power under (d)(2) does not seem
to have had a deterrent effect on filing. (5) Procedures for notice of settlement and the fairness
hearing "in effect promote the interest of assuring that the class is kept informed."
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Prof. Owen M. Fiss, D.C. Hearing 40-57: Proposes a two-notice regime. The first notice would go
out prior to certification "to test for the adequacy of representation." This notice would be tested by
the general formula of Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust: the best notice practicable under
the circumstances. The second notice would go out after certification but before trial, to "seek to
operationalize the right to opt out." The right to opt out should not be limited to (b)(3) classes. Rule
23 rests on "interest representation," and "any individual should have the right to disavow that
representation." But the opt-out right might be limited to circumstances in which "the interest of the
individual members of the class is of a sufficient magnitude and particularity to make opting out just
and appropriate." Once the opt-out right is generalized, if perhaps limited, there is no remaining
need to maintain the distinctions between (b)(1), (2), and (3) classes. Predominance and superiority
should be required for all classes. The cost of notice in civil rights cases is a concern, but "we're
also deeply committed to procedural justice." The cost of notice before certification need not be
crippling. And there is more of a role for individual actions to vindicate civil rights than Mr. Lee's
testimony suggests. An individual student, for example, is entitled to education in a desegregated
school system as a matter of an individual remedy. Settlement, moreover, is a very special event;
it should be limited to class members who choose to opt into the class. (In response to questions:
Perhaps it is possible to discard opt-in, and even eliminate opt-out, when class members have
identical and de minimis individual stakes; Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin may be an illustration. That
will require more thought.)

The written statement, prepared with John Bronsteen, 01-CV-023, amplifies several points.
(1) The provision for the best notice practicable under the circumstances might include a check-list
of factors: cost; the importance of reaching every class member - which will vary with the size of
interest and the variation of interest among members; and the consequences for "maintainability of
the class action." If expensive notice would likely cripple a class action to redress claims that could
not be brought as separate individual suits, the judge should seek to avoid such stringent notice. (2)
The right to opt out might be denied if a class member seeks to abuse the privilege - "for example,
if all class members' interests are absolutely identical and all stand to benefit if the remedy sought
is granted - say an injunction to end discrimination or institute an accelerated promotion policy -
but some seek to opt out solely for the purpose of preserving their claim for a 'second bite at the
apple' if the plaintiff class loses." (3) Notice of the right to opt out seems to be limited: "the judge
should ascertain where [sic - whether?] there is a reasonable likelihood that a significant number of
people will opt out, as when individual stakes are high and interests are heterogeneous."

Professor Judith Resnik, D.C. Hearing 58 ff.: There remains room for both mandatory and opt-out
classes. But the distinction should not be drawn at the beginning of the action. There is no need to
determine at the beginning whether the remedy will be injunctive, declaratory, or damages. The
distinction should be drawn only when remedies are actually on the table. That may be when
certification and settlement are proposed simultaneously, but even that line is not so bright: there
may be "adjudications along the way and the settlement is being shaped there." Sampling notice
should be considered. The notice proposal stems from a worry about monitoring. A class may
include people with different views about the remedy, so monitoring is important. But monitoring
does not require that the courthouse door be closed by the costs of individual notice. Initial sampling
notice suffices. At the remedy stage, if it is decided that an injunction or limited "pie" require that
the action be made mandatory, "at that point you need better notice." Who pays is now part of the
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negotiation. In some cases, defendants are interested in "group-based processing. In addition, courts
have an interest in class adjudication - "We want fewer of these cases and we need to resolve them
en masse." The courts might absorb some of the notice costs. And costs can be reduced "using
court-based data accessing capacities and e-mail and the like * * *." Even recognizing that not
everyone is a computer user, this can help. (Her written statement provides similar suggestions. The
notice draft retains the distinctions among (b)(1), (2), and (3) classes. The certification question
should be divorced from the opportunity to request exclusion. The certification test should be
addressed in Rule 23(a) to establish a "uniform standard of both the need and desirability of class
certification." It should not be required that a class action be superior; it should be enough that it is
a useful way to proceed, "suitable to the claims presented." Purposes could be "to facilitate access
and quality representation for small claimants, or to buffer against disparate outcomes for classes of
similarly situated plaintiffs, or to create enforcement rights in a wide set of claimants." Present
subdivision (b) would be replaced by provisions on appointment and compensation of class counsel.)

Norman J. Chachkin, Esq., NAACP Legal Defense & Educational Fund, D.C. Hearing: The
problems of (b)(2) class actions are not illuminated by the Advisory Committee's extensive study
- supported by the FJC and RAND - of mass-tort and consumer class actions. In (b)(2) civil
rights action there is no lack of communication between unnamed class members and class counsel.
Some of the communication involves class members who wish to add to the class litigation
individual problems that they are encountering with the defendant. But any attorney serious about
representing a (b)(2) class must be in communication with, and accessible to, class members. Most
of these actions result in settlement. It is difficult to present the pros and cons of a settlement to class
members unless there has been effective communication with class counsel before the settlement is
proposed. All of the current proposals should be recommitted for further study to the extent that they
involve (b)(1) and (2) classes. The advice in the Note that the costs of class notice should not defeat
a "worthy" class is merely advisory. There is, moreover, a great deal of latitude for the individual
judge to weigh the costs and advantages of notice; this "could even permit personal or ideological
opinions to affect procedural decisions." The (b)(2) class was added in 1966 to emphasize the
suitability of class actions in civil rights and race discrimination claims; that is still a valid,
necessary, and worthy purpose. In the real world, we cannot achieve as much reform and
enforcement of constitutional and statutory rights through individual actions as we achieve through
class actions. Inadequate representation can be cured by decertification when it becomes apparent,
or by collateral attack. Rule 24 establishes a right to intervene on showing inadequate representation.
A further problem is that notice is to be given only after the certification decision. Once notice is
given, the class certification issues will have to be revisited. The resulting problems of
manageability will be worsened by the provision that allows a class member to appear through
counsel without satisfying Rule 24 intervention standards. Most of the Rule 24 cases involving
attempted intervention "involve disagreements with the litigation judgment of class counsel, and
almost without exception, although there are some few exceptions, District Courts have determined
that that disagreement doesn't affect the substantial substantive interests of absent class members
and it doesn't justify complicating the litigation by allowing individuals to intervene." So, p. 103,
''a mere disagreement over whether you should file a summary judgment motion this week or take
another deposition is not the sort of thing that meets the Rule 24 requirements." The notion of
permitting exclusion from a (b)(2) class also is puzzling: if a class action were brought to
desegregate a public school, could a class member ask "'to continue to go to school in the system
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that's operated in violation of the United States Constitution."' The Committee also should not
attempt to address the ongoing development of decisional law on the extent to which damages can
be sought incident to a (b)(2) class, as in Title VII actions. If the costs of notice were substantially
lower, notice would not be as much of an issue. But the important time for notice is the time of
settlement: that is when class members have the most important contribution to evaluating the
adequacy of representation. Finally, courts hear from class members in (b)(2) actions. They get lots
of letters that they put in the file and send to counsel to be dealt with as counsel wish. "There's not
a lack of initiative being taken, in my experience, by unnamed class members who are dissatisfied
with what's happened."

The written statement,01-CV-051, adds more. The FJC Study shows the median cost of class
notice in four districts was $36,000; in two districts it was $75,000 and $100,000. There is no
experience to suggest that class members have often attempted to relitigate the certification issues;
in any event, notice prior to certification would be needed to support such efforts. There has been
some challenge to adequacy of representation, but that is relatively infrequent and commonly
involves mere disagreements about litigation strategy. (Pages 12-13 illustrate cases denying
intervention; the parenthetical descriptions suggest strong reasons for granting intervention in at least
several.) "In the class context class counsel's responsibility is to the class, and is not mechanically
dependent upon the desires of the named plaintiffs." Indeed, "'class counsel is entitled to be free
from harassment by class members. All of his judgments cannot be challenged in court."' Defense
counsel will take advantage of a right to appear by encouraging disruptive class members to
participate and undermine the class proceeding. On the other hand, defendants too may suffer if
class members who appear contribute in such a way as to be entitled to attorney-fee awards.

Brian Wolfman, D.C. Hearing and Written Comment: Notice in (b)(1) and (2) classes is desirable,
although cost is a problem. It should be directed to "a reasonable number of class members
comprising a fair cross-section of the class." Notice to only a reasonable number may not suffice
if there are divergent interests. If there are formal subclasses, notice should go to a fair cross-section
of each subclass. This seems to be similar to what others have called "sampling" notice. The Note
should state that opt-out rights are due when some of the relief is damages: "Due process, and
possibly Rule 23 as currently written, demands that result."

Leslie Brueckner, Esq., D.C. Hearing 146-155: Has just won a state-wide (b)(2) class action to defeat
a mandatory arbitration clause that had been inserted in a consumer contract by a long-distance
provider. It is likely that anticipating the cost of giving notice to the class would have prevented
filing the action. The alternative of writing protections into the rule so that the judge must consider
whether notice costs are inimical to bringing the action are "too little, too late." If there is a chance
that significant notice costs will be imposed, lawyers will not file. Although the power is there now
in (d)(2), it is used so rarely that practitioners do not anticipate being required to fund notice costs.
The deterrent effect will be increased by the proposal to require notice of attorney-fee applications.
Although there would be no added notice cost in cases that settle, civil rights cases often are litigated
to judgment, and then there would be the cost of an additional notice not required for any other
purpose. Sampling notice would be an improvement, but even that would exert a substantial chilling
effect. What sample would suffice? In what form would notice be given? "[I]t's simply too
uncertain and will have a huge negative impact on civil rights cases." Reforms in this area might be
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justified, but further study is needed. The RAND study has not looked at this issue. (Her written
statement, 01-CV-020, urges withdrawal of any notice requirement. Notice is required in (b)(3)
actions to preserve opt-out rights. (b)(1) and (2) classes are analogous to interpleader or quasi-in-
rem actions in which circumstances dictate the need for unitary disposition regardless of class-
member consent. The Note does not provide sufficient protection. It quotes the Mullane case
statement that notice reasonably certain to reach most of those interested in objecting suffices. It
states that notice to all identifiable class members is required when there is no substantial burden.
This is too much. There is no showing of abuses in this area, and the homogeneity of interests in
(b)(1) and (2) classes is sufficiently strong to be adequate safeguard.)

Peter J. Ausili. E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Committee. D.C. Hearing 206: Mandatory notice should
not be required in (b)(2) actions; it may be unduly expensive, and thwart some meritorious class
actions. (The written statement, 01-CV-056, adds that notice to the class is appropriate in (b)(1)
actions.)

Ira Rheingold, Esq.. (National Assn. of Consumer Advocates), D.C. Hearing 261 ff.: Notice should
not be required for non-damage classes. The reason is cost. Consumer class actions often do not
make a lot of money. They present the same problems as civil rights actions: the anticipated cost
of notice will have a chilling effect. If notice is needed in a (b)(2) action, courts now have the
authority to order it. (This theme is repeated in the written statement, 01-CV-062. Many advocates
conduct good, beneficial actions under (b)(2) and are not getting rich but are helping many people.
Imagine a case in which 10,000 people nationwide are injured to the extent of $5 each, a typical
consumer class action; the cost of notice could exceed the potential recovery.)

Patrick Lysaught. Esq., forDefense Research Institute, 01-CV-033. 01-CV-034.046.047: Generally
this is a positive proposal. But the Note should make two things clear: this is not intended to foster
increased use of (b)(2) classes for claims that seek damages, and it is not intended to reduce the
notice requirements for (b)(3) classes. The Note, further, seems to endorse a requirement that the
defendant use its usual communications methods to reach a plaintiff class. This is a bad idea as
presented. It implies that the defendant may be made to bear the cost of notice; it is not likely to be
effective notice, because it will not attract attention in the same way as a separate formal notice; and
it may cause class members to give greater credence to what seem to be the defendant's self-
accusations of wrong conduct. On the other hand, it may be sensible to require that a company make
available to the class a regular means of communication used by the company to reach class
members.

Walter J. Andrews, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Statement, 01-CV-036: It is a positive change to require
notice in (b)(1) and (2) class actions. But the Note should stress that the notice requirement is not
intended to broaden the use of (b)(2) classes. And the Note reference to use of a defendant's regular
communications is a problem. Even if the issues of cost are addressed, the Note should emphasize
that notice is the plaintiffs' burden and that use of the defendant's resources is discouraged.

Professor Charles Silver, 01-CV-048: "The inability to opt out of a mandatory class action makes
monitoring more important in these cases than in opt out class actions. All of the conflicts that
inhere in (b)(3) class actions also inhere in (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions." They are more dangerous
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because exclusion is not possible. "Only monitoring is possible, and monitoring cannot occur
without good notice. Consequently, courts should be especially careful in mandatory class actions
to see that all persons with sizeable interests receive notice and an opportunity to participate." But
the discussion of notice to fewer than all class members makes a point that should be extended to
(b)(3). The present (b)(3) requirement of individual notice is wrong, and "the Supreme Court
compounded the error in Eisen." Due process is a functional standard; individual notice is required
only for class members with large claims, important interests, and relevant information. The
cheapest possible notice should be provided all other class members. Newspaper publication never
should be required; internet publication is much cheaper.

Exxon Mobil Corp.. 01-CV-059: Supports mandatory notice. But the Note should state that the
burden of notice is on class representatives. The defendant should not be saddled with the burden
simply because it uses mass mailings in its business; due process and First Amendment implications
must be considered.

Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: It is a good idea to require modest notice in (b)(1) and (2) actions.
But the Note ventures on dangerous ground when it invites challenges to the certification,
encouraging relitigation of the certification question. That sentence should be deleted.

Equal Employment Advisory Council, 01-CV-065: The Council is an association of employers that,
collectively, employ more than 20,000,000 workers in the United States. It opposes notice in (b)(1)
and (b)(2) actions. There is no right to request exclusion to require notice. Notice will not help class
members, but "is likely only to confuse and frustrate them." The class representative is responsible
for representing and communicating with the class; if the representative fails, certification is not
appropriate. Notice, further, will enlarge the size of the class as "individuals who never before
thought they were victims of employment discrimination may recast their experiences to make
themselves part of the class." The provision that describes a right to enter an appearance through
counsel will only further complicate the litigation. Even a matter as simple as a request for an
extension of time requires, in many courts, consultation with counsel for opposing parties: many
lawyers representing many class members will increase the difficulty of simple procedural steps.
Many lawyers also will expand the number of parties that can file discovery requests and motions.
The Note proposal that a defendant might be required to include notice in a regular communication
with class members puts an unfair added burden on the defendant - it is likely to put the burden of
cost and notice in defendants in all cases, since defendants do regularly communicate with their
employees.

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Supports notice in (b)(1) and (2) class actions.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections. 01-CV-069: "In most instances," requiring notice in
(b)(1) and (2) classes "serves the salutary purpose of giving such class members the opportunity to
monitor class proceedings." But there is a tension, recognized in the Note, arising from recognition
that notice costs may deter some plaintiffs from filing actions seeking only injunctive relief,
particularly civil rights actions. It would help to include a safety valve giving "the district judge
discretion to vary the form and content of the notice * * * to comport with the special needs of a
particular case." The Note suggests that notice could be included in a regular communication.
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Ordinarily it is the defendant who regularly communicates with class members - examples are an
employer or a credit-card company. The Note is ambiguous on who should bear the costs. The Note
should be modified by deleting the reference to regular communications or by clarifying them.

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: Mandatory notice will reduce the
number of class actions, especially in such fields as civil rights, consumer, and environmental cases,
because of the prohibitive cost of notice. Courts have authority to order notice under present (d)(2).
The requirement for notice of settlement makes it in the interest of class counsel to keep class
members informed.

Civil Division, U.S. Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: There is no advantage in notice to class
members who cannot request exclusion. The district court has authority under (d)(2) to direct notice
in appropriate circumstances. Notice will be costly, and may generate confusion. In addition, it may
invite filing individual actions - prisoner litigation is an example. Matters will be complicated still
more if the separate litigation is filed in a different district and is not subject to control by the class-
action court.

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacy Systems, 01-CV-077: (An association of state protection
& advocacy systems for persons with disabilities.) The protection & advocacy systems file most of
their class-action enforcement actions under (b)(2). ADA Title III, for example, provides for
declaratory and injunctive relief but not damages. There is no right to exclusion, so no need for
notice. The provision "will deter the filing of worthy disability-based civil rights cases by resource-
strapped civil rights practitioners. * * * Similarly, the P&A systems have limited resources to fund
potential class action litigation." Increased costs will deter filing or strenuous prosecution of worthy
civil rights actions.

National Assn. of Treasury Employees. 01-CV-078: "This section ignores the significant differences
between b(3) and b(1) and b(2) cases. The Supreme Court underscored this difference in Eisen,
where it noted that subdivision (c)(2) does not apply to (b)(2) classes. There is no right to opt out.
The apparent purpose of the notice proposal is to encourage class members to monitor the progress
of class actions. But requiring notice often will mean that there is no action to monitor, as notice
costs will preclude nonprofit groups from filing. Class counsel already serves the monitoring role,
as do the named plaintiffs. "The judge, of course, has the ultimate monitoring responsibility," as
shown by the requirement that a settlement be approved. Rule 23(d)(2) already gives sufficient
notice authority.

David H. Williams, Esq., 01-CV-079: Writes from experience with (b)(2) classes challenging
improper deprivations of government benefits, most often Medicaid assistance. The costs of notice
are significant since no funds are being recovered for the class. The only practical ability to monitor
the progress of the action is given by the ability to appear through counsel; that is rarely a viable
option. "A more practical monitoring tool might be giving class members a means to contact class
counsel." Class notices will not often do this, since the proposed rule does not require the relevant
information. "Confused and anxious class members can be counted on to call court staff." Notice,
further, will promote reliance on the class action, including reliance by persons who are not within
the class and who should be pursuing relief by alternative means. It creates the need for further
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notice if the case is involuntarily dismissed, to protect members who relied; and since only
"reasonable" notice is required, there is no way to determine which class members may have relied.
Finally, there is a danger that a notice requirement will make emergency relief unavailable: a class
must be certified to support interlocutory relief on a class-wide basis. An immediate 23(f) appeal
of the certification order may "overload[] what must be accomplished to grant the emergency relief."

Mehri & Skalet, PLLC, 01-CV-083: (1) Drawing from extensive employment discrimination and
consumer protection class-action experience, agrees with the testimony opposing the change "and
we strongly agree that no good can come of it." The informed judgment of the district court under
Rule 23(d)(2) suffices. An excellent example of wise judicial discretion is found in the cases that
require notice and opt-out rights in "hybrid" (b)(2) classes that include significant damages elements.
It is illogical to respond to the problems of mass-tort cases by adopting a notice requirement that will
severely damage (b)(2) classes. A better approach is to strengthen the methods of communication
with the class throughout the litigation. (2) It is wrong to permit a class member to enter an
appearance at the certification stage. The defendant could exploit this procedure to defeat
certification. "Further, the broader interests of the class may be easily sabotaged by [a] small group
of individuals with antagonistic goals." The problem is akin to the problem of standing to appeal;
class members have been required to intervene to achieve appeal standing, for fear "that individuals
with interests adverse to the class, or with non-typical claims, will interfere with or complicate the
litigation." The purpose of the class action is to render manageable litigation that involves numerous
members of a homogeneous class. Those individuals who seek to appear most likely "are trying to
place their individual interests ahead of the class." They present the same risks as the risks presented
by some objectors.

Prof. Susan P. Koniak. 01-CV-086: (These comments offer a very broad spectrum of issues that are
summarized here because they are brought to bear on the question of mandatory notice in (b)(1) and
(b)(2) class actions.)

There is ajustified public crisis of confidence in class-action procedure. The proposals do not
adequately protect the interests of absent class members. Class members need protection from class
counsel; from the defendant and its lawyers; and from the overworked judges "who do not function
as adequate fiduciaries for absentees." "The instances in which class representation is now permitted
do not match any principled justification for disposing of the rights of individuals without their
explicit consent." Every reasonable effort to notify those individuals should be required.

The "efficient" functioning of the judicial system is not alone justification for class procedure.
The principled purpose underlying (b)(3) classes was that small claims otherwise would receive no
hearing; it is proper to protect against loss of the deterrent function of the law. But transferring
(b)(3), and later (1) and (2), to mass torts is not principled. The acceptance of "side deals" as in Ortiz
and Amchem in the lower courts illustrates the unfairness of the procedure.

"[T]he lines between the (b) categories are so ephemeral that until those categories get fixed
it is simply unjust to tie important procedural rights to these categories." It is vitally important to
clearly understand categories that determine important procedural rights, but that we do not
understand. Plaintiffs' and defendants' lawyers alike benefit from the uncertainty: the defendants
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can bargain for a "locked-in" class, and by paying more for global peace create an incentive for class
counsel to go along. "[T]here is presently no theory that adequately explains why absentees in the
(b)(1) and (2) categories are due so much less process than absentees in (b)(3) classes. That makes
Rule 23 arbitrary." Rule 23 should "include a strong presumption that absent class members in any
(b) category receive the best practicable notice and a right to opt-out." A district court must provide
a clear justification for deviating from the presumption, and there should be de novo appellate
review.

The Ninth Circuit decision in Epstein v. MCA, 1999, 179 F.3d 641, creates great doubts about
the freedom of class members to remain aloof from a class action that does not provide adequate
representation. It seems to preclude collateral attack so long as a class member could have made an
objection in the class action. "This Committee should make clear that Epstein does not preclude a
collateral attack in one federal court on the adequacy of representation provided absentees in an
earlier class action in state or federal court, and at a minimum in the latter situation, i.e., two federal
court proceedings. * * * If you do not believe it is important that absentees retain the right to right
to remain absent, I believe Rule 23 should be amended to require that all absentees receive individual
notice to inform them that they will be bound with no recourse, if they fail to travel across the
country (if need be) to monitor what is happening and to ensure that the representation they receive
is adequate."

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) (1) The FJC
Empirical Study of class actions contradicts anecdotes and other unsupported assertions regarding
class-action practice. A number of the problems addressed by the proposed amendments are not
problems at all, or are not problems with class-action practice generally. The perceived problems
do not appear in civil rights actions, and the proposed solutions would have untoward effects. For
the 12-month period ending September 30, 2000, 273 civil rights class actions were filed in federal
courts, 11.4% of all federal-court class actions. Together with securities class actions, nearly 40%
of class actions fall into circumstances that the FJC study described as routine, easy, and well-
established applications of Rule 23. It is a mistake to restructure practice in ways that affect these
successful experiences. The economics of civil rights class-action practice are an important
consideration. There is no economic competition among lawyers for these cases; it is all too difficult
to recruit lawyers. Statutory fee awards tend to award compensation that would be fair for a case
without any risk; there is a risk, and the awards are correspondingly inadequate to entice
representation. (The report attaches a report by Professor Stewart J. Schwab analyzing
Administrative Office Data that show the low success rates in federal-court civil rights actions.)
Requiring notice at the time of certification will greatly increase the costs of bringing these actions
- in some cases without extensive discovery or expert witness costs, the cost of notice will match
or exceed the cost of litigation. No real need or interest is served by notice. In school desegregation,
employment or housing discrimination, voting rights, and other cases, class members receive notice
of the litigation as members of the community involved: "The drafters of the 1966 Amendments
understood that this would be the case * * *." Mandatory notice after certification cannot serve a
constructive purpose. The suggestion that it supports an opportunity to challenge certification invites
relitigation without benefit. "The factors determining (b)(2) class certification depend on the claims
asserted, the conduct of the defendant, and objective characteristics of affected class members, not
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the subjective views of individual class members." The party opposing the class, moreover, can be
expected to raise whatever issues counsel against class certification, including conflicts among class
members. Rule 23(d)(2) provides authority for directing notice in "the rare case" where class
members cannot be expected to be aware of the action or there is some particular reason. (2)
23(c)(2)(A)(i) subtly adds a further new requirement for (b)(2) classes by providing notice of the
right of a class member to enter an appearance through counsel. This contradicts the intervention
provisions of Rule 24 and is "logically flawed. It is not the notice currently supplied to (b)(3) classes
that gives rise to the right to individually appear through counsel, but the right to opt-out of the class.
Members of (b)(3) classes that do not opt-out have no such right in the absence of appropriate
grounds for intervention under Rule 24, and logic provides no basis to afford that right to members
of (b)(2) classes." This amendment could result in (b)(2) actions "becoming no more than
cumulative individual actions with multiple counsel acting on behalf of multiple individuals." If
substantial interests are not represented, Rule 24 intervention provides protection.

NASCAT and Committee To Support the Antitrust Laws. 01-CV-093: Generally support notice in
(b)(1) and (2) classes, but room should be made to accommodate plaintiffs who cannot afford notice.
The court should have discretion to balance the benefit of notice against the cost and the ability of
plaintiffs to pay, "permitting the court in exceptional circumstances to wholly dispense with notice."

Prof. Howard M. Erichson, 01-CV-097: At least some notice should be required in (b)(1) and (2)
class actions. In some cases "a reasonable number" may be very few class members when greater
notice would be cost-prohibitive. Indeed, there should be greater flexibility to dispense with notice
to all identifiable class members in (b)(3) classes, as contemplated in earlier Advisory Committee
proposals. The Note might address the timing of notice: in (b)(1) and (2) classes, notice is most
important at the settlement or remedy phase, when it is more realistic to expect class-member
participation. Monitoring of the action's progress up to that time is likely to be rare.

Association of Trial Lawyers of America, 01-CV-098: Generally, ATLA favors as much
communication as possible by attorneys with all class members throughout the pendency of a class
action. But the cost of notice could force counsel to abandon class actions. "Depending on the type
and extent of the notice directed, the cost of the notice could easily exceed a proper award of
damages and/or legal fees." This result might make it more expensive to pursue a class action than
to enforce rights through individual actions. Defendants could use a notice requirement to avoid the
court's consideration of the merits. "We can only suggest that, if class action defendants are truly
concerned about the adequacy of communications between the plaintiff class and its attorneys, they
might pay for such notice themselves, especially when they know that their liability is clear." At a
minimum, it should be "much clearer that in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions it is not necessary to provide
notice in the same ways and to the same extent as in (b)(3) actions. Notice by the most economical
means should be the standard, and the rule should be structured in such a way that class action
defendants cannot use it aggressively to induce plaintiffs to abandon legitimate cases."

Todd B. Hilsee, D.C. Hearing 238-241: The "reasonable number" term is vague. How many is that?
Should it be measured as reaching a particular percentage of the class, given the ability of
communications professionals to determine what percentage of a class will be reached by various
methods of notice? But it is difficult to be precise; what is reasonable depends on the circumstances.
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It would be foolish to spend $3,000,000 to give notice of a $3,000,000 settlement. But a "reasonable
number" is not a useful phrase.

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement, 01 -CV-041: Notice to members
of a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class is a good thing. But the Note on including notice with a defendant's
regular communications to the class is not. Communicating with the class is the responsibility of
class counsel. Sadly, many class counsel do not want to have anything to do with communicating
with their clients - they do not want their name, address, or phone numbers on any communication
lest class members call for an explanation of what is going on. Even the simple addition of a
"stuffer" increases costs. But other burdens are far greater. Recipients will conclude that a notice
mailed out by the defendant is a sign that the defendant is liable or has admitted liability. Sending
notice will be further complicated because it is not likely that the class definition will coincide
completely with any established mailing list. Mistakes will occur in attempting to focus the class
communication. Moreover, inquiries about the notice will naturally be made to the defendant. The
defendant will have to establish special systems to respond to the inquiries, including training people
who can respond appropriately. "There is simply no good substitute for a separate mailing with
separate controls, properly targeted, with a separate return address and with a separate number to call
or place to write with inquiries."

Bruce S. Harrison. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 335-338: In response to a question, observed that notice to
class members has never been a problem in over 50 employment class actions he has litigated.
Notice was given; plaintiffs' counsel did not object to providing notice. The cases were all money
damages cases.

Keith L. Fisher, Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd., 01-CV-066: "Because class members in
these cases do not have the right to protect their individual interests by opting out, their ability to
monitor the cases is all the more important." The notice requirement should be no less demanding
than the requirement in a (b)(3) class. "This is not to say that district judges cannot balance the cost
of providing notice with the benefits, and require a lesser manner of notice in those instances where
providing individual notice is not economically feasible."

Other Notice

Conference: There should be automatic review of the notice plan in a nonadversarial setting as part
of the case-management plan.

Conference: To be effective, notice should be directed individually to class members as a letter from
the court.

Conference: No one will argue with a "plain language" requirement. "Almost every notice is
unintelligible to the ordinary person." Lawyers, anxious to protect themselves, draft impenetrable
language. Plain language is achieved only when the judge writes the notice. The Rule might focus
on encouraging the judge to write the notice, or else to appoint someone - preferably not a lawyer
- to write it.
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Conference: We should consider imposing notice costs on defendants in (b)(3) class actions. And
we should consider softening the requirement of notice to every individual (b)(3) class member; in
some small-claims classes, representative notice is enough. (A panel member noted that the
Advisory Committee had abandoned this idea in face of the difficulty of deciding which class
members would get notice.)

Barry R. Himmelstein, Esq.. S.F. Hearing 15. 19-: It is not practical to require that the order granting
certification also direct appropriate notice to the class, (c)(2)(A)(i). That is practical when the parties
have worked out a settlement and agreed on notice before certification. But if there is a contested
certification the defendants are not willing to work with the plaintiffs on notice until certification is
granted. Publication often is important. The AARP publication is very effective, but it has a two-
month advance booking requirement. It is proper to require that notice be covered by a court order,
but not practical to require that the order issue at the time certification is granted.

James M. Finberg, Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The FJC notices appear to attach opt-out
forms, objection forms, and claim forms to the notice. Only claim forms should be attached. My
practice is to contact people who have opted out; in the overwhelming majority of instances, they
did not understand what they were doing; they did not understand that by opting out they lost the
right to participate in the settlement. They are misled to believe that they must complete the opt-out
form to be able to participate in the settlement. The same is true for the objection form. The sample
notice forms also are too long. Class members will feel overwhelmed and will not try to read the
notice. In addition, it costs more to print and mail a long form. The maximum length should be four
printed pages. (The written statement 01-CV-07, is similar.)

Brian Wolfman, D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-043: The notice provision refers to a right
to appear through counsel. It should say "with or without counsel," so that objectors know they can
object without having to retain a lawyer. The Notice also should include an opt-out form; parties
often do not use them, and courts have not demanded them. Instead, the parties craft procedures that
make it onerous to opt out. And the notice should not be drafted in terms that discourage opt outs,
as often happens when the parties draft the notice to explain the disadvantages of opting out without
noting the advantages. "[A]n easy-to-use form is the best means for insuring that class members can
exercise their opt-out rights if they wish to do so." Rule 23(c)(1)(A)(i) should include, p 3, lines 36-
37, this phrase: "including an explanation of the consequences of exclusion on members of the
class."

Michael Nelson, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01 -CV-02 1: The notice should state the class
definition, issues, and defenses in the same terms as the certification order.

Stephanie A. Middleton, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-032: The Note seems to
endorse requiring the defendant to assist in providing notice to the putative class "and to pay for the
prosecution of the litigation against itself when no determination of the merits has been made." This
is troubling.

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Approves plain language and the added categories of
information specified for notices. This information is typically found in class notices.
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Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Committee, D.C. hearing 206: The list of factors to
be put in the notice may discourage inclusion of other information that should be there. The notice
should indicate the relief sought, identify the opposing parties including class representatives and
class counsel, provide the names and addresses of class counsel, and describe succinctly the
substance of the action and the parties' positions. (The written statement, 01-CV-056, adds that
including the class claims, issues, and defenses is not appropriate - it is too early to know them at
the time of notice. If there is to be a definition, it should be in terms of transaction or occurrence to
assure that claim preclusion fully applies.)

Todd B. Hilsee, D.C. Hearing 219-241: Plain language alone is not enough. Notice must satisfy
three criteria: (1) It must get to the class. "Net reach" and "frequency of exposure" analyses by
communications professionals can determine this for various methods of notice. It is difficult to
speak in general terms about the possibility of reaching a large percentage of class members by low-
cost means such as press releases and internet notices. Something like an ad in USA Today does not
reach many people - our figures show a maximum opportunity to reach 3% of a target audience.
(2) The notice must be noticed. (3) The notice must be read and understood - this is the part
addressed by the plain language requirement. As to being noticed, the Rule might require notice
"designed to be noticed." Prominent headlines, appropriate envelope call-outs, and other inviting
and well-known design features are important. Even the sample summary notice developed by the
FJC will not work as a model for publication: parties will struggle to include too much information,
and then present it all in small type in the back pages to save money. "The main message, who is
affected, and why it is important to them must be the first item that draws their attention." It is useful
to mention the court, as on the envelope, because that lends credibility. There also is a risk that
notices may be designed not to be noticed: a party wants to minimize negative publicity, or to reduce
class participation - even plaintiffs may want to avoid a costly campaign or the potential for
handling responses or opt-outs. The idea of "sampling notice" is relevant only if you have names
and addresses; even then, it is difficult because experience does not yet enable us to determine
whether many or very few of those who actually get notice will respond to it. So too, an opt-in
system is difficult because there is no way to determine whether those who do not opt in are in fact
not interested in participating. It is important to use notice professionals, not lawyers. And the
notice must not look like advertising - Postal Service statistics show that 87% of mail that is
perceived as advertising is not read. (His written statement, 01-CV-030, suggests that the FJC
sample notices are too long and complicated; the color-coded forms are too much for anything but
very big cases. He has been working with the FJC to help improve the samples.)

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga., 01-CV-053: The courts already approve notices to the class.
Rather than spell out notice items, the rule should read: "The notice shall contain such information
to class members as the court determines is necessary to describe the action, its consequences for the
class, and the right of a class member to participate in or be excluded from the case."

Bruce S. Harrison, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-060: (c)(2)(A) should require that
the notice advise potential class members of the existence and status of any competing class actions.

Prof. Susan P. Koniak, 01-CV-086: The notice description of the right to appear in a class action
should not refer to "counsel as if counsel were necessary to appear as an objector or supporter of the
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class action litigation or settlement." There is a particular problem that a pro se objector may not
understand that an appearance may waive some jurisdictional objections: "the notice must explain
in plain English that showing up may cost you and explain what that cost is. Not an easy task in
plain English, although possible." It would be better to adopt a rule that any appearance is "special,"
"so that any objections to the jurisdiction of that court are not deemed waived because the spider told
the fly to come into his web."

Plain Language

Conference: This adds nothing. Plain language is sought now.

Jocelyn D. Larkin, Esq., S-F Testimony 146: For The Impact Fund. The notice language change is
welcome.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01 -CV-069: "[T]he laudable goal of easy-to-understand
notices should be reinforced by inclusion of this requirement in the rule."

Victor E. Schwartz, Esq.. for American Tort Reform Assn. and American Legislative Exchange
Council, D.C. Hearing and Written Statement. 01-CV-031: Plain language is "probably more
important to lay people than any other proposal you have here." But there should be more direction
as to notice elements. The notice should inform class members of "what do they get"?; what class
lawyers will get if the action is successful; and any costs or burdens on class members. It also should
describe any counterclaim or notice of intent to assert a counterclaim against class members, and the
address of counsel to whom class members may direct inquiries.

David Snyder, Esq.. and Kenneth A. Stoller, Esq., D.C. Hearing 174: Agree with plain language in
class-action notices. (The same statement is made in the Written Statement, 01-CV-022.)

David E. Romine, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 243: Endorses the plain language requirement.

Ira Rheingold, Esq. (National Assn. of Consumer Advocates). D.C. Hearing 266: Plain language is
extremely important. But Mr. Hilsee's testimony suggests that the proposal may need a little more
work. (The written statement, 01-CV-062, expands on this: the FJC sample forms are long. They
should not become the standard, but "should be the exception." Items that should be included in a
short introductory statement that prefaces the body of a more detailed notice are detailed in the
NACA Guidelines, 176 F.R.D. at 400-401.)

Patrick Lysaught, Esq., for Defense Research Institute. 01-CV-033. 034. 046, 047: Plain language
is good. The success of the rule will depend on the clarity of the sample notices being prepared by
the FJC. Because the second opt-out provision of proposed (e)(3) should be rejected, the items
included in the notice should include a statement that class members who do not opt out of a (b)(3)
class will be bound by any settlement negotiated by counsel and approved by the court as fair,
reasonable, and adequate.
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Comm. on Civil Litigation, E.D.N.Y.. 01-CV-056: The Committee "is not aware of problems created
by the wording in notices and hence sees no need for the plain language requirement."

Allen D. Black. Esq., 01-CV-064: Favors plain language, but is not sure the rule does enough.
"Dense, long, and over-detailed notices are a real problem today. Empirical study of the forms most
likely to convey core information to human being class members might be useful. The cause of the
problem is that lawyers draft the notices, and work too hard to protect themselves and their clients
by including everything. The suggestion that there be an introductory summary helps, "but is not a
cure all. The body of the notice remains too dense to be meaningful to most class members. And
in my experience, even the introductory summaries are frequently opaque." The FJC samples move
in the right direction, but are still too dense. Perhaps responsibility for clarity could be put on the
court. Expanded use of websites might be a good solution: a very short and simple notice could be
sent, designed to capture attention and convey essential core information. Or a short and plain notice
could include an 800 telephone number to call for more information; a neutral entity would be
needed to staff the phone bank. However that may be, the Committee Note should deal with
remedies for inadequate notice: it could say that only severely inadequate notice, in effect no notice
at all, justifies collateral attack on the judgment, while slight deficiencies can be ignored.

Keith L. Johnson, Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd., 01-CV-066: Expresses concern that the
effort to provide notice in plain language will lead to less information in class notices. The Note
"should encourage courts to tailor the tone and content of the notice to the expected ability of
members of the particular class to comprehend the notice and the complexity of the case." And
offers several suggestions for the content of settlement notices; these suggestions are summarized
with Rule 23(e)(1).

Civil Division, U.S. Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: "[S]upports improving the clarity of class
certification orders and notices."

Washington Legal Foundation. 01 -CV-082: "Nor can it hurt to specify that class-action notices must
be in 'plain, easily understood language."'

Mehri & Skalet, PLLC, 01-CV-083: Supports the change. But adds that local rules in some courts
have hampered direct communication by class counsel with members of employment discrimination
and consumer protection classes. And "there are well-documented examples of defendants
communicating information to class members to discourage them from participating in the lawsuit."
There should be better legal protections against communications between defendants and members
of a putative class.

Federal Trade Commission, 01-CV-085: "[E]nthusiastically endorses this provision as an important
step toward ensuring that consumers are better informed and, as a result, better able to make rational
decisions regarding the exercise of any legal rights affected by the class action." And commends the
FJC for its efforts to develop sample notices, and in particular for its efforts to test notices
empirically through focus groups.
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Professor Susan P. Koniak, 01 -CV-086: "The plain language requirement is a long overdue and quite
welcome amendment." But each notice should include an opt-out form, with a preaddressed and
postage-paid envelope.

State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts, 01-CV-089: Supports the plain language
requirement.

David J. Piell, Student, 01-CV-094: The plain language proposal is an example of the "no brainer"
amendment that simply diminishes the force of the rule as a whole. There is no need to tell the
courts to make this obvious effort.

Summary of Comments: Rule 23(e) 2001 General

Conference: The proposal largely codifies existing practice. Let it be assumed that a settlement
satisfies the requirements of Amchem and Ortiz; that it is not possible to adopt rules that make more
drastic changes; that the Notes are fine; and that the settlement opt-out is a distinct problem. On
those assumptions,it must be decided whether proposed (e)( 1), (2), and (4) are an improvement. The
first statement was that there are no major problems; the notice provision in (1)(B) is an
improvement; it is proper to spell out the standard for approval; it is good to require findings. But
there are some problems with the Note.

Conference: What is attempted is sensible. But the proposal does not address the "current crisis."
It addresses past wars. Clever attorneys in the hip-implant litigation are attempting to create a non-
opt-out class. And a settlement rule must address the need to achieve fairness and avoid
discrimination. A matrix settlement will create disadvantages for some, who should be free to opt
out. "The fact that a majority of class members want a settlement does not justify giving the class
an impregnable first lien, but only for those who remain class members by refusing to opt out."

Conference: The proposal generally is a nice job in doing what the Committee is allowed to do -
codify best practices. "It would be desirable to be more daring." Reform efforts have been killed
by the excessive demands of defense counsel, seeking such things as opt-in classes. The hip-implant
ploy is new; we should not fight a war before it starts.

Conference: The rule is "a step forward, as a codification of practice with some additions." It will
help courts that do not often encounter class actions, and that tend to view settlement from the bi-
polar view taken in simple litigation. It is difficult to believe that the lien ploy adopted in the hip-
implant litigation will be approved; there is no need yet to think about shaping the rule to reject it.

Conference: If the proposal largely tracks and formalizes existing practice, it would be better to leave
it alone. Changes lead lawyers and judges to look for reasons beyond confirming existing practice.
Judges will think they are being asked to "put the brakes on." But if substantive change is intended,
it should be considered on the merits.
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Conference: Why require approval of dismissal or withdrawal before certification? And why require
notice if a class is not certified: who gets the notice? And an attempt to list factors is a problem; the
list tends to be treated as describing the only factors to be considered, but is not likely to be
complete.

Conference: It is good to express present good practice in an expanded rule. This is a useful guide
to judges and lawyers.

Conference: Notice of pre-certification dismissal, if any, should be simple.

Conference: The Note should refer to the need to consider subclasses at the time of settlement
review.

Conference: Notice and opt-out exist because unscrupulous class and defense counsel sell valid
claims down the river. Small claimants do not need individual notice.

Conference: Settlement is an area where both plaintiffs and defendants have agreed for years that
Rule 23 could be amended. We need assurances of fairness in the nonadversary setting of settlement
review. One possibility is to appoint an objector, but consideration of that approach caused real
consternation. Trial and summary judgment are different from settlement; they were presented by
adversaries and decided by the court.

Conference: Settlement classes are always adversarial: someone always appears from the class as
an objector, or a member of the plaintiffs' bar appears, or a co-defendant objects. "The day-to-day
problem is the sweetheart settlement that no one objects to."

Conference: That observation applies only in mass torts. The FJC study showed that 90% of the
settlements reviewed were approved without objections and without change. "Class settlements are
fundamentally different from individual actions, where settlement is favored."

Conference: Why give notice of a pre-certification dismissal that does not bind the class? A
defendant who wants such notice should pay for it.

Conference: There is no authority to do anything before certification; a defendant should not be
forced to pay for notice of a pre-certification dismissal because the plaintiff brought a bad case.

Conference: There is confusion about dismissal of individual claims without notice. Why mention
notice in connection with voluntary settlement? The Note can be greatly condensed; but the listed
factors "are a good start," and it is better to have them in the Note than in the Rule.

Conference: We do not want thejudge to be a fiduciary for the class, "part of the strategy that causes
the defendant to pay money." Page 54 of the Note refers to seeking out other class representatives
when the original representative seeks to settle before certification; the present lawyers, or other
lawyers, may seek another representative, but the judge should not be involved. Page 68 is similar
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in suggesting that the court might seek some means to replace a defaulting objector; at most, the
court should set a defined period for other objectors to appear. Generally, the Notes should be
shorter. But the factors for reviewing and approving a settlement are good and well stated. Citing
cases helps.

Conference: Proposed 23(e)(1)(C) speaks only of "finding" the settlement is fair, reasonable, and
adequate; the Note, p. 55, requires detailed findings. The detailed findings requirement should be
stated in the Rule. The settlement-review factors properly belong in the Note, but factor (I) needs
"some tweaking": it should say explicitly that it looks to results for other claimants who press similar
claims. The Note observes, p. 65, that an objector should seek intervention in order to support the
opportunity to appeal. It would be better to adopt an explicit rule provision - similar to a draft
considered by the Advisory Committee - that would support class-member appeal without
intervention. Class members often act pro se; such refinements on objection procedure as the need
to seek intervention in order to protect appeal rights are inappropriate. And the p. 67 reference to
Rule 1 1 sanctions against objectors "comes across as a threat"; we should be hospitable to objectors.

Conference: The "fairness" of a settlement is not defined. Should it be the greatest good for the
greatest number of class members, even though the settlement may be ruinous for some? The Note,
and perhaps the Rule text, should incorporate a test of nondiscrimination. The "trick" of imposing
a lien on the defendant's assets only for the benefit of those who remain in the class is subordination
of one group to another, and unfair.

Conference: The Note list of settlement-review factors should expand to include the effect of the
settlement on pending litigation.

Conference: The first sentence on Note p. 55 says that notice may be given to the class of a
disposition made before certification; it is not possible to give notice to a class that does not exist.

Conference: The settlement-review proposal seems about right.

Conference: The Note focuses on the need for findings; this should be in the Rule.

Michael J. Stortz, Written Statement for S.F. Hearin: It is proper to confirm the rule that a putative
class representative does not have a right to dismiss prior to certification; requiring approval may
deter forum shopping through filing multiple actions and dismissal of those that develop
unfavorably. But the Note overstates the prospect that class members may rely on the filing.
Reliance is plausible only with the actions that warrant news coverage and class members
sophisticated enough to understand the significance of certification. It would be improper to
establish a presumption that notice of pre-certification dismissal be provided class members. As to
tolling the statute of limitations, a denial of certification also terminates the tolling, but there is no
requirement that notice be provided when certification is denied. The Note sentence stating that the
court may direct notice of dismissal to alert class members should be deleted.
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Barry R. Himmelstein, Esq., S.F. Hearing 19- The requirement that the court approve pre-
certification "withdrawal" of part of a class claim may interfere with the right to amend the complaint
as a matter of course under Civil Rule 15(a). Class actions often are complicated actions, made more
complicated by interlocking state and federal cases, choice-of-law rules, MIDLs, fast-developing fact
situations, and even continuing legal research. After filing it may prove wise to eliminate a
particular theory. A RICO theory, for example, may seem to jeopardize certification if a court
applies an individual reliance requirement; rather than run this risk, it may be wise to withdraw that
theory by amending the complaint. It may advance the class position, not harm it, to withdraw a
theory that may prevent certification. "It is best to bypass marginal theories if their presence would
spoil the use of an aggregation device that on the whole is favorable to the holders of small claims.
So a class action complaint is very much a work in progress." Generally there is a motion to dismiss;
that does not cut off the right to amend. An answer will come months later, after a ruling on the
motion. "A lot happens before then. And plaintiffs' lawyers of various jurisdictions who have been
pursuing various theories come together and, hopefully, try and put together the best combined work
product for their clients." We should not have to explain the reasons for changing theories "and have
to explain our strategy and legal theories to the defendants." Clarification of the Rule and Note
would help. Court approval should be required if class action allegations are amended out entirely,
but not for one amendment as a matter of right. We need a bright-line rule. That means that the rule
should not distinguish between a minor amendment and a major amendments such as one that
drastically narrows the class definition. If there are side-deals going on, the defendant will want total
withdrawal of class allegations because settlement with any class claims remaining will require
judicial scrutiny. Proposed Rule 23(e)(2) requires that information about side deals be available to
thejudge. "Thejudge will find out about it sooner or later and if you try to pull something, * * * you
will be held accountable."

John P. Frank, Esq., 01-CV-03; again in S-F Hearing 92 ff: (The specific focus is on settlement
review, but the underlying theme is broader:) Administrative Office Reports show 2,393 class
actions in federal courts for the year 2000. The proposed Rule 23 revisions add many "decision
points" that will each demand more time and attention from the judge: withdrawal of a claim
demands approval; notices of settlement must be evaluated; there must be a determination whether
a settlement is reasonable and adequate; proposals for exclusions from the class must be reviewed;
if an objection is withdrawn, the court must determine whether the objector has been undesirably
bought off; and so on. It is often suggested that Congress should have a serious judicial impact
statement before acting on legislation that adds significant burdens to the federal courts. The
Committee should have before it some substantial basis for evaluating the impact of these proposals.
"Such an analysis may suggest to you that the time has come to consider that class actions ought to
be moved out of the court system entirely, put either into existing administrative agencies or creating
new ones."

Lawrence M. Berkowitz. Esq., 01-CV-05: The problem with requiring court approval of every
precertification settlement or dismissal of class claims "would be that plaintiffs would file class
actions in order to gain settlement leverage for their individual claims. On the other hand,
defendants are encouraged to simply 'buy off' a class representative and/or his or her attorney in
order to avoid a class action. There ought to be some adverse consequences in the Rule to prevent
these actions by plaintiffs or defendants or their counsel."
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Mary Alexander, Esq., S-F Hearing 65: ATLA generally supports the concept of judicial
involvement and scrutiny. Although often exaggerated in debate, there are some problems and
abuses in class actions, "and many of these involve settlements and the settlement process." ATLA
also supports (e)(1)(B) requiring notice of a settlement that would bind class members.

Jocelyn D. Larkin, Esq.. S-F Hearing 146: For The Impact Fund. The settlement review and other
proposals are welcome.

John Beisner. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement: (1) (e)(1)(A) does not change current law, but
the Note implies an intent to crack down on named-plaintiff-only settlements. All too often a named
plaintiff adds a class allegation simply to draw attention, without any intention to pursue class
claims. The Note should recognize the need to resolve such cases on a named-plaintiff-only basis.
It may be difficult to articulate this proposition, but if it is not stated indisputably nuisance class
actions will loom larger. (2) The Note to (e)(1)(B) should be clearer about the circumstances that
mightjustify notice to the class of a pre-certification dismissal: only if irregularities are spotted, such
as collusive agreements to dismiss, should notice be required. (3) The (e)(1)(C) hearing requirement
is consistent with current practice and should be adopted. The requirement that the court make
findings is important. The factors described in the Note "track existing law on class settlement
reviews and appear to reflect appropriate lines of inquiry."

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing p 63: In the course of discussing court appointment of class
counsel, observes that some cases characterize the court as fiduciary for the class at the time of
settlement. "There, I think the language is a little loose and you might not really want to use the
word 'fiduciary."'

Thomas Y. Allman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 110: Rule 23(e) "is an excellent rule." Professor Fiss is
wrong to insist that a settlement is simply a contract. The involvement of the district court makes the
judgment ajudgment. Amchem has not impeded the ability to settle. "Where you have a settlement,
manageability drops out and the question is, is it fair and adequate * * *." (His written statement
adds that active participation by the district court is essential to allay lingering suspicions about the
collusive nature of national class-action settlements, particularly when there are competing plaintiff
groups and a defendant eager to settle. When a settlement does not bind the class, however, it is
unnecessary, even futile, to require formal notice to putative class members or to require a full
hearing.)

Brian Wolfman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 120: Notice of the settlement should be individualized notice,
particularly when there is a claim procedure or some other procedure that will extinguish class
members' rights for failure to become involved. There have been cases of publication notice at the
settlement stage "with an enormous adverse effect on class members."

Mr. Wolfman's written statement, 01-CV-043, adds many further observations. (1) Generally
supports proposed (e). (2) The introductory paragraph of the Note should drop the confusing
reference to settlements presented to the court as a settlement class but found to meet the
requirements for certification for trial. There is no need to mention that here. (3) Why does
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(e)(1)(A) refer to "withdrawal"? The Note should clarify this. (4) The Note discussion of payments
to a representative to stave off the class action seems to encourage the buy-off by observing that it
would be wrong to force continued class proceedings with an unwilling representative and a
defendant eager to buy out. The reference to seeking another representative suggests a process that
would make a buy-out unlikely unless there is an understanding that plaintiffs and their lawyers will
go away. An agreement by a lawyer to restrict future practice in this way runs into Model Rule
5.6(b). Rule 23(e) "should prohibit [this type of conduct] as part of the process in which the court
reviews the propriety of dismissal of a putative class action." The "plaintiff should not be allowed
to do an about-face for personal gain, leveraged only by his or her class allegations." (5) Notice in
a reasonable manner to those who would be bound by a settlement does not refer to "withdrawal";
the Note should explain that this is because a withdrawal does not bind the class. (6) The line
between notice and no notice is not properly drawn. Dismissal of "all" class claims does not bind
the class. If class members have not known of an action before withdrawn, there is no reliance and
no need for notice. But if there is reliance, notice should be required even if there is no preclusive
effect - this can happen when class members have been notified or have otherwise learned of the
class allegations and have reason to believe their interests are being represented. (7) (e)(1)(B) raises
and does not answer an important question of settlement notice. To require "reasonable notice"
overlooks the need for "best practicable" notice, no matter what type of notice occurred earlier at
certification. "Because settlement is the point at which absentees' rights are extinguished, that often
will be the point where notice to the class is most valuable." This is particularly important when the
notice is the means used to "register" class members or to receive their claims "and thus actually
furnish them the relief that the settlement provides." It makes no difference whether the class is a
(b)(1), (2), or (3) class. (e)(1)(B) "should state that when the settlement notice would effectively
dis[sic for ex]tinguish the substantial property interests of the absentees, the notice requirements of
proposed Rule 23(C)(1)(A)(iii) apply." "Reasonable manner" is not understood in this sense. (8)
(e)(1)(C) codifies existing practice; it is a useful reminder. The Note list of factors "will be useful
to courts, particularly those that do not often consider class action settlements." Two of the factors
should be clarified. (H) refers to claims by other classes and subclasses - if it is intended to refer
to claims in separate actions, it should say so. (I) refers to results achieved for other claimants; if
it is intended, as it seems, to refer to results achieved outside the class action, it should say so. And
the Note reference to the need to make findings should be brought into the Rule - it might be wise
to refer explicitly to Civil Rule 52. (9) Later, in discussing 23(h)(3), states that the Note should
stress the importance of combining into one hearing consideration of the fairness of a proposed
settlement and attorney fees: "the fee determination cannot be made separately because it is a critical
consideration in the court's overall fairness and adequacy of representation determinations."

Lewis H. Goldfarb, D.C. Hearing 138-140: The Committee Note at p. 54 speaks to court approval
of pre-certification dispositions in terms that imply that class members can be bound be a disposition
reached before class certification. That cannot be. This language will lend impetus to the incentives
of lawyers to piggyback on government investigations. One client had resolved a government
investigation and begun "giving redress to owners" when class actions were filed and the class
lawyers asked the court to give them 25% out of the class redress "and to put their names in the
notices that the government had already approved to be sent out in order to get a piece of the action."
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Michael Nelson, Esq., D.C. Hearing 165-166: Something should be done to control voluntary
dismissals before certification. (This statement is tied to concern that plaintiffs' lawyers may
repeatedly file, decide that the court is unfavorable, and dismiss for the purpose of filing the same
action in another court.) (His written statement, 01-CV-021,states explicitly that requiring approval
of pre-certification dismissal may deter forum shopping. But the Note overstates the possible impact
on class members. Unless there has been substantial news coverage, it is unlikely that putative class
members will rely on the filing to toll the statute of limitations. We do not require notice when a
court refuses to certify a class, an event that ends the tolling; there is no more reason to require notice
when the plaintiff voluntarily dismisses and the court approves the dismissal.)

David E. Romine, Esq., D.C. Hearing 242 ff.: The RAND study included five federal-court class
actions; it concluded that the settlement reviews in four of them were strong and effective. The
study's conclusion that there is a need for better settlement review draws more from the state-court
class actions included in the study. The FJC study also seems to suggest that federal settlement
review is adequate. Settlement rates for class actions were approximately the same as for other
actions; the majority of class-action settlements were preceded by some ruling on the merits such
as a motion to dismiss. The problem in federal courts is a matter of public relations and public
education. It would be a mistake to add further settlement review requirements. These would
impose costs of delay; the procedural requirements will take time. Monetary costs also result,
because lawyers will spend time on the review.

Patrick Lysaught, Esq., for Defense Research Institute, 01 -CV-033. 034,046.047: (1) (e)(1)(A) does
not provide any criteria for evaluating a pre-certification settlement or withdrawal. The action may
have been filed with class allegations only to enhance the ability to extract an unjustified settlement;
it may have been filed in good faith, but the class allegations are later withdrawn because they prove
insupportable. There should be further guidance to help the courts in identifying and assessing
abuses. (2) (e)(1)(B) makes it clear, in line with the better present view, that pre-certification
dismissal does not require notice to the class. DRI supports this. (3) (e)(1)(C) for the most part
adopts the best current practice. The requirement of detailed findings is a critical step in the process
and important for appellate review. The 19 factors for review are generally consistent with current
law, but the Note should state more clearly that these factors are not exclusive and that the
importance of each factor depends on a case-specific analysis.

Bruce Alexander. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-041: The Notes to (e)(1) should
encourage courts to grant a voluntary dismissal expeditiously if the class has not been certified; the
only check should be a determination that there is no material prejudice to putative class members.

Professor Charles Silver, 01-CV-048: (1) The comment that notice should be "reasonable" is
important, if reasonableness is measured by the size of claim, likelihood that an individual possesses
valuable information, and likelihood that an individual has interests in common with others. (2)
There is no need for notice when a class action is "involuntarily dismissed on the merits." (3) The
suggestion that class members may rely on a class action, and deserve notice of dismissal is
unpersuasive. "Knowledge of class actions is extraordinarily limited, even after notice is sent." A
class member who wants protection can file an individual action and abate. If dismissal occurs after
certification, class members are aware of the action and aware that they can enter an appearance.
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(4) Settlements involving non-cash relief should be discouraged. It might be required that the court
insist on a cash offer as well. The cash-relief package would be used to measure fees. Class counsel
could then argue for approval of the in-kind relief package as worth more to the class - perhaps
because of tax advantages - but would have a heavy burden of proof.

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 01-CV-053: (Refers to 23(d), seeming to mean (e)(1)(A):)
Voluntary dismissal should be permitted as provided in Rule 41(a)(1). "We do not favor a mandate
that notice to an alleged but yet uncertified class must be given * * *."

Comm. on Civil Litigation. E.D.N.Y.. 01-CV-056: Current Rule 23(e) is sufficient; there is no need
to change. The Notes suggest changes of meaning not found in the rule text - this is not a proper
approach to rule making. "The Committee particularly objects to the laundry list of factors" that bear
on settlement review.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: The non-exclusive list of settlement-review factors
in the Committee Note "presents important guidance to the court and counsel * * *."

Exxon Mobil Corp.. 01-CV-059: Supports mandatory notice of settlement after class certification.
But the Note should say that notice is required of pre-certification dismissal only in exceptional
circumstances. Individuals may file class allegations for tactical reasons - "perhaps to get a higher
level of attention from the management of a corporate defendant." These actions usually are
resolved at an early stage before any steps are taken toward certification. The potential cost of notice
might interfere with such prompt disposition. And the concern that class members "may have
relied" is too broad, "since rarely will the court know that no class member has deferred litigation
in reliance upon the class action."

National Assn. of Consumer Advocates, 01-CV-062: Makes several observations in the course of
describing the virtues of consumer class actions. In describing successful actions, it is noted that in
some of them the final settlement followed an initial settlement that was rejected by the trial judge
-"current provisions for reviewing class action settlements will work if the trial court applies
them." The NACA has adopted guidelines for honest and effective conduct of class actions, see 176
F.R.D. 375. In recent years there has been "a steady and marked increase in the sophistication and
oversight with which courts - both federal and state - approach class actions, including issues
concerning class action certification and evaluation of class action resolutions and settlements." The
courts are developing a more sophisticated jurisprudence and do not need guidance from amended
rules. Courts may adhere too closely to the rules, with an adverse effect on continuing development
of jurisprudence based on experience. The laundry list of factors in the Note to (e)(1)(C) is an
example of the risk of excessive rules commentary.

Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01 -CV-064: (1) The Rule should require that settlement be fair, reasonable and
adequate "to members of the class." Too often settlements are opposed as not fair to persons other
than class members, often non-settling defendants but at times complete strangers to the litigation.
The Note should reflect this rule change. (2) "Overall, the tone of the Committee Note strikes me
as unduly hostile to class action settlements." It should say that settlements are favored in the law.
The statement on p. 61 that a settlement does not carry the same reassurance of justice as an
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adjudicated resolution "is particularly egregious." (3) In addressing notice of dismissal prior to
certification, the Note should mention issues of cost and other practical considerations - for
example, a class list may not be readily available.

Equal Employment Advisory Council, 01-CV-065: (These comments reflect a misreading of the
(e)(1) proposal, and may reflect a need to clarify the rule or Note.) (e)(1)(A) requires notice of
dismissal to all class members even though the case was never certified as a class action. This is not
appropriate. It would prolong even nonmeritorious litigation. And it drastically reduces the
incentive to settle with individual class members. There is no reason to fear reliance by putative
class members; in a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class, indeed, the only source of reliance would be the proposal
that notice be provided to class members - that proposal itself is a bad idea.

Keith L. Fisher, Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd., 01-CV-066: (1) The comments on (c)(2)
include lengthy suggestions for information that should be included in settlement notices, including
the procedural posture of the case, whether there have been substantive rulings, the evidence bearing
on key allegations, the defendants' ability to pay including insurance coverage, whether individual
defendants will contribute to the settlement, whether the defendant has adopted changes of policy
to prevent future wrongdoing, the risks of not settling, an explanation that attorney fees will reduce
net recovery, the terms of attorney fees, the number of firms sharing the fees, the work performed
by each firm for the class, the factors that account for varying allocations to class members, and
when payments are likely to be distributed. (2) The (e)(1)(C) standard for approval is an important
step toward heightened judicial scrutiny. The requirement of detailed findings also is important:
"Encouraging judges to address these findings will deter inadequate settlements * * *."

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Supports changes that require approval of settlement or
withdrawal of class claims; require notice of a proposed settlement that would bind the class; require
settlements be fair, reasonable, and adequate; and require hearings on settlement.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections. 01-CV-069: (1) "[T]hese proposals for settlement
review are a welcome clarification of what is, and is not, required in the murky world of pre-
certification settlements and dismissals." But the Note reference to notice of a precertification
dismissal should be deleted. There may be inherent power to order notice, but the Note may create
confusion as to the purpose of the amendment. (2) As to settlements that would bind a class, the rule
incorporates existing best practices. The most important purpose is to set forth in detail what courts
must do. Not all courts may be as experienced as those that routinely proceed in the manner directed
by the Rule. "We strongly support this incorporation of best practices into the Rule." The Note
provides "ample comfort that the factors enumerated * * * are but examples * * *."

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: Attaches a September 19, 2000 letter
suggesting that a draft rule that included a list of factors to consider in reviewing a settlement would
only exacerbate the effects of attempting to codify best practices. Courts are likely to take the list
as exclusive, no matter what the Rule says.
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Civil Division. U.S. Department of Justice, 01-CV-073: "The Department does not take a position
on the proposed provisions concerning court approval of the dismissal or withdrawal of class claims
or issues."

National Treasury Employees Union. 01-CV-078: The Note refers to the number and force of
objections. Confusion about settlement terms or about important court rulings may lead to many
forceful objections that lack substance. The court should focus on "the quality and substance" of the
objections.

Mehri & Skalet. PLLC, 01-CV-083: A number of the 23(e) changes "are an appropriate codification
of existing law," such as formalizing the "fair, reasonable, and adequate" standard and requiring a
hearing.

Beverly C. Moore, Esq., 01-CV-084: (1) The amendment does not deal with coupon settlements.
Coupon settlements are receding; apparently defense proponents "and their willing plaintiff counsel
fee recipients, have been 'shamed' out of this device, but only to some degree." The rule ought to
require a "final accounting" of how many cash dollars actually flow to class members. (2) It should
be required that the settlement notice inform class members of the relationship between the
settlement amount and the amount that could reasonably be expected at trial. PSLRA notices are
required to state this, but the notices show only that both parties cannot agree to what these figures
are. The Note should urge that specific estimates, or informed guesstimates, be provided. (3) The
Note proposes a list of settlement-review factors that is both over- and under-inclusive. Maturity
is not a review factor, but a certification superiority factor. The very novelty of a case may militate
in favor of settlement - who is to know what will happen on the merits? There are too many
factors, and they repeat. The main factor is the comparison of settlement benefits to likely trial
results. Too many judges will feel compelled to make meaningless pro forma specific findings as
to each factor. And the Note should say that a settlement is less than fair and adequate if it has a
claim procedure requiring class members to provide information the defendant already has, or if
damage checks could be mailed without any claim procedure. (4) Approval of pre-certification
dismissal is most needed when the defendant buys off the plaintiff. The court should be authorized
to condition approval "on the plaintiff giving notice to at least a sample of class members, inviting
the substitution of new representative plaintiffs."

Federal Trade Commission. 01-CV-085: Supports (e)(1)(C), "believing that close judicial scrutiny
is the most effective means of protecting the interests of injured class members. But the rule should
be changed to direct specific assessment of the realistic value of "coupon" settlements. The Note
should list factors that bear on the value, including the history of coupon redemption rates in similar
cases, whether the defendants will track redemption data, whether all class members will be entitled
to use coupons, whether redemption is easy, what time and product restrictions limit redemption,
whether coupons must be issued until a minimum redemption level is reached, whether coupons
benefit the defendant by bonus sales more than they benefit the class, whether there are significant
restrictions on transfer, how the face value of the coupon relates to the purchase price of the product,
and how coupons are distributed.
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Prof. Susan P. Koniak, 01-CV-086: (1) Notice at the time of settlement should be a matter of right,
directed to all class members, not shaped in the court's discretion. (2) The notice must include
information on what others in and out of the class are getting from the class settlement or any side
deal. This will further the purposes attempted to be served by Model Rule of Professional
Responsibility 1.8(g), which requires a lawyer who simultaneously settles the claims of two or more
clients to inform each client of what each is getting. (3) The decision in Matsushita Electrical Indus.
Co. v. Epstein, 516 U.S. 367, has been interpreted by the Ninth Circuit in a way that permits counsel
to bring a class action on one claim (violation of state fiduciary responsibility law) "with the intent
of settling a different set of claims - claims that would have prevented certification entirely or
under the subsection of (b) that counsel desired to use." There is a risk that this approach will be
generalized. "Rule 23 should make clear that it is improper for a court to approve a class action
settlement that releases claims that have not been certified as appropriate for class action treatment,
even if the class receives notice that the claims will be released."

Committee on Rules, W.D.Mi., 01-CV-090: To require approval of precertification settlement
"undermines the objective of eliminating improvident certifications * * *." It often happens that
soon after filing it becomes apparent that certification is not appropriate, for want of numerosity or
failure to satisfy some other requirement. In turn, that realization often results in "a quiet and prompt
resolution of what was initially pleaded as a class action." The amendment creates a disincentive
to prompt resolution and burdens the court with added work merely because the initial complaint
included class allegations.

NASCAT and Committee To Support the Antitrust Laws, 01-CV-093: (1) The requirement that the
court approve withdrawal of class claims may thwart the policy of Rule 15(a). The right to freely
amend to withdraw some class claims will be burdened, and counsel may be required to disclose
confidential thought processes. To the extent that the plaintiff must make a record of reasons to drop
a claim, there may be untoward difficulty if further discovery shows reason to reinstate the claim.
Defendants, on the other hand, will not have to seek permission to amend the answer. Plaintiffs will
be left with an incentive to stick with the original claims, imposing unnecessary work on them and
on defendants as well. The January 2002 drafting suggestions propose additions to the Note to
address this problem. They represent progress, but remain vague: what is a "central part" of a claim?
The footnote states that concern is directed toward amendments that leave only an insignificant class
claim, or one that manifestly could not be certified. The better approach is to limit the rule to
complete withdrawal of all class claims, and note that the court has inherent power to control
attempts to skirt the rule. (2) Notice of voluntary pre-certification dismissal should be directed only
in an unusual case in which putative class members may have relied. Unless there was notice of the
class action, reliance is unlikely. So it is suggested in the January 2002 footnotes, and they are
supported. Today courts ask about the time that elapsed from filing and whether the filing attracted
media attention; that is good practice.

David J. Piell. Student. 01-CV-094: Several of the Note criteria for evaluating a settlement cause
concern. The court will find it difficult to be impartial with respect to (B) and (E) - for example,
it has an interest in avoiding lengthy trial proceedings. The cost of trial is not an appropriate
consideration where there will be fee shifting. The extent of participation in settlement negotiations
by court or a court-appointed officer is also a problem: if the judge is involved, objective review is
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unlikely; even if it is a court-appointed officer, the judge is under pressure to accept the officer's
recommendation. Factor (G) calls for findings similar to those required by Ortiz to approve a
limited-fund class - that is a lot of work for something that is only one factor. The standard should
be simpler: what do similar cases settle for absent class treatment? Could a class member recover
more in individual litigation, after paying fees? How many class members have opted out of the
settlement, and what percentage of the class are they? How much effort is required to participate in
the settlement - some claims administrators have an incentive to prolong the proceedings,
especially if affiliated with the bank that holds the settlement fund.

Prof. Howard M. Erichson, 01-CV-097: Requiring approval of pre-certification settlements or
dismissals should be adopted. This wisely resolves an issue that has caused confusion.

Side Agreements

Conference: It is a mistake to require disclosure of side agreements. Side agreements "often fuel
settlement." They will not remain secret. Judges will look into the deals. "But you need empirical
evidence that these deals are promoting unjust settlements."

Conference: Side agreements should be disclosed, and should be disclosed early. This is particularly
important when the agreements deal with fees, or effect settlements outside the class settlement.

Conference: Individual premiums incidental to settlement "are a real problem."

Conference: Some lead plaintiffs now ask attorneys to indemnify them against liability for costs.
There may be a simple money buy-out of an objector. The Note should make clear that these are
examples of side agreements.

Mary Alexander, Esq.. S-F Hearing 65: ATLA is less concerned than some about so-called side
agreements. "We wonder just how practical or appropriate it is for federal judges to try to police
such agreements unless there really are serious allegations of wrongdoing and meritorious
dissatisfaction by class members."

John Beisner, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement: In concept, disclosure is laudable. But
definition of what must be disclosed is critical. The Note should state that the intent is to "get on
the table directly related undertakings." As one example, a defendant may be engaged in
simultaneous negotiations with named plaintiffs in private class actions, with federal regulators, and
with state attorneys general. Need all of these arrangements be disclosed? Or a defendant may be
negotiating with class counsel on other matters - individual actions, or other class actions: critics
of a settlement may argue that all of the negotiations are interrelated and should have been disclosed.
"The Note also should address the ramifications of the failure to disclose these other agreements on
a settlement that has been approved."
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Prof. Owen M. Fiss, with John Bronsteen. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-023: "[T]he
proposal that the court may (why not 'must'?) require disclosure of any agreement or understanding"
would help.

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-044: Full disclosure of "side
agreements of all kinds" should be required.

Brian Wolfman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 120-122,126-129: There should be mandatory disclosure of all
side deals. How much are class representatives getting? How have lawyers agreed to split the fees
- are there arrangements that will bloat the fees to pay off people who otherwise have no interest
in the case? "And what additional deals does the defendant have with the lawyers or with class
members inside or outside the case"? There is no justification for secrecy. In addition, objectors'
deals should be subject to disclosure and approval "even when a settlement is pending on appeal."
The suggestion that disclosure should be limited to directly related agreements is difficult to
understand. If there are agreements between the defendant and class members "that truly have
nothing to do with the rights asserted in the complaint or released in the settlement," there would be
no point in disclosure. But if the agreement is related in any manner to the class action, it potentially
impinges on class interests and should be disclosed. Confidentiality should be a concern only with
respect to trade secrets or other items that would be subject to protection in discovery. Summaries
might be appropriate if the agreements are very long, but that is "not my experience. My experience
in doing these cases is that there are agreements to pay certain members outside the class, to pay
certain counsel to go away." Absentees should be informed of these agreements.

(The written statement, 01-CV-043, says expressly that side-agreement filing should be
mandatory. And the full agreement, not a summary, should be filed. "Based on our experience
representing objectors, there is no way to know which settlements may be masking relevant side-
agreements unless the parties disclose them." So it was only after the Amchem settlement was
rejected that the settling parties disclosed that defendants had agreed to pay "what turned out to be
millions of dollars of class counsel's costs in litigating the fairness of the settlement, even in the
event that the settlement was not approved." This agreement was collusive. There is no
countervailing benefit to non-disclosure. The proposal calls for agreements to be filed: this means,
properly, that they will be available to everyone, including class members. It also means that they
must be served; the Note should reiterate the service requirement. If there is work-product material
in the agreement - a not likely event-there should be full disclosure to the court, even if publicly-
filed versions are purged of the work-product. "[C]onfidentiality should never be granted for side-
deals involving payments to similarly-situated plaintiffs" (as in Amchem and Ortiz), "incentive"
payments for named plaintiffs, and other arrangements that may trade away class benefits. But
confidentiality may be proper as to a settlement condition that allows a party to withdraw if a limit
of numbers or value of opt-outs is exceeded-the numbers may be protected until the opt-out period
expires, but the condition itself should be disclosed.)

Leslie Brueckner, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-020: Parties should be required to
disclose: the rule should provide they must file a copy of any agreement made in connection with
a proposed settlement. The court, for example, should know of the extent to which a defendant has
agreed to settle an inventory of class counsel's individual cases in exchange for an agreement to file
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and settle a class action. The Note seems to give complete freedom, speaking of considerations that
should guide counsel in disclosing agreements. "The difficulty here is that counsel for the settling
parties have every incentive not to disclose the existence of related agreements * * *."

Walter J. Andrews. Esq., D.C. Hearing 282-284,285-291: The filing requirement should not include
confidential insurance agreements between insurers and their policy holders; Rule 23(e)(2) should
exempt all underlying insurance agreements. These agreements may resolve many different sorts
of issues between insurer and insured: whether or not there is a duty to defend; who will choose or
direct counsel; what is the amount or applicability of insurance, deductibles, or self-insured
retentions; whether there are multiple occurrences (a very common subject of dispute). The insured
tells the insurer that settlement is possible, and they work out an agreement as to what the insurer
is willing to contribute, subject to a reservation of rights. Although it might be useful for the court
to know what assets are realistically available for settlement, there is a risk of abuse: "once that gets
out, then the plaintiffs are going to believe that there's an even more attractive target to go after *
* *." It would be some help to provide for disclosure in camera or under seal, at least if the
information actually remains protected. (The written statement, 01-CV-036, adds that apart from
that problem, the rule does not address the question whether failure to disclose a side agreement may
be grounds for upsetting the settlement after it has been approved and reduced to judgment.)

Leslie Brueckner, Esq., D.C. Hearing 156-157: Disclosure of side deals is important, but the proposal
lacks teeth. There is no affirmative obligation to disclose. "[T]hose agreements most likely to
influence the court's thinking regarding a proposed settlement are those least likely to be disclosed
to the court." There should be mandatory disclosure.

American Ins. Assn., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-022: Insurance agreements should be
exempted from the scope of "related undertakings," to preserve the confidential relationship between
insurers and policyholders.

Bruce Alexander. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-041: A few words should be added:
"any agreement or understanding among any of their parties or their counsel made in connection with
the proposed settlement * * *." [There is no further explanation.]

Patrick Lysaught, Esq.. for Defense Research Institute. 01-CV-033, 034. 046. 047: The proposal
seems to be designed to ensure a record of the complete agreement. Such disclosures should be
automatic. But disclosures should be expressly limited to "matters directly related to the class
settlement at issue." There may, for example, be overlapping actions pending simultaneously; the
defendant may be negotiating separate settlements in each action, and the terms of each settlement
may indirectly affect the terms of other settlements, but there is no reason to require disclosure of
the indirectly related matters. To the contrary, there is no reason to create a device that enables
counsel in other actions to obtain leverage or information used in separate settlement negotiations.

Professor Charles Silver, 01-CV-048: The comment on agreements to divide fees, as the attorney-
appointment and fee provisions, "reflects an unwarranted preference for regulation over private
arrangements." The fee should be set up front; the court should not care how, given this incentive,
counsel maximizes the value of representation by working with other lawyers. The comment about
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accepted conventions that may tie agreements made after settlement to settlements needs to be
clarified.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: Proposed (e)(2) "will correct the problems associated
with 'side agreements,' which are often not disclosed to the court, but are part and parcel of the
overall settlement."

Allen D. Black, Esq., 01-CV-064: (1) The Note reference to "complete" copies or summaries of
agreements is puzzling: I had read "summary" in the black letter to refer to oral agreements, and
"copies" to require complete copies of any written agreement. (2) on p 59, third line from the
bottom, the reference should be to counsel who have "litigated" class actions; "[v]ery few counsel
have actually tried a class action." (3) p. 62 of the Note makes an important point that a class
member may not purport to opt out a whole class of other class members; somewhere the Note
should make the same point with respect to litigation class opt outs.

Equal Employment Advisory Council. 01-CV-065: "The proposed subsection is so broad that it is
incomprehensible." It would seem to apply to a contract setting forth defense counsel fees, "or a
document setting forth remedial measures the defendant company undertakes after a lawsuit is filed.
Agreements or understandings like these do not relate to the terms of the settlement agreement * *

*." Such documents, further, are likely to contain confidential information.

Keith L. Johnson, Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd., 01-CV-066: Endorses (e)(2).
Nondisclosure may be appropriate for "blow provisions" - the agreement that defendants can avoid
the settlement if an excessive number of class members opt out; and "an agreement on valuation of
other pending insurance claims as part of the settlement."

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Supports the (e)(2) provision that a court may direct the
parties to file, etc.

ABA Antitrust Law And Litigation Sections, 01-CV-069: "We suggest that the language be revised
or clarified to require, if the court so directs, disclosure of any side agreements involving objectors,
insurance carriers and others who, although not technically parties, may nonetheless be subject to
the court's jurisdiction or under the control of a party." (There is no further explanation.)

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacy Systems, 01-CV-077: (e)(2) filing should be made
mandatory. "The permissive nature of the proposed rule opens it to abuse because of possible
collusion between settling parties' counsel."

Beverly C. Moore, Jr., 01-CV-084: The (e)(4) requirement that withdrawal of an objection be
approved serves the same purpose as the (e)(2) side-agreement provision, and should be included
in it. "A concern arises only if the objector receives something in return for the withdrawal." Even
then, there is no problem if the payment is not at the expense of the class but is merits-based;
disclosure is all that is needed. The element of real concern often is a fee payment to some
competing group of class counsel who have brought a similar case in some state court; there even
are cases where competing counsel first filed the competing case after the settlement was announced.
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Settling counsel have no choice but to pay, in order to avoid the protracted delays that result from
objections. "Surely this needs to be disclosed as a 'side agreement' - and disapproved by the
settling court." The recent practice of awarding fees in a lump sum to lead class counsel, to be
allocated by lead counsel as seems fit, increases the need for disclosure. "The 'side agreement'
disclosures most likely to be sought by settling defendants or objectors are how the total fees are to
be divided among class counsel * * * . This will become fodder for more 'scandal.' * * * Critics will
claim to have found instances of 'you scratch my back in this case, and I'll scratch your back in
another."

Federal Trade Commission, 01-CV-085: Active judicial oversight requires that the court be fully
informed as to the context of any settlement. For that reason, the FTC supports (e)(2).

Prof. Susan P. Koniak, 01-CV-086: (1) The unfairness of mass-tort class actions is shown by the
"side deals" approvedby lowercourts in Amchem and Ortiz: in Ortiz, one-third of those injured were
left outside the class and provided much better deals. And courts routinely allow selective extension
of opt-out deadlines so the settling parties can "get rid of annoying objectors who might otherwise
cause trouble at the fairness hearing or on appeal." (2) (e)(2) should mandate that settling parties
disclose "all agreements, formal and informal, between them that were made contemporaneously
with the settlement or dismissal of a class action. Moreover, the rule should provide strong and
mandatory sanctions for failing to disclose such deals." The urge to cheat is great. (3) In addition,
the settling parties should be required to disclose material facts about the settlement negotiation, the
settlement itself, and the relationships among class counsel, the defendants, and objectors; the
sanctions for failure to disclose such facts should be discretionary because the scope of the disclosure
obligation is mushy. (4) "Disclosure to the court is not enough. The absent class deserves to know
of any conflicting interests of its counsel." The class should have access to the content of the deals,
the actual terms, not just a summary. An exception could be made that requires disclosure only of
the existence of an agreement that allows the defendant to withdraw if an opt-out threshold is
reached, without disclosing the threshold itself.

David J. Piell. Student, 01-CV-094: This is a welcome addition, but does not go far enough. What
is the sanction for failure to disclose? Can the judgment be reopened? Can class members who
opted out because the settlement was inadequate choose to come back in when an enhanced
settlement results? Guidance should be provided, including a statement whether it is proper to deny
any sanction if the failure to disclose resulted from a good-faith belief that the agreement was not
"in connection with" the settlement.

Objections

Conference: The requirement of approval to withdraw objections is new, and is good; some
objections are made "for not meritorious reasons."

Barry Himmelstein. Esq.. Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The Committee Note appears "overly
solicitous of objectors." "[M]ost objectors are relatively ill-informed about the merits of a proposed
settlement. * * * When class counsel are forced to defend the settlement by highlighting the genuine
weaknesses in the case, they are accused of selling out the class." The suggestion that the parties
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might provide objectors access to discovery materials might help bridge the information gap, but the
result is likely to be delay and waste. The objectors "want to be paid for their duplicative efforts."
It makes little sense to invite duplication. "Allowing objectors to invest substantial attorney time in
performing a seemingly legitimate task virtually guarantees that their objections will be pursued
tenaciously, regardless of their merits, delaying by months or years the final resolution of the
litigation and distributions to the class."

Michael J. Stortz, Esq., Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The Note observes that discovery in
parallel litigation may provide information to support objections. But the objector may take
advantage of discovery in the settlement class proceeding to further objectives in an overlapping
state-court class action. It should be confirmed that a federal court that provides discovery to an
objector has authority to limit the objector's pursuit of similar discovery in parallel state-court
proceedings.

Mary Alexander. Esq.. S-F Testimony 66: For ATLA. Supports the objection provisions. (e)(4)(B)
"judicial scrutiny of withdrawn objections would provide some protection against the possibility of
collusion."

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: (1) (e)(4)(A) "appears to confirm current
procedure." But the Note is troubling to the extent that it tends to encourage settlement challenges
and to urge support for challengers. The Note might state "that courts should make inquiry about
whether objections and/or discovery are being used to secure unwarranted leverage by counsel or
certain class members for personal benefit." (2) (e)(4)(B) "appears to be appropriate, confirming
current practice (albeit a practice that is not invoked in all cases)."

Prof. Judith Resnik, D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-044: The rule should go further "by
making discovery presumptively available * * *." In addition, the goal of making information
available to the judge to assess a settlement supports "paying the fees of responsible objectors."

Norman J. Chachkin, D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-05 1: The Note should make clear the
requirement that a class member win intervention in the district court in order to support appeal from
an order rejecting an objection. That is the general rule, and is correct; free appeal could result in
an avalanche. If intervention is denied, the class member can appeal the denial.

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01 -CV-026: It is wise to require approval
for the withdrawal of objections, but for a reason not expressed in the Note. Approval will support
involvement of the district court in the review process. There is a need for aggressive court
involvement as to all objections that have been made.

Brian Wolfman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 121-125. 130-131: Objectors' deals should be disclosed even
when reached on appeal. Objectors must be provided substantial procedural support; unfortunately
the proposed rule does not do that. Objectors should be provided access to all settlement documents.
Settling parties should be required to file and serve the full justification for the settlement prior to
the objection debate - now, they often hold back evidentiary support for the settlement until after
the objecting date, and indeed until right before the fairness hearing. The rule should require that
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objectors be given a stated ample time to file. (The written statement, 01-CV-043, brings these
together: Often settling parties submit the settlement for preliminary approval without any notice to
interested parties, and with only a bare-bones joint memorandum. Class members are given notice
and only a few weeks to respond. Class counsel commonly refuse to provide information to
objectors on a timely basis. "The game is 'hide the ball."' Objectors should be afforded a minimum
of 45 days to object after settlement proponents file full supporting materials.) The rule should
establish a right to take discovery, even about the settlement terms. But discovery into the
negotiation process is not appropriate in most circumstances. The requirement in many circuits that
an objector intervene in order to establish a right to appeal should be deleted; the Supreme Court has
taken up the issue (Devlin v. Scardelletti, 01-417), but if it adheres to the intervention requirement
the rule should be changed. The intervention requirement is inapposite: the class member is a party
in the sense of being bound by res judicata, and is not seeking to participate in trial. And this is a
trap for the unwary, particularly for the pro se objector, without establishing any but paperwork
benefits. It is possible that this is a question for the Appellate Rules; the Advisory Committees may
want to work that out between themselves. The Note, finally, refers to Rule 11 sanctions; that should
be deleted entirely, for it will chill participation by objectors.

The written statement, 01-CV-043, (1) disagrees with the Note statement that the need to
support objectors may be reduced when there is an opportunity to opt out of the settlement. The right
to adequate representation is independent of an opt-out opportunity. (2) "Finally, we are dismayed
about the way in which the Committee Note discusses the use of objections to exert improper
influence in class action settlements." The problem of exerting improper "hold-up" strategic pressure
can be addressed by requiring full disclosure of all deals with objectors and approval by the court.
That approach does not disarm objectors. (3) The Note also seems to give credence to complaints
about "professional objectors"; this suggestion is unfounded. There is nothing wrong with a lawyer
making a living by representing objectors - the only private practitioner we know of who frequently
appears has made meritorious objections in many cases. This reference should be deleted. (e)(4)(B)
states the proper approach. (4) Objectors and everyone else are subject to Rule 11. Objectors are
no more prone to violate Rule 11 than anyone else; indeed close-to-the-line conduct appears more
often among settling parties and their counsel. (5) The (e)(4)(B) requirement that the court approve
any deal with an objector "must be strengthened to have its desired effect." The rule should
explicitly require that all withdrawals and related agreements be submitted on the record, so that
class members can comment. (6) The Note suggests that there is little need for concern if an objector
settles on terms that reflect factors distinguishing the objector from class members. It should say that
this situation will be very rare, lest the extortion flourish. The settlement itself should fairly resolve
differences among class members who are not similarly situated. And in (b)(3) cases, the right to
opt out affords protection. (7) "Finally * * * the failure of * * * (e)(4)(B) to apply to appellate
proceedings is a serious error, which could render it nearly meaningless." The Duhaime case cited
in the Note involved a buy-off on appeal. There is no rule requiring disclosure to the court of
appeals, so no basis for the Note's suggestion that the court of appeals could look into the deal.

Appendix C to the written statement is a November 23, 1999 letter to Hon. Anthony J. Scirica
and Hon. Paul V. Niemeyer. The letter urges adoption of provisions requiring disclosure of- and
court approval for - all "side agreements." "In our experience, the practice of paying objectors to
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go away, without disclosure or approval, has become commonplace." Such payments may be viewed
as "bribes" paid by defendants, "extortion" practiced by individual class-member objectors, or both.
They are improper for several reasons. They create a de facto method of opting out of the class.
They defeat the purpose of achieving like treatment for similarly situated class members. They are
available to "lawyers and clients who know how to game the system." Requiring disclosure and
approval will improve the objection process.

Leslie Brueckner, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-020: (1) (e)(4)(A) restates existing
law and is appropriate. (2) But the Note suggestion that there is less need to support objectors if
there is a settlement opt-out should be deleted. It is difficult for class members to understand the
terms of a proposed settlement, much less the risks of litigation. The opt-out provides scant
protection, particularly in small-claims cases. Objectors often will be the only means to expose the
weaknesses of the settlement. (3) The Note also refers to Rule 11; this could chill willingness to
object. Objectors are too important to the process to deter in this way. (4) (e)(4)(B) addresses the
important need to require disclosure of "side deals" made to persuade objectors to withdraw, and to
give courts authority to disapprove these deals. That can happen only if the court is informed about
the deals. The deals may provide important information about conflicts within the class or
weaknesses in the settlement. Some side deals are proper - as the Note says, the objector may be
in a position different from other class members. But other deals reveal the strategic value of
objections, or an attempt by the settling parties to purchase silence. The Note, further, seems to
imply that the court can require an objector to persist with the objection unwillingly. "This, of
course, is not and cannot be the law." The provision should be rewritten: "A class member who
seeks to withdraw, or declines to pursue, an objection to final approval of a settlement must provide
the court with a copy of any agreement(s) made in connection therewith, and may retain any benefits
provided in such agreement(s) only with the court's approval."

Michael Nelson, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01 -CV-021: An objector may use discovery
in the settlement proceeding to further goals in an overlapping state action. "[W]here a federal court
provides the settlement objector with the right to discovery, it should also have the authority to limit
that objector's ability to pursue similar discovery in parallel state class actions."

Peter J. Ausili, Esq., E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Committee. D.C. Hearing 208: Expressed concerns
about the standards for discovery by objectors, including the reference to a strong preliminary
showing of collusion and other improper balance. And the provision requiring approval before
objections are withdrawn is uncalled for. Courts can deal appropriately with these matters now.
(The written statement, 01-CV-056, adds that the broad grant of discovery will "promote delay, add
to cost and encourage strategic behavior.")

David E. Romine, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 251, 260-261: The objector language in the Note is troubling
because it suggests that there should be more objector discovery than current law provides. If indeed
the Note is intended to change the law, it is unwise - greater objector discovery would only increase
costs and delay.
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Patrick Lysaught, Esq., for Defense Research Institute, 01-CV-033. 034. 046, 047: (1) As to
(e)(4)(A), the Note should make it clear that a strong preliminary showing must be made to justify
discovery into the negotiation process. It also should make it clear that there must be a prima facie
showing of a good-faith basis for objecting before allowing "new" discovery that goes beyond access
to discovery materials already produced in this or related litigation. And guidelines should be
provided for the court and objectors as to the "proper bases and criteria for asserting appropriate
objections." Although objections should be encouraged, not discouraged, it is important "to ferret
out in a cogent, rational and understandable way unfounded objections at an early stage." (2) As to
(e)(4)(B), the Rule does not - and cannot - deal effectively with potential objectors who are
bought off before any objection is filed, nor with objectors who simply fail to pursue an objection
once made. Again, there is no guidance as to what constitutes a proper objection. The Note should
provide guidance as to what is a proper basis for objection and what kind of prima facie supporting
evidence is sufficient. It might be better to require automatic disclosure by all parties to a class
settlement, including class members, as to any premium derived through separate negotiations that
is different from the benefits provided other class members.

Professor Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: The Note paragraph on discovery by objectors "is highly
dangerous and should be deleted." A class member with a large claim has a sufficient incentive to
review all the discovery or take new discovery, but such a person can self-protect by opting out. A
class member with a small claim who demands to see extensive discovery documents and to depose
everyone "is acting irrationally and probably is an extortion artist." The suggestion that discovery
might be tied to a showing of collusion "is objectionable because all settlements are collusive." And
the note on objector fees is dangerous, especially in referring to changes in the settlement that benefit
the class. "The standard extortionist tactic is to threaten to appeal unless class counsel cuts the fee
and to request a portion of the fee reduction as compensation." At most, an objector should win a
fee only for wringing extra dollars out of the defendant, and even that is dangerous because it will
lead defendants to hold back in the initial settlement agreement.

Court Advisory Comm., S.D.Ga., 01-CV-053: It is unnecessary to require court approval to withdraw
an objection. The court is free to inquire as to any accommodation that may have been made with
the objector, and to determine whether any action was taken to the prejudice of the class.

Allen D. Black. Esq., 01-CV-064: "Strategy" is a good thing. The Note should not refer to
"strategic" objectors; it should point out directly "that an objection may have practical or 'blackmail'
force far beyond its merits, if any."

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-69: "We favor these proposals."

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: Attaches a September 19, 2000 letter
that urges deletion of a draft rule provision providing that mandatory discovery be available to
objectors. There is a growing entrepreneurial use of objections by professional objectors.
Mandatory discovery is "a tool far in excess of what they already possess and well beyond the course
of prudence."
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Joseph L.S. St.Amant, Esq., 01-CV-075: (This comment is summarized more extensively with the
general comments.) The Note to 23(e) should discuss application of the rule - if it is to have any
or not-to cases on appeal. "The most pressing problem is whether appeals from decisions denying
certification can be settled on an individual basis without court approval."

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacy Systems, 01-CV-077: The Committee Note may chill
desirable objections by saying that courts should be vigilant to avoid encouraging unfounded
objections and that Rule 11 sanctions are available. "The very mention of Rule 11 will likely chill
the willingness of class members to lodge objections * * *." "P&As consider it part of their federal
mandate to protect the rights of persons with disabilities to challenge the adequacy of proposed
nationwide class action settlements." Many settlements "routinely fail to include provisions
representative of the various classes or types of disabilities."

National Treasury Employees Union, 01-CV-078: "Requiring court approval for withdrawal of all
objections seems excessively rigid." The purpose seems to be to monitor changes in the settlement;
that can be served by requiring approval only when withdrawal is conditioned on modification of
the settlement.

Mehri & Skalet, PLLC, 01-CV-083: "We agree with the discussion in the proposed Notes regarding
objectors, including the problem of objectors acting to obstruct beneficial relief to the class. We
particularly agree with the requirement that an objector purporting to act on behalf of the class be
held to the same fiduciary standard as a class representative."

Beverly C. Moore. Jr., Esq., 01-CV-083: "As long as an objector is a member of the class and thus
has standing, he should be allowed to object and appeal." Legitimate objectors face real problems.
Even plaintiffs' counsel object to objector discovery. The filing of settlement papers and fee
petitions is orchestrated so that there is not adequate time to object. The problems said to be posed
by professional objectors are not impressive. Class counsel in competing class actions are a frequent
source of objections; their objections often are legitimate challenges to a low-ball settlement, but too
often are rejected.

Prof. Susan P. Koniak, 01-CV-086: (1) It has been suggested that an absent class member can be
precluded from collateral attack on a class-action settlement and judgment if another class member
objected. "The idea that 'objectors' who are not required to meet any of Rule 23(a)'s requirements
are somehow able to bind other absentees should be clearly and firmly rejected in the advisory
committee's notes." (2) "The fairness hearing is now an unregulated arena." Do settlers have a right
to discovery? To be served with all relevant documents in the case, including side deals? Can an
objector call witnesses? Cross-examine witnesses? Must testimony or affidavits be presented to
support an objection? How do pro se objectors participate? "Perhaps the Rule need not address all
these questions." (3) Some objectors appear only to "get[] a payment from the settling parties to go
away. Those payments should be outlawed." And objectors should have to explain any withdrawal
of objections. Side deals should have to be disclosed, both at the trial stage and at the appellate
stage. But the Committee Note should not refer to objectors who are out for personal gain.
Objectors are no more likely to abuse the process than professional class-action lawyers or defense
counsel. And any reference to Rule 11 sanctions should be removed from the Note. Rule 11
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sanctions are less deserved for objecting counsel than for others: "No other group of lawyers are
expected to operate with no procedural rules to help them get the information they need to function
properly and no rules to delineate when, how and to what extent they are entitled to participate or
to complain about not being allowed to participate." (4) The Committee Note recognizes the
important contributions of objectors. "But nice words are no substitute for procedure." Rule 23
should establish "some framework for the procedure to be followed in fairness hearings with
particular attention to the participation of objectors."

NASCAT and Committee To Support the Antitrust Laws. 01-CV-093: The published proposal is
better than earlier draft rules that spoke to discovery for objectors. But the Note states that an
objector can obtain discovery by showing reason to doubt the reasonableness of a proposed
settlement. Skillful counsel often can do that. An objector should be required to show "both a strong
reasonable basis to doubt the reasonableness of a proposed settlement and that such doubt cannot
be resolved on the record before the court." The same showing should be required to have access
to discovery already had in the litigation. The Note suggests that the parties may provide such
access; this expression may be read to recommend that discovery materials be provided in the
ordinary course. But routine access to discovery in the class action may impose cost and delay,
particularly in complex cases with hundreds of thousands of pages of documents. There also may
be serious confidentiality concerns. This suggestion should be deleted from the Note.

David J. Peill, Student, 01-CV-094: Why have different standards for discovery in connection with
the reasonableness of settlement terms and discovery into the settlement-negotiation process? What
is a "strong preliminary showing"? If the court has enough information to determine whether the
settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate, it should have enough information so that there is no
need for discovery by objectors. And the reference to Rule 11 sanctions in the Note should not be
at the expense of inherent court powers that "are more effective in dealing with abusive objectors."

Steven P. Gregory. Esq., 01-CV-096: The Note sets too low a standard for discovery by an objector.
Objections, even frivolous objections, can cause unnecessary delay in awarding benefits to class
members. "A better approach might be to require a 'compelling reason' rather than simply a
'reason.

Settlement Classes

Conference: The proposals fail to address settlement classes

Conference: Express provision should be made for settlement classes. "They are useful for the end
game." Asbestos litigation will go on for another 20 years because the settlement-class effort was
scuttled by the courts.

Conference: The Committee Note to draft 23(e) assumes the certification of settlement classes.
"They cannot be done any longer."

Conference: It is amazing that overlapping class proposals have been considered, even in a tentative
way, without also including a settlement-class proposal.
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Conference: There should be a settlement-class proposal.

Conference: Some members of Congress view Rule 23 as an end-run around Congress. The
settlement class "is an entire agency. Amchem was dead on."

Conference: Amchem is consistent with smaller, cohesive settlement class. "They're here, they
exist. They're tough to draft." It remains difficult to understand what Amchem meant in saying that
settlement can be taken into account.

Conference: The problem with the settlement class is that it cannot be tried, so there is no constraint
arising from the alternative prospect of litigation.

Conference: Judges cannot solve all problems. Settlement classes "overstrain" the Enabling Act.
"We used to take seriously the ideas of self-government and jury trial in civil cases. Settlement
classes disregard these ideas."

Conference: The Rule 23(e) Committee Notes imply that there is such a thing as a settlement class;
''not everyone agrees."

MaryE. Alexander. Esq., Statement for S-F: ATLA policy expresses deep concern over adjudication
of the rights of future claimants through settlement-only classes.

James M. Finberg, S-F Hearing 103-104, 106-107: Ortiz is based on due process; it applies to state
courts equally with federal courts. There should not be any difference in the ability to settle whether
the action is in state court or federal. Probably there are more objections to settlements now than
formerly. It is clear that a class can settle claims that are in the exclusive jurisdiction of another
court, so global settlements can still be reached in state or federal courts. There is more attention
paid to sub-classing and making sure there is a representative who would have standing to allege the
claim of each category of persons involved. But I do not work with cases that involve future
damages; they may present greater difficulties.

Anna Richo. Esq., S-F Hearing 138-139: Rule 23 should be amended to require opt-in for trial of
individual cases, or better to eliminate class certification for trial purposes for any personal injury
claim, with the exception of claims arising out of mass disasters. Certification of a dispersed mass
tort class for settlement, on the other hand, would be desirable. There should be a separate mass-tort
settlement class rule.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: pp. 15-18 suggest creation of a distinct
certification standard for proposed settlement classes. The proposal is presented as modest: there
is no need to address futures claims, nor to revisit "limited fund" classes. One benefit would be to
stop the tendency of some courts to cite settlement class certifications as precedent for certification
of a litigation class, even though "the level of debate is quite different." The preoccupation with
class certification prerequisites is distracting attention from the primary line of investigation, which
should be whether the proposed settlement is fair to all purported class members, whether there is
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a risk of collusion, or a risk that some individuals will gain benefits at the expense of other class
members. One source of the problem is that the provisions of Rule 23(a) and (b) are designed to
protect defendants as well as plaintiff class members. Commonality, typicality, predominance, and
superiority protect defendants against attempts to rely on class-wide proof when the law requires
individualized proofs of claim or defense. A settlement is different because the defendant has agreed
to a conditional surrender of the right to insist on individual proofs of defense or individual proofs
of injury and damages. When individualized proofs are required, a litigation class should not be
certified. The variability of plaintiffs' damages should not be subsumed into a litigation class -
although, perversely, it may be - but when there is a settlement, the inquiry should be whether the
proposed settlement presents "a fair approach to dealing with the fact that the fair value of the
unnamed class members' claims may vary significantly?" The rule should require that the settlement
class have sufficient unity to make it fair to bind absent class members. But the predominance test
should be qualified, looking to ensure that class members are afforded due process, "taking full
account of the fact that as part of the proposed settlement, the defendants are waiving the due process
protections that they would be afforded under a non-settlement class certification analysis."

Committee on Fed. Civ. P.. Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers, 01-CV-055: Considers (e)(1) salutary, and
"would welcome the opportunity to review a proposal that addresses settlement classes separately."
Is "open to the prospect of allowing settlement classes that do not necessarily satisfy all of the criteria
of litigating classes."

Summary of Comments & Testimony: Rule 23(e)(3) 2001

Conference: The stronger alternative is better.

Conference: It would be better to provide that a (b)(3) class member always can opt out of a
settlement.

Conference: Knowledge of a settlement provides a better basis for deciding whether to opt out. But
we should not allow opt-out from every (b)(3) settlement. The first alternative, which presumes
there should be an opt-out, will come to require opt-out. The second alternative, cast in neutral
terms, is better. It would be still better to address the issue only in the Note. Notice is expensive;
if it is delivered by TV and national print media, it can cost ten million dollars or more. "The class
action is an attorney vehicle; the idea that people worry about it is a dream." What is important is
notice to lawyers, not class members. Opt-out campaigns "are political wars." Propaganda is
unfurled on all sides. The fen-phen settlement has opt-out opportunities "every time you turned
around," but few defendants can afford to settle on terms that offer so low a level of peace.

Conference: Before settlement, it's "a pig in a poke." The ordinary class member does not have
enough information to determine whether to request exclusion. A reasonable opt-out decision can
be made only when the terms of settlement are known. It would be better to allow the opportunity
in all cases.

Conference: The first alternative is better. It does have an escape clause. The class may have had
notice of proposed settlement terms during the original opt-out period, even though there was not
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yet a formal submission for approval. But this first alternative "maximizes consumer choice" in
more general cases. Notice could be more modest. It is better to have this in the text of the rule, for
the benefit of judges who are "new to class actions."

Conference: The first alternative is dangerously close to one-way intervention. The "good cause"
test for denying opt-out is very vague; to the extent that it turns on the fairness of the settlement, the
court should approve only a fair settlement in any event. If settlement terms afford an opportunity
to opt out, that is one factor to consider in favor of approval; that is as far as this should go. And the
Note should say clearly that informative notice is far more important at the time of settlement than
at the beginning of the action.

Conference: The diet drugs litigation allowed four opt-out events for each class member. "At least
one informed opt-out should be allowed; usually it is sufficient to provide this at the time of
settlement."

Conference: The time of the opt-out is important. In a mass tort, probably it is sufficient to provide
an opt out when the aggregate settlement terms are known. That is not likely to be a problem that
seriously impedes settlement. It would be possible to defer the opt-out until the individual class
member knows what he is going to get under the settlement, but that is probably wrong. It would
destroy most mass-tort settlements if latent-injury class members were allowed to decide to opt out
"23 years later" when injury becomes manifest.

Conference: The back-end opt-out may be important in mass torts; indeed it may be that a class is
certifiable only if a back-end opt-out is provided. The diet drug settlement was done under pressure
that improved the settlement because of the higher legal standards that flowed from the Amchem
decision. But that is not what 23(e)(3) proposes. (It was rejoined that it is dangerous to think of opt-
out only in mass-tort terms.)

Conference: The settlement opt-out would apply to antitrust and securities classes. There is a history
of successful settlements in these areas without opt-outs. It is a mistake to write a general rule that
applies to all types of class actions. Indeed it might make sense to deny any opt-out opportunity at
any time from a class that deals with small claims that would not support individual litigation.

Conference: These considerations support the second alternative as the better option. Settlement opt-
out makes sense only in some cases. One problem is that the money spent on notice comes out of
actual class relief. The Committee Note should describe "levels of notice." In some cases, it should
suffice to publish notice in the manner generally used for legal notices. Often the "mass buy" on
television and in newspapers of general circulation is not warranted. Notice to attorneys should be
provided.

Conference: What needs to be fixed? Mass-tort classes negotiate opt-outs; it is proper for the Note
to treat this as a factor bearing on fairness. There may be an issue in a small fraction of cases where
the notice is published early and the opt-out period expires.
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Conference: The problem of early notice and expiration of the opt-out period could be solved by
deferring the first notice and opt-out period until there is a settlement agreement.

Conference: The need for fairness to class members is adequately protected by judicial review.

Conference: When the class is heterogeneous, it is not possible to shape a settlement that is fair to
all class members. Notice at the time of class certification will be used to lock class members in.
There is no problem in securities litigation because for years the practice has been to seek
certification at the same time as a settlement is presented. If certification and settlement are
separated, the expensive notice should be deferred to the time of settlement.

Conference: People should not be asked to decide whether to request exclusion until they know what
they are going to get, at least in personal-injury cases. Notice at the time of the "aggregate
agreement" is not enough. The total available in the Agent Orange settlement sounded like a lot at
the time, but an intelligent opt-out choice could not be made on the basis of knowing that alone.

Conference: Multiple opt-outs often are negotiated in mass tort settlements, and such terms may
indeed be required. But there is no need for a rule to accomplish this. But for securities and antitrust
cases, a settlement opt out turns the rule on its head. Class members are told at the time of
certification that they will be bound unless they opt out. If you allow an opt out on settlement, why
not also after granting a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, or after granting summary
judgment? Indeed, why not after trial? The settlement opt out interferes with negotiation
settlements. Adequate protection can be found in the negotiation process.

Conference: The settlement opt out became increasingly attractive to the Advisory Committee as it
struggled with proposals to enhance support for objectors. The settlement opt out is a lot better than
fueling objections to every settlement. But the Note should be revised to make it clear that
settlements are favored; as presently drafted, it seems to have a hostile tone.

Conference: From the defendant's perspective, there is a tension between the ability to settle and a
class member's ability to base an opt-out decision on meaningful information. A defendant can
negotiate a "walk-away," but knows that if the settlement sticks there will be some opt-outs who
must be compensated and who will treat the settlement terms as the floor for bargaining. The second
alternative is more flexible and thus more sensible, but it too will make settlement more difficult.

Conference: Concern about notice costs is a red herring. Notice of settlement is required today. The
settlement opt out simply requires that one more item be included in the notice. The first alternative
is better; indeed, it might be better to adopt an even stronger presumption in favor of opt out. The
defendant's path to global peace is made more difficult, but informed choice by class members is
more important.

Conference: But the notice will be more complex and thus more expensive if it includes a settlement
opt out.
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Conference: If we are precluding substantial damage claims we should have good notice.

Conference: The "pig-in-a-poke" problem is most significant with small-claims classes. Class
members have no stake at the beginning. The opt-out could lead to better recovery in another class;
even apart from that, a 20% or 40% opt-out rate would tell the court something. The opt out is
useful.

Conference: Why do we need the first opt out, if the limitations period is extended to the second opt
out ?

Conference: The second notice may be more effective. The IOLTA cases say that clients have a
property interest in pennies; so class members have a property interest in small claims. Those who
want global peace have an interest in effective notice. This helps ensure that settlement is adequate
for the absentees. The first alternative, favoring the opt out, "is a big improvement."

Conference: The idea of a court-appointed objector "is horrible. Any alternative is better." The best
approach is to list an opt-out alternative provided by the settlement itself as a factor favoring
fairness. The next-best approach is the second settlement opt-out alternative.

Conference: The only real choice is between the two settlement opt-out alternatives. The court-
appointed objector system would degenerate into a "judge's buddy" system or a civil-service
bureaucracy. "Market forces are better." Perhaps the first alternative should be softened: a
settlement opt out is required "unless the court finds that a second opportunity is not required on the
facts of the case." This would be stronger, and better, than the second alternative.

Conference: The parties should be fully informed in connection with settlement, but opt out does not
follow. Defendants should be able to achieve global peace. Is unfairness to class members so great
an evil as to require the opt out? "I do not know the answer."

Conference: (Several views in a single dialogue:) A back-end opt out is not likely to be provided in
securities or antitrust cases, but can a mass-tort settlement be approved without one? The risk of
latent injury is a real problem. But if injury is apparent at the time of settlement, an informed initial
opportunity to opt out after settlement terms are known suffices. Asbestos should not be used as an
example for all cases. In many cases "the biological clock ticks faster" - it will be two years, or
four, to identify all "downstream claims. Defendants can deal with this kind of "extended global
peace." The back-end opt out can be worked out. In a large heterogeneous mass tort, the back-end
opt out "can address the constitutional needs." But if the class is more cohesive, settlement without
a back-end opt out may be appropriate. It would be a mistake to require a back-end opt out in all
mass torts; if the disease affects a finite population and its progression is known, back-end opt out
may not be needed.

Conference: Settlement opt out may cause more problems than it is worth.
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Conference: The settlement opt out might be reduced to a factor considered in evaluating fairness,
but perhaps a compromise version could be retained in the Rule.

Conference: It does not make sense to go forward with the settlement opt-out.

Conference: Settlement opt-out is a bad idea; "it almost gets into the substance of the settlement."

Conference: The settlement opt-out is a good idea. It legitimates the decision. Rule 23(b)(3) was
written for small-stakes cases. If it is used for cases that involve significant individual claims, class
members should know what is at stake before being asked to decide whether to opt out. There
should not be an absolute right to opt out. "But a willing seller is needed."

Michael J. Stortz. Esq., Statement for S.F Hearing: The second alternative "properly takes a neutral
position, leaving the issue of a second opt-out to the trial court's discretion." The first alternative
"does not take into account the myriad circumstances in which a settlement on behalf of the class
may be reached. Practice under the new Rule 23(e) should be permitted to develop * * *."

Barry R. Himmelstein, Esq., S.F. Hearing 24-: Either alternative is suitable. "I prefer to leave things
to judicial discretion when there is a choice." Settlements can be done with a settlement opt out, but
the more usual occurrence is that settlement and certification occur at the same time so the first opt-
out opportunity remains available. The second opt-out opportunity is "just fine. I like to give people
the option to stay in or get out. I'm not trying to hold them in against their will. Relatively few
people generally do opt out unless they have serious personal injuries and I have questions about
whether class certification is appropriate for those kinds of claims anyway."

Mary E. Alexander. Esq., S-F Hearing 65-: ATLA supports Alternative 2 settlement opt outs. The
opt out can be difficult for practitioners on both sides, but "litigants' choice is most more to [her
written statement, 01-CV-016, says "paramount to"] administrative convenience and the
management of the litigation." (Her written statement notes concern that class-action settlements do
not afford class members "real choice as to whether to accept a settlement.")

Gerson Smoger, Esq., S-F Hearing 91: For ATLA. It is terribly unfair to have the only opportunity
occur before settlement of a (b)(3) class. "Nobody attends to it. Nobody looks at it." Most people
do not understand what the notice means, and there is no reward even in seeking out your local
lawyer for an explanation. Often I have people come to me after the class is closed and a settlement
is effectuated, "and now they have no choice and they disagree with the settlement. They want to
have their day in court. They want to be able to choose their own lawyer, but they are foreclosed."
We support Alternative 2. And we must be careful to protect the small-claim class "because those
are the essence of the purpose of this system."

Anna Richo. Esq.. S-F Hearing 138: The opt-out option on settlement is appropriate.
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Jocelyn D. Larkin, Esq., S-F Hearing 146: The Impact Fund welcomes a number of the proposals,
including "the option for second notices and opt-out. These are already part of our practice for the
post part. We understand them."

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., S-F Hearing 163 ff: It would be better to have opt in for trial, the way
it was before we had opt-out settlements. We should be weaned from settling these cases because
they just get worse and worse. Amchem and Ortiz have not made a difference: "If you put enough
money on the table, somebody is going to find a way" to settle. The second opt out, however, is the
more benign of these proposals.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: "[T]here are valid arguments on both sides of
the debate regarding the merits of this amendment." If it is to be adopted, the second alternative is
better.

Prof. Owen M. Fiss. D.C. Hearing 46-57: Settlement is troubling. The representational relationship
does not rest on actual consent. Settlement is a contract. "People do not enter contracts by simply
not responding to a notice. People are not bound by contracts simply because a number of people,
even same members of the class, have entered a contract." Settlement should bind only class
members who opt into the class. The practical consequences would be to "put a lot of settlements
off the board." But "the requirements for procedural justice gives us no alternative." The alternative
proposed in (e)(3) should be made mandatory, and should apply to all forms of class actions. (In
response to questions, suggested that it might be possible to allow settlement without the opt-in limit,
and perhaps even without allowing opt out, if the interests of class members are "so identical and so
de minimis" as to justify binding them.)

His written statement, with John Bronsteen, adds: "If settlements were confined to those who
opt in, then plaintiffs would lose their incentive to bring class lawsuits that are unlikely to prevail
at trial."

Prof. Judith Resnik, D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-044: "[l]t is at settlement that the
question of the remedy becomes clear, and it is at settlement that the decision need be made about
whether to permit opt outs."

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq., D.C. Hearing 113-114: Agrees with Professor Fiss. It is not clear that an
opt-in regime for settlements would destroy the ability to settle, but assuming it would, "[t]hat would
be a good result." The suggestion should, however, extend to trial as well: a class should include
only those who opt in. (His written statement finds the second alternative formulation of (e)(3)
"more appropriate." A settlement opt out is not needed if settlement is reached after trial on the
merits; it is sound if settlement is reached before there has been significant discovery on the merits.)

Brian Wolfman, Esq., D.C. Hearing 116 ff: We need pay more attention to the characteristics that
distinguish class actions from bipolar litigation. Clients cannot be expected to monitor the work of
class lawyers, and lawyers' interests are not naturally aligned with class-member interests. Expanded
opt-out rights enhance members' abilities to monitor their lawyers' work. In addition, the prospect
of opt outs will encourage the parties to negotiate a settlement more favorable to class members.
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Notification at the certification stage is not much help. But notice at the time of settlement can work.
(The written statement, 01-CV-043, strongly agrees with Alternative 1. Notice of settlement is
required in any event, so notice cost objections are reduced on that score. This is not the occasion
to reconsider the question whether individual notice should be required for all class members when
individual claims are small.)

Lewis H. Goldfarb. Esq., D.C. Hearing 134: The Committee should consider opt-in rules for the
classes where there are no real plaintiffs involved in the litigation. Abuses through such actions are
"a serious problem for industry."

Prof. Ian Gallacher, D.C. Hearing 141-146: All (b)(3) classes should be converted to opt in. This
is better seen as a joinder device than as a tool of social policy. In practice, virtually all of these
actions require a plaintiff to opt in by mailing materials to indicate participation in a class remedy,
or by using a coupon that has been mailed out. There is no showing that it is too difficult for holders
of small claims to bring suit. There are many more lawyers available today than in 1966, and they
are ready and capable of bringing small claims in small claims courts. More importantly, the fact
that people do not bring small claims does not show an incapacity to act; we often see that people
decline to participate in class-action judgments even when little effort is required. Nor need we
worry about one-way intervention; setting a time limit to intervene is sufficient. (His written
statement, 01-CV-037, adds that the reasons for adopting an opt-out rule in 1966 were
"uncomfortably paternalistic" and seem to transcend Enabling Act boundaries by making it easier
for "one group to assert claims." It is asserted by plaintiffs that (b)(3) classes are a tool of social
policy to enforce ethical behavior by business. Rule 23's function as a joinder rule is undermined
by the opt-out approach. Opt-in classes under the FLSA, or the 100-member signature requirement
for Magnusson-Moss Act classes, show that opt in is not necessary. Class members may be harmed
by opt out, being bound by inadequate judgments. Opt in also avoids the problems that arise from
tolling state statutes of limitations for non-federal claims.)

Leslie Brueckner, Esq., D.C. Hearing 160-161: Wholeheartedly endorses the second opt out,
whichever provision is adopted. Notice costs are no deterrent - there must be notice of the
settlement anyway. And there is not likely to be a significant deterrent to settlement: defendants
continually tell us that there is a hydraulic pressure to settle. The incentives to settle are sufficient.
(The Written statement, 01-CV-020, is more forceful. The First Alternative is better, but there
should be an unconditional right to opt out of a settlement; there should be no "good cause"
exception. The Note links the good-cause determination to the adequacy of the settlement. The
court's appraisal of the settlement should not override the preference of class members to pursue
individual relief; there are due process concerns about forcing an individual to accept a settlement.
The opt out will not increase notice costs; notice of the settlement must be given in any event.
Finally, the Note suggests that an opt-out opportunity may reduce the need to provide procedural
support for objectors. This language should be deleted. Objectors are important, indeed often
crucial to settlement review.)

Michael Nelson, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-021: Prefers the second alternative.
The first "fails to account for the many circumstances under which settlement may take place."
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David Snyder. Esq., and Kenneth A. Stoller, Esq., D.C. Hearing 174: Prefer the second alternative.
The written statement, 01-CV-022, "finds merits in the competing arguments" whether there should
be any second opt out. If there is, it is uncertain which alternative will provide maximum protection
to both plaintiffs and defendants. As a general matter, insurers require the earliest possible sense of
class size in order to establish appropriate claim reserves.

Robert Scott. Esq., Lawyers for Civil Justice, D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-038: (b)(3)
should be converted to opt-in procedure, or to require that the class lawyer obtain written
authorization from each putative class member before filing an class action. "The sorry experience
with class actions since 1966, particularly in the last ten years, has amply demonstrated the need for
this Committee to urge Congress to return the legal system to the resolution of justiciable disputes
among real parties in interest who care enough to affirmatively elect to be included in the litigation."
In addition, there should be a mechanism for opt-out settlements "by creating a settlement device or
'bill of peace' to allow defendants to invoke a court process for consolidating all litigation and
settling all claims."

Stephanie A. Middleton, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-032: The second opt out is
troubling "because it interferes with a defendant's ability to 'buy peace' and a plaintiff who does not
'opt out' in the beginning should have to live with the decisions made by his attorneys."

Peter J. Ausili, Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 209: The second opt out has
little value. A small claim provides little incentive to opt out. A person with a large claim should
investigate and determine whether to opt out at the first opportunity. In addition, the rule does not
address the preclusive effect of rulings made after expiration of the initial opt out period and the time
of the later opt out. (The written statement, 01-CV-056, adds that a settlement opt out would "simply
shift the balance of power away from the class representative and to objectors.")

Walter J. Andrews, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 284-286: The possibility of opt-outs makes settlement more
difficult. Plaintiffs should not have a second opportunity to opt out: this allows them to litigate once,
and then a second time if not satisfied with the class-action resolution. This will have a particularly
adverse impact on insurers by "introduc[ing] an expensive level of volatility and unpredictability into
the establishment of reserves" for class actions.

Bruce Alexander. Esq., D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement, 01-CV-041: A second opt out
"breeds laziness and free rider issues." It encourages class counsel to communicate even less with
class members. The unintended effect will be even less interest by the litigants in the litigation.
Class members who do not opt out at the first opportunity can protect their interests by objecting to
the settlement. It would be a good idea to substitute an opt-in system for the present opt-out system.
With an opt-in class, you know what is really at stake. Experience shows that many class members,
when they find out about the class, resent it - they find the supposed benefits undesirable, or find
the process obnoxious.

Hon. William Alsup. 01-CV-04: "I wholeheartedly support the proposed Rule 23 revisions. I vote
for the 'good cause' version of the settlement opt-out provision."
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Linda A. Willett, Esq., 01-CV-028: The underlying structural defects of Rule 23 should be dealt with
by requiring "that the default mechanism of all 23(b)(3) class actions be 'opt-in' and that a statutory
mechanism be created that would allow for strictly regulated 'opt-out' settlements."

PatrickLysaught, Esq., forDefense Research Institute, 01-CV-033,034.046,047: Stronglyopposes;
the second alternative is less harmful if any is to be adopted. Limiting the second opt out to (b)(3)
classes "undermines the philosophical underpinnings allegedly supporting the need for a second opt-
out." Just as members of a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class, members of a (b)(3) class are protected by the
opportunities to object to class definition, class representation, and the terms of settlement. So too
they are protected by the requirement of court approval after careful judicial inquiry. The second opt
out could be the death knell of settlement. Those who opt out will treat the settlement as the starting
point for individual negotiations. This procedure is unfair: it allows class members deliberately to
remain in the class, examine the terms of the settlement, and then choose to opt out to gain the
advantages of the settlement as leverage for their own claims.

Professor Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: The p 64 comment that class members may not understand
the terms of settlement should be dealt with by making easy education possible, as a website or
phone bank; encouraging objections is not desirable, particularly when a small-claims class is likely
to generate only strategic objections.

Sheila Carmody, Esq.. 01-CV-050: It is not unfair to require persons who claim to have been injured
to take an affirmative step. The Committee should recommend "that the default mechanism of
23(b)(3) actions be opt-in."

Court Advisory Comm., S.D.Ga., 01-CV-053: Favors alternative two; flexibility is preferred.

Committee on Fed. Civ.P.. Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers. 01-CV-055: prefers Alternative 2. A
presumption, subject to defeat for good cause, is not needed. The proximity of prior notice, the size
of the settlement, or other circumstances may make a second notice not desirable. There is no need
to litigate "good cause." But in other circumstances a second notice may be desirable - "for
example, the parties may urge a second notice to minimize the number of objectors."

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: Supports Alternative 1. it is "preferable to Alternative
2 which is more permissive by its terms and fails to provide the court with the discrete guidelines
furnished by Alternative 1."

Exxon Mobil Corp., 01-CV-059: Opposes (e)(3). It will seriously erode one of the few benefits of
(b)(3) class litigation: "resolution of the claims on a broad class-wide basis." After expiration of the
first opt-out period, the defendant will know who has opted out and can estimate its potential
exposure outside the class action. If a settlement opt out is permitted, unnecessary uncertainty is
created. Nor is there any reason to give class members a second opportunity to opt out. It is easy
to envision opt-outs organized by counsel who were unsuccessful in seeking appointment as class
counsel; the result may be unfair bargaining advantages for the settlement opt-outs, or settlements
that are unfair to them in individual proceedings because class-court approval is not required. But
if there is to be an (e)(3), the second alternative is preferred.
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Allen D. Black, Esq., 01-CV-064: On p 63 it is pretentious to speak of a decision "confided" to the
judge. Say "committed" or "entrusted."

Equal Employment Advisory Council, 01-CV-065: Association members employ more than
20,000,000 workers in the United States. The second opt-out proposal is addressed in terms that
seem to say that the purpose of the first opportunity to request exclusion is to afford a binding choice
whether to remain in the class and accept the outcome. A second notice serves no purpose, unless
in special circumstances such as fraud or a natural disaster it is reasonable to believe that class
members never got the first notice.

Keith L. Johnson, Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd., 01-CV-066: The first alternative is
better. The settlement opt out is important; at the time of the first opportunity, class members
"usually do not have enough information * * * to know whether the class representative and class
counsel will pursue the case to a satisfactory conclusion." The mere existence of a right to opt out
will deter inadequate settlements. The second alternative is inferior because the parties - who
commonly draft a proposed approval order-will draft an order that does not allow opt out. "[I]n
order to encourage a practice that the parties will usually disfavor, the rule should not merely be
neutral on this issue."

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Opposes the second opt out because it "necessarily
increases the cost of class action litigation and also serves to prolong the litigation." If anything is
to be done, Alternative 2 is better "since it is more neutral * * * and does not express a preference
for a second opt-out opportunity."

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-69: Opposes both alternatives. Begins by
recognizing that this proposal has generated a split of opinion, and that the split does not divide
along plaintiff-defendant lines. The purpose to advance informed opt-out decisions and enhance
fairness is laudable. But "the proposal ignores both the theory and policy of class representation as
well as significant problems * * *." The Note recognizes that a settlement opt out is not likely to
have real value to class members whose small claims do not support individual litigation. As to
theory, representation extends to all phases of the litigation, including settlement. The initial notice
should make it clear that settlement is one possible outcome. There is no distinction between
resolution by settlement and resolution by judgment for purposes of a second opt out. A settlement
out out "demeans the meaningfulness of the first opt-out right as an exercise of the class member's
free will." Further, the efficacy of class actions will be undermined. Class members with larger
individual claims frequently are represented by counsel, who will seek to take a free ride on the
efforts of class counsel in discovery and motion practice, and then opt out; if they cannot opt out,
they will have an incentive to object vigorously to an inadequate settlement, enhancing the settlement
for all class members. Allowing an opt out, on the other hand, may drive down the value of the class
settlement in the expectation "that large individual purchasers will more often than not opt out once
the class sets the settlement floor." Finally, the amendment fails to address the issue-preclusion
effects of rulings made between the initial class certification and the exercise of the second opt out.
Alternative 2 may "lead to the expedient of ordering a second opt-out opportunity as a makeshift
solution to a questionably adequate settlement." Nor is even Alternative 2 necessary to support
negotiation of settlements on terms that authorize opt outs. The recent diet drugs settlement allowed
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a different form of opt out, to be exercised in the future on the basis of changes in a class member's
physical condition; that illustrates that power is there now.

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: This amendment does little to alter
current practice. Today it is common to find class notices sent out contemporaneously with
settlement notices; most class members have an opportunity to opt out after settlement terms are
known. Alternative 2 is the better choice; it allows for case-by-case analysis. The good cause
requirement in Alternative 1 will generate needless litigation.

Civil Division, U.S. Department of Justice, 01-CV-073: Does not support a second opt-out. This
would diminish a defendant's incentive to seek peace through settlement; litigating to judgment
would give preclusion. "[E]ffectivenegotiations can onlyproceedbasedon areasonable expectation
that the composition of the class will not change prior to entry and approval of the settlement." The
fact that settlements often are negotiated before class certification is not relevant, because in that
setting the defendant has no reasonable expectation as to which class members would be bound by
the settlement. Once the opt-out period has expired, on the other hand, "the settling defendant has
a valid expectation that all members of the class are bound." The possibility of negotiating terms
that allow the defendant to withdraw if the number of opt-outs exceeds a stated threshold is not much
help; it may be difficult to reach such an agreement. It also will be difficult for class counsel to
negotiate a settlement in face of the potential for sizeable opt-outs. But if an opt out is adopted, the
second alternative is better. It would be still better to require the proponent of an opt out to show
good cause.

Prof. Martin H. Redish, forLawyers for Civil Justice. 01-CV-074: Urges abandonment of the opt-out
provision for (b)(3) classes, in favor of establishing an opt-in procedure. The core of the argument
is that legislatures - both Congress and state legislatures - make conscious choices about
enforcement mechanisms when establishing rights. Public enforcement means may be chosen.
Private enforcement means may be chosen. The choice has a great impact on the substantive right
underlying the remedy. A choice of private enforcement is politically more attractive: it is presented
as a means of providing compensation to individuals who believe that compensation is sufficiently
important to justify litigating to win compensation. "Under a purely private, incentive-based
remedial model * * * the legislature's primary goal must be assumed to be compensatory, rather than
behavior-changing, since pursuant to this framework, government exercises no control over the
decisions of private victims to sue * * *." The advancement of the public interest is subordinate to
the primary goal of victim compensation. But the (b)(3) opt-out model, because of inertia,
transforms the private remedy into a "bounty hunter" model. The bounty-hunter model relies on the
economic incentives of attorneys, not victims, "without regard to the goal of vindicating individual
plaintiffs' rights." The effect is illustrated by the numerous "coupon" settlements. The result is
similar in many ways to a "purely public-regarding enforcement mechanism," akin to a qui tam
action. As a matter of legislative policy, the bounty-hunter model may at times be attractive. But
it should not be accomplished by rulemaking. Whether or not this pervasive effect on substantive
rights violates the Enabling Act, there is a tension that should be addressed by moving to an opt-in
model. The opt-out model relies on a paternalistic view that may have been acceptable in 1966, but
that is incompatible with fundamental notions of liberal democratic theory as we now understand
it. It is highly unlikely that those who wrote the 1966 rule "everenvisioned the dramatically negative
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practical consequences to which that process has today given rise." And there is a tension with due
process: the effect is to destroy an individual right because "another unrelated litigant has had the
opportunity to litigate the same claim." The constructive consent reflected by failure to opt out is
not sufficient to waive the constitutional right to be heard.

Special Committee on Federal Practice, Illinois Bar Assn.. 01-CV-076: "A reasoned determination
of the fairness of a class action settlement will take into account many factors." (Examples are given,
substantially parallel to the examples in the Committee Note.) "Alternative 1, providing for a
presumption in favor of an opt-out opportunity, increases the probability for an individual member
to assess the relevance of these factors * * *. The court * * * will unlikely possess the specific
knowledge of the nature and extent of the individual circumstance of a member." Adoption of
Alternative 1 "may also be a driving force for the settlement to be more inclusive, attending to the
issues that may relate to certain subclasses of the class." Notice cost is not an issue since there must
in any event be notice of the settlement. The overriding principle is that a class member should be
able to review a settlement with personal counsel, preserving the right to seek individual redress if
that seems better.

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacy Systems. 01-CV-077: Prefers the first alternative as "most
protective of class members' interests." But the Committee should eliminate Note language that an
opportunity to request exclusion may reduce the need to provide procedural support to objectors.
Objectors often play a pivotal role in the settlement review process; member protection and advocacy
systems have increasingly found that not only must they bring class actions, but they also must object
to settlements that, focusing on only some types of disability, fail to provide adequate protection for
persons with other disabilities.

Washington Legal Foundation, 01-CV-082: Supports the second alternative. A settlement opt out
may be valuable, particularly where facts relevant to the opt-out decision come to light only after
expiration of the initial opt-out opportunity. But there is no reason to create a presumption in favor
of opt out. Opt out is desirable if a proposed settlement "creates a significant hardship for individual
class members." But ordinarily the opportunity to object provides sufficient protection.

Mehri & Skalet, PLLC,01-CV-083: The need for a settlement opt out "is certainly open to question,
given the inherent power of the court to provide opt-out rights in appropriate cases or circumstances
where opt-out rights are not specified." Exercise of this power is shown in some (b)(2) cases.

Prof. Susan P. Koniak, 01-CV-086: Rule 23 should provide "every absent class member * * * a right
to opt-out of the settlement contract. Surely, there is no reason not to guarantee this to all (b)(3)
class members and given that the categories of (b) are so porous, it is only fair that similar opt-out
rights at the time of settlement be the default rule for all absent class members."

State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts, 01-CV-089: Supports the first alternative.
Class members may not have had the incentive to opt out before settlement terms are known. The
first alternative "creates a stronger incentive for courts to review settlement terms carefully. In order
to make a 'good cause' determination, a court will likely scrutinize settlement terms to assess
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whether they are fair to all class members. If the court is at all uncertain about terms, the court will
likely permit the opt-out * * *."

Committee on Rules. W.D.Mi., 01-CV-090: A settlement opt out undermines the class-action goal
of judicial efficiency. The defendant "can ride the hope" that so many class members will opt out
as to destroy the class by defeating numerosity. This hope may further encourage unsanctioned and
improper communications by the defendant with class members. And "the amendment all but
eviscerates the 'objection' process." A dissatisfied class member will exit, not object, depriving
other class members of the benefit of the objections that would have been made were exit not
possible.

David J. Piell, Student, 01-CV-094: The Note refers to classes certified for settlement. Amchem,
and see Hanlon v. Chrysler, 9th Cir. 1998, 150 F.3d 1011, make it clear that settlement classes cannot
be certified. But Alternative 1 is superior. The right to opt out is essential once a settlement is
proposed - that is the point of tolling the statute of limitations once a class action is filed. Class
members should not be forced to guess whether counsel will adequately represent the class in
settlement.

Robin F. Zwerling. Esq., 01-CV-095: (e)(3) must be amended or clarified to reflect the problem of
sequential settlements with different defendants. The problem is illustrated by an action now
pending on appeal in the 2d Circuit. Members of the class in an alleged $700 million ponzi scheme
initiated parallel individual litigation but failed to opt out of the class. The class settled with an
insurance company; the individual plaintiffs participated in distribution of that settlement. The class
then settled with another defendant, an auditor. The individual plaintiffs objected to the settlement
and sought to opt out of the class; the district court, invoking its original ruling that a plaintiff must
opt out for all purposes or remain in the class for all purposes, refused to permit exclusion. It
explained that a plaintiff should not be permitted to remain in the class as to defendants against
whom her claims are relatively weak, while opting out to pursue relatively stronger claims against
other defendants. That ruling is on appeal; the settling defendant has said that it will back out of the
settlement if exclusion is allowed, arguing failure of an assumed condition precedent by material
change in the class from whom it sought peace. To address this problem, the Committee should (1)
adopt Alternative 2; (2) make it explicit that there is only one subsequent opportunity to opt out of
a settlement, limited to the first settlement reached; and (3) make it explicit that selective opt-outs
as to only one defendant are not permissible.

Prof. Howard M. Erichson, 01-CV-097: Alternative 1 is better. There are some risks in the
settlement opt out, including the risk that a lawyer with a large number of individual clients will
threaten to opt them out to win leverage to benefit them at the expense of other class members.
Defense interests are likely to oppose this provision because it gives plaintiffs another bargaining
chip. "But the benefits strongly outweigh the risks." The opt-out opportunity protects against
collusive or inadequate settlements that protect defendants and enrich class counsel at the expense
of the class.
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Proposed Rules 23(g) and (h)

Rule 23(g) -- in general

Conference: This is an extremely important and useful provision. It underscores the fiduciary
obligation of counsel to the class, and the fiduciary obligation of the court to make sure that counsel
discharge that duty.

Conference: Is there a danger here of emphasizing the judge's investment in the counsel selected?
Will that affect the judge's attitude toward other things?

Conference: Maybe it would be better to have two judges involved, one to select counsel and the
other to handle the case. At least, having somebody other than the assigned judge screen counsel
for quality could be desirable.

Conference: Regarding the Committee Note, I have a real question whether it serves a purpose.
Lawyers cannot find these notes. What real effect or value do they have? Is the Note as binding as
the Rule?

Conference: West puts the Note right in the pamphlets with the rules. Justice Scalia's attitude
toward this sort of material is not true of all judges. At the least, the Note serves an educational
function.

Conference: As a judge, I look at the Notes all the time.

Conference: The Enabling Act authorizes adoption of rules, and says nothing about notes. A Note
cannot be adopted or changed without a simultaneous amendment to the Rule, and even if one tried
to change a Note without changing a Rule it would require going through the entire Enabling Act
process.

Conference: The Rule 23(g) notion that the judge picks the class lawyer reflects what many judges
do; it is important to say it in the rule. The actors who are not much regulated are the judges. The
premise of Rule 23(g) is that there is not much client control. But the rule does not require a hearing
or findings. There are other settings in which judges pick lawyers. For example, judges appoint
counsel from a list or panel for impecunious criminal defendants. But the initial selection of eligible
lawyers is not left up to individual judges.

Conference: The CJA approach raises difficulties. For one thing, these people generally have not
been paid adequately. It would be a mistake to get the government into this.

Joseph Grundfest. S.F. Hg. (pp. 30-45) & 01-CV-009: I rise in favor of the appointment competition
which tends to work very well in various aspects of our economy. What is needed is a market check
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to achieve the benefits of competition in selection of counsel. An auction is only one method for
doing so. Proposed Rule 23(g) recognizes that competition for appointment may be useful, and "has
the far, far better of the argument" than the recent draft Third Circuit report. The "benchmark" of
25 to 30 percent simply is not relevant. It came from 19th century individual cases, and does not
work here. "You are still paying a 19th century price given everything else that's happened in the
world since then for a particular item?" Law firms are quite willing to work for much less than that
amount, and there is no ground for saying that their results are "totally inferior." If I were writing
the rules, I would be more aggressive than this proposal, particularly urging the use of market check
mechanisms in selection and compensation of counsel. I think this approach applies across the
board, even if that seems a bit "imperialistic." At least, this could be applied in consumer fraud
actions, mass tort cases, and the like. But perhaps it would not work in civil rights cases. In any
event, it would be important to limit consideration to "qualified counsel," so there should be a two-
step process by which selection is done, looking first to quality screening and then to selection from
among those left using market mechanisms.

Mary Alexander. S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA, presenting its
position): ATLA is wary of the notion of federal courts appointing class counsel. Litigants are
entitled to retain their own counsel, and they should not have that right extinguished by a court order
that effectively replaces their counsel with one or more attorneys they don't know. Absent evidence
of unfitness that would justify limiting an attorney's right to practice, a litigant's choice of counsel
should be left alone. It would also be wrong if this lawyer were selected by something like an
auction method, giving the clients the lowest bidder in place of the lawyer they have selected. ATLA
does support having judicial oversight, but is concerned about the low bidder phenomenon. Thus,
having the judge scrutinize the background and experience of the lawyer is fine.

Gerson Smoger. S.F. Hg. (pp. 73-921): There is a risk of cronyism, or apparent cronyism, in having
the judges appoint the lawyers. The ones that are likely chosen are lawyers familiar to the particular
judge that has the power to make the appointment. Once the judge makes such a selection, it will
be hard not to feel invested in the attorney's efforts (pp. 90-91).

John Frank, S.F. H2. (pp. 92-97): The problem with these changes is that they introduce too many
new decision points. Those, in turn, afford opportunities for counsel to wrangle, and then require
judges to resolve the wrangling. I am not persuaded that the additional effort and cost that will result
is justified by the advantages of the proposed amendments. A better solution to the problems of the
contemporary class action would be to move the (b)(3) class action out of the court system altogether
and into some sort of administrative agency.

James Finberg, S.F. Hg. (pp. 104-05): Agrees with Prof. Grundfest that in securities litigation
market forces can be extremely useful, in part because there is a good supply of qualified counsel
there. In fact, in those cases classes have benefitted from getting a larger share of the payouts due
to competition. In employment discrimination cases, however, these dynamics don't apply, and
market forces don't work as well.

James Sturdevant. S.F. Hg. (pp. 120-29): The language of 23(g) is troubling in that it seems to
encourage judges to foster competition for appointment as class counsel. In particular, the focus on
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the resources counsel will commit to the action seems to point in that direction. Where other firms
have notice of the filing of a case, this may encourage the judge to invite other counsel to come in
or to allow some sort of bidding process.

John Beisner. D.C. HR. (pp. 7-21) & 01-CV-027: Clearly the provision on appointment of class
counsel is appropriate to the extent that it confirms the authority of courts to deal with situations in
which multiple counsel are attempting to represent the same classes. The need is less pronounced,
however, where multiple counsel are not vying for the position of lead counsel, and the question is
merely whether some other counsel should be brought in to replace the lawyers who initially filed
the suit. Conceptually, the idea that the court would select plaintiffs' counsel in every case is
troubling, and it might create an appearance that the court has a vested interest in ensuring that the
selected plaintiffs' counsel succeed. The basic problem is that the process seems to contemplate that
"trial courts would routinely recruit and select class counsel, possibly long after the question whether
a certifiable class even exists has been resolved." I am not in favor of having a court that basically
has one class action before it with one counsel or group of counsel undertaking efforts to go out and
find other counsel to handle the litigation.

Judith Resnik, D.C. Hg. (pp. 58-75) & 01-CV-044: "I agree with the Committee's decision to
recognize the central role that judges now play in shaping the market of lawyering for aggregate
litigation." But who rides herd on the judges as they perform this task? If one looks for precedents
for the judge as employer, the ones that occur to me ar the hiring of magistrate judges, attorneys
appointed under the CJA, and the selection of members for the committees in bankruptcy. These
examples, particularly the bankruptcy one, illustrate the high potential risk of apparent or actual
patronage activities by judges. Given the public criticism we've seen of the large sums paid lawyers
in class actions, judges are at risk of having antagonism about these matters rub off on them.

Victor Schwartz. D.C. Hg. (pp. 76-63) & 01-CV-031: The adoption of Rule 23(g) might widen the
gulf between how class actions are addressed in federal courts and the way in which they are handled
in some state courts. State court rules don't usually give the judge this important power. And a few
state court judges who have this power have not used it to help assure that class counsel are
appointed on the basis of both merit and fair and open market competition.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen), D.C. H2. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: Rule 23(g)(1) restates
nearly-universal practice without any significant modification. Rule 23(g)(2), however, goes beyond
current practice and seems unwise to us. The "real meat of the Rule" is in the Note, and the
committee might want to ask whether it wishes to promulgate a rule principally to inform the courts
and the litigants of the views set out in the Note. We believe that some of the points in the Note
should be incorporated in the rule.

Peter Ausili (E.D.N.Y. Comm. on Civ. Lit.). D.C. Hg. (pp. 203-18): The Committee was concerned
about utilizing a bidding process and putting the judge in that particular role. It felt that it was early
and unwise at this time for the court to adopt essentially a competitive bidding procedure for
selection of the client's counsel.
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David Romine, D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV--49: The amendment adds procedural steps to class
actions that require findings and increase the occasions forjudicial activity. This is a cost that should
be taken into account.

Ira Rheingold (Exec. Director, Nat. Assoc. of Consumer Advocates), D.C. Hg. (pp. 262-76) & 01-
CV-062: NACA considers Rule 23(g) probably the most problematic of the proposed rule changes.
Although we welcome anything that ensures that consumers obtain competent and able class counsel,
we are concerned that the proposal appears unnecessary and unlikely to improve things. In effect,
the rule moves toward the idea of auction or having judges choose the attorney. This will have a
chilling effect on having cases brought. It will be "virtually a wide open invitation to law firms who
have nothing to do with the development of the case to step forward and claim to be more
appropriate counsel by virtue of prior experience." The protection that litigation provides to
consumers is due largely to the new theories developed by creative lawyers, but the new rule will
discourage such attorneys from pursuing their theories because somebody else may commandeer the
case. There could be a "feeding frenzy" and it will lead to "cherry picking." The proposal would be
all right if there are genuinely competing counsel, but if there is just one lawyer and nobody else has
come forward, the court should only analyze the adequacy of that lawyer and not look to a
competitive situation.

Walter Andrews, D.C. Hg. (pp. 276-93) & 01-CV-036: The appointment rule is a good idea, but
only when there is genuine competition for the position. Otherwise, it may have a negative effect
on case management and efficiency and seems unnecessary.

Hon. William Alsup (N.D. Cal.). 01-CV-004: Having worked hard on at least six class actions over
the last 26 months of my tenure as a district judge, I wholeheartedly support the proposed Rule 23
revisions.

American Insurance Association. 01-CV-022: AIA finds merit in the competing arguments as to
whether courts should encourage a competitive appointment process for all class actions (which
might ensure more reasonable fee arrangements), or only for potential conflict situations (e.g.,
existing competition for leadership among multiple counsel to represent the same classes).
Regardless of which proposal is adopted, AIA believes that the amendments should provide guidance
as to how counsel "vacancies" will be advertised, and how the costs will be borne.

Patrick Lysaught (Defense Research Inst.) 01-CV-033, 01-CV-034,01-CV-046,01-CV-047: The
proposed rule makes sense in that it is inconceivable that a class can exist, discovery can be pursued,
the matter tried, a settlement negotiated, and the objectives of the case generally pursued unless and
until there is an attorney or law firm appointed to represent the interest of the class members.

Prof. Charles Silver.01 -CV-048: I am strongly opposed to any effort to foster competition for class
counsel, for there really is no analogue in the private market. Rule 23 should instead attempt to
promote a referral market in class actions by encouraging deficient lawyers to transfer cases to better
lawyers. Fee-sharing arrangements, or other agreements that foster this sort of activity, should be
promoted.
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David Hudson, Chair, Court Advisory Committee, U.S. Dist. Ct.. S.D. Ga.. 01-CV-053: The
Committee opposes the proposed rule that would mandate the trial court to appoint class counsel in
every case. There is no need to mandate court involvement in the relationship between the named
plaintiffs and their counsel who file the case. The proper role for the court is as now provided in
Rule 23(a)(4) to satisfy itself that "the representative party will fairly and adequately protect the
interest of the class." Courts already take into account the factors listed in the proposed rule. The
proposed rule is an invitation for ancillary proceedings between groups of lawyers seeking the trial
court's appointment, and an apparently unnecessary restriction on the discretion of the court under
current Rule 23(a)(4).

Gregory Joseph, Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. on Federal Civil Procedure. 01-CV-055: We
are aware that the proposed amendment to Rule 23(g) is consistent with the use of auctions, and
express no view on the auction mechanism but do agree that Rule 23 should be broad enough to
encompass it.

Edwin Wesely. Chair, Comm. on Civil Lit., E.D.N.Y.. 01-CV-056: The Committee opposes this
provision. Unlike most of the Rule 23 changes, this would effect significant changes in class action
practice and represents a definite tilt toward selection of class counsel through competitive bidding.
The Committee believes that approach is unwise for several reasons. It is premature for the drafters
to endorse the activist bidding model embraced by Judge Kaplan in In re Auction House Antitrust
Litig., 197 F.R.D. 71 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). The bidding model could create conflicts of interest for the
court by thrusting upon it an inappropriate mixture of roles -- neutral arbiter on the one hand and
litigation strategist on the other hand.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assoc. Standing Rules Committee. 01-CV-057: The FMJA Rules
Committee supports the proposed changes to Rule 23.

David Rubenstein. President, VirginiaProject for Social Policy and Law Inc..01-CV-063: Opposes
the Rule 23(g) proposal. It is totally unworkable to have the court appoint counsel, for no attorney
or firm will go to the trouble to develop a class action if there is a significant chance that the court
will not appoint him or her class counsel. Worthy cases involving possible injuries to the public
therefore will not be developed or filed. The present rule, which allows the court to decline to certify
the class if it has doubts about counsel's adequacy, is sufficient. In addition, because class counsel
may not have a preexisting relationship with the class plaintiffs, this proposal interferes with the
attorney-client relationship. The class plaintiffs may even disapprove of the court's choice, and this
would jeopardize the ability of the class action "team" (lawyers and plaintiffs) to work best in
combination for the protection of the class. Moreover, the court will be in the business of "bidding"
cases in seeking the appointment of class counsel. This will put the court in the position of
evaluating the abilities of one attorney or firm against another. The court will have to consider the
merits of the case and other difficulties in its litigation, before any motion to certify is filed, based
on "bids" submitted by some firms who have not been connected with the filing of the action. By
selecting the firm appointed as class counsel, the court is not only certifying that counsel is adequate,
as required under the current rule, but also that it is best suited to handle the case, even though the
court cannot fully understand the case at this early stage of the litigation. The court should not
interfere with the work of putative class action attorneys, or with their relations with their clients,
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and should not be in a position of asserting that one firm is best to handle a case without a full
review of the claims and assessment of the case.

Allen Black, 01-CV-064: In general, I support an amendment to address the appointment of class
counsel in Rule 23. I also support the notion that price should be one among many factors
considered by the court in appointing class counsel (and not the primary factor).

Thomas Moreland. A.B.C.N.Y. Federal Courts Committee, 01-CV-071: We believe that this
proposed rule would unnecessarily interfere with the attorney-client relationship. Counsel who had
no role in the investigation or initiation of the case could seek to impose themselves upon a
representative plaintiff or class simply because they have prior experience in handling class actions
and the ability to devote significant resources to the case. This procedure can therefore go beyond
any current rule. In most cases, selection of counsel should be made in the first instance by the
plaintiff who has developed a relationship with counsel. There is nothing more central to the
adversary process than this relationship.

Robert McCallum, Jr.. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 01-CV-073: The Department supports the Committee's
conclusion that the amended Rule should describe the role of class counsel and procedures for
resolving attorney fee awards.

Washington Legal Foundation, 01-CV-082: WLF has no objections to Rule 23(g). It might actually
represent a slight improvement in the way federal class actions are litigated.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01-CV-069: The provisions concerning
appointment of counsel are the most controversial amendments proposed for Rule 23. Nonetheless,
on balance we believe that the district courts must have a role in the appointment of counsel for a
putative class, and that the rules should provide guidance on how district courts are to perform that
role. We agree that the courts owe a duty to the members of the classes that they have created to
police this atypical attorney-client relationship to ensure that class counsel "fairly and adequately
represent the interests of the class." For this reason, we support the proposal to add Rule 23(g)(1).
But we have not reached consensus on Rule 23(g)(2). We note the apparent emphasis on the
proposed terms for cost and attorney fee awards in the procedure for selecting counsel. The Note
predicts that information about costs and fees will "frequently" be useful to the court. We are
concerned that district courts may read the proposed rule and Note together as endorsing auctions
as the preferred or only method for selecting class counsel. But the best analysis of the auction
process -- the Third Circuit Task Force report -- recommends that bidding should be not be used in
the typical case.

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: The Alliance supports adoption of Rule 23(g) because
it might cause competing plaintiffs' counsel to fight matters out between themselves and the judge,
rather than putting defendants in the middle.

Nat. Ass'n of Protection & Advocacy Systems, 01-CV-077: NAPAS strenuously objects to the
attorney appointment rule. The proposed rule creates an application process which invites
competition in every single class action. Although this may have merit in some areas such as
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product liability or securities, it invites disaster in the context of civil rights class action litigation.
Except for a few notable large Title VII employment discrimination class actions, civil rights
litigation is generally brought by small practitioners, legal service organizations or public interest
law firms. In a competitive process, such small firms will undoubtedly lose out to larger firms which
generally will have available more extensive resources to commit to the case. This will lead to
something like ambulance chasing and cause a "radical change." Unscrupulous counsel in search
of a share of the damages pot need only wait in the wings to learn of the class action, and then file
an application to serve as class counsel. Theoretically, the courts could scrutinize such applications,
but this would not improve the quality of class counsel in class actions.

National Treasury Employees Union. 01-CV-078: The rule seeks to promote competitive
applications, particularly in proposed Rule 26(b)(2)(A). This would subject counsel to a pure
bidding process that will sometimes lead to selection of poor class counsel based on the lowest bid
rather than on more dispositive factors. The most important and necessary aspect is that counsel be
able to fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. Appointment of class counsel based
on the lowest bid will not always foster this purpose, as appointed counsel could then have an
incentive to settle the case as quickly as possible, perhaps on less favorable terms than could
otherwise be obtained. Having the judge approve the fee award adequately protects against
excessive fees.

David Williams. 01-CV-079: Requiring that the courts always appoint class counsel may be an
unwise nationwide experiment. Courts can already choose class counsel when there are multiple
counsel pursuing the same or parallel actions. The amendment would go beyond that and require
that the court always appoint class counsel. It is suggested that various counsel should bid for the
case, but there are no objective criteria for determining the winning bids, or other procedures to
dilute the judge's personal preferences. This may create an appearance of patronage. Also, the rule
should require that the order appointing class counsel include provision for the compensation of the
filing attorneys if they are not appointed class counsel. Otherwise, they are expected to undertake
the substantial work of investigating and filing the suit without any provision for payment.

Mehri & Skalet, 01-CV-083: The Committee may be acting appropriately in codifying existing law,
but it is creating serious potential problems when it seeks to go beyond current law and practice. The
rule's proposed requirement that class counsel fairly and adequately represent the class, and criteria
for selection of counsel, are appropriate codifications of the implicit authority courts have to protect
the interests of the class. The Note also provides a sound explanation of the role of class counsel and
class counsel's relationship to class members. The problem comes in the Committee's apparent
enthusiasm for, and encouragement of, competition for class counsel, and the use of competitive
bidding. When one attorney puts time and money into developing a case, another could often offer
a cheaper "rate" because he or she would be able to avoid these up front costs.

Federal Trade Commission,01-CV-085: Rule 23(g)(2) recognizes the possibility of competition for
class counsel. The Commission supports this provision and believes that competition should be
encouraged whenever appropriate. Competition enhances the incentives of class counsel to obtain
the best possible outcome for injured class members, and is also likely to encourage class counsel
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to offer more favorable fee arrangements. We recommend that reference to use of a competitive
application process be moved from the Note to a similar exhortation in the text of the rule.

W.D. Mich. Committee on Rules of Practice. 01-CV-090: "[T]he introduction of a class counsel
appointment process for all class actions equates the appointment of the counsel to a barnyard
auction that invites a parade of horribles and in the process will further erode the integrity of the
legal profession in the eyes of the public to be served." The current method of choosing the class
lawyer is not broken, and the amendment proposes instead a "best bid" concept that will reflect
poorly on a profession already under fire. It creates an auctioneer atmosphere and lets the judge
exercise his discretion to choose among the lawyers in appointing class counsel. This could lead to
arbitrary appointments that will produce yet another topic for appellate review. It will also interfere
with the ability of the victimized class representative to select counsel of his or her choice, subject
only to a determination by the court that counsel is suitable to represent the other members of the
class. The result will be to deter lawyers who are not "big players" in class action practice from
offering representation to victimized plaintiffs.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rig4hts Under Law (and 16 other groups), 01 -CV-09 1: This proposal
for having the court appoint class counsel in every case is unwarranted and will have the inevitable
effect of deterring attorneys from considering the investigation and commencement of class actions
where that substantial investment of time and resources could be forfeited to a late arriving
contestant for the position of class counsel. (Note that, at p. 19, the statement also observes that
"[c]ivil rights enforcement cases do not, for the most part, present an economically appetizing
opportunity for lawyers," and cites "the general absence of economic competition among lawyers for
the opportunity to prosecute civil rights class actions.") This proposal will intrude into the attorney-
client relationship and create additional proceedings that will delay certification and the resolution
of the merits. The reference to consideration of fees in connection with appointment introduces the
suggestion that it could be made on the basis of the "lowest bidder," a result that will surely be
sought by defendants in fee-shifting cases. The existing standards under Rule 23(a)(4) that look to
the qualification of counsel in determining adequacy of representation are sufficient.

Nat. Assoc. of Securities & Commer. Law Attys & Comm. to Support the Antitrust Laws. 01-CV-
093: This proposal seeks to graft onto the rest of class actions jurisprudence a practice that is
fundamentally at odds with the "empowered plaintiff" model Congress embraced in the PSLRA.
Indeed, the proposal does not even refer to the plaintiff, let alone assign him or her any role in
retention of counsel or management of the litigation. The Note also says that attorneys who have
not even filed a case on behalf of any plaintiff may make an application to be appointed lead counsel,
and that class counsel should report to the court, not the class representative. This can be seen as
a radical departure from the traditional role and responsibilities of the court. It is dubious whether
judges should be making such judgments for the class, as opposed to protecting against bad decisions
on such matters. Rather than risking distorting the separate roles played by the court and other
fiduciaries, it might be better to find out if a rule can be designed for all class actions that would
focus on the attributes of the plaintiff. Leaving things to the judge invites favoritism by the court,
for judges may in some instances tend to favor firms with which they are familiar. By asking the
judge to attend to such things as whether there is overstaffing, the rule asks the judge to become
involved in strategic decisions commonly made by plaintiffs and their counsel. This invites "the type
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of bureaucratic micro-management of markets that have given command economies a bad name."
Although the Note is silent on the merits of attorney auctions, given the structure of the proposed
rule the issue whether those would be a healthy development cannot be so neatly sidestepped.

David Piell,01 -CV-094: Proposed Rule 23(g) is making a rule out of something judges can already
do. While the bidding system has worked for some of the judges who have tried it, inclusion in the
rule, optional as it may be, will no doubt increase the pressure on judges to use that approach.
Nowhere in the rule or comments does it state how the instigating attorney is to be compensated for
investigation expenses and other costs incurred up to the point where other class counsel is selected.
The solution to this problem -- having successful counsel pay reasonable fees and expenses after
winning the bidding process -- is also problematic for it would create additional champerty.

Steven Gregory,01-CV-096: Rule 23(g) would serve to enhance the reputations of, and enrich, large
national class-action law firms while chilling the ability of smaller law firms to file and prosecute
class action cases. It would thereby reduce the pool of qualified, experienced, and competent class
counsel in the U.S. "It shocks me that such a radical change in Rule 23 would be considered by the
committee as it runs directly counter to the egalitarian spirit of government in the United States."
Moreover, the rule could leave the plaintiff represented by a lawyer who is a stranger.

Prof. Howard Erichson, 01-CV-097: This is "a modest package of proposals." But I worry that this
proposal assumes a certain model of class litigation, typical of securities, mass torts, and other high-
stakes litigation, in which the potential rewards generate duplicative or overlapping class actions
with plenty of interested lawyers. Faced with multiple firms seeking to represent essentially the
same class, a court naturally must appoint lead counsel for the class. Surely there are class actions
in which the monetary stakes are not so high, for example in civil rights or other areas of public
interest litigation. If a single class action is filed by a class representative and his or her lawyer or
public interest organization, rather than competing class actions filed by multiple firms, the court's
role should be to assess the adequacy of both the class representative and class counsel in deciding
whether to certify the class. I do not see the advantage of codifying judicial appointment of counsel
as part of basic class action procedure applicable whether or not there are competing class actions.
I worry that proposed Rule 23(g) would encourage courts to seek counsel applications even in cases
where justice would be better served with a simple determination of adequacy. My objection is not
to the word "appoint" but rather to the implicit expectation that in every class action judges will take
open applications for the role of class counsel. The rule could instead require a court to appoint class
counsel in every case, so long as it makes clear that in the non-multiple class action scenario the
appointment process should generally be limited to an assessment of counsel's adequacy under Rule
23(a)(4).

Assoc. of Trial Lawyers of America. 01-CV-098: ATLA supports healthy competition in legal
services, but it is important that a small group of law firms not come to dominate class action
practice in the federal courts. The rule poses dangers. Overly aggressive competition for class
counsel appointment can work to the detriment of the class. Lawyers may seek to "poach" cases
initially investigated, researched and filed by other attorneys. Something like that can happen today,
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but the rule would seem to encourage it. There is also a risk of collusion; the defendant may
encourage more tractable lawyers to apply for the class counsel position. A third danger is
favoritism; lawyers who frequently handle class actions could seek to develop relationships with
judges which would position them to receive appointments for which they were not well-suited.
Auctions, in particular, pose considerable risks.

Rule 23(g)(1)(A)

Conference: The exclusion of cases in which a statute provides otherwise is not needed. There is
no conflict between Rule 23 and the PSLRA. Under the statute, the lead plaintiff nominates class
counsel, but appointment is by the court and consistent with the requirements of Rule 23. If there
is a difference between the statute and the proposed amendment to the rule, it is that the rule provides
a different time line in (2)(A).

Conference: The Note uses the term "lead counsel" for designations before class certification. In
some ways, the Note seems to refer to "temporary" or "interim" class counsel, which is not exactly
the same. So with "liaison counsel," another term used in the Note. It is important to be careful
about terms. Perhaps the term "class counsel" should be defined more precisely in the Note.

Conference: There is an interrelation between the Manual for Complex Litigation and this proposed
rule. Nothing in the Manual really defines lead or liaison counsel. Practitioners know what these
terms mean.

Conference: Counsel may also organize using an "executive committee," and courts will usually
accept a lot of leeway in describing leadership arrangements. This is important; the politics of the
class-action bar are involved.

Conference: For these purposes, lead and liaison counsel are just subsets of class counsel, perhaps
with different responsibilities. There is often a blending of types of cases, with MDL cases,
individual mass tort claims, and class actions all gathered together.

Conference: Another term that has been used to cover all these situations is "common benefit
lawyer."

Conference: The court's role is less important when there is a potentially "empowered plaintiff" to
take real responsibility for the selection of counsel. The PSLRA learning is that entities like
institutional investors can be trusted to do a good job. But that would not be true in mass tort cases.

Conference: This question of "empowered plaintiff" focuses in part on the exclusion in the rule for
cases in which a statute directs otherwise. Antitrust, intellectual property, and other types of cases
hold potential for action by an empowered plaintiff. But in consumer and mass tort cases, that would
not be so. This is where the factor of client input can be considered.
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Conference: In the real world, you could say there are sophisticated players out there in many areas.
For example, there are consumer groups. I don't believe that an injured plaintiff has to choose class
counsel. Leave it to the judge. Even in the securities class action situation, what really happens is
that attorneys hustle state attorneys general and pension funds. With consumers, one could round
up thousands of them to aggregate the largest group and get the lead position.

Norman Chachkin (NAACP), D.C. Hg. (pp.84-104) & 01 -CV-05 1: For civil rights and employment
discrimination suits, this additional step is unnecessary and creates a disincentive to pursue class
discovery and the risk of inappropriate interference by the court (and possibly defense counsel) with
the selection of plaintiffs' counsel.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: Because Rule 23(g)(1) really
adds little to current practice, we question the need for it. The Note, however, says that class counsel
must be appointed for each subclass when the court subclasses. That should be in the rule itself;
unfortunately, courts do not routinely appoint separate sub-class counsel, and when they do they
don't insist that counsel for the different sub-classes be truly independent of each other.

Rule 23(g)(1)(B)

Conference: There are state rules of professional responsibility that address questions of proper fees,
fiduciary duties to clients, and selection of counsel. Rule 23(g) may depart from some of these rules
in some ways. There is a sense in which the rule creates a separate track for class counsel.

Conference: The invocation of a duty to the class as a whole is sufficient to draw attention to the
need to scrutinize the arrangements made by class counsel.

Conference: The discussion of the relationship with ordinary professional responsibility directives
is a bit troubling. It is not clear what should be done about conflicts of interest.

Conference: The draft rule does not address conflicts of interest. The Note is not clear, and perhaps
the Committee should figure out whether it means to tolerate conflicts of interest that would
otherwise require disqualification.

Conference: The Note statement is important and should be retained. It provides a good discussion,
and the cases discussed show why analysis of conflicts cannot be exactly the same in class actions
as in other cases.

Conference: It is dangerous to say, as the Note does, that individual class members cannot insist on
the "complete fealty" of class counsel. The Note should say instead that the duty is owed to the
entire class, not to individual class members.

Mary Alexander, S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA. presenting its
position): We support the notion that class action counsel must adequately and fairly represent the
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interests of the class, but emphasize that individual interests are paramount. The federal courts
should not, however, intrude into the area of attorney discipline, which belongs with the state court.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: Here again, the rule itself
states a noncontroversial and accepted proposition, so that there seems no reason to adopt it. The
key point is the Note, which explains that counsel's duties run to the class as a whole, not to the class
representatives. The observation that the class representative cannot approve or disapprove a
settlement should be in the rule, along perhaps with the statement that the representative cannot
"fire" class counsel.

Leslie Brueckner (TLPJ), D.C. HR. (pp. 148-61) & 01-CV-020: TLPJ has no objection to Rule
23(g)(1), which merely codifies the courts' current authority to appoint class counsel at the time of
class certification and class counsel's existing obligation to fairly and adequately represent the
interests of the class.

Prof. Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: This relies on a dangerous fiction. A class has no interest apart
from the interests of individual class members. I do not see the point of pretending otherwise. If
what is meant is that class counsel should pursue the shared interest in maximizing claim values,
than the Note should say that. The lawyer cannot represent the "best interests of the class." All that
should be done is to make the point that the usual conflict of interest rules do not apply to class
counsel, who must instead be governed by due process principles that allow many trade-offs.

Allen Black, 01 -CV-064: The discussion starting at the bottom of page 72 and going over page 73
of the Note concerning the relationship between class counsel and absent class members is very
important, and should be kept in the Note as the revision process goes forward.

Keith Johnson. Chief Legal Counsel, St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. 01-CV-066: Establishing an explicit
standard that class counsel must fairly and adequately represent the class is a positive step. SWIB
strongly supports this provision, which will underscore the fiduciary obligations that class counsel
owe to the class.

David Williams. 01-CV-079: The proposed rule sets an improperly low floor as to the obligation
of class counsel. It echoes the standard for judging whether a class action settlement is within the
bounds of reasonableness. Shouldn't representation of a class be better than merely "fair and
adequate"?

Rule 23(g)(2)(A)

Conference: The question of timing seems key, but there is really no problem. You can have class
counsel before class certification. You can also have the court appoint, or the court designate, lead
counsel during that pre-certification period. The key point is that there must be somebody
recognized as authorized to do the job that needs to be done before certification. The court should
appoint lead or liaison counsel as soon as possible, but usually that can be resolved by agreement of
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the attorneys and the court need not tarry long over the question. Perhaps it would be best to
recognize a position of "interim class counsel."

Conference: The rule should include the statement on page 74 of the Note that counsel appointed
as lead counsel before class certification has preliminary authority to act for the class, even if not to
bind the class.

Jocelyn Larkin (the Impact Fund), S.F. Hg. (pp. 139-56) & 01-CV-012: Under the proposed rule,
the lawyer who files the case cannot act on behalf of the class without an order from the court. This
will invite defendants to communicate improperly with class members because they are not
represented by counsel, and will cause a three to six-month delay before counsel can start doing class
certification discovery.

John Beisner. D.C. Hg. (pp. 7-21) & 01-CV-027: If this amendment is adopted, the rule needs to
be clearer on the timing question, with more precise guidance about when counsel appointments
should be made. Either the appointment should occur near the outset of the litigation or it should
occur at the time the class is certified. The appointment should not be made in the middle of the
class certification process.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: The Note says that ordinarily
the court "should" allow a reasonable time for applications. This is odd. Since the rule is entirely
discretionary, it is peculiar for the Note to adopt a tone of command. Then the Note says this normal
attitude should not prevail when there is already a settlement at the time the case is settled. If
competition is the goal, this seems backward. If there is ever a case where it makes sense to allow
competing counsel to try to show that they can get better results, the one in which the lawyers who
filed the case have already made a deal with the defendants seems to be the prototype. The
suggestion that auctions may be advisable is too open-ended and premature. Auctions make sense
only in a relatively few cases; usually the lawyers don't know enough to bid intelligently. Moreover,
the Committee should give weight to the Third Circuit Task Force report on the advisability of
auctions.

David Romine, D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV-49: Appointment of class counsel should be done
much earlier than the time of class certification because you need class counsel to represent the class
at the time they're getting the discovery to put together the class certification motion. In the MDL
setting, this has worked under various titles -- lead counsel, class counsel, liaison counsel -- and
everybody knows what's going on. Something like that is necessary so that person or firm can
coordinate the discovery that's needed for certification. Once that is done, moreover, there should
not be a two-step approach in which the question of appointment of class counsel is reopened later.
The initial appointment should be final.

Ira Rheingold (Exec. Director. Nat. Assoc. of Consumer Advocates). D.C. Hg. (pp. 262-76): There
is a danger in moving toward formalizing the way in which the selection of class counsel is done at
an early point. Usually as things are done now the lead attorney is called putative class counsel or
lead counsel, and the case simply moves forward.
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Walter Andrews. D.C. Hg. (pp. 276-93) & 01-CV-036: The provision on appointment of counsel
is a good idea, but the appointment should be done only at the time of class certification. To appoint
class counsel at the outset of the litigation or during the limited certification discovery period would
unnecessarily impose on defendants the burden of dealing with and responding to shifting
certification theories and discovery requests. This is consistent with good case management
practices. There should be no problem with defendants saying that discovery is limited to the named
plaintiff until the case is certified unless counsel are designated "class counsel." Usually courts are
pretty open about formal recognition of the plaintiffs' lawyer during the pre-certification situation.

Patrick Lysaught (Defense Research Inst.) 01-CV-033, 01-CV-034.01-CV-046,01-CV-047: It is
important to recognize the need to designate a lawyer to act on behalf of the class before certification
is decided. Class certification is a critical part of the process, and it more often than not makes sense
to appoint counsel to manage the issues on behalf of the proposed class as lead counsel or
"conditional class counsel." It should be made clear that the rule does not mean that class counsel
is to be selected only after certification of the class. In most cases, appointment for some purposes
needs to be made so that discovery and other precertification issues can be managed. A two-step
process for appointment may be the best approach, and the Note should more clearly reflect this
administrative need.

Prof. Charles Silver.01 -CV-048: "I strongly dissent from this proposal to 'allow a reasonable period
after the commencement of the action for attorneys seeking appointment as class counsel to apply.'
Anything this proposal might accomplish could be handled better by encouraging attorneys to refer
class actions to better lawyers or to bring better lawyers into these cases."

Allen Black,01-CV-064: As a practical matter, class or lead counsel must be appointed well before
class certification in order to coordinate strategy, discovery, briefing, and argument of the class
certification motion. That can be the most important aspect of the litigation from the perspective of
the class. One way to make this clear is to add the following to Rule 23(g)(2)(A): "As soon as
practicable after the commencement of an action pleaded as a class action, the court shall appoint
class counsel to manage the litigation on behalf of the putative class." If that were done, the Note
should explain that "as soon as practicable" is intended to allow sufficient time (a) to see what other
similar or overlapping actions may be filed, and for action by the JPML if appropriate, and (b) to
allow attorneys seeking appointment as class counsel to apply. Another way to deal with the
problem would be to say in Rule 23(g)(2)(A) that the court should deal with the appointment of class
counsel at an early conference under Rule 16. I do not like the example given at p. 76 of the Note
about when the court should not defer appointment of class counsel for time for competing
applicants. In my view, the circumstances described -- where one plaintiff's lawyer has negotiated
a settlement so quickly as to have something in place prior to the counsel appointment process -- is
inherently suspicious as a possibly sweetheart deal. In that sort of situation, the court should want
to get the views of competing counsel before acting.

Thomas Moreland, A.B.C.N.Y. Federal Courts Committee, 01-CV-071: Many of the factors
enumerated in the proposed rule already are factors which the courts must consider in deciding
motions for class certification. But the proposed rule contemplates that courts must evaluate some
of these issues prior to the motion for class certification. For example, the requirement that the court
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entertain applications to be class counsel within "a reasonable period after the commencement of the
action" certainly would mandate selection of class counsel prior to the filing of a motion for class
certification. Accordingly, the court would be forced to determine who appropriate class counsel
is before any discovery on certification. Such a procedure would deny the court a full record and
could foreclose an argument by defense counsel that class certification should be denied due to the
inadequacy of class counsel.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01-CV-069: The proposed rule is inappropriately
silent on the timing of the appointment procedure. The Note compounds the problem, implying
that the appointment should occur at certification. Counsel competing to be class counsel cannot be
expected to cooperate in the class certification proceedings. The language in the Note about interim
designation of lead counsel seems destined to add another layer of delay in an already complex
process. Modification of this provision, perhaps as part of an expansion of Rule 23(c)(1) to require
a pre-certification scheduling order, is necessary to clarify that if an appointment procedure is
deemed appropriate, then it should occur first and quickly so that plaintiff counsel is appointed to
handle the case. In the civil rights arena particularly, class action practitioners on the plaintiff side
express well-founded concerns about the inevitable delay that will result from the application
procedure, even when there are no competing applications. These practitioners correctly point out
that in all but the largest civil rights cases, the issue typically is too few lawyers seeking to become
class counsel, not too many of them. There is also a significant chance that satellite litigation over
counsel appointment will exacerbate the delay and divert resources that would benefit the class more
if instead devoted to prosecuting the case. The proposed Note indicating that the appointment of
counsel would ordinarily be subject to an appeal under Rule 23(f) heightens these practitioners'
concerns. We suggest that the rule give the district court discretion to dispense with the application
procedure altogether in appropriate cases. As the Note is now written, it appears to limit the
occasions on which a district court should forgo the application process to cases in which a proposed
settlement has been negotiated prior to the filing of the action. We believe that an application
procedure is unnecessary in cases in which it is unlikely that there would be competing applicants
to serve as putative class counsel, such as civil rights cases seeking primarily injunctive and
declaratory relief. The urgency of the relief sought should also be a factor in determining whether
to dispense with the application process to avoid delaying the progress of the action.

David Piell, 01-CV-094: There are severe timing problems. The Note says that usually the court
should defer selecting class counsel until there is time to apply, but adds that this need not be done
if the parties have already reached a settlement. That is the worst time to protect against
competition. "Defendants never settle for a reasonable amount prior to filing of the action, let alone
certification of a class." Moreover, accepting applications for the class counsel position during the
pendency of the class certification motion would be a waste of the court's time since we don't know
then whether the class will be certified. Potential applicants then have no idea of the class's size and
other requirements, and they will accordingly be prone to place bids high enough to prevent them
from losing money in all but the rarest of cases.

Rule 23(g)(2)(B)
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Conference: There is nothing wrong with the specified criteria, and they do provide guidance. But
the list might be too confining. For example, it might also include absence of conflicts, the existence
of side agreements, the relationships counsel have with class members and possible conflicts that
could result from those. For instance, the problem of "play to pay" may be important when potential
lead plaintiffs hold political office. Because no list can do it all, it probably would be better to make
a more general statement in the rule saying that the court should ensure that class counsel can fairly
and adequately represent the class.

Conference: I'm opposed to specificity. This is like the Sentencing Guidelines. The class is like a
ward of the court, and the rule should not confine judges.

Conference: The attempt to identify specific factors may unduly emphasize those factors. There
should be room for the law to grow. The factors that are important depend partly on the type of case
that is involved. Focusing on fee arrangements and experience are more important in some areas
than others. "Client empowerment" is also important.

Conference: The draft has advantages. Not all judges have lots of class-action experience, and an
essentially standardless rule would not provide assistance or guidance to them. Perhaps it would be
better to add more factors, such as the "expertise" of the applicant, the absence of conflicts, and fee
arrangements.

Conference: An appellate court judge asked whether the draft rule is written to be enforced by
appellate courts. The authorization to consider whatever other topics seem important provides
authority that would be hard to police on appeal. The more specific the rule, the more it might be
invoked on appeal. It is not clear if the relationship between appointment and class certification
would support an appeal of the appointment issue alone, and it does not seem likely that the courts
of appeals will be eager to review orders appointing class counsel.

Conference: Regarding the choice between the Rule and the Note for given topics, it is troubling
that sometimes courts don't fully explain their selection of class counsel. Perhaps the Rule should
require findings, and the Note should mention the types of topics that might be addressed in findings.

Conference: The last sentence on p. 80 says that the district court should ensure that there is an
adequate record of the basis for the selection of class counsel. That should be moved into the rule.

Conference: If there is concern about putting a wedge between client and counsel, is that different
from the determination under Rule 23(a)(4) that a given proposed class representative is not
satisfactory because counsel has drawbacks? Won't that also drive a wedge between counsel and
client? Is the amendment meant to divide the inquiry, so that (a)(4) looks at the client and (g) the
attorney? Then does this magnify the risk of this sort of wedge?
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Conference: Regarding consortiums of counsel, the question looks to the same issue whether the
objective is to select "adequate" counsel or "the best" attorneys. If some lawyer is selected, why
should that lawyer be forbidden to farm out work in a responsible way? It is impracticable to rule
out the possibility of consortium activity. Requiring that each lawyer be individually appointed
creates risks. Even ruling a consortium out may simply push the arrangement under ground, as the
lawyers "make deals" anyway.

Conference: Often there will be chaos on the plaintiffs' side unless there is a consortium. The
plaintiffs' bar has become much more sophisticated at working out these issues, and so have judges.
There never is a real problem of involving too many lawyers, because the judge can control it later
by rationing attorney fees. The newcomer or "little guy" therefore gets a chance.

Conference: In the real world, the consortium issue never presents a problem. There is plenty in the
Manual for Complex Litigation to provide direction for the court on these matters.

Conference: Side agreements are an important factor, but it should not be in the rule as a mandatory
criterion. Caselaw will adequately cover these issues.

Conference: There is a need to encourage lawyers who have clients to take them to lawyers who are
best able to represent them. It is important to ensure therefore that the class is represented by good
lawyers, who can bear the risk of investing heavily in developing a case that may fizzle out.

Conference: This attorney's experience from the defense side with over 200 class actions in the last
two years alone has failed to show even one in which a client sought out class-action counsel. There
are two worlds of class actions. One involves claims with real clients who actually oversee the
litigation. But matters are different in the other world, from which these 200 cases were drawn.
These cases are developed by lawyers, sometimes working in teams. They may even have a
syndicate agreement. He has seen one that designated two lawyer members of the group as
responsible for hiring clients. Part of the problem in this world is that there is no real client.

Conference: The requirement of making findings and conclusions should apply both in Rule 23(g)
and Rule 23(h) (which does have such a requirement).

Barry Himmelstein, S.F. Hg. (pp.15-30) & 01-CV-008: In assessing the resources that proposed
class counsel will commit to the action, it is important to appreciate that the economics are vastly
different for plaintiff and defense lawyers. Often defendants are represented by several law firms
that have hundreds of lawyers each, billing monthly and being paid regularly. Our firm, at 64
lawyers, is one of the largest plaintiffs' class action firms in the nation, but as a defense firm it would
be considered small. The court should be on the alert to whether the firm seeking appointment has
committed too much to the suit. "A firm that must commit too much of its resources to a single case
in order to staff it properly cannot afford not to settle it -- a fact not lost on defense counsel."
Counsel should therefore be free to associate other counsel. Flexibility is important, and even if a
single firm is appointed after competition for the position the court should not necessarily look
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askance at cooperation among those who formerly competed for the position. The Note is not
insensitive to these concerns, but could stand to be amplified on these points.

Mary Alexander. S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA, presenting its
position): The selection of the attorney for the class should not be influenced by the fee-related
matters alluded to in proposed 23(b)(2)(B) and (C). The critical thing is that parties are represented
by lawyers whom they know and trust.

James Finberg. S.F. Hg. (pp. 104-05): In employment discrimination cases, the amount of pre-filing
work that is involved means that lawyers will insist on more security that they will indeed have a role
in the case than in securities litigation. For example, in the Home Depot gender discrimination case
on which he worked, his firm sent legal assistants to hundreds of stores to take counts of what gender
workers were and what positions they held. They also interviewed hundreds of witnesses before
filing the case. Throwing that type of case open to auction might discourage people from putting that
type of investment up front. That is particularly significant because there are fewer qualified firms
for that sort of case than in the securities area, so there is simply less of a market.

James Sturdevant, S.F. Hg. (pp. 120-29): The appointment criteria could deter the filing of
statewide or nationwide consumer class actions by small firms, particularly those without
"overwhelming resources to handle cases." The problem is that at some stage the judge will inquire
into the resources and, possibly, invite some sort of bidding process. Then a relative handful of firms
in the country will bid, and they will get the cases. Small firms, individual practitioners, and public
interest organizations will not have the same incentive to spend the time needed to develop these
cases. Judges now inquire into the things listed in proposed (g), and the process already works well
without an amendment. The problem comes from the mandatory requirement for the court to
consider the resources the attorneys will commit to the case. This requirement can cause serious
difficulties in certain types of cases. The current treatment under Rule 23(a)(4) is sufficient. Using
the word "must" in proposed (g)(2)(B) creates something different that can cause a problem.

Jocelyn Larkin (the Impact Fund). S.F. Hg. (pp. 139-56) & O1-Cv-012: Based on her experience at
the Impact Fund talking to civil rights lawyers from across the country, adequate resources is the
number one problem faced by civil rights practitioners. The Fund makes grants that average about
$10,000 to support this litigation, but that does not remove the concern. There is no other
organization that does the same sort of thing as the Fund. Often those who apply for grants are trying
to scrape together $100,000 needed to cover deposition costs and experts. Mr. Sturdevant covered
points that concern her. From her standpoint, the current system, keyed to (a)(4), works fine. The
proposed rule invites competition and creates the risk that somebody new will step up and claim the
fruits of years and years of labor. Even more important, it will threaten to disrupt attorney-client
relationships that have developed over years. The trust between clients and lawyers is critical in
these cases, for civil rights plaintiffs will not sue unless they really trust their lawyers. In one recent
gender discrimination case, for example, a group of class representatives came to the Fund because
the lawyers had negotiated what they thought was a bad settlement. The Fund agreed and was able
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to substitute in as class counsel. The class representatives there had a very strong interest in what
was going on in the litigation and let the Fund know when the lawyers were not doing a good job.

Bill Lann Lee, D.C. Hg. (pp.21-40) &01-CV-024: Rather than requiring notice of class certification
in (b)(2) class actions, the Committee should reflect on the possibility that the interest in better
informing the class may be advanced through proposed Rule 23(g). The rule authorizes a court to
"consider any other matter pertinent to counsel's ability to fairly and adequately represent the
interests of the class." This might be a place to include in the Note discussion of the issue of
communications with the class, but stressing the need in some cases to ensure possible participation
in the case by class members.

Judith Resnik. D.C. Hg. (pp. 58-75) & 01-CV-044: Not all class actions require displacement of
litigant choice. The way the rule is currently drafted, it totally ignores that there may be an
identifiable plaintiff who has walked into the court with a lawyer, and that no other lawyer is
interested in getting near the case. So there should be a presumption in favor of the attorney-client
relationship at least in cases of that sort. Perhaps a paradigm of that sort of thing occurs when a
public interest organization represents a class concerned about certain matters of common interest.
In that sort of case, scrutiny under the current approach using Rule 23(a)(4) should suffice. More
generally, litigants should be involved in the selection of the lawyer. The "empowered client" model
of the PSLRA may not be a useful transplant in many cases, but thinking about clients is more than
appropriate. The rule should require inquiry into what class members want in the way of a lawyer.
And the question of fees should be built into the selection process.

Norman Chachkin (NAACP). D.C. Hg. (pp. 84-104) & 01-CV-051: There should be deference to
the choice of class counsel made by the class representatives, and also to the work done by counsel
in preparing for class certification. But the rule doesn't give any weight to the established
relationship between counsel who file the suit and the representative plaintiffs. The Note even says
that counsel can't act on behalf of the class until being appointed. This will lead defense counsel to
say that discovery must be limited to the circumstances of the named representatives rather than the
other class members. Defense counsel might also try to prompt other lawyers to come in and seek
to represent the class. "Nor is there anything in the proposed rule that would prevent a district court
from selecting counsel other than the filing counsel because of perceived superior trial or settlement
experience in complex litigation."

Thomas Allman, D.C. Hg. (pp. 104-115) & 01-CV-026: The proposed rule seems flexible enough
to allow for further development of principles to guide appointment. I suggest that one of the criteria
for the selection process would be creativity in coordination with overlapping or competing state-
court class actions.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen), D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: This rule adds something
by strongly suggesting that the courts should be more active than they are at present in encouraging
bidding for the position of class counsel, either by adoption of a formal bidding process or by
encouraging lawyers to file motions seeking appointment even though they did not file the case
originally. But the provision is too vague. It does not say whether courts should conduct an auction,
or whether the competing lawyers must have class members as clients to qualify. It also does not
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say what happens to lawyers who filed the case if they are not appointed to represent the class.
Unless that point is addressed, it appears that the court may simply "dump" the lawyers who
originally filed the case even though their work might have gotten the case going in important ways.
Accordingly, the rule should provide that the initiating lawyer should be paid a fee if the case settles
or succeeds after judgment. The Note says that the court may consider side agreements regarding
fees, but that is not required. We believe that knowledge of such agreements is critical to an
understanding of whether the class will be adequately represented. The cases are split on whether
such side agreements must be disclosed in all cases. Although there may be reason to keep such
agreements confidential early in the case, at some point (and certainly at the time of settlement), that
information must be made public.

Leslie Brueckner (TLPJ), D.C. Hg. (pp. 148-61) & 01-CV-020: TLPJ objects to the appointment
procedure because it would interfere with attorney-client relations and could result in increasing
monopolization of the class action bar and less innovative litigation by smaller practitioners. The
rule appears to authorize a court to appoint as class counsel any lawyer it chooses, without regard
to whether the lawyer represents any individual clients. There is simply no justification for
auctioning off the role of class counsel to another set of attorneys who had nothing to do with putting
the case together and had no prior relationship with the clients who decided to bring the litigation
in the first place. The mere risk that an auction might occur may be sufficient to deter small
practitioners from taking these cases. Part of her job as a TLPJ staff attorney is to recruit lawyers
from across the country to take cases, and she has experience with how they approach the issue of
cost when deciding whether to take cases. The emphasis on counsel's experience in handling class
actions and the resources committed to the case would work against small or relatively new
practitioners. Even the prospect of litigating the class counsel appointment issue would deter
prospective counsel. If small practitioners are pushed out of the class action field, fewer innovative
actions will be brought. Existing law adequately ensures that the class is properly represented.

David Romine. D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV-49: We typically have an attorney-client
relationship with the plaintiff when we file a case, and it's troubling to me that some other law firm
that does not have a relationship with this person could come along and take that away.

Ira Rheingold (Exec. Director, Nat. Assoc. of Consumer Advocates). D.C. Hg. (pp. 262-76): It is
little solace to attorneys contemplating taking innovative consumer litigation to know that one factor
-- and the second one, at that -- is the work the individual put into investigating the claim in this case.

Prof. Charles Silver,01-CV-048: "There should be no investigation into the 'resources counsel will
commit to representing the class.' Instead, class counsel should have to demonstrate the financial
ability to bear a threshold level of out-of-pocket expenses, e.g., $250,000. Important evidence of this
would be the fact of having spent at least this much in a prior litigation."

Patrick Lysaught (Defense Research Inst.) 01-CV-033, 01-CV-034,01-CV-046,01-CV-047: The
potential downside of this rule is that courts may exclude from consideration as class counsel
attorneys who initiated the proceedings but who do not have the experience, reputation or clout that
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a small group of plaintiffs class action lawyers seem to possess. That could well lead to domination
of class actions by a limited group of lawyers who, while they may have significant experience in
class actions, did not uncover and initiate the claim. The development work that precedes the filing
of the initial case should be accorded significant weight in selection of counsel for the class.
Appointment should not become either a bidding or beauty contest unrelated to the interests of the
class. The perception and very real possibility that class action litigation will be controlled by a few
national firms who swoop in and offer their experience as class counsel should be avoided. Greater
weight should be accorded to the second factor. The first and third seem to favor the limited group
of prominent plaintiff class action firms. One approach would be to create a presumption that the
attorney who investigated the underlying facts and initiated the class action should be class counsel,
unless there is a showing that this lawyer cannot adequately represent the class.

Gregory Joseph, Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. on Federal Civil Procedure, 01-CV-055: The
Committee generally views this proposal favorably. It is concerned, however, that the appointment
procedure set forth may contemplate receipt by the judge of ex parte submissions by plaintiffs'
counsel that attempt, subtly or otherwise, to spin the merits of the case. Ex parte submissions should
not address the merits, except to the extent that is unavoidable. In that event, the court should be
encouraged to view the merits submissions with appropriate skepticism. We recommend that, as a
matter of principle, only those portions of ex parte submissions that need remain under seal should
remain sealed. In our view, any portions of such submissions that address the merits ordinarily
would not fall in that category.

Allen Black, 01-CV-064: As presently drafted, the proposed rule would eliminate from
consideration any attorney seeking appointment as class counsel who had not previously had
appropriate experience. Because the rule as drafted is mandatory, the court would have no choice
but to refuse to appoint a "first timer" as class counsel. This is bad policy. A lawyer who is an
expert in a substantive field might nevertheless never have handled a class action. If the rule were
to focus on "ability" rather than "experience," this problem would be solved. In addition, I think that
the Note at p. 79 should add something like the following: "A small firm may be able to organize
a consortium of cooperating firms in such a way as to staff the case adequately."

Keith Johnson, Chief Legal Counsel, St. of Wis. Invest. Bd., 01-CV-066: The addition of Rule
23(g)(2)(B) is a positive development. SWIB applauds the authority of courts to direct potential
counsel to propose terms for attorney fees and costs, and the reference in the Note to the risk of
overstaffing and ungainly counsel structure, the recognition in the Note that competing counsel may
join forces to avoid competition rather than to provide needed staffing, the suggestion that the court
may require firms to apply separately for the lead counsel role, and the authority of the court to
include provisions regarding fees in the order appointing counsel. Because fees are so important,
however, we think that considering them should be mandatory rather than optional. In addition, we
think that reference to the problem of "pay to play" -- campaign contributions or other financial
conflicts that might affect a class representative's selection of counsel -- should be given more
specific recognition. The rule and Note do not do enough to recognize the role that the class
representative should play in selecting the class lawyer. Some class representatives will engage in
a process like any other clients to make a responsible selection, and courts should refrain from
unnecessarily interfering with a healthy attorney-client relationship lest they undermine the lead
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plaintiffs ability to work well with and effective manage lead counsel. When the class representative
has made a responsible choice of class counsel, the courts should defer to that choice.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01-CV-069: Plaintiff lawyers are understandably
concerned about a rule that would permit a court to take a case away from them even though they
have invested considerable time and resources to investigate and develop the case. If too many
plaintiff lawyers had too many cases taken away from them, the private attorney general function
would be seriously undermined. In addition, civil rights practitioners correctly point out that the
factors set forth in proposed Rule 23(g)(2)(B) do not require consideration of the existing attorney-
client relationship between the filing plaintiff's lawyer and the putative class representatives. Often
the named plaintiff is willing to serve as a class representative only because of his or her trust in the
lawyer bringing the action. We urge the Committee to add another factor that must be considered --
the existing attorney-client relationship between the putative class representatives and the lawyer
who filed the action. On the flip side, defense counsel are understandably concerned that the district
judge who delves into the specifics of a case sufficiently to make an informed decision about the
appointment of class counsel inevitably will be invested in his or her choice. Some of the references
in the Note to ongoing monitoring and ex parte and perhaps sealed communications that could occur
between chosen class counsel and the district court are "truly frightening to defendants and their
counsel." We believe that these references in the Notes must be deleted because of the unacceptable
appearance of partiality such communications will create. We also suggest that the Note be modified
to include instead a strong admonition about the need to avoid any actions that might create an
appearance of partiality. In many cases, an application procedure will result in healthy competition
among candidates wanting to serve as class counsel. We agree that fees and costs properly may be
considered during the appointment process in some cases, and recognize that the proposed
amendment provides flexibility for the courts to consider the compensation issue. But we suggest
that the Note make it clear that the fee structure is only one of the many factors to consider in naming
class counsel, and that the primary standard is fair and adequate representation of the class.

Nat. Ass'n of Protection & Advocacy Systems. 01-CV-077: In civil rights actions, it is imperative
that class counsel have a close relationship of trust with both the representative plaintiffs and the
protected class affected by the lawsuit. Only with counsel familiar with the needs of the protected
class can we ensure the drafting of fair and adequate settlements detailing appropriate injunctive
relief necessary to remedy civil rights violations. But the application procedure could mean that the
individuals who retained counsel to file a class action would find themselves represented by someone
entirely different. Counsel competition will deter the small practitioner who, although extremely
knowledgeable in the substantive area of the law, may lack the class action experience or resources
to qualify under the factors enumerated in the proposed rule. The prospect of litigating the class
counsel issue will pose yet another financial barrier that may deter smaller firms from pursuing civil
rights class actions. Under existing law, the court is adequately equipped to scrutinize class counsel.
Creating the proposed selection procedure invites abuse.

NationalTreasuryEmployees Union. 01-CV-078: Two additional factors shouldalsobeconsidered.
The first is counsel's relationship to the class. The second is counsel's familiarity with the particular
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subject matter of the litigation. For example, union attorneys should be given special consideration
for representing their members in class actions because they have a strong incentive for securing a
good result for the class given their on-going relationship with the class members.

Mehri & Skalet, 01-CV-083: The proposed rule's criteria for selection of class counsel are
appropriate codifications of the implicit authority courts have used to protect the interests of the
class.

Beverly Moore. 01-CV-084: The most troublesome situation is where some small, young, but
innovative firm has spent much time and money developing a new case, only to find itself ousted by
a larger and wealthier firm with a longer track record. The number of times a firm has previously
been lead or co-lead counsel will give it an experience leg up in the next lead counsel battle. This
will foster an existing trend toward concentration of firms doing this work that could become a
permanent feature of class action practice if "lead counsel" becomes a normal thing.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Ri 2hts Under Law (and 16 other groups). 01 -CV-09 1: It is not proper
that the choice of counsel can be made without respect to the choice or desires of the representative
parties who have taken on the burdens of class litigation, and have sought out and engaged counsel
based on the objectives they seek in the litigation and the type of representation and services they
expect for the class. Substituting a focus on financial arrangements is not proper.

David Piell. 01-CV-094: There are many unanswered questions. For instance, what role do defense
counsel have in advising the court on an applicant's qualifications to be class counsel? What power
does a court have to investigate the qualifications of counsel beyond the representations made to it
by each applicant? These questions need to be answered before any rule is promulgated. Regarding
the factor that looks to counsel's commitment of resources, how can that take account of the
possibility that the court will redefine the class during the litigation? And how is counsel to address
this question? Perhaps counsel should indicate the percentage of office resources that will be
committed, or the number of attorney hours per month. Whatever the answer, this criterion has the
effect of freezing out firms not already wealthy from class action practice. The Note says that the
court can order a consortium of attorneys to file separate applications. This discriminates against
small firms who pool resources to handle these cases. The Committee should consider "the scenario
where the consortium of attorneys attempts to circumvent a court order prohibiting consortium bids
by forming a firm that only handles this case." On the factor looking to work developing this case,
how much weight should the court give to this in selecting counsel? "The Committee needs to
recognize the reality that attorneys are usually the ones deciding to pursue claims as a class. Clients
do not walk into the attorney's office and say 'I want to file a class action, so that I'll have no control
over the litigation, and so that your goal will not be maximizing my recovery but the class's."'

Rule 23(g)(2)(C)

Conference: It is important not to separate the appointment of class counsel from the fee
arrangements, especially in (b)(3) common-fund cases. In most cases for damages, the total recovery
is essentially split somehow between class and counsel. Fee terms are therefore central, and should
be considered and discussed in every case.
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Conference: There is a lot of controversy about whether fees should be made a part of the selection
process or otherwise considered ex ante. The Third Circuit Task Force Draft Report recognizes
some of these tensions. There is room for continuing development; it is too early to bind judges by
a rule. Often the judge will confront problems in trying to compare fee arrangements at the outset.
But in some cases this activity is important to selecting class counsel. This can be discussed in the
Note without putting it into the rule as a mandatory selection criterion.

Conference: Fees should turn on results, not an auction. In an auction, many foolish bids will be
made. Lawyers need to make an in camera presentation to the judge in a bidding process. That can
be unfair to the defendant.

Conference: The selection should not go to the law bidder, and beauty contests can favor those who
can't or don't carry out their impressive representations. There's always somebody who will promise
to do good work for less. Judges can too easily read the permissive "may" in a rule as "must."

Conference: As a federal judge, I have "less confidence in the omniscience of federal judges."
Making bidding the cornerstone or critical is a mistake. This rule is supposed to be universal, and
to apply to class actions that are quite dissimilar to each other. Indeed, many of the considerations
expressed in the Note apply equally to securities fraud actions governed by the PSLRA. The Note
should make it clear that the same factors weigh in approving the lead plaintiff's choice of counsel
under that Act. We should avoid the particulars in the text of the Federal Rules; they belong better
in the Note. Those are helpful to both judges and lawyers.

Conference: I suggest that (C) be made mandatory. In ordinary practice, that is essentially what's
done with individual representation. The lawyer doesn't tell the client that the fee will be worked
out later. Why not do the same in class actions?

Conference: Class counsel have an interest in appointment on terms that set fees in advance. On
the defense side, there are beauty contests as well. Why not recognize that clients can and do
compare lawyers, and often rely heavily on fee terms once those deemed not good enough are
screened out?

Conference: There will be collusion among plaintiff attorneys to avoid beauty contests. Any up-
front fee negotiation must contemplate the possibility of back-end revision depending on how events
play out.

Conference: Regarding the Note material on monitoring of counsel by the court (pp. 79-80), the
Rule and Note are just fine. Periodic reports to the court are possible, but the utility of this activity
may vary widely from case to case. Being more specific here would be futile.

Conference: I would distinguish monitoring fees and monitoring lawyering activity. Clearly the
PSLRA contemplates monitoring but that is usually to be done by the empowered lead plaintiff.
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Conference: Why is the court monitoring only plaintiff's lawyers? Who is monitoring defendant's
lawyers? That often drives what plaintiff counsel must do. A sufficient measure of judicial
oversight should result from the monitoring that is implicit in Rule 16 supervision of the case, and
that applies to all the players.

Conference: Fee setting after the fact is very difficult; it takes a lot of time. We should regulate it
in advance to reduce the amount of time required later. We do not want an impression of lawyers
fixing fees. For better or worse, "judges are not identified with money." We need the insulation of
a rule that gives more guidance: (1) Class action appointment should be in one rule. (2) This rule
should cover class-action counsel, and also common-benefit attorneys, lead counsel, and any attorney
who confers benefits on the class. (3) Some information about fees should be included in the
appointment process to make the after-the-fact chore easier. The judge could require counsel to use
computer data-basing whenever fees will be calculated using a lodestar. (4) A schedule for expenses
could be set, perhaps by the A.O. as a general matter, regulating such things as fees for copying,
hotel charges, and the like. (5) The text of the rule should take account of client concerns; the judge
should be described as a fiduciary for the class.

Barry Himmelstein, S.F. Hg. (pp. 15-30) & 01-CV-008: The qualitative aspect of selecting class
counsel is really more important than the percentage fee that's awarded. With different lawyers you
can end up with a wildly different result; one will get a $100 million settlement, and the other a $25
million settlement. Once a percentage is set at the beginning, however, the court should simply
award it at the end, and if the plaintiffs' lawyers get a lot of money that is fine.

Joseph Grundfest, S.F. Hg. (pp. 30-45) & 01-CV-009: Recent experiences in which lead plaintiffs
negotiate rates, or in which judges have used auctions, show that the rate that actually obtains is well
below the "normal" 30% figure that we hear about. At the end of the case, the courts have an
incentive to clear their dockets and not to inquire too deeply into a matter to which no objection has
been raised. The best thing would be to have competition at the outset and determine a percentage
fee at that point. The court would retain authority to alter the fee at the end, but that authority should
not be used very often. The "benchmark" is outdated, and "it's very important to break the back of
the benchmark." Maybe, after we have more experience, we will come to a new benchmark. Even
if the case "hits gold instead of bedrock," the strong presumption should be against changing the fee
later.

James Sturdevant. S.F. Hg. (pp. 120-29): If in a consumer case, the firm that filed the case responds
to a request from the court to forecast or estimate fees by saying that it cannot confidently do so, that
might prompt a bidding situation. That would be undesirable and a deterrent to firms to take cases
in the first instance.

Judith Resnik, D.C. Hg. (pp. 58-75) & 01-CV-044: If the court is to function as a surrogate client,
it is odd that consideration of fee arrangements at the appointment stage is not mandatory. At least,
arrangements could be considered for recording of the costs and hours from the outset that would
facilitate the task of later reviewing them, should that become necessary. The A.O. could develop
schedules of appropriate charges for various kinds of expenses that could be implemented from the
outset. Perhaps the schedules that apply to judges when they travel would be a good starting point.
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The same sort of thing could be done for photocopy costs and the like. In addition, the rule should
take on assessing litigants for ongoing costs and the question of when lawyers are paid, and the
assumption that the lawyers are paid in full, possibly before the class collects most of what it is to
receive, should be examined.

Prof. Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: "The proposal to set fees early is excellent. I have argued for this
in published works and have convinced five Texas state court judges to do this." The object when
setting fees should be to mimic the market. Rather than simply having judges "direct counsel to
propose terms," the Note should give concrete guidance as to the evidence needed to show that
requested terms are reasonable. This should include empirical studies of fees paid in similar cases
pursuant to fee agreements."

Rule 23(h) -- in general

Conference: This is a valuable tool. In a sense, the rule is a vehicle for the Note. It recognizes that
there may be fee awards to lawyers other than class counsel, including an unsuccessful rival for
appointment as class counsel or an objector to a settlement or attorney fee motion. This simple rule
will allow the Note material to become part of the federal jurisprudence. All judges will have the
Note, and it will promote uniformity. At the same time, some of the Notes are too long, and there
is a risk in citing cases.

Conference: The draft is a "great step forward." It is important to have a rule. For new
practitioners, and even for established practitioners, the rules should reflect where we are now in
practice, and provide a foundation for the next few years of growth.

Conference: It is appropriate to address fee awards in the rule because the fee decision is the most
important decision the judge makes in most class actions. Federal courts in general are moving
toward appropriate resolutions, but state courts are not. The federal rules can help state courts, and
slow the present rush of counsel to file in state courts "for clear sailing on fees."

Conference: I have "no objection to having a rule like this in general." Indeed, I was surprised to
discover that Rule 23 does not already include such provisions. Courts generally know what to do,
but codification is o.k. The abuses that have been seen, particularly in state courts, are being
addressed. But the rule should not include language that will interfere with victims' access to the
courts. Free access to court remedies "is one of the things that make our country great." This rule
has aspects in the Note that don't adequately acknowledge the risks associated with taking cases like
these. The comment in the Note on page 88 that the risks borne by class counsel are "often
considered" is not strong enough. They should always be relevant. Why does the rule say that the
court "may" award a reasonable fee? It should say that the court "must" do so. The language about
a "windfall" for counsel is unjustified. The client can have a windfall if the lawyer is underpaid.
Certainly anything less than 15% is a windfall to the client.
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Conference: Rule 23(h) serves a real need. The defendant does not care what the class lawyer gets.
It wants a package that achieves maximum res judicata, and is focused on the overall cost of that
package. The judge should focus on what the package is worth to the class and to society. Maybe
some claims present high risk, but that's because the lawyers make up claims out of whole cloth.
Even then, the risk of complete loss is minimized by lawyers who file 20 or 30 actions. In this
context, it is proper to say that the court "may," not "must," award a reasonable fee.

Conference: These comments show how difficult the Committee's task really is. There is no one
size that fits all class actions, and each of the foregoing perspectives is legitimate to some extent, and
in regard to some class actions. The current draft "is unexceptionable." It does a necessary job in
a straightforward form. The references in the Note to equity are troubling, however; the length of
the chancellor's foot should not make a difference. The reality is that it is "just not possible" for the
judge to determine the adequacy of a fee request in retrospect; that is one of the things that has driven
the exploration of auction methods. Rule 23(h) is well-crafted, although the Note might be shortened
a bit. One difficulty is the suggestion at pp. 83-84 of the Note that an award may be made for
benefits conferred on the class by an unsuccessful rival for appointment as class counsel. The
unsuccessful applicant knowingly ran a risk, and it is rare for an unsuccessful applicant to contribute
to a successful result. Finally, it is a fiction to think that the one-third percentage fee is the norm.
That share is drawn from ancient origins in representation of individual plaintiffs in personal-injury
litigation. There is no reason to suppose that it should apply in the quite different setting of
contemporary class actions.

Conference: It is difficult to know what percentage is appropriate, and particularly when there is
important equitable relief. A lodestar analysis may not suffice, however, when there is significant
risk, for that should be compensated. But the lodestar should not be used if it encourages elaborate
structural relief that is in fact worth little to the class.

Conference: The Supreme Court has ruled that on occasion the attorney fee can exceed the dollar
amount recovered; "you cannot commodify value." There is a social utility to enforcing the law.

Conference: The RAND study found cases in which injunctive relief was assigned a dollar value
after a presentation. In one case, fees were based in large part on the value of the injunction obtained
in the case.

Conference: In injunction cases, the defendant does not provide adversariness on attorney fees. The
incentives are the same as in damages actions; the defendant trades off agreement on fees for a less
effective and less costly injunction. Also, the market referent here is misleading. There is actually
no market; it was created by litigation. The basic question is to get a proper assessment of the real
risks confronted by the attorney.

Conference: The argument that the judge has a "fiduciary" duty to the class is troubling. The judge
who manages a class action is not a fiduciary, but ajudge. The proposed Note does not suggest such
a duty of the judge, and it should not. Thejudge's duty is to be ajudge -- to try to assure that counsel
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fulfills the fiduciary role. Fees create a conflict between counsel and the class, and the judge has a
judicial responsibility, not a fiduciary responsibility, to determine a reasonable fee.

Conference: "Fiduciary" is not the right term. But the judge does have an obligation to see that the
fee is fair.

Barry Himmelstein. S.F. Hg. (pp. 15-30) & 01-CV-008: The Note (see p. 89) should not say that,
if the judge concludes in hindsight that this was a very strong case, therefore there was a low risk of
failure and the attorneys should not be paid well for their effort and risk. If the fee is measured by
the lodestar method, there should nonetheless be the possibility of enhancement, although in that sort
of case a percentage approach could be employed without concern about enhancement. Lawyers
who take big risks, as our firm does, should be rewarded. "If the partners in my firm aren't making
more than the partners in a big defense firm, something is wrong because they are not taking these
chances." Multipliers serve to compensate for delays in payment, as well as risks of nonpayment.
They are needed.

Mary Alexander, S.F. HR. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA. presenting its
position): We support the judicial review of attorney fees as a means of assuring that each class
members receives value for the work performed. Hardly anyone can object to the concept that fees
should be reasonable, or the court's inherent authority over fees.

John Beisner. D.C. Hg. (pp. 7-21) & 01-CV-027: The amendment appears to confirm current best
practices. As presently drafted, however, it could effect some unintended changes. The Note
stresses that the rule does not undertake to create any new grounds for an award of attorney fees, but
it should be more emphatic on this point. The Note should stress that it is not intended to effect any
change in attorney fee availability or amounts, perhaps by referencing recent decisions against
awards.

Victor Schwartz, D.C. Hg. (pp. 76-63 & 01-CV-031: I favor the proposal to ensure that there's more
scrutiny of attorney fees. There have been too many situations in which the class members got little
or nothing and the attorneys got a great deal. There is little doubt, however, that the adopting of this
rule will provide further incentives for some plaintiffs' lawyers with interstate class actions to do
everything possible to keep their cases in state courts. They will want to avoid this rule.

Norman Chachkin (NAACP). D.C. Ha. (pp. 84-104) & 01-CV-05 1: There is no good reason for a
rule such as this in civil rights and employment discrimination cases, for in those cases the fee is
awarded under a fee-shifting statute pursuant to the lodestar approach. But the adoption of a rule
suggests that there should be a change in practice, and there is no reason for one.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen), D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: Although proposed Rule
23(h) largely codifies current practice, we believe that it will benefit class members, particularly if
modified as we suggest. At the outset, we think that the phrase "or by agreement of the parties"
should be deleted as unnecessary and potentially misleading. One of the exceptions to the American
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Rule is that there can be a fee award if the parties so agree, so saying that an award is "authorized
by law" is sufficient. If the rule remains as currently written, courts may infer that the contractual
basis for an award is entitled to special deference, and that they should simply award the amount the
parties agreed to without further inquiry. We have seen class counsel argue that, where there is a fee
agreement with the defendant, there is no basis for the court to scrutinize the fees. Courts have
rejected such arguments, but the arguments persist. The Note says that all agreements are subject
to scrutiny, but that "weight" can be given to a defendant's agreement not to challenge a fee up to a
certain sum. Because the defendant is normally indifferent to the amount of the fee, no weight
should be given to its indifference. Similarly, counsel's agreement on fees with the named plaintiff
should not matter. Whether or not the named plaintiff has agreed to a one-third fee has no bearing
on the proper fee for class counsel. (A different situation is presented under the PSLRA, which
operates on a congressional assumption of an "empowered plaintiff.") The long discussion of fee
determination principles in the Note is untethered to any provision in the rule; unless the principles
are themselves to be included in the rule, they should perhaps be removed from the Note. For
example, the Note says that the fee award should be tied to the actual relief provided to class
members. If that is the Committee's position, it should be in the rule, as it is incorporated into the
PSLRA. Similarly, the rule could direct that a portion of the payment to counsel be held back
pending completion of the claims procedure to ensure attention to the fairness and efficacy of that
procedure. On coupons, the disapproval of coupons for which there is no secondary market should
be made stronger. Perhaps the focus, at least in percentage fee terms, should be on the value of the
coupons actually redeemed or used. That would deter counsel from accepting a settlement in which
coupons of minimal value are put up by defendant.

Hon. William Alsup (N.D. Cal.),01-CV-004: Having worked hard on at least six class actions over
the last 26 months of my tenure as a district judge, I wholeheartedly support the proposed Rule 23
revisions.

American Insurance Association, 01-CV-022: AlA agrees with the proposal for requiring motions
for attorney fee awards and permitting objections and hearings. These practices should result in
more clearly justified fee requests.

Patrick Lysaught (Defense Research Inst.) 01-CV-033, 01-CV-034,01-CV-046,01-CV-047: DRI
supports the proposed addition of Rule 23(h), but only if it is made clear that the rule does not
expand the availability of attorney fees and that it is not intended to overturn appellate decisions
taking a hard line on when such fees may be recovered. The Note should be expanded to recognize
those decisions.

Prof. Charles Silver,01-CV-048: The Committee has "wimped out" on the fee formula. "Everyone
knows that the lodestar method is an inferior fee formula and should be abandoned in cases where
the percentage method can be applied.... [I]t violates the Due Process Clause to use the lodestar
when the percentage approach is available." The Committee should help the lodestar into its grave.
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The percentage approach should be endorsed and followed. Once the fee is set, it should be enforced
even if the recovery is unusually large. Re-bargaining the fee on the back end should never occur.
Also, using the word "reasonable" in Rule 23 is dubious because when Congress has used it in fee-
shifting statutes it has been taken to mean use of the lodestar. If this word is used, "there must be
an express disavowal of any intention of following Congress' lead. I would simply strike the word."

David Hudson. Chair. Court Advisory Committee. U.S. Dist. Ct.. S.D. Ga.. 01-CV-053: It is the
experience of this Committee that all class action cases in which attorney fees are awarded required
without exception notice to the class, a hearing, and approval by the court. In the event the Rules
Committee is aware of some practice in federal court where this is not required, then perhaps
addressing these requirements in the proposed new rule is warranted.

GregoryJoseph. Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. onFederal Civil Procedure. 01-CV-055: The
Committee believes that the proposed amendment to Rule 23(h) is sound. We note that the
introductory language refers to an award of fees pursuant to "agreement of the parties." Since any
award of fees must be "authorized by law," the disjunctive reference could be deleted as superfluous.
Otherwise, the right to object might be construed as permitting the party to renege on an agreement
to pay a certain fee, or at least not to object to an award up to a certain amount.

Edwin Wesely. Chair, Comm. on Civil Lit., E.D.N.Y.. 01-CV-056: The Committee acknowledges
that the courts have a special obligation in reviewing and administering fee requests. However, this
text, to the extent it embraces the lodestar and percentage of recovery methods for awarding fees,
is largely a restatement of present practice and hence unnecessary. To the extent the rules authorizes
fee awards based solely on competitive bidding, the Committee is uncomfortable. The Note appears
substantive. There should not be an attempt to effect procedural changes through the Note rather
than the rules themselves.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assoc. Standing Rules Committee. 01-CV-057: The FMJA Rules
Committee supports the proposed changes to Rule 23.

Allen Black, 01-CV-064: I support the notion of including within Rule 23 a provision dealing with
the award of attorney fees. But the rule should say that the court "shall" award a reasonable fee, not
just that it "may" do so. The rule as drafted seems to leave it within the court's discretion not to
award a reasonable fee. "We have seen a number of appellate decisions reversing such actions by
district courts." In addition, I would add the following regarding coupon settlements: "If the class
is made up of distributors who buy products from the defendants routinely on an on-going basis, the
coupons may be of real value to the class." On p. 88, the second full paragraph says that a significant
risk of non-recovery has "sometimes" been important in determining the fee. I think it would be
fairer to say that the risk factor has "almost always" been important.

Jeffrey Norris, President, Equal Employment Advisory Council. 01-CV-065: EEAC supports the
increased judicial supervision over attorney fee awards and costs to counsel. Although the proposed
rule does not establish any new rules for awarding attorney fees and costs, its inclusion in the class
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action rule reinforces the significant role the court has in overseeing such awards. One thing that
should be emphasized is focusing on the actual benefits to the class resulting from settlements.
Agreements that call for future payments or coupons or other nonmonetary benefits may not actually
result in significant actual benefits to class members.

RobertMcCallum, Jr., U.S. Dep'tofJustice,01-CV-073: TheDepartment supports the Committee's
conclusion that the amended Rule should describe the role of class counsel and procedures for
resolving attorney fee awards.

Washington Legal Foundation, 01-CV-082: WLF supports each of the specific provisions of
proposed Rule 23(h). It applauds the notion that notice of the fee request must accompany any notice
of a proposed settlement. The rule will increase significantly the likelihood that class members will
learn of the requested fee and thus be in a position to object if they so desire.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation, 01-CV-069: We support the proposed
amendment, and believe its adoption will be an important step toward improving public confidence
in the judicial process with respect to class actions. The Committee chose the right course in not
attempting by rule to resolve the current circuit court split between the percentage-of-the-fund
method and the lodestar method for determining class action attorney fees. There is too often a
perception under current practice in settled class actions that the court accepts the agreement of the
parties regarding the amount of class counsel's fee without examining whether the fee is
commensurate with the benefit provided to the class. Whether or not that perception is accurate, we
believe a rule amendment mandating careful judicial scrutiny of all fee applications in class actions
will lead to greater public confidence in the judicial process, and also prevent some of the perceived
abuses. Although no measuring system is perfect, the Note sets out appropriate factors for the
district court to consider and gives the district court sufficient leeway to fashion fair and equitable
awards. We agree with the Committee on the "singular importance of judicial review of fee awards
to the healthy operation of the class action process." The straightforward provisions of proposed
Rule 23(h) appear well designed to facilitate such judicial review.

Federal Trade Commission, 01-CV-085: The Commission supports the inclusion of this provision
in Rule 23 and believes that requiring formal findings of fact and conclusions of law, as well as the
overall encouragement of close judicial scrutiny of fee petitions, will ensure that appropriate fees are
awarded. We urge the Committee to consider including language in the Note specifically pointing
to the existence of previous or parallel government actions as a factor to be considered in assessing
the reasonableness of a fee request. In light of the substantial work often undertaken by the
government in prosecuting a case, some courts have already held that the existence of a related
government action is a factor that may properly be considered in reducing class counsel's fee. The
existence of government involvement also bears on other factors considered, such as the level of risk
shouldered by counsel. In two recent class actions that built on FTC enforcement actions, the
Commission opposed class counsel's fee petitions as unreasonably high.

Prof. Susan Koniak, 01-CV-086: Currently, courts often measure the attorney's fee in light of a fund
designated for the class that will not, in large measure, actually be paid to the class members. After
a claims procedure of some sort, much of the money actually returns to the defendant's coffers.
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When the settlement provides that defendant gets back money not claimed by the class, class
counsel's fees should be calculated by the amount actually received by the class, not the illusory
larger "recovery." The fact this would delay the award to counsel is not important; why shouldn't
the lawyers wait for their money until the class members get theirs? The alternative of relying on
expert forecasts on the level of claiming activity should be discouraged in the rule.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (and 16 other groups), 01-CV-091: This rule is
unnecessary in light of the provisions of Rule 54(d)(2). The only substantial addition it makes
appears to be the requirement that notice of the fee motion be given. That is not a good change.
Although the proposed rule appears only to establish a procedure for the determination of fees and
costs, the note speaks more directly to the substantive standards regarding determinations of the
merits of fee applications. The Note should not be used for expressions of substantive legal
standards, and it should be deleted.

David Piell, 01-CV-094: The introduction of Rule 23(h) at the same time as Rule 23(g) seems to
obliterate the latter. Why should the court bother with the task of bidding for class counsel, and what
meaning does the bid have, if at the conclusion the court is going to reevaluate the value of counsel's
work and determine the appropriate fee using hindsight? The Note is problematic on fee
measurement. The lodestar should not be used as a cross-check on the percentage measurement.
The only reason for using the lodestar is to avoid an unreasonably low fee for counsel. An individual
plaintiff could not opt for hourly billing after seeing what the percentage approach will yield for
counsel, and neither should a class get that option. "While to the lay observer, class counsel's fee
award is excessive, the average person does not understand that class litigation takes years of work,
that class counsel has to advance all the costs of litigation, and that often multiple competing class
actions against the same defendant(s) on the same issue will be occurring. The result of this last
consideration being that class counsel can have the misfortune of losing their investment in the class
action because another firm was willing to settle for less."

Prof. Howard Erichson, 01-CV-097: The provisions on attorneys' fees are appropriate, and it makes
sense to include them in Rule 23. Perhaps the Note should emphasize the problems created by the
use of the lodestar rather than percentage fees, particularly is encouragement of overstaffing with
unwieldy conglomerations of lawyers.

Rule 23(h)(1)

Conference: The principal problem now is that there is no adequate basis for objectors to know the
basis of the fee application in time to object. The time periods for disclosure and objecting often
make informed objections impossible. The net recovery by the class is important. The amount
requested should be in the notice to the class. The application should be available to class members
for at least 30 days. A lot of money is involved, and the application may present complex issues.
Often an objector has to fight counsel to get the documents. Any side deals should be disclosed in
the fee application.
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Conference: An aggressive attitude toward disclosure and scrutiny of side agreements is not
warranted. In a Wall Street firm, the "rainmaker" lawyer shares in the profits, even without doing
the main legal work, as a recognition of the importance of the job of getting the legal work. So here,
the lawyer who initially gets the case may take it to a class-action firm. That firm cannot know at
the outset how much time the case will take, or the risks involved. Some things are quite
independent of the rational disposition of the case. For example, if the defendant simply has cash-
flow problems, it may not be able to settle at the time. Substantive law may change, making the case
harder to win.

Conference: There is no real problem with disclosure of side agreements. Often these are buy-off
deals with objectors. None of the possibly valid fee-sharing issues suggested by an analogy to the
rainmaker in a law firm applies there.

Conference: Side agreements are a problem. If the total fee is to a consortium and is reasonable,
perhaps the court need not be concerned with the division within the group. There may be some
"hard stuff" going on within the consortium, but the judge would be well advised to stay out of it.

Conference: If the fee basis is the lodestar, the judge should know about the side agreements. Even
if a percentage fee is used, that need exists if the lodestar is used as a cross-check.

Conference: There are concerns about the nature of the notice of the fee motion to the class
members, and the cost that will result from having to give this notice.

Victor Schwartz, D.C. Hg. (pp. 76-63) & 01-CV-031: It is of paramount importance to notify the
class members about fee hearings so that they may be informed before the class attorneys' fees are
set in cement.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen), D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: We agree with the thrust of
this subsection because it explicitly requires that fees be sought by motion and that the class
members be notified. We find the reference to Rule 54(d)(2) a bit curious, since we almost never
see that rule invoked except in statutory fee-shifting cases. In any event, Rule 54(d)(2) cannot apply
to class actions in all respects. For example, the 14-day deadline serves no purpose in the class
action context. In order to avoid possible confusion, the rule should say that the time limit of Rule
54(d)(2)(B) does not apply. In addition, the Committee should explain why the rule incorporates
Rule 54(d)(2). Regarding notice, we think that the full motion for fees should be served on all
absentees who have entered an appearance through counsel or otherwise. In our experience, class
counsel often resist providing this information to potential objectors.

Leslie Brueckner (TLPJ), D.C. Hg. (pp. 148-61) & 01-CV-020: TLPJ urges the Committee to
eliminate the requirement that notice be given to the class with regard to the attorney fee motion.
We have no problem with the requirement that the motion be served on the parties. But the
provision could be read to require that all class members must be served with a copy of the motion.
The motions are often not filed with the court until some time after the notice of proposed settlement
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is given to the class, and a separate notice would therefore be required, although there would usually
not be too much problem when the notice can be included with the Rule 23(e) notice to the class.
But having a potentially double round of notice would be undesirable. This could have a huge
negative impact on civil rights cases and consumer cases. In litigated cases, this would require an
additional notice, but if the cost of giving notice were itself a recoverable cost that would remove
some of the possible deterrent effect of having to give the notice since it would only be required
when the case was won and a fee award almost certain. But to take comfort in that, the witness
would want the rule to say that the costs of giving notice to the class would be taxable as costs.
Moreover, the requirement of notice actually is harmful to the class if the cost of giving notice must
be deducted from the recovery for the class.

Allen Black. 01-CV-064: I am not sure why Rule 23(h)(1) is drafted so as to import explicitly all
the procedural and other baggage of Rule 54(d), only to disclaim applicability of some of the
baggage in the very next words of the rule. These proceedings strike me as sufficiently different
from Rule 54(d) proceedings to be treated without reference to that rule.

Keith Johnson, Chief Legal Counsel, St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. 01-CV-066: SWIB strongly supports
Rule 23(h)(1) in its entirety. All of the items covered by the proposed rule are critical to obtaining
fair fee awards. Given the conflicting interests of class counsel and class members when it comes
to fee awards, these processes are of the utmost importance to ensure that fee awards are fair and are
considered in light of full scrutiny by class members. Indeed, the proposed rule does not go far
enough. Most settlement notices do not provide meaningful information about fee awards, but only
provide the maximum amount the parties have agreed to submit to the court without opposition from
the defendant. Class members can be protected from excessive fee awards only by meaningful
disclosure. Information about the proposed fee award and about counsel's effort to earn it is critical
to class members' ability to assess fee petitions. In many cases, counsel's detailed submissions to
the court regarding fees are not made until after the deadline for class members to opt out or to
object. Thus, they cannot obtain timely information that would indicate whether the fee award is
justified. The rule and Note do not address this. We urge the Committee to review the rule and
require that the papers in support of the fee award be filed at least ten days before the deadline for
objections and opting out.

Washington Legal Foundation, 01-CV-082: WLF recommends that the rule provide for notice of
the motion at least 60 days in advance of the proposed hearing. WLF's experience is that the norm
is to provide very little advance notice of fee hearings. Mandatory 60-day advance notice should
eliminate this problem yet will impose minimal hardship on the attorneys seeking a fee award.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation, 01-CV-069: The provisions regarding notice and
the right to object bolster the rule's function in raising public confidence regarding the award of class
action attorney fees. Particularly when class actions are settled, class counsel and the defendant are
not adversaries with respect to the fee application. The requirement of notice will facilitate the
adversary process by providing class members with the information they need to determine whether
they believe the fee sought is reasonable in terms of the benefit obtained for them.
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Alliance of American Insurers. 01-CV-068: The Alliance opposes the requirement that notice be
provided to class members regarding attorney fee motions by class counsel because this would result
in greater administrative expenses in defending class action litigation. It is unclear whether the
notice envisioned would be part of the settlement notice or whether it would be a separate notice.
It is unclear what, if any, benefit would be derived by disclosing counsel fees to the class members.
The Alliance believes that a thorough and comprehensive examination of counsel fees by the court
would achieve the goal of protecting class members. An acceptable alternative, however, would be
for the proceedings regarding fee awards to take place after settlement, with any expenses associated
with the required notice borne by the plaintiffs.

National Treasury Employees Union, 01-CV-078: The proposed rule regarding notice of the fee
motion does not recognize that attorney fees may be provided for in the settlement agreement itself.
The motion for approval of the settlement should be deemed to satisfy the notice requirement.
Requiring a separate notice for the fee motion is wasteful.

David Williams, 01-CV-079: The amendment's premise -- that class members always have an
interest in the fee arrangements -- is incorrect. That interest may exist when payment is from a
common fund, but it does not always exist. Yet the notice requirement is premised on class
members' supposed universal interest in the fee award. Cases in which the class members do not
have any such interest include (a) those in which judgment has already been obtained in favor of the
class and class counsel are to be paid under a fee-shifting statute, (b) cases that settle, with fee issues
reserved for later, separate treatment, and (c) cases in which the fee methodology has already been
pre-determined under new Rule 23(g). If the parties are capable of settling these fee claims, why
require the court to determine the fee? Notices to the class in such instances will create more
confusion than benefit.

W.D. Mich. Committee on Rules of Practice, 01-CV-090: The amendments in this area are simply
unnecessary. Details about the nature of the attorney fees being sought can be incorporated in the
notices sent to class members under the other provisions of Rule 23. Introducing an entirely separate
notice procedure for approving attorney fees creates delay and redundancy that is both expensive and
inefficient.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (and 16 other groups). 01-CV-091): The
mandatory notice to the class regarding the fee motion imposes yet another unnecessary and
unjustified burden in civil rights class actions. Most civil rights class actions are maintained under
federal statutes that provide forjudicial awards of fees to prevailing plaintiffs from the adverse party.
As a consequence, the fees don't diminish the recovery for the class and notice to class members
would serve no purpose. To the extent that attorney fees are included in a proposed settlement, the
interests of class members in the fee amount are adequately served through notice of the proposed
settlement and the opportunity to object to it. But attorney fee proceedings in civil rights class
actions often occur after the approval of the settlement, and requiring a notice then serves no
legitimate interest.

Rule 23(h)(2)
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Conference: There should be an opportunity for discovery for objectors. The rule has evolved from
a draft that required a hearing to the present proposal that only permits a hearing. It would be better
to say something to the effect that the court "shall ordinarily" have a hearing. It is too easy to shovel
these issues under the rug without a hearing.

Conference: In one case in the RAND study, after objectors appeared to oppose the amount agreed
to be paid the lawyers, much more of the benefits of the deal were shifted from the class attorneys
to the class.

Conference: Why should class members get to object when the fee is not coming out of a common
fund? That would seem none of their business.

Barry Himmelstein, S.F. Hg. (pp. 15-30) & 01-CV-008: On the question whether discovery should
be available to those who object to fees, it makes sense to say (as the Note does) that the
completeness of the fee motion is a factor to be considered in deciding whether to order discovery.
But that determination should be made with regard to the method of determining fees that the court
will be employing. If it is the percentage method, that would have a great bearing on whether
discovery would be authorized. Even if the lodestar were used as a cross-check in such a case, the
level of detail that would be needed for that cross-check purpose would not be as great as would be
needed if the lodestar were the main method of setting the fee.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen), D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: This provision is a positive
addition to the rule because it underscores that all class members have an interest in any fee request,
whether made by class counsel or the objector's counsel, or whether the fee is nominally "separate"
from the relief to be accorded the class in a settlement. The Note raises some concerns. Regarding
pro se objectors, who often are not familiar with technical procedures, it should say that their
objections must be accepted even if they are submitted in an informal format, and that class counsel
are responsible for seeing that they are filed. We suggest the following language: "For these
purposes, an objector represented by counsel would ordinarily have to file a formal objection with
the clerk of court, rather than by letter to counsel or the court. For objectors not represented by
counsel, those less formal means will suffice." We also agree that the need for discovery depends
largely on how fully fee-seeking counsel have been in disclosing relevant information. Fee-sharing
arrangements among counsel, "clear sailing" arrangements with the defendant, and arrangements for
payments to named plaintiffs should be disclosed in all cases, however.

GregoryJoseph, Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. on Federal Civil Procedure,01-CV-055: The
opportunity for a party from whom payment is sought to object might invite improper behavior in
cases in which a party has agreed not to object, or at least not to object up to a certain amount. Could
the permissive "may" in subpart (2) trump the agreement even though the rule itself says that an
award can be premised on an "agreement of the parties"?

Prof. Charles Silver,01-CV-048: "Fee objections are pointless. When fees are handled right to start
with, their only purpose is to enrich strategic objectors who threaten to 'hold up' settlements by
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appealing unless they are paid to disappear." The Committee should not carve an objector's rights
to fees in stone. The standard extortionist tactic is to threaten to appeal unless class counsel cuts the
fee and to request a portion of the fee reduction as compensation. That should never be sufficient
to justify fees for objectors. They should only be compensating for wringing more from defendants.

Keith Johnson, Chief Legal Counsel. St. of Wis. Invest. Bd., 01-CV-066: SWIB applauds the
Committee's recognition that it may be appropriate to award fees to counsel whose work produced
a beneficial result for the class, including attorneys who represented objectors that improved the
settlement or reduced the fee award. Only by making it possible for objectors to recover the costs
of their efforts can we overcome the strong disincentive for class members to speak up in opposition
to excessive fees or inadequate settlements.

Washington Legal Foundation, 01-CV-082: WLF sees no reason to require class members to seek
to intervene in order to preserve the right to appeal a fee award. Unless class members are allowed
to appeal fee awards, there may be nobody to appeal unjust fee awards.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation,01-CV-069: The right to object bolsters the rule's
function in raising public confidence. It will help present the issue to the court in the adversary
context our justice system has typically regarded as optimal. By the time a settlement is proposed,
class counsel and the defendant are not really adversaries on the fee application.

Alliance of American Insurers.01-CV-068: The Alliance supports the provision allowing objections
by any class member or party from whom payment is sought.

National Treasury Employees Union. 01-CV-078: Providing a right to object to the fee motion
separate from the right to object to the terms of a proposed settlement does not seem warranted in
all cases.

Rule 23(h)(3)

Conference: The rule requires findings on the fee motion, but not a hearing. We should use this rule
to impose more regulation on district judges as they shop for, and as they pay, class counsel.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Ha. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: We support this provision.
Although a hearing need not be held in every case, the court should hold a hearing at least in cases
where a fee objection has been filed. The Note should stress the importance in the Rule 23(e)
settlement context of combining into one hearing the court's consideration of the overall settlement
and the fee request.

David Romine. D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV-49: This provision will burden courts. This is the
only motion for which courts must make findings. That is an undue burden.
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Keith Johnson. Chief Legal Counsel. St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. 01-CV-066: SWIB strongly supports
the proposal to require that courts make findings in connection with the award of attorney fees, and
supports inclusion in the Note of factors that courts should consider in assessing the reasonableness
of fee awards.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation, 01-CV-069: The requirement of specific findings
on the reasonableness of the fee will provide for effective appellate review. Perhaps more
importantly, such findings will provide a public education function in class action cases, which often
are followed closely in the media. In those cases in which large fee awards relative to the benefit
to individual class members are appropriate, written findings from the court awarding the fee will
help to educate the public regarding why such a fee is appropriate in that particular case.

Alliance of American Insurers. 01-CV-068: The Alliance supports the requirement for findings
under Rule 52(a) and for a hearing on the fee motion.

Rule 23(h)(4)

Conference: The Rule 23(h)(4) provision for reference to a special master is too broad. It refers to
issues related to the amount of the award. It would be better to refer to the need for an accounting
or a difficult computation, as the proposed Rule 53 revision at page 120 of the publication does.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: We oppose this provision
concerning reference of the fee amount determination to magistrate judges or special masters.
Except for the most mundane issues, it is important for the judge who handled the case to be fully
involved in this activity. In settled cases, in particular, the determination of a proper fee is intimately
tied to the assessment of the settlement.

Rule 23 2001 Proposals: General Comments

Conference: There is a lot of sensible stuff here. But Rule 23 should be amended only if there is a
real need. Caution is indicated even though there are no "hot-button" issues. Rule 23(b)(3) is the
source of the difficulties. Perhaps the time has come to abandon it.

Conference: With a couple of exceptions, the Committee should go forward. The proposals are
good. It is useful to codify good practice; not all judges are as adept as the best in managing class
actions. The Notes are too long; the attorney-fee Note includes material that should be in the
Manual. "A Note should explain the reason for the Rule." Lists of factors should not be included
in the Rules; they should be set out in Notes, or not at all. Amendments of themselves will not have
destabilizing effects; the Evidence Rules have codified Daubert, and it has worked.

Conference: The group that recreated Rule 23 in 1966 did not know what powers they were
unleashing. "It has become a de facto political institution." The proposals are not remarkable, but
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remarkable proposals cannot be put through the rulemaking process. Rule 23 affects many interests,
so much so that it is difficult to get disinterested advice from the people with the greatest experience.
It is wise to be cautious about engraving current practices in Rule 23. "Rule 23 has a very

sophisticated set of followers. That should be taken into account. The Notes are intelligent,

complete, but longer than needed after the present process is worked through." The lists of factors

seem to work pretty well. But there are some inconsistencies.

Conference: Both Notes and Rules have grown longer over the years. The earlier attitude was to be

sparse, to give direction and describe intent. It is useful to describe the purpose of a Rule, but to
leave out advice on how to exercise the power conferred. Notes now are attempting to become
legislative history.

Conference: The proposals would not change much. They are largely "instructive" to lawyers, trial

judges, and appellate judges. The Notes are too long and sometimes contradict themselves or

something in the accompanying Rule.

Conference: There is no need to cover everything in Rule 23. Most of this is useful in guiding the

district judge. The factors in the Notes will help judges. Case management will be improved. The
Notes to the 1993 Rule 26 amendments are a good model; they are not short, but they are a good
source of guidance. The draft Rule 23 Notes are too much text, and too much resource about the

law. The law may change.

Conference: Rule 23 should be amended to address the problem of discovery from "absent" class
members.

Conference: Consideration should be directed to the Department of Justice proposal prepared more
than 20 years ago with Dan Meador that would establish authority for the Department to pursue
important "consumer" actions.

Michael J. Stortz, Esq., Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The Note on Rule 23(e) suggests that
the development of scientific knowledge bears on the maturity of the substantive issues and the
review of a settlement. It should be noted that the development of scientific knowledge also is

relevant to certification of a class.

Mary Alexander. Esq.. S-F Hearing pp 55 ff: For ATLA. Class actions can be an important means
of deterring wrong conduct and providing compensation for small-scale damages claims. But it is
important to protect also the right to dedicated legal counsel, trial by jury, and the right of an
individual plaintiff to control litigation of an individual claim. There should be meaningful opt-out

rights. We must be vigilant to prevent erosion of individual class members' rights.

John Frank, Esq.. S-F Hearing pp. 92 ff: I dissented from the adoption of Rule 23(b)(3) in 1966. It
should be repealed and replaced by administrative agencies appropriate to the subject matter. It
simply produces a commercial transaction, blessed by the courts, in which defendants buy res

judicata from the plaintiff for a considerable sum of money. The published proposals produce a
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number of decision points. Each will require time. Anything that adds time to the judicial process
must be evaluated to ensure that the gain is worth the cost.

Anna Richo. Esq.. S-F Hearing 139: As Chief Judge Posner has quoted Judge Friendly, "settlements
induced by a small probability of an immense judgment in a class action" are "blackmail
settlements."

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., S-F Hearing 156 ff. 01 -CV-0 15: "What has happened in the class action
area is that we have a burdensome, expensive, ineffective method of transferring wealth from one
segment of the economy, the wealth creators, the target defendants that I generally represent, to
another segment of the economy and very little of that wealth ends up with the alleged victims.
That's a very serious problem and it's a much deeper and much more serious problem than is even
addressed, as many of the Committee members know, in the proposed amendments." John Frank's
recommended surgery may, at this late date, be too bold, but it reflects a feeling at both ends of the
political and philosophical spectrum that we need to do something about class actions one way or
another. The pending amendments are a start. "I would urge you not to stop there."

It is unfair to have a class that includes a wide range of injury or damages among individual
class members. Fundamental fairness, due process, and the right to jury trial are involved. The opt-
out (b)(3) class shifts the burden of inertia to class members and weighs in favor of inclusion in the
class. Opt-in classes would be better.

Defendant classes are "really truly legalized blackmail." Individual defendants are precluded
from raising individual defenses. Individual causation liability disappears in the crush to get a result.

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-044: The first several pages of the
statement, through text at note 18, trace the transformation of Rule 23 since 1966, concluding that
the distinctions between (b)(1), (2), and (3) classes "no longer fit the practice. The larger lesson is
that writing rules that assume the durability of categorization is ill-advised." Much of the focus is
on the role of the court in designating class counsel. But there are other themes. Among them is that
the Advisory Committee should establish "a catalogue of * * * desirable revisions that other
institutions have authority to initiate." Examples are reconsideration of "the common law preclusion
rule and the implicit standard on adequacy of representation" created by the outcome of the
Matsushita litigation, Epstein v. MCA, Inc., 9th Cir.1999, 179 F.3d 641; and the 1979 Department
of Justice proposal that the Department be authorized to bring small-dollar-value claims on behalf
of injured individuals.

David Snyder. Esq., and Kenneth A. Stoller. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 173: The most important rule to
be made would provide "an absolute as of right appeal, immediate appeal on a class certification and
a mandatory stay of proceedings pending the final resolution of the appeal." The written statement,
01-CV-022, adds that merits discovery should be stayed pending appeal. Immediate appeal will help
prevent settlements that result from the need to prevent extortionate litigation and discovery
expenses.
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National Assn. of Consumer Advocates, 01-CV-062: The Notes are much too long. "Frankly, the
commentary appears to those of us in the advocacy community to be a backdoor effort to accomplish
many biased and pro-business restrictions on good class actions that could never see the light of day
if they were in the actual proposed rule changes. This is dishonest and damaging and must be
corrected."

Joseph L.S. St.Amant. Esq., 01-CV-075: Raises a number of issues that tie to several of the
proposals, but are more general. As a Fifth Circuit Appellate Conference Attorney, he is concerned
about a number of issues that affect appeals. He recognizes that some of these issues may arise at
the borders between the Civil Rules and the Appellate Rules. The questions begin with a pre-
certification dismissal: how far does counsel's obligation to the putative class include a duty to
appeal? What if the dismissal results from voluntary settlement of the representative plaintiff's
claims? Is there always a duty to appeal denial of certification - and is it acceptable to take money
for the individual client not to appeal in this setting? Settlement after a notice of appeal has been
filed raises different questions. If a class has been certified, it seems to be understood that court
approval is required, and that remand to the district court is appropriate. But if certification has been
denied, there seldom is a reason for supervision of settlement by the court of appeals, yet it might
be better to adopt a rule that the initial filing of class allegations creates a need for district-court
supervision of settlement at any stage.

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: There is a statement the reflects other
comments not separately noted. The Committee Notes "go far beyond the particular rule changes
they purport to elucidate. Instead of explaining the amendments and the reasons for their enactment,
the Notes purport to take jurisprudential positions on the way class actions should be conducted and
resolved. Because of their breadth, the Notes - more than the rule amendments themselves - are
likely to be cited by parties as precedent to support their positions." Examples are found in the notes
to (c)(1)(A) (discovery in connection with certification) and (e)(1)(C) (factors for reviewing
settlement). "Because the Notes carry weight with the courts, it is important * * * that their content
and scope be limited to explaining the purpose of the amendments proposed, and not be used to
import into jurisprudence the Committee's views of best practice."

Federal Trade Commission, 01-CV-085: The FTC has substantial experience with class actions that
parallel, or follow on, FTC enforcement investigations and actions. These private actions may affect
the FTC's ability to obtain appropriate relief, at times yielding remedies that the FTC cannot get
under its own authority. The FTC has worked with class counsel to ensure that the parallel actions
would, together, provide appropriate relief. Private actions also may threaten to settle on terms -

including attorney fees - that do not afford adequate consumer relief; the FTC may seek to
intervene. Rule 23 should be revised to require the parties to provide notices of two sorts. First, the
parties should be required to inform the court of any previous or pending action conducted by the
government of which they are aware and that relates to the same conduct. This notice makes the
court aware of the full context of the case, and will facilitate the court's understanding of the issues,
review of any settlement, and award of attorney fees. Second, the parties should give notice of the
class action to any government agency that they know to be conducting, or to have conducted, an
action or investigation that relates to substantially the same conduct. Notice to the agency will
enable the agency to seek intervention when appropriate, and to provide the court with relevant
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information. One district court, further, has held that the FTC is precluded by the resjudicata effects
of a class-action judgment from seeking additional relief on behalf of class members; the FTC should
know of this danger. On the other hand, the FTC may be able to settle its own action on terms that
integrate with the class action.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) Raises
several questions that are not addressed by the published proposals: (1) Rule 23 should be amended
to make clear the propriety of certifying civil rights class actions for compensatory and punitive
damages. Some courts refuse (b)(2) certification for classes that seek significant damages awards,
and others refuse (b)(3) certification because common questions do not predominate, or because
class treatment is not superior in seeking to establish a pattern or practice of discrimination. "Such
misguided interpretations of Rule 23 turn expanded civil rights remedies [the addition of damages
relief] against the victims of discrimination * * *." It should be made clear that Rule 23 permits
certification of civil rights actions that seek both equitable and damages relief. (2) Rule 23 should
be amended to state that prior to certification unnamed class members are "represented" for purposes
of the Model Rule 4.2 prohibition on communications by counsel opposing the class with class
members. Present practice, launched by cases seeking to restrict communications by class counsel
with class members, authorizes limitations on communications only when there is a clear record and
specific findings that weigh the potential abuse against the rights of the parties and then seeks to
limit speech as little as possible. Protection of class members from communications from opposing
counsel is critical, "particularly regarding waiver or compromise of their claims. * * * Both courts
and commentators have recognized that putative class members should not be required to evaluate
waivers or releases without the assistance of counsel." The Rule 4.2 approach will provide
protection even when class counsel is not aware of the communications and not in a position to seek
control. Class counsel will continue to be able to communicate with class members, and counsel for
different proposed representative class plaintiffs also will remain free to communicate with class
members. This approach would not establish an attorney-client relationship with class members for
any other purpose. (3) The 2000 discovery amendments threaten to make it more difficult to pursue
civil rights litigation. The 2001 proposed Rule 23 amendments "add entire new proceedings, require
new decisions and new notices, authorize new appearances, and encourage the relitigation of
certification decisions, mandating a much greater direct involvement of judges * * *." But judges,
burdened with the new responsibilities for managing discovery, have no time for added Rule 23
responsibilities. The result will be further delay in the prompt disposition of class actions. Delay
is particularly undesirable in actions that seek injunctive relief. (4) There is an alarming trend toward
displacing employment discrimination litigation by arbitration. The character of arbitration
proceedings that may preclude resort to class actions remains to be resolved. It is important that
Rule 23 establish clear, functional standards for federal civil rights claims, "[flor it is against these
standards that arbitration regimes will be measured to determine whether a mandatory arbitration
agreement affects only a change in forum, or will affect substantive rights." (5) The Advisory
Committee should devise means to achieve "earlier and fuller input from the civil rights community
regarding the agenda, problems, and proposals to be considered by the Advisory Committee."

Prof. Howard M. Erichson. 01-CV-097: The current (b)(1), (2), and (3) typology should be
preserved. (b)(1) and (2) "essentially replicate Rule 19 compulsory joinder in cases where the
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necessary parties are so numerous that actual joinder would be impracticable." Properly-narrowly
- construed, they define situations with a class of necessary parties. The language of (b)(2)
overemphasizes remedy, and might be changed to make it clear that not every action demanding
primarily injunctive or declaratory relief need be a mandatory class action. Medical monitoring
actions are an example of classes that might be treated as opt-out.

Summary of Comments & Testimony: 2001 Rule 23- Mass Torts

Conference: The proposals fail to address mass torts.

Conference: There is a real problem with fitting mass torts into Rule 23. Perhaps they deserve a
separate rule.

Conference: Discussion of mass-tort classes has included consideration of opt-in classes. What
might such a rule be? Another participant suggested that a mass-torts rule that "does not involve a
class" might be useful. Perhaps it would be useful to revive consideration of the first Advisory
Committee drafts that collapsed the (b) categories, permitted opt-in classes, allowed denial of opt-out
from any type of class, would permit ajudge to condition the right to opt-out on specified preclusion
consequences, and so on.

Conference: Mass torts are different from securities, antitrust, or consumer class actions. Different
rules are needed. We are trying too hard to fit disparate forms of litigation into a single procedural
bottle. "There are sufficient needs of judicial economy to justify work on a mass-torts rule."

Conference: One approach might be to establish a procedure that facilitates "judicial management
of individual settlements." This would not be a class action, but a process to establish a method for
settlement or resolution that does not depend on counsel alone in the way that class settlements do.

Professor Owen M. Fiss. John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing, 01-CV-023: In
discussing the Ortiz decision, states that the class action "rests on too attenuated a concept of
representation" to serve the need to represent all claimants to a limited fund. "[T]he interests of all
the potential claimants in the limited fund are likely to be in competition with one another," so "the
named plaintiff is not likely to be an adequate representative of the interests of the unnamed
members of the class."

Washington Legal Foundation. 01 -CV-082: "Mass torts are routinely being certified as Rule 23(b)(3)
class actions, despite the clear admonition in the Advisory Committee Notes." The Committee
should "take up the question of the appropriateness of class certification in cases in which issues
surrounding liability and damages quite clearly vary considerably from class member to class
member. Certification in such cases often renders them essentially untriable; class certification
generally is sought as a means of imposing irresistible settlement pressure * * *. The fact that
federal courts are more than occasionally granting certification in such cases is an [sic] strong
indication that Rule 23 needs to be amended to make clear that certification is virtually never
appropriate in such cases." Cases not suitable for certification include personal injury claims and
employment discrimination claims.
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General Practice

Prof. Owen M. Fiss, John Bronsteen, Written Statement for D.C. Hearing. 01-CV-023: Defendant
class actions should be abolished. They involve the most suspect form of representation - the
plaintiff appoints the defendants' representative. They do not involve the need to make a suit
economically viable when harm is dispersed among many. They are extremely rare. "Clarity of
purpose would be served by eliminating any pretense that they are authorized by Rule 23."

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement. 01-CV-041: (1) If class
certification is denied, there should not be a stay pending appeal; if certification is granted, ordinarily
there should be a stay pending appeal. (2) A new phenomenon is presented by class actions
advancing claims on behalf of people who have filed individual bankruptcy proceedings. An
illustration is provided by a class claiming that sending notices to customers while in bankruptcy
violates the automatic stay. Another illustration involves the question whether it is permissible to
claim an attorney fee for preparing a proof of claim in a Chapter 13 proceeding. These situations do
not call for class treatment. The class members already are involved in litigation before a court, and
often have lawyers; the theory that a class is needed to represent people who otherwise do not have
access to court is inapplicable.

Summary of Comments & Testimony: 2001 Rule 23- Mass Torts

Conference: The proposals fail to address mass torts.

Conference: There is a real problem with fitting mass torts into Rule 23. Perhaps they deserve a
separate rule.

Conference: Discussion of mass-tort classes has included consideration of opt-in classes. What
might such a rule be? Another participant suggested that a mass-torts rule that "does not involve a
class" might be useful. Perhaps it would be useful to revive consideration of the first Advisory
Committee drafts that collapsed the (b) categories, permitted opt-in classes, allowed denial of opt-out
from any type of class, would permit a judge to condition the right to opt-out on specified preclusion
consequences, and so on.

Conference: Mass torts are different from securities, antitrust, or consumer class actions. Different
rules are needed. We are trying too hard to fit disparate forms of litigation into a single procedural
bottle. "There are sufficient needs of judicial economy to justify work on a mass-torts rule."

Conference: One approach might be to establish a procedure that facilitates "judicial management
of individual settlements." This would not be a class action, but a process to establish a method for
settlement or resolution that does not depend on counsel alone in the way that class settlements do.

Professor Owen M. Fiss, John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing, 01-CV-023: In
discussing the Ortiz decision, states that the class action "rests on too attenuated a concept of
representation" to serve the need to represent all claimants to a limited fund. "[T]he interests of all
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the potential claimants in the limited fund are likely to be in competition with one another," so "the
named plaintiff is not likely to be an adequate representative of the interests of the unnamed
members of the class."

Washington Legal Foundation. 01 -CV-082: "Mass torts are routinely being certified as Rule 23 (b)(3)
class actions, despite the clear admonition in the Advisory Committee Notes." The Committee
should "take up the question of the appropriateness of class certification in cases in which issues
surrounding liability and damages quite clearly vary considerably from class member to class
member. Certification in such cases often renders them essentially untriable; class certification
generally is sought as a means of imposing irresistible settlement pressure * * *. The fact that
federal courts are more than occasionally granting certification in such cases is an [sic] strong
indication that Rule 23 needs to be amended to make clear that certification is virtually never
appropriate in such cases." Cases not suitable for certification include personal injury claims and
employment discrimination claims.

General Practice

Prof. Owen M. Fiss, John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing. 01-CV-023: Defendant
class actions should be abolished. They involve the most suspect form of representation - the
plaintiff appoints the defendants' representative. They do not involve the need to make a suit
economically viable when harm is dispersed among many. They are extremely rare. "Clarity of
purpose would be served by eliminating any pretense that they are authorized by Rule 23."

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement, 01-CV-041: (1) If class
certification is denied, there shouldnot be a staypending appeal; if certification is granted, ordinarily
there should be a stay pending appeal. (2) A new phenomenon is presented by class actions
advancing claims on behalf of people who have filed individual bankruptcy proceedings. An
illustration is provided by a class claiming that sending notices to customers while in bankruptcy
violates the automatic stay. Another illustration involves the question whether it is permissible to
claim an attorney fee for preparing a proof of claim in a Chapter 13 proceeding. These situations do
not call for class treatment. The class members already are involved in litigation before a court, and
often have lawyers; the theory that a class is needed to represent people who otherwise do not have
access to court is inapplicable.
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Overstrike-Underline Version

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (c) Determiningation by Order Whether to Certify
2 a Class Action to-Be Maintained; Appointing Class
3 Counsel: Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment;
4 Actions Conducted Partially as Class Actions Multiple
5 Classes and Subclasses.

6 (1) (A) As soon s as prcticable aft.e the
7 coiinenLemLLILInt of an action brought as a class
8 actiun, the Leout sl1 I dtermine bUy rUder WhetheL

9 it is to be so mllltaine..d. Al, ordel under this
10 subdivision ay be colditiolnal, and mllay be alteled
11 or amended before tll deiin1 n thl 1llrllr,.

12 When a person sues or is sued as a representative

* New matter is underlined; omitted matter is lined through.
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13 of a class, the court must - at an early practicable
14 time - determine by order whether to certify the
15 action as a class action.

16 (B) An order certifying a class action must
17 define the class and the class claims, issues, or
1 8 defenses, and must appoint class counsel under
19 Rule 23(g). WheLn a class is certified under Rule
20 1 23(b)(3, tac order m1st state when and how
21 members may L 1' eluded ftorn the 1lass.

22 (C) An order under this subdivision Rule
23 23(c)(1) may be i-S clunitiniual, adii may be altered or
24 amended before th_ r dcision n th1e e final
25 judgment.

26 (2) (A) When orde1 certification of a class
27 action under Rale 23. the eourt roust direct
28 apyropriat. notice to the class. For any class
29 certified under Rule 23(b)(1) or (2), the court
30 may direct appropriate notice to the class.

31 (B) For any class certified under subdivision
32 Rule 23(b)(3), the court sha}+ must direct to class
33 the members of the class the best notice practicable
34 under the circumstances, including individual
35 notice to all members who can be identified
36 through reasonable effort. The notice must
37 concisely and clearly describe state in plain, easily
38 understood language:

39 * the nature of the action,
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40 * the definition of the class
41 certified,

42 * the class claims, issues, or
43 defenses with res1ect to which the

44 c~~~~~~~~lasks hc; as l benerffid.

45 * the light of that a class member to
46 may enter an appearance through
47 counsel if the member so desires,

48 * that the court will exclude from
49 the class any member who
50 requests exclusion, the-light to
51 elect to bJ SAJUUSU 111 1 a elifh
52 class certified under Rule 23
53 fb)(3) stating when and how
54 members may elect to be
55 excluded, and

56 * the binding effect of a class
57 judgment on class members under
58 Rule 23(c)(3).

59 (i) For any class certified under Rule 23
60 (b^)(i) or (2), the court moust direct
61 u ctic by iiinean s calculated to reah a
62 nesla~elumb....ler of class memerllcs.

63 ( iii) I .. Fany classactiouiInaintained
64 certified under subdivisio ........... Rulfe-
65 23(b)(3), the court slihll liust direct to
66 class the iiiimibuirs of th class thu best
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67 IVlvilla%,Ifiable undUer theW

68 CITCUmstaees , includin g indi vidual
69 n etice to all mem..e1 bers who can beI
70 identified tlhroughl reason~able effor t.
71 Thle notice shal 11dvis e each il ce ber
72 that (A) the curt will eixclud thw

73 memlsber froml the class if the m ..........ernber so
74 rees by a specified date, (B) the
75 judgmenb11 t, whe.ther favUoablecf or t, Will

76 ilnlude all members who do not request
77 exclusion, and (C) any m1ember Wlo
78 does not request exclusion may, if the
79 meImbeL desires, eniter an appuealraLce

thogh consi+

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) is amended in several respects.
2 The requirement that the court determine whether to certify a class "as
3 soon as practicable after commencement of an action" is replaced by
4 requiring determination "at an early practicable time." The notice
5 provisions are substantially revised. Notie now is explicitly X quired
6 in (b)(1) and (b)(2) classea.

7 Paragraph (1). Subdivision (c)(1)(A) is changed to require that
8 the determination whether to certify a class be made "at an early
9 practicable time." The "as soon as practicable" exaction neither

10 reflects prevailing practice nor captures the many valid reasons that
11 may justifv deferring the initial certification decision. See WillZing.
12 Hooper & Niemic, Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal
13 District Courts: Final Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil
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14 Rules 26-26 (Federal Judicial Center 1996). The F~cedeal Judicial
15 eenter st ud Mally e i17 whi h it was doWbtfel wvhether
16 determ11in.ation of the class-action .uuestion was llmade as soon as
17 praUticable afteu oUllllieiblnlemet of th e aUtiUII. This Ireult oUrrIed

18 eve, i, distric t s with local rulus lequiling determiination withi,, a
19 specifiUd priIUd. These seemIIngly tardy certificatiuon duesiuios ofte
20 are ini fact made as soon as practicable, for practicability itself is a
21 piragni concllt, permittinig uunisiderationi of all the factors that
22 may suppolt dueferal of thue crtificatiou decision. if the "as soon as
23 practicable" phrase is applied to lrquile determl..ination at ani early
24 piactiuable tiiiie, it does no haiin. But thc" aS soIo aS practicable"
25 xactioull miay divrlt atteuntioun ftm th11 e t miaiiy practical reasuons that

26 ay fy deferrinig thue ijitial certificationi decision. The period
27 iiiediately follow;ng filfng may support fiee exploration of
28 settlelwln opportnities, althonghl settlemlent discussions slhould ,,ot
29 becontie the occasio,, fol deferring tlhe activitics neceded to prepare fol
30 thle cetifiuatioii dutullllatioi,. The palty opposig the class iiay
31 prefer to win dismissal or suniimiary judgmient as to the individual
32 paintiffs without certificationi and without bin1 din1g the class that
33 nig~ht lhave bueem cltifidu. Time imiay bue iueudd to explfoe
34 desig,,ationi of class counsel ulider Rule 23(g).

35 Time afso may be needed for discoveuy to suolt to gather
36 information necessary to make the certification decision. Although
37 an evaluation of the probable outcome on the merits is not properly
38 part of the certification decision, discovery in aid of the certification
39 decision often includes information required to identify the nature of
40 the issues that actually will be presented at trial. In this sense it is
41 appropriate to conduct controlled discovery into the "merits.." limited
42 to those aspects relevant to making the certification decision on an
43 informed basis. Active judicial supervision may be required to
44 achieve the most effective balance that expedites an informed
45 certification determination without forcing an artificial and ultimately
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46 wasteful division between "certification discovery" and "merits
47 discover." of th disput. A comut mcust utiderstad tlhe lnatule of the
48 d that wlIl be pIreseted oII te Ullerit in order to evaluat t11e

49 presence of comm n ol sue;t knIow wlether tlhe claimls or defen.........................ses
50 of thle class repLeseL ptatic a ic tyyical of class clai1,s ot defens to
5 1 meilasunre the ability of class ruyepstati ves adeLquately to reprsniIt t1hb
52 class; to assess potential con1 flicts of iikterest within a propVosed class,
53 and pakticulaily to deter.,ine fot purpLoses of a (b)(3) class w htdh.t
54 COMM predonfin.ate and whete.r a class actioVI is superiot
55 to other llethods of adjudicationI. Tlhe iiost A critical need is to
56 determine how the case will be tried. Some An increasing number
57 of courts now require a party requesting class certification to present
58 a "trial plan" that describes the issues that likely wi* to be presented
59 at trial and tests whether they are susceptible of class-wide proof.,
60 a desi.abl, - anld at tiii.es inidi~spe..nsable- Lactice Such trial
61 plans thlat oftcn r..equire..s better knIowledge of the facts a id available
62 evideLLe, thanl cal be gleaned firo.I the pleadings and atuinmelnt alonIe.
63 Wise managemaienIt of the dismvery needed to suppoit for thc
64 CC1 tificationI decisic LecogLz that it miiay be ImVost efficient to fiame
65 ti.e discovery so as to reduce wasteful duplication if th.e class is
66 certified Or if th.e litigation coL.tinues despite a refusal to certify a
67 eass See Manual For Complex Litigation Third, § 21.213, p. 44; §
68 30.11, p. 214; § 30.12, p. 215.

69 Quite different reasoi s for deferring the. decisio... whethe to
70 ceLtify a class appeal if related litigationI is approalhiig mlatulity.
71 Actual Developments i other cases mLay provide i.valuable
72 in.formilation. bea-ing oVl ti.e desirability of class proccedings and on
73 class defini;tion. If the related litigation iIvolves a n ovelapping of
74 'oleilg class,iii ......deed, tfiere nayble conlipeflitigrlaso .............s to defer to
75 it. If related litigation remains in a relatively early stage, on the
76 other hand, thle pospect that duplicating, oveLlaping, o1
77 conpeting classes may result in coLflicting or dis uptive
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78 developments may be a reason. to expedite the determcination
79 wh ether to ce tify a class.

80 Other considerations may affect the timing of the certification
81 decision. The party opposing the class may prefer to win dismissal
82 or summary judgment as to the individual plaintiffs without
83 certification and without binding the class that might have been
84 certified. Time may be needed to explore designation of counsel
85 under Rule 23(g). recognizing that in many cases the need to progress
86 toward the certification determination may require designation of
87 interim class counsel under Rule 23(g)(2)(A). The period
88 imiimidiateJy fl~loWin f1n116 may suppU1t fte eAxlUoatiUoI Uo
89 settflement opportunities, although settlemenit discussions slhould not
90 bucolIle tl.c occasion for defer.ring the activities n ..eded to prepare fo.
91 tle certifiatiUon deiteinatioin.

92 Although many circumstances may justify deferring the
93 certification decision, active management may be necessary to ensure
94 that the certification decision is not unjustifiably delayed-beyond-thl
95 neesu that justify delay. These aminIdmLint are The rule is nUt

96 intended to encoturage or excuse a dilatory aproac.h to thc
97 certificationi determin.ation. Class litigatio must i not beco1 e.1 thlc
98 uicasiu.1 for lon.g-delayed justice. Class memb.er...cs ofte,. n1 eed promiipt
99 relief, and olderly relationships bletween tc class actionl and possible

100 individual or other paallel actioji s peeuiie syc.dy pr.oceedings in1 the
101 class actioui. Tthle paty opposiig a proposed class also is eutitled to
102 a Promupt deterlmlijation of the scope of the litigation, see Phili
103 Morris v. Nnfimr~al Asbmimn 7RO,*ers Mrdical Fund, 214 F.3d f 32
104 (2d Cei. 2000). The object of Rulc 23(c)(1)(A) is to en sure that the
105 taftito at th wiasuonablu dispatuh to gather anid prueseint inififrmatiui

106 requiled to suppuolt a well-iniformied detell lmationi whethter to certify
107 a class, anid that thU cuut makU the dutelln nptly after
108 suffMcient informatioy is su2002tted.
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109 Subdivii (e)(f)(B) requires that the Uodei certifying a (b)(3)
110 class, not the notice alone, state when and how class members can opt
111 out. It does not address the questions that nlay arise under Re- 2 3 (c)
112 when the niotice of certification is conlbined with a notice Of
113 settlfemeift-

114 Subdivision (c)(1)(C); reflects two amendments. The provision
115 that a class certification "may be conditional" is deleted. A court that
116 is not satisfied that the requirements of Rule 23 have been met should
117 refuse certification until they have been met. The provision that
118 whieh permits alteration or amendment of an order granting or
119 denying class certification, is amended to set the cut-off point at final
120 judgment rather than "the decision on the merits." This change
121 avoids a= the possible ambiguity in referring to "the decision on the
122 merits." Following a determination of liability, for example,
123 proceedings to define the remedy may demonstrate the need to amend
124 the class definition or subdivide the class. Tl. determiniiation o
125 liability i;glht seem a decision on the inelits, but it is not a final
126 Judgment that shoulid prevent fuIth.e. uo eiduiation of the class
127 certificationi and definiitioni. In this setting the final judgment concept
128 is pragmatic. It is not the same as the concept used for appeal
129 purposes, but it should be flexible in the sarie way as the concept
130 used in defininig appealability, particularly in protracted institutional
131 reforrm litigation. For examiple, proceedilgs, to uinforce a complilex
132 decree in protracted institutional reform litigation may i
133 several adjustments in the class definition after liablity i
134 deterninted. may generate several occasions for final judgieuit
135 appeals, and likuwise miay demonlstrate the need to adjust the class
136 defillitiorr

137 The authority to amend an order under Rule 23(c)(1) before final
138 judgment does not restore the practice of "one-way intervention" that
139 was rejected by the 1966 revision of Rule 23. A coult may not decide
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140 the ieLits first and theln certify a class. It is no inore alupliatL to
141 certify a class after a deterlination that sefavab to the class
142 than it would be to certify a class for the purpose of binding class
143 neLrnbLes by an adverse judgmneLt p1evius ly ren1dered without the
144 protections that flow froni class mtificatiu1,. A determination of
145 liability after certification, however, may show the a need to amend
146 the class definition. In extrLeme uusua l LiLu i1sa c Ls,

147 dDecertification may be warranted after further proceedings. show
148 that the class is not adequately epleseLnted or that it is not ploioer to
149 naintaiii a class definition that substantially eseblnes the defilition
150 n a;iitailecd up to tihe tilme of luling on the ine.its.

151 Paragraph (2). The first change made in Rule 23(c)(2) is to
152 require call attention to the court's authority - already established in
153 part by Rule 23(d)(2) - to direct notice of certification to a Rule
154 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) class. in Rule 23(b)(1) aid (b)(2) class actiouS.s The
155 present rule expressly requires notice only in actions certified under
156 Rule 23(b)(3). Members of classes certified under Rules 23(b)(1) or
157 (b)(2) canlinot request exclu~tsio, but have interests that shouid -be may
158 deserve protectigoed by notice. These interests often cani be
159 protected withotut rLouiiing t Ml Lxacting efforts to effect individual
160 notice to ideLntifiabll cas l.enbeIs that stern ftom the right to elect
161 eAxlusIUII fromi, a (b)(3) class.

162 The authority to direct notice to class members in a (b)(1) or
163 (b)(2) class action should be exercised with care. For several reasons,
164 there may be less need for notice than in a (b)(3) class action. There
165 is no right to request exclusion from a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class. The
166 characteristics of the class may reduce the need for formal notice.
167 The cost of providing notice, moreover, could easily cripple actions
168 that do not seek damages. The court may decide not to direct notice
169 after balancing the risk that notice costs may deter the pursuit of class
170 relief against the benefits of notice.
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171 When the court does direct certification notice in a (b)(1) or
172 (b)(2) class action, the discretion and flexibility established by
173 subdivision (c)(2)(A) extend to the method of Riving notice.
174 Individual notice, when feasible, is required in a (b)(3) class action to
175 support the opportunity to request exclusion. If the class is certified
176 under (b)(1) or (b)(2), notice facilitates the opportunity to participate.
177 Notice calculated to reach a significant number of class members
178 often will protect the interests of all. Informal methods may prove
179 effective. A simple posting in a place visited by many class
180 members, directing attention to a source of more detailed information,
181 may suffice. The court should consider the costs of notice in relation
182 to the probable reach of inexpensive methods.

183 If a Rule 23(b)(3) class is certified in conjunction with a (b)(2)
184 class, the (c)(2)(BA)fiii* notice requirements must be satisfied as to
185 the (b)(3) class.

186 The direction that class-certification notice be couched in plain,
187 easily understood language is added as a reminder of the need to work
188 unremittingly at the difficult task of communicating with class
189 members. It is virtually i1 possibl. difficult to provide information
190 about most class actions that is both accurate and easily understood
191 by class members who are not themselves lawyers. Factual
192 uncertainty, legal complexity, and the complication of class-action
193 procedure itsef raise the barriers high. In some inaity cases, it has
194 poved useful to provide thse barrier may be reduced byprovidig
195 iiitioductory stimmary that briefly expesses the most salient
196 points, leaving full cxii.5siuii to the body of the notice. The Federal
197 Judicial Center has rodertaken-to created illustrative clear-notice
198 forms that provide a helpful starting point for actions similar to those
199 described in the forms. Even with these illustrative guides, the
200 e to "fill in, the blanks" with clear langiuage for any
201 particular c 11aiIi . .s ehalle1 ging. Thle clhallcege will be increased
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202 in cases iAvolvi 1g classes that justify notiee not only in Eglishl blut
203 also in aniother lanlguaige because sigiificat numblers of mnemnbers are
204 more likely to unLdeLstand niotice in a diffe1 en1 t lfanguage.

205 Extension of tile nuotice uiier n it to Rue 23(b)(1) and (b)(2)
206 classes justifies applyinIg to those classes, aS well aS to (b)(3) efasses,
207 tc Igt to enltc- an. nperanace through. counlsef. Memlbers of (b)(1)
208 and (b)(2) classes may in fact have greatei nleed of this -ight since
209 t clcy lack the protective alterllati ve of electinIg exclusio,,.

210 Subdivision (c)(2)(A)(ii) lequ&ies n oti= calculated to reach a
211 reasonialle ntunmbet of iineibes of a Rule 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) class.
212 T ne means of iotice designied to reach a reuwabls 1e n 1um1ber of class
213 mlemlbers, shlould be determlin~ed by thc circumstanlces of eacl. CaSe.
214 See Mullwtwre v. Cndtul IIlwvl Bank & Tist Co., 339 U.S. 306,
215 319 (19S0): [N]otice Leasounably certain to lmach iost of those
216 illteested in objecting is likely to safu the ilteLests of all * ."
217 Notice aff-ods all oportunity to protect class illtelests. Although
218 iiutic is sent aftet cetifiLcatioll, class IlmemIbels CloiltillUC to have all
219 inteiest in the prtelquisites anid stanidards for ceLtification, thle class
220 definlitiol, and the adequacy of Lcreselntation. Notice supports the
221 oportunlity to chaflenlge tlle certificatio oil such grounlds. Noticee
222 al so suports thle oppoyluity to mniuitor tilLe coLntilnuing p~eifonnian ce
223 of class Lpreselltatives and lass cousel to enlsule that the
224 predictions of adequate lLteseLLntatioln IIlade at the tillml of
225 ceLtificatioll are fulfillcd. Thlese goausjustify notice to all idenitifiable
226 c fassnilemlbershe. cicu -tales suppot t individnaf n....................otice without
227 substanitial burdeil. If a pafty addLesses Legulal colll1llliatnil to
228 fass T1enL1beLs fot othier pupuoses, for xallplle, it miiay be easy to
229 include the cass otiLce with a routifie distLibution. Dut whein
230 individual nuotice would be buldell o Ur intrusive, the reasolus for
231 giVillg notice often ..an be satisfied witllhut atteLmpting pelrsolal
232 nic e-L t" eael class enllbeLI cve,, wlhen Lll any individual Hass
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233 mlemlbers caii Ibe idenltified. Pubfishled notice, perhlaps suplem~ei~ted
234 by direct niotice to a sigiifieatit 11um1 1ber of class mcem1bers, will ofteti
235 suffie e. I determiiing the mneans and extent of iotiee, the COult
236 should attemnpt to enstuie that Iotice costs do not defeat a class actiol
237 worth~y of certificatioi..- The btttdei imlposed lby nlotice co~sts mlay lbe
238 partiiulafly truub1 lle i o a ntiuis that seek only declaratory or
239 ; jucti vc refie f.

240 If a Rule 23(b)(3) class is certified in conjunction with a (b)(2)
241 class, thl (c)(2)(A)(iii) iiuoticer iutuiie.,ieits imust be satisfied as to the
242 (b)(3) Hass.

RULE 23(e): REVIEW OF SETTLEMENT

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (e) Settlement. Voluntary Dismissal, or Compromise,
3 and Witlidrawal. A class action shall not be dismnissed or
4 coumpronnsed without thre appromva fh the COu t, anid iotice of
5 the proposed dismmissal or COumMPT0mise shall ble giveIn to all
6 imnembers of thc lass in sucl. mnaIner as the COUlt directs.

7 (1) (A) A ymerson who sues or is sued as a

8 ve of a elass may settle, vol"*Itmily

9 dismiss, con withd aw ail or pail of the
10 class Claims 1dfe.ses. but only with t.e
11 ourt's applmoval. The court must approve any
12 settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise of
13 the claims, issues, or defenses of a certified class.
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14 (B) The court must direct notice in a
15 reasonable manner to all class members who
16 would be bound by a proposed settlement.
17 voluntary dismissal, or compromise.

18 (C) The court may approve a settlement,
19 voluntary dismissal, or compromise that would
20 bind class members only after a hearing and on
21 finding that the settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
22 compromise is fair, reasonable, and adequate.

23 (2) The court mav direct the parties seeking
24 approval of a settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
25 compromise. or withdrawal underRule 23(e)(1) must to
26 file a statement identifying a cogy or a smmmu11I11p of any
27 agreement or understandilr made in connection with the
28 proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
29 compromise.

30 (3) fAftEl\ative-l 1XIII an action pTeviousl1
31 certified as a lass actionne Rule 23(1,)(3 
32 23(e)(H(B)notice itst state terns on which idiv
33 class 1 1embes iav le e 1

34 the eourt may for %1ood cause refuse to allow an
35 o1ortnnitv to e lect xcuso if 1 1

36 ewf.r1rrortunitv to elect exeimr

37 (3) faterlnative--i In an action previously certified
38 as a class action under Rule 23(b)(3), the court may
39 direct that the Rule 23(e)(1)(B) notice ma' state terms
40 that afford a new opportunity to request exclusion to
41 individual class members who did not request
42 exclusion during an earlier period for requesting
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43 exclusion a second further upyuftuiiitv to e
44 exclusion.. ftom tile clas~s.

45 (4) (A) Any class member may object to a
46 proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
47 compromise that requires court approval under
48 Rule 23(e)(1)(Ae).

49 (B) An objection made under Rule
50 23(e)(4)(A) may be withdrawn only with the
51 court's approval. An objector may withdraw
52 O*ectios made nnder Rule 23(e)((A 1 it
53 1Court's

54

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (e). Subdivision (e) is amended to strengthen the
2 process of reviewing proposed class-action settlements. It applies to
3 all classes, whether certified only for settlement; certified as anl
4 adjudiiantve class alld then.1 sette or prleLseted to the iUUd a; 

5 settlem.1 en1t class but fould to InLet the requiremLn.ents f m certificationI
6 for trial as well. Settlement may be a desirable means of resolving a
7 class action. But court review and approval are essential to assure
8 adequate representation of class members who have not participated
9 in shaping the settlement.

10 Paragraph (1). Subdivision (e)(1)(A) expressly recognizes the
11 power of a class representative to settle class claims, issues, or
12 defenses. The reference to settlement is added as a tea e.1111

13 i .giiial to themoderieyethain "cou. royise." The ueequireiment of
14 Coutt aiPproval is made explicit foi, pLe-certification dispositions
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15 dismissals, to assure judicial super VisIon ove class-action

16 pr actieL and to, p C otet theinteriWty of clacaLtsulction pi t~ eu .

17 Thie new languag introduces a distinctioni btwee volutitary

18 dismsIIaf and a court-or d dimial that has beer recogrized im

19 ti1e cases. Court approval is an intrinsic efeinnent of an inivolunitaly
20 dismissal. Ilivoluitary disinssal ofteLn results frion suniiinary
21 judgmieiniit or a mIutiun tU diniss for failueu to state a clailm upUon

22 whichi ieief can be gLaited. it miay result frlon other cilcutn1stanLecs,

23 as , asdiscoVeiy sanctioins. The diistiiLtiunis usUffI pf Vaswl in

24 deteining tfie need foi riotice as addressed by paragraph 1(11).

25 Thie .VUft-appiUvaf rieq.uimIInt r, isiade eAxplicit fIo voUlltaly

26 pre-ceilltifiiati dislissals to prOteCt menibei s of describef til d class

27 an d also tu prItectt t1.e it f cfas-aiti oi prVo.duif. a p

28 certification settlem ......ent or with~drawal of class allegatio' ppa 
29 to iLclude a p enminli paid not oily as coIpensation for settling

30 ;indivIdual represe ta t laints, but alsU tU avod the threat uf
31 class litigation, the court nmay seek assuranLces that the class-

32 action allegations were not asserted, or withdiawn, solely for

33 osavteg Jupu. c I and that teIC rghts of abeunt Llass mem1 bers
34 ar e not unfairly prejudiced. Because WhenX special circumstances
35 sugget that Class 1nmbers miay hiave reyied onthe cls actiun to

36 protect thlir iltelests, thle court miay diLect consider whlether somIe

37 r easnable forI Iof iUtic of the dismissal is warranted tU afelr

38 class meLnbeLs that they caLn no longer rey on the class actiol to toll

39 Statutes of lilitations ui utli wise pl tCrt thlei ilnterlsts. As ani

40 altcliiative, tile oiut imiay provide ani opupotuinity for other class

41 Lepresii.tati vi to apL.eai similar to thc o. uorltulnity that often is

42 provided wlhen the clains of indi vidual class vLpeLLbctativme l~ boLu

43 iiioot. SpLcial difficulticies may aise if a settleLenLt appears to iinLlude

44 a pimniuttm paid niiot oly as colllmpLsatioln fOr settliiig individual

45 epreseLntatives' cfaims but also to avoid the threat of class litigation.
46 A pLe-ceLftification sLttflemlent does not bind class lLembes, and the
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47 court can..ot effectively require an. u..willi..g reprlese..tative to carry
48 on with c.las representation. Nor is it fai t_ r .t s.rr . 1 d efedant's

49 resolve by forbiddi g payin.elt of a plerllliullt to avoid further
cn sujcto to th , b.rdes of cls litig.to. One eferiv . e e

51 a mai1I may be to seek out othlc class rlepeseLtatives, ieaving it to tilLe
52 parties to deteL11minic whetheL to comyli.ete a settlelllnt that does juot
53 bUIonUUin the claiss proceedings.

54 Adlmin~istration of subdivisionX (e)(1)(A) slhoulcl not interfere
55 with exercise of tHie rigt to amenud once as a matter of course
56 pJroiUdd by Rule 15(a). Dtirin the priod before a ipuusiv

57 pleading is filed, class counsel lay discover reasons to
58 efoui l t t Hie l a i s in ay that onint somie theories included
59 in the or ignal uoplqait. Ther1 is a rssk that inquiry into tie

60 reasons for sucli changes night interfere with the ad versary
61 balance of tlhe litigation. Inl niUost circumstalnces tlhe couL t should
62 not inquire into tle reasons for chages nade by an anmended
63 comnplained filed as a tatter of course unless the changes appear
64 to surr V eder central par ts of thre or iginal class claimts.

65 Rule 23(e)(1)(A) resolves the ambiguity in former Rule 23(e)'s
66 reference to dismissal or compromise of "a class action." That
67 language could be - and at times was - read to require court
68 approval of settlements with putative class representatives that
69 resolved only individual claims. See Manual for Complex Litigation
70 Third. § 30.41. The new rule requires approval only if the claims,
71 issues, or defenses of a certified class are resolved by a settlement.
72 voluntary dismissal, or compromise. When a putative class has -ot
73 been certified, sLecial ci1curnstanees inavIad a COUlt
74 A 1 _ _, _ _._ _._._1 _1 _ ___ 1 _ 1 _L _._1: 1 _
74 termlli that nroteet nuoltetaclass memer _vli11L IL, kl

75 thc class allegation. or tlhat preven..............t abuse of tlhe class-action
76 proeedure. As an alterative. t' Y direct notice to tl.e
77 class ude Rule 23(d)(1)
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78 Subdivision (e)(1)(B) carries forward the notice requirement of
79 present Rule 23(e), btt iapkes it iiianidatory only for settlek1 ent,
80 voluntary dismissal, or compromLise of the class clas Isues, 
81 defenses. Notice is requied when the settlement binds the class
82 through claim or issue preclusion: notice is not required when the
83 settlement binds only the individual class representatives. Notice of
84 a settlement binding on the class is required either when the
85 settlement follows class certification or when the decisions on
86 certification and settlement proceed simultaneously. botlh when the
87 clas, was certified before the poposdL settlement anid when1 th1 e

88 decisions on certification and settle.menlt proceed sinliultaneously -

89 the test is wlhether the settlenlt is to bind the class, not only the
90 individual class IrLeesLntatives, by the claiml- and issue-preclutsion
91 efets of res judicata. Thec court meay order notc one .. . ................... bers of the
92 pro uposed Ha of a disp itiade before a cei itifiatiuon dsion,

93 and may wish to do so if special circu11starLces show there is leason.
94 to snpVpo that other classo nmember may leave rlied Ulo the pending

95 action to defei- their oWl litigationu. The court may also require
96 N alo ay b ordered if there is an involuntary dismissal after
97 certification, although such orders are unisual.; cOne likely Jeason
98 would be core that the class rL mstative may not have Provided
99 adequate represem.ntatioi.

100 Reasonable settlement notice may require individual notice in
101 the manner required by Rule 23(c)(2)(B) for certification notice to a
102 Rule 23(b)(3) class. Individual notice is appropriate, for example, if
103 class members are required to take action - such as filing claims -
104 to participate in the judgment, or if the court orders a settlement opt-
105 out opportunity under Rule 23(e)(3).
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106 Subdivision (e)(1)(C) confirms and mandates the already
107 common practice of holding hearings as part of the process of
108 approving settlement, voluntary dismissal, orcompromise that would
109 bind members of a class. The factors to be considered in deteriiniinn
110 Whlether to approve a settleme.nt are con1plex, and should not be
111 presented simlply by stipulation ......F..... oftePIcs

112 Subdivision (e)(1)(C) also states the standard for approving a
113 proposed settlement that would bind class members. The settlement
114 must be fair, reasonable, and adequate. A helpful review of many
115 factors that may deserve consideration is provided by In re:
116 Prudential Ins. Co. America Sales Practice Litigation Agent Actions,
117 148 F.3d 283,316-324 (3d Cir. 1998). Further Guidance can be found
118 in the Manual for Complex Litigation.

119 The court, further must make findings that support the
120 conclusion that the settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate meets
121 this standard. The findings must be set out in sufficient detail to
122 explain to class members and the appellate court the factors that bear
123 on applying the standard. "The district court tust show that it has
124 epAilued these factuor comprelhens~ively tu oui Vive appellatLe review.

125 Ill ,i Afego Fi,,acial Cop. Securities LitiatiouL, 213 F.3d 454, 458
126 (9tiI irl. 20e0).

127 The seerningly sinple standard for app ovi11. a s ttleenlet iftay
128 be easily applied in some casm. O LttLin1nt that acucods al ol
129 nearly all of the requested relief, for example, is likely to fall short
130 only if there is good reason to fear that the request was signIifica1Itly
131 inadequate. In other cases, however,
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132 Riiovipi..g d p osed class-actio.. settle1 1 c.nt oftc.. will niot be
133 easy. Many .ysettle...ts can l valuatedio...ily afteL co.... sideLilig ahost
134 of factors that reflect the substance of the termis agLeed upun, the
135 kiiuwledge base available tu thU pafties ad tou thu l ouut tU ayppaise

136 thle streugth of the class's positioi, and thle stucture and natue of the
137 _.ti proce_. A h1lpfui iuviuv of inany factors that i__a.

138 deserve con uusiderat'i pisvidud by In iv. Pr,ndrnl Iint. Co.
139 A,,nzeLcU Sales P/atice Litigation Agnt ActioL, I48 F.3d 283,
140 316-324 (3der. 1998). An1 y list of theus factors m.us bu infonplktW.

141 Recent decisions should always he consulted, and guidaLce can
142 be found in the Manual for Coniplex Litigation. The examples
143 provided heui ale only illustrative, some exam ples of factors that
144 n may be imiportatet in ,,rne cases but irrelevant in others. Matters
145 eAxludUd UmittUd from11 thU eAalmpiles may, i. a catuula s ea, b

146 inolr impuortant than any matter offered as ani exalmlple.

147 A nunber of variables influence settlement
148 evaluation.Application of these factors will be influutened by

149 variablue that are nut listud. Gne dimenusiuon invulves th natteuu o the

150 substaiitive class clai s, i sues, o. defenses. Anothe. involves thl

151 nature of the class, h immandatouy or opt-out. Anothlr involves

152 thm IIIA Uf iIdi vidual ulaimsn,. - a A class invul ving uonly smnall claims

153 miay be tle ounly sole opportunity for relief, and also puose lss little

154 risk that thU isttlemInit terms will causu saucifice of rueuvuries that

155 a ou imnpoftait to in.dividual class enbel,. a class i;volvini a ixAof

156 large aiid snall individual claimns mi ay i;volve ouiflictimi intumusts;

157 a class involvinlg niany claihns that are individually importanmt, as fo

158 examlmple a mmmass-torts pe.sonal-itrjumy lass, immay leucial care.

159 Still other dimemuncsions of difference will eunmumg.

160 Amniuin thu factuor that Iiiay bear un lrview uf a settlement un

161 these.
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162 (A) a ulmlpariusn of the propose sttLiueit with the. prubable

163 UUtoUnit of a trial on the uuneurits of liability anid damiagesas ato

164 the clail .n.s, issucs, or defen......ses of the class an......d in~dividual class
165 members;

166 (B) the probable timec, duration., aud cost of trial,

167 (C) the prubability that th1e las clainisi , or d nrs
168 uld be maintainein.d thrnIgh trial uon a blass bi,

169 (D) the maturity of the ut1de..dlyig snubstat i..M ISSUS, as

170 meastuurd by thc iniformuation. anid expe,.e,.ce g aine.cd through
171 adjudicatinUg individual actiUU, the devefopment of sieItific
172 knowledge, and other facts that bear on the ability to assess tIlc
173 probable outcoLruc of a trial ont thle 11erits of liability aiid
174 individnual datiiaes as tu to th laimn, u ifn of theL

175 cJlass anid individual clast 111s11bu.lS,

176 (E) the extent of pyatieipation, in1 the settle.,e, t egotiatiou.s by
177 Hlas 1inen1 bi 1l u- -la- t -- yu ersetatives, ajude, a iua~ tua
178 judge, or a special naster;,

179 (F) the n u,,ber and forLe of objections by class members,

180 (G) th. prolbable resources and ability of tlhc parties to pay,
181 collect, or enforce the settlc cmnt co paed with enforcement of
182 tflc probabll judgeneI.t predicted utndeL (A);

183 ( ) tle effect of tire settlem1 1ent on othqer pencding actionts;
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184 (II) thle existeuuce and probable outcouune of sinilar claims by
185 othler classes and subclasses;

186 (I) thle colmparison. buetweev. the results achieved for individual
187 class or subclass neinibelus by thue settlunement Or uuiliy~uilie acod
188 thU results auhievUd - Uo likely tU bu auhieved- fU1 UUI

189 claim11ants p Hi siilar claims;

190 (J) whether class or subclass members, or the class adversary,
191 are accordud the 1rght to Upt out of requet exclUsUInI froin the

192 settlerneiuit, and if so, thie tiunmbe exercising the right to do
193 SV;

194 (K) the reasoniableness of aniy rovisio.ns for attorney fees,
195 in luding agreiemnts with respect to thuc divisioun of fees aiiionig
196 attorncys and the terins of any agreiemnts affecting tlhe fees to
197 be clharged for represen.tirng individual clainiants or objectors,

198 (L) whether thue poecdude for processing individual elailns
199 under the settlement is fair agd reasoniable;

200 (M%) whether aniother cOULt has rejected a substanitially simifar
201 settlunemnt for a siiilar class; aiid

202 (N) the apparent intrinsiC fairness of thu settlemeint termns.

203 Apart firorn these factos,- sSettlement review also may provide
204 an occasion to review the cogency of the initial class definition. The
205 terms of the settlement themselves, or objections, may reveal an effort
206 to horniogelLize conifliutiig divergent interests of class members and
207 with that demonstrate the need to redefine the class or to designate
208 subclasses. Redefinition of the class or the recognition of subulasses
209 is likely to requilr iernewed settlernienut nuegotiationls, but that p1ospeet
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210 should not detel recog.ition of the n.ee.d for adequate .eMres..itatioli
211 of conflicting ilteLests. This lesson is entrenclhed by tl.e decisionl.s in
212 Wrtiv. F-iburear udrp., 527 U.S. 815 (f1999), andAnu P, uvd.,
213 ir,. v. WRind~vl , 521 U.S. 591 (1997).

214 Paragraph (2). Subdivision (e)(2) requires parties seeking
215 approval of a settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise under
216 Rule 23(e)(1) to file a statement identifying autiltoizes tle conut to
217 direct that settleLm..ent poponenu ts file copies ot sa ies o any
218 agreement or understanding made in connection with the settlement.
219 This provision does not change the basic requirement that the parties
220 disclose all terms of the settlement or compromise that the court must
221 approve under Rule 23(e)(1) mtst be filed. It aims instead at related
222 undertakings that, although seeminglv separate, may have
223 influenced the terms of the settlement by trading away possible
224 advantages for the class in return for advantages for others.
225 Doubts should be resolved in favor of identification. etass
226 settlemn. et s at tihiies have bee .. accompaiiied by separate agreements
227 o. u.iiderstanidings that iIvoive suclh matteis aS resolution of claills
228 outsidc thc class settlenLet, puositioni.s to be takel on later fee
229 appliIatiOIIs, divisio n of fees amiiOing counel.l, tl1e fieedomln to bring
230 related actions in the futule, discoveLy coopLatl., Ol still othle
231 mlatteLs. Thlc refeLr..enl..ce to "agLe1l et Ullderstalndinl.gs made in
232 colnLectioln with" thL plopLosed settleenLt is necessarily oupen-ended.
233 An1 agleelent or undeLstan.ding need not be al explicit palt of the
234 settleLmnLct lLegotiationIs to be conlnected to thle settlel.et agLeemlHent.
235 Explicit agreel ents or utispoke unLdelstaldigs may be leaclhd that
236 azc not reflected in the fouimal SettleLm.enI t donullsets outside the
237 settlement negotiations. There ma- be accented ii.n..icit convetions
238 or qnspoken Ulnderstandins that dCCOlpall Vettlement. Partiettlly
239 in sub~tautivu dl~dS tlhat have geelrated fiequent class actiuos, 0l II!

240 litigatioi vol g cusl that hlave tied litigated other class
241 actios, thlLee may bl accepted conlvenltionsl that tic a& llts
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242 1r1ated after ti1 e SettlemenIuiit agreemen t tu the tsttlement. The
243 fufnLtionlal coner is that the seeini;gly separat atgreemiet may have
244 infittenced the term.s of the settleLment by tradi;.g away possible
245 advantages for the cass ill retuiii for advantages for others. This
246 fullntional coneccern should guide counsel for the settling parties in
247 disciosing jdc~tiyil to agreemen.................... lts for the court to review a ato
248 the Settlemenit process. the existence of agreemienits that the eourt Imiay

249 wish to inui ito. Doubts should be resolved byi
250 agreemenclts that mlay be conn..........ec-ted to the Settleent.et Thec sam~e
251 contce will guide the coult ill determiuing what agreem1Lets should
252 be .evealed and whlethle to require filfng complete copies or only
253 suinniarics. Fifinlg will enable thre comrt to teview the agreem .....................ents as
254 part of the settlem11 .ent review p ress. In . .som c;. es uftai st itnay
255 be desiliable to inLclude a brief suiiary of a patticulally salient
256 separate agreement al ind the l~ notie sen tolass membelnis.~

257 Further inquiry into the agreements identified by the parties
258 should not become the occasion for discovery by the parties or
259 objectors. The court may direct the parties to provide to the court or
260 other parties a summary or copy of the full terms of any agreement
261 identified by the parties. The court also may direct the parties to
262 provide a summary or copy of any agreement not identified by the
263 parties that the court considers relevant to its review of a proposed
264 settlement. In exercising discretion under this rule, the court may
265 act in steps, calling first for a summary of any agreement that
266 may have affected the settlement and then for a complete version
267 if the summary does not provide an adequate basis for review. A
268 direction to disclose a summary or copy of an agreement may raise
269 concerns of confidentiality. Some agreements may include
270 information that merits protection against general disclosure. And the
271 court must provide an opportunity to claim work-product or
272 other protections.
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273 Th lcOUllav direct th. parties to provide a cory of an
274 t lcceI77Cnt iden.tified l, the val I tics u dIe Rule 3(e)(). Thec
275 also 1av direct tl. vide a cony o r SU l V 1 any otl

276 agree .nt the court co siders relevant to its review of a 1oposed

277 settlemenlt. Thl directioni to file cmariies o.... af a .rements
278 or understtaiidiiin, iiia iuiii u111,ICtIUII With a p settlement

279 should consider thle nieed for soe neasute of con.fiden.tiality. 
280 direetion to disclon concerns of confidentiaitv. Sorne
281 agreemensil~ mlay Ill- lude ifrmru uationr in1vul ve w uork-Pouuut or I reated

282 interests that miiay deseive ilet protetieii agai11 t ge eral
283 dis-losre. On ecxample freque1 tly urged relates to SIome forms of
284 opt-out ag.eements A defendalnt who agees to a Settlement in
285 cireutinistances that permuit class mmbers to opt out of thc class may
286 con.dition. its agre ..ement on a linmit on thle n. umber or value of opt-outs.
287 It is lo aice to reveal the existen.ce of te.c agr1ee..aen.t to the
288 court, b ut l .t to iiiake public the threshold of class-member Opt-Outs
289 that will nltitle thL deufiedant tou back cut of tLe agreiLmnLIt. Thli
290 plabuiw arises fllUI the fear that knwiledge uof thL fll back-out

291 spcifi c te ... s iay LeLoutLage t11ird parties to solicit class mLembLers
292 to opt out Agreements between a liability insurer and a defendant
293 Aa Pesen .t distinct problems. An understandi! of tlhc .
294 coverasm availablc to co1n.ensate class members may bear on tl1
295 rLeasonableness of thc settlLIlerie...L. 1131I- luetification of such
296 agreements mav ot provide the informatio2 the coun1l
297 Unrestricted access to the detail of seets1 omi tlc otle.
298 hand, may innede .csolution of important c1verne disrPtes1 These
299 and otheL needs for eonfidentialitv can b1 addressed by the COUrt.

300 Rule 23(ei(2) does not svecfv sanctions for failure to ide ti
301 a aizrenetto. .*I....e..ot..e ad ; *co *ected withtsettleinent. eourtas
302 will dev a * o l iate san*ctions .incltding the nower to reopen tl*e
303 settlem et if the a*neiltS or tderstandiIot idetified bea1
304 si1ifieandy on t*lc reaso1ablenelss of the settt
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305 Paragraph (3). Subdivision (e)(3) authorizes the court to permit
306 class members creates an oppuotulity to elect exclusion from a class
307 certified under Rule 23(b)(3) after settlement terms are announced.
308 An agreement by the parties themselves to permit class members to
309 elect exclusion at this point by the settlement agreement may be one
310 factor supporting approval of the settlement. Often there is an
311 opportunity to opt out at this point because the class is certified and
312 settlement is reached in circumstances that lead to simultaneous
313 notice of certification and notice of settlement. In these cases, the
314 basic Rtle 23(b)(3) opportunity to elect exclusion applies without
315 further complication. In some cases, particularly if settlement appears
316 imminent at the time of certification, it may be possible to achieve
317 equivalent protection by deferring notice and the opportunity to elect
318 exclusion until actual settlement terms are known. This approach
319 avoids the cost and potential confusion of providing two notices and
320 makes the single notice more meaningful. But notice should not be
321 delayed unduly after certification in the hope of settlement. Paragraph
322 (3) creates a second opportunity to elect exclusio for cases in which
323 therec has bleen ani earlier opporltuiity to elect exclusion that has
324 exirled by the tiiiec of the settlemci.t notic.

325 Paragraph (3) creates a new This second opportunity to elect
326 exclusion for cases that settle after a certification decision if the
327 earlier opportunity to elect exclusion provided with the certification
328 notice has expired by the time of the settlement notice. This-second
329 onnortunitv to elect exclusion educes th.e in1fittenc forces of inertia
330 anid 1ignuranlce that May Underine the value of a pre-Sttlenlit
331 opportutity to lect MexlUsionu. A decision to remain in the class is
332 apt likely to be more carefully considered and is better informed when
333 settlement terms are known.

334 The class embraced by a proposed settlement may be defined to
335 include members who were not included in an earlier definition and
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336 who have not had the earlier opportunity to request exclusion that was
337 available to other class members. The new members must be allowed
338 an opportunity to request exclusion. The need to afford some class
339 members this first opportunity to request exclusion may weigh in
340 favor of extending a new exclusion opportunity to other class
341 members.

342 Thle secon. d oppuotunity to elect excilusio also recognizes the
343 esse.ntial difference between disposition of a class m11em1 ber's riglhts
344 throngh a cuuAt's adjudicatioll anid dispositio b private negotiation
345 betweev, coult-conufilllLed represe.tatives anid a class advelsaly. No
346 inatteL how carefully a court inquires tlhc inquiry iiitO tle ters of
347 a proposed settleme~nt, te.rms, a class-actiou. settlemenlet often does
348 not provide the COU t with the same type or qualty of infot mation
349 as to the fai ness, r easonableness, ad adequacy of tHie OutcoLnIIe
350 for class m enibet that the COUl tOutaitS in an adjuicated
351 resolution. A settlemtent can lack the assurance of justice that an
352 adjudicated resolution provides. cariy tike samI.e reassuranLce of
353 sustice an adjudicated lesolutioni. A settlement, nmoreover, nay
354 seek the grteatest benefit for the greatest nuLber of class
355 nentbem s by bot individual clainis that have
356 distinctively diffeIent values, har ining soite membe r s who would
357 fare bettrC in individual fitgat'utl.

358 Objectol siay provide iipotant suyport for thl COult's inqnuiry
359 oevv of a proposed settlemnent, but atteliipts to eicoturage aand

360 suport objetous illay prove difficult. An1 oupplrttlity to elect
361 exclusion1 after the teLIms of a proposed settlement are knuow n provides
362 is a valuable protection againist improvident settlement that is not
363 provided by ani earlie1 uppuduity to elect exclusionI and that is not
364 reidaby io-vided by thl oupop tunitytu bjeft. Tne oppouruinity to opt
365 out of a oposed settlnt iznay afford scant pLotectiol to individual
366 class ImienmbeLs wlheni there is little realistic alteriative to class
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367 litigationi, other tla bIy ~providing an i;etive to l.,gotiate a
368 settlement that - by ecXuuLaginlg claass inibers to rIemain in thc
369 class -is more likely to win apploval. In sonme settings, however,
370 a sufficint llumbeL of class mnenubers n niay opt out to SuppOrt a
371 successor class action. The protectioniis quite mieaninigful as to The
372 dlecision of mnost class itentbeL s to rem aiun ini the class after thwy
373 kn.ow te terms of the settleme i.elnt nmay provide a court added
374 assu ance that thle settlemnt is reasonable. Tlis assurance may
375 be particularly valuable if ciass miebets. whose have individual
376 clailms that will support litigationi by individual actioni, or by
377 aggregation on smune other basis, inieluding aniothei Jas astiun, ill
378 such actions, the decision of iiost class inenbers to l-einai in thc
379 class may provide added assuallLce that the settlement is reasoiabhle.
380 The settlieummet agreement eani be negotiated on teris that protect
381 against the risk that a party will become bounld by an agreeni L .ent
382 that does not afford an effective resolution of ciass clainis by
383 allowing ally party to withdraw fi-om the agreeenunt if a specified
384 niumibe. of class imembier s mequest exinusionl. The negotiated right to
385 withdraw lprotects tlHe class advuisamy against being bounnd to a
386 settlfeuient tlat doesno t defiveui tlhe . i......tially bargaiied for, aiid
387 that immay iluleey set the thmmeshuld . I vuiy that all subsequent
388 settleummenut demands will seelk to exceed.

389 The opportunity to request exclusion from a proposed settlement
390 is limited to members of a (b)(3) class. Exclusion may be requested
391 only by individual class members; no class member may purport to
392 opt out other class members by way of another class action. Members
393 of a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class may seel;k potetion by objectii.g to
394 CC1tification, the definition of the class, or the terms of thue Settlfement.

395 fAlte, ,trtfve 1. Although the oppotunity to elect excl usion fin
396 the class after settlement tens are annouunced slould apply to most
397 settlememnts, paragtaph (3) allows the cuuit to deniy this Opportunity
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398 if therL has befl an ar aier oppoytuniity to elect exl usion and there is
399 good c an t to allow a second opportunity. Because the settleeLnt
400 opt-out is a valuable rLotectiou for class iiem.nbers, the cuUlt should
401 be especially con.fident - to the extent Possible on preiiniiiaty
402 leview and beffore learig ob jections- about the quality of tIhe
403 settlement before deLnying the second opt-out oppoltuniity. Faith in
404 the quality and intives of class LeLesenltaties and counisel is Hot
405 aloune cnough. But the nieLun1 mtallces may prolvide Hatiulally strong
406 videllne that the settfekllnet is Lasonable. ThL facts and law miay
407 have bee.. well developed in earlier litigation, or through extensive
408 pretrial preparatiolI ill the class action itself. The settleL1e1lt may be
409 leached at trial, or eve afteL trial. Parallel enforeenlllt efforts by
410 public arLnciLs iuay provide extensive iniforumationi. Such
411 eirLulnstances mmay provide stronig reMaSutalICC of Leasoablelless that
412 justify denial of all opportunity to elect xcluslioll. DeLnial of this
413 ouppotrtinity muuay illnemat.se the prospect that the settlekme1 .t will become
414 effeetive, stabflishling final disposition of the class claillns.]

415 tAlrn,,rtivve-2- The decision whether to allow a seeknd new
416 opportunity to elect exclusion is confided to the court's discretion.
417 The decision whether to permit a seeond new opportunity to opt out
418 should turn on the court's level of confidence in the extent of the
419 information available to evaluate the fairness, reasonableness, and
420 adequacy of the settlement. Some circumstances may present
421 particularly strong evidence that the settlement is reasonable. The
422 facts and law may have been well developed in earlier litigation, or
423 through extensive pretrial preparation in the class action itself. The
424 settlement may be reached at trial, or even after trial. Parallel
425 enforcement efforts by public agencies may provide extensive
426 information. Thl pLe-settlem11enlt activity of class ul.eLlers or eve
427 class repLeseltati veL may suggest that any warranted objections will
428 be made. Other circumstances as well may enhance the court's
429 confidence that a seekmd new opt-out opportunity is not needed.J
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430 A., oppouii.ity to elect exflusion. after settleklent terns am
431 knowIn, either as the initial opportunity or a second oppottunity, may
432 red tu IIthe ned to proVidL prUoLAdtal UppU1orI to rel upUn objec 1tr

433 to reveal deficieniei a proposed settlement. Class 1mme.mnbeLs
434 who findth. settlenemnt unattractv e ca thei own interests by
435 p ti gut of tile Hass. Yet this ootunit does I ot min.ean that
436 objeetors becoimei u nipuotant. It maybe diffieult to e1i.sute that class
437 members ti uly unrdes tanid settfekmnet terL1s and the isks of litigation,
438 particularly in cases of nmuch colll}lexity. If imost class members lhave
439 small efaimm, mu erve. and lack mieaninlgful alteraives to pursue
440 then., tl.e dcisio1 telect excl is mlmoie a symbolic protest than
441 a n mcaiiii.gful pursuit of alfterative reiedies.

442 The terms set for permitting a new seecnd opportunity to elect
443 exclusion from the proposed settlement of a Rule 23(b)(3) class
444 action may address concerns of potential misuse. The court might
445 direct, for example, that class members who elect exclusion are
446 bound by rulings on the merits made before the settlement was
447 proposed for approval. Or the court ; ist condition exe oi......e
448 te 1 that a Hass menber who opts foL exusion 1f not
449 i .1.... . ... aetiOll mirstin efainis arisfi £ fiolm the Same
450 udelfene . Still other terms or
451 conditions may be appropriate.

452 Paragraph (4). Subdivision (e)(4) confirms the right of class
453 members to object to a proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
454 compromise. The right is defined in relation to a disposition that,
455 because it would bind the class, requires court approval under
456 subdivision (e)(1)(C). The COUrt has disc1etion whether to -orvide
457 Procedurai s1 1port to an oboector. If the disponi would jot bi nd
458 the Llass, H La uimins appmoval only under the geneaf provisions of
459 subdivision (e)(l)(A), thc COult retains thle authority to hear fiolmm
460 me1bers of a class that might benefit from1 oUntintued tLoceedings
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461 a,.d to allow a lnew class repirsentative to Puisue class ccrtificatiou,.
462 Objectiouns may le lnadc as an individual matter, arguing that the
463 objectinlg class member shuld not be included in the class definition
464 ui js e ntitled to terins differenjt than the teriiis afforded othe. class
465 miemibers. Individually based objections almiiost inlevitally colrue fro
466 individual class minembers, but Unless a number of class menmbers
467 r objections, they are not likely to provide muclh iniformationi
468 about the ovelall reasoniableness of the settlemienut unless there ate
469 eany individual objuutors. Objections also may be iiiade in teriis
470 that effectively !y on class initerests; the objector theni is acting in a
471 role akin to the role played by a couilt-approved class represetative
472 C Such class-based objections may be thue only mnsaii available to
473 providestrigpreenth e mosteffective adversarychallenges to the
474 reasoniableness of thu settlemneit. - the parties wlho lav preseunted
475 the agreemenmut fol approval may lbe had-put to uniderstanid tile
476 possible failings of their ow,, good-faith efforts. It seemus likely that
477 i piautice 1 .. Iany objectors will argue in tenlms that see m to in volvc
478 invoke both individual and clas iiituiust.

479 A class mnemiber miay appear anid object without seeiLng
480 intulvuntion. Manly courts of appeals, hover, have adopted a lule
481 that recog1mizus standing to appeal only if the objector has wo
482 intumvuition in thu district court See, e.g., in ,e B"Iwrd Name
483 Pre.ption D, rg3 AtittEi Lgativ n, 1 15 F.3d 456 (7th Cei. 1997).
484 An oubjetor who wishes to puese ev the oppotutnity to appeal is well
485 advised to seek intelveuntion.

486 Thu iripodant .ole objectors played by objectoms mlay justify
487 sulstantial procedural support. Thue paties to thl settlemennt
488 agreeummenit mhay pmovide access to thue esults of all discovery in the
489 class action as a ImneaLns of facilitating appmainal of tlue stiengths of tile
490 class Poitio the merits. If settleument is reached early in the
491 progress of the class actio,,, howeveu, theue may lu littlu discoveuy.
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492 Discovely iI - and even thc actual dispositios of - parallel
493 litigationI may Provide alternmative iuu ees of inforimation, btit immay
494 not. If an Objector shows reason to doubt tile reasonableness of the
495 roposed settlement, tlc c%. LAnUIL may allow disco-very reasoniably
496 nem ary to suppomt thLe objections. DiscoveLy inmto tile settle'nlt
497 hegotiationz p should b' allowed, howeveL, onmly if the objector
498 niake a StlOng Mlelinary Showing of conllusion, OrtlL iOh plupe
499 bjhavior. An objector who win;s clhamges in the settlenent that
500 beLnefit th' Hlass may be elItitled to attonmm'ey fees, eithler uml'der a
501 fce-shifting statute oL utnder thle "comon-fu,,d' thloty.

502 The ,,eed to support objectors may ble rLduned whe,, class
503 mmIeLrnbeLs have an opportunity to opt out of the class afteL settle.me.lt
504 ter.ms are set. The OnpnOltIllity to opt out may aLise blccause
505 settlekmen...t occurs before the f;.t opportunity to eleet exclusion fim Oin
506 a (b)(3) class, or mmmay arise whenl a second oportunity to opt out is
507 affrr d tinder Rul 23(1)(3).

508 Thl irolenmtat o that is played by sonme objectors play in
509 sonte c a muM be balanlced against the risk that objections are made
510 for StLatkgic su.poses. Class-aetionm practitiorL s efrtm assei that a
511 group of "'pofessioial objectons" has cnmeiged, appearin1g to plesent
512 objections for strategic puipn se unrmelated to any desire to winm
513 Significant ilmpoveLeLnts in thle settle'meLnt. An1 objection mimay ble
514 ill-foud.,ed, yet exert a powerful strategic force. Ltigationi of ail
515 objectionl -an be coostly, and cve., a weak objectionm minay lave a
516 potential i;fluel - benyod what its rner its wotuldjustify in light ofthe
517 inmhLerent difficulties that sumnounmd .eview a,,d approval of a lass
518 settlement. Both initial litigation and appeal canm delay
519 immmplemenLtatioln of thc settlemLe'mmt for months or CVC. yeas, deniying
520 thle beneefits of reovemy to clas m mnrs. Delayed relief may be
521 particularly serious i -vving la.ge fima.,cial losses or seven e
522 persomnal ijuries. It lhas niot bee,, ossible to cLaft lule laniguage that
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523 distinguislhes thc iiiotives for obj.ecting, oi that balanlces rewards for
524 solid olbjections wit' . snto~ for unfoun................ded-objectiolls. eourts
525 should be vigilanit to avoid practices that may eieourage unifounided
526 ob~jectiolls. Nothling sllould lbc donle to discourage tlle cogenit
527 objections that a.e a , , i l part of the process, cvc, wlhen tly
528 fail. But little shloul l ew to Lvward an objectio should not be
529 rewarded merely it eed in winnin g somf.e chanige in thl
530 settle ent; cosmetic clhanges should not becomL e the ocasioun for on
531 thie basis of insignIificaLnt or cosLetic charges it Hie settlententt.
532 fee awards that mnade oxt such grounds .epese t a jui Le L i
533 colive use of thc objection piocess. The %visil of Rule 11
534 apply to objectous, and courts shonid cot hesitate to invoke Rule 11
535 i apiate cases.

536 Subdivision (e)(4)(B) requires court approval for withdrawal of
537 objections made under subdivision (e)(4)(A). Review follows
538 automatically if the objections are withdrawn on terms that lead to
539 modification of the settlement with the class. Review also is required
540 if the objector formally withdraws the objections. If the objector
541 simply abandons pursuit of the objection, the court may inquire into
542 the circumstances. A difficult u.certainty is created if tlue objeetoi,
543 having objected, silply reftiains fron1 1pustUing the objections fu.ther.
544 An objector slouid not be iequired to pursu e objections after
545 conucluding that thc potential advantage does not justify thle ffort.
546 Review and apploval should be required if thc objector surrendered
547 the objectionis in retutir for benefits that would nuot be available to the
548 objector under thl settlemenuut teiil.s available to otlher Hlass 11 eml1 bers.
549 The court miay inIquilu whether such be11 efits llave been. accorded an
550 objector who seeni1s to have abauudulied t.e objections. An objector
551 who leceLives a benefit should be treated as withdiavjin the uobjection
552 and mlay retail the benefit olny if the courl appiuves.
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553 Approval under paragraph (4)(B) may be given or denied with
554 little need for further inquiry if the objection and the disposition go
555 only to a protest that the individual treatment afforded the objector
556 under the proposed settlement is unfair because of factors that
557 distinguish the objector from other class members. Eeater
558 difficulties aise, Different considerations may apply if the objector
559 has protested that the proposed settlement is not fair, reasonable, or
560 adequate on grounds that apply generally to a class or subclass.as to
561 the class. Such objections, which purport to represent class-wide
562 interests, may augment the opportunity for obstruction or del j-and
563 purpuot to repr.esenit class iiteests. Thle objections ay be If such
564 objections are surrendered on terms that do not affect the class
565 settlement or the objector's participation in the class settlement, the
566 court often can approve withdrawal of the objections without
567 elaborate inquirv tL hnoe sttuattiL u11usual cicuih.tai.cesz thle COult

568 m ay fear that othi poten p tial objictor ls have defied oni thc Objections
569 already n.Hade and seek soinL i..eeans provide ail ugpudu1 1it l OD ~tull1
570 to apyLal to leplace thc defaultifin olbjecto. Lu n1ut LiLumstances,

571 hoU/ever, tl~e conrt slhould allow anl ob-ector-to--abanldonl the
572 oGbecti.-U!. an objector sould be free to abaidon the olbjectionis, anid
573 the cotirt can appr.ove withdrawal of thle oubjections without clabouate
574 mqui.

575 Quite differenlt prlollems arise if setflemlenit of anl ob~jection
576 provides the objecto al uil tens that are nllUle favUoable thani th
577 tlllS genuerally available to other class members. An1 illustrationi of
578 tile probfetm is povided bly D tiitf! P. ZfS? HancockA Ht. LEfr l,,s.
579 en., 183 F.3d 1 (ist elr. 1999). The differen1t trnis may rifleut
580 geuuiimu distinctions between the objecto 's puositiom anid thle Postos
581 of other class enibueis, and iake up for an imperfection i1 the class
582 u1 sulbclass definitio that itilmedal togetheL. Different termis,
583 owe-ver,mnay *eflect the Stiategiu value that objectios ua lhave So
584 long as aii objector is oubjectimmg gn behaif of th class, it is apyiupiiatu
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585 to impose on the objector a fiduciary duty to the class sililal to the
586 duty assumed by a lnallned class rupiesenitativu. Thl. oubjeetol may not
587 seize for Private advantage the strategic puowe of objecting. Tle
588 court should appnove termmis nmoe favorable than1 those applicable to
589 other ela ss umembes only on a showing of a reasonable relationishlip
590 to facts or law that distinguish the objectOr's position fiord the
591 P ositioii of othe.r clas mmmermmbum,.

592 Once an objector appeals, control of the proceeding lies in the
593 court of appeals. The court of appeals may undertake review and
594 approval of a settlement with the objector, perhaps as part of appeal
595 settlement procedures, or may remand to the district court to take
596 advantage of the district court's familiarity with the action and

settlement.

RULE 23(g): CLASS COUNSEL

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (g) Class Counsel.

3 (1) Appointing Class Counsel.

4 (A) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a
5 court that certifies a class must appoint class
6 counsel.

7 (B) An attorney appointed to serve as class
8 counsel must fairly and adequately represent the
9 interests of the class.
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10 (C) In appointing class counsel, the court

11 (i) must consider:

12 * the work counsel has done in
13 identifying or investigating
14 potential claims in the action,

15 * counsel's experience in handling
16 class actions, other complex
17 litigation, and claims of the type
18 asserted in the action.

19 * counsel's knowledge of the
20 applicable law,

21 * the resources counsel will commit
22 to representing the class;

23 (ii) may consider any other matter
24 pertinent to counsel's ability to fairly
25 and adequately represent the interests of
26 the cl

27 (iii) may direct potential class
28 counsel to provide information on any
29 subject pertinent to the appointment and
30 to propose terms for attorney fees and
31 nontaxable costs; and

32 (iv) may make further orders in
33 connection with the appointment.
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34 (2) Appointment Procedure.

35 (A) The court may designate interim counsel
36 to act on behalf of the putative class before
37 determining whether to certify the action as a class
38 action.

39 (B) When there is one applicant for
40 appointment as class counsel, the court may
41 appoint that applicant only if the applicant is
42 adequate under Rules 23(g)(1)(B) and (C). If more
43 than one adequate applicant seeks appointment as
44 class counsel, the court must appoint the applicant
45 best able to represent the interests of the class.

46 (C) The order appointing class counsel may
47 include provisions about the award of attorney fees
48 or nontaxable costs under Rule 23(h).

49

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (g). Subdivision (g) is new. It responds to the
2 reality that the selection and activity of class counsel are often
3 critically important to the successful handling of a class action. Until
4 now, courts have scrutinized proposed class counsel as well as the
5 class representative under Rule 23(a)(4). This experience has
6 recognized the importance of judicial evaluation of the proposed
7 lawyer for the class, and this new subdivision builds on that
8 experience rather than introducing an entirely new element into the
9 class certification process. Rule 23(a)(4) will continue to call for

10 scrutiny of the proposed class representative, while this subdivision
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11 will guide the court in assessing proposed class counsel as part of the
12 certification decision. This subdivision recognizes the importance of
13 class counsel, states the obligation to represent the interests of the
14 class, and provides a framework for selection of class counsel. The
15 procedure and standards for appointment vary depending on whether
16 there are multiple applicants to be class counsel. The new
17 subdivision also provides a method by which the court may make
18 directions from the outset about the potential fee award to class
19 counsel in the event the action is successful.

20 Paragraph (1) sets out the basic requirement that class counsel
21 be appointed if a class is certified and articulates the obligation of
22 class counsel to represent the interests of the class, as opposed to the
23 potentially conflicting interests of individual class members. It also
24 sets out the factors the court should consider in assessing proposed
25 class counsel.

26 Paragraph (1)(A) requires that the court appoint class counsel to
27 represent the class. Class counsel must be appointed for all classes,
28 including each subclass that the court certifies to represent divergent
29 interests.

30 Paragraph (1)(A) does not apply if "a statute provides
31 otherwise." This recognizes that provisions of the Private Securities
32 Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-67, 109 Stat. 737
33 (1995) (codified in various sections of 15 U.S.C.), contain directives
34 that bear on selection of a lead plaintiff and the retention of counsel.
35 This subdivision does not purport to supersede or to affect the
36 interpretation of those provisions, or any similar provisions of other
37 legislation.

38 Paragraph 1(B) recognizes that the primary responsibility of
39 class counsel, resulting from appointment as class counsel, is to
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40 represent the best interests of the class. The rule thus establishes the
41 obligation of class counsel, an obligation that may be different from
42 the customary obligations of counsel to individual clients.

43 Appointment as class counsel means that the primary obligation of
44 counsel is to the class rather than to any individual members of it.
45 The class representatives do not have an unfettered right to "fire"
46 class counsel. In the same vein, the class representatives cannot
47 command class counsel to accept or reject a settlement proposal. To
48 the contrary, class counsel must determine whether seeking the court's
49 approval of a settlement would be in the best interests of the class as
50 a whole.

51 Paragraph (1)(C) articulates the basic responsibility of the court
52 to appoint class counsel who will provide the adequate representation
53 called for by paragraph (1)(B). It identifies criteria that must be
54 considered and invites the court to consider any other pertinent
55 matters. Although couched in terms of the court's duty, the listing
56 also informs counsel seeking appointment about the topics that
57 should be addressed in an application for appointment or in the
58 motion for class certification.

59 The court may direct potential class counsel to provide
60 additional information about the topics mentioned in paragraph
61 (1)(C)or about any other relevant topic. For example, the court may
62 direct applicants to inform the court concerning any agreements about
63 a prospective award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs, as such
64 agreements may sometimes be significant in the selection of class
65 counsel. The court might also direct that potential class counsel
66 indicate how parallel litigation might be coordinated or consolidated
67 with the action before the court.
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68 The court may also direct counsel to propose terms for a
69 potential award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs. Attorney fee
70 awards are an important feature of class action practice, and attention
71 to this subject from the outset may often be a productive technique.
72 Paragraph (2)(C) therefore authorizes the court to provide directions
73 about attorney fees and costs when appointing class counsel. Because
74 there will be numerous class actions in which this information is not
75 likely to be useful, the court need not consider it in all class actions.

76 Some information relevant to class counsel appointment may
77 involve matters that include adversary preparation in a way that
78 should be shielded from disclosure to other parties. An appropriate
79 protective order may be necessary to preserve confidentiality.

80 In evaluating prospective class counsel, the court should weigh
81 all pertinent factors. No single factor should necessarily be
82 determinative in a given case. For example, the resources counsel
83 will commit to the case must be appropriate to its needs, but the court
84 should be careful not to limit consideration to lawyers with the
85 greatest resources.

86 If, after review of all applicants, the court concludes that none
87 would be satisfactory class counsel, it may deny class certification,
88 reject all applications, recommend that an application be modified,
89 invite new applications, or make any other appropriate order
90 regarding selection and appointment of class counsel.

91 Paragraph (2). This paragraph sets out the procedure that should
92 be followed in appointing class counsel. Although it affords
93 substantial flexibility, it provides the framework for appointment of
94 class counsel in all class actions. For counsel who filed the action,
95 the materials submitted in support of the motion for class certification
96 may suffice to justify appointment so long as the information
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97 described in paragraph (g)(1)(C) is included. If there are other
98 applicants, they ordinarily would file a formal application detailing
99 their suitability for the position.

100 In a plaintiff class action the court usually would appoint as
101 class counsel only an attorney or attorneys who have sought
102 appointment. Different considerations may apply in defendant class
103 actions.

104 The rule states that the court should appoint "class counsel." In
105 many instances, the applicant will be an individual attorney. In other
106 cases, however, an entire firm, or perhaps numerous attorneys who
107 are not otherwise affiliated but are collaborating on the action will
108 apply. No rule of thumb exists to determine when such arrangements
109 are appropriate; the court should be alert to the need for adequate
110 staffing of the case, but also to the risk of overstaffing or an ungainly
111 counsel structure.

112 Paragraph (2)(A) authorizes the court to designate interim
113 counsel during the pre-certification period if necessary to protect the
114 interests of the putative class. Rule 23(c)(1)(B) directs that the order
115 certifying the class include appointment of class counsel. Before
116 class certification, however, it will usually be important for an
117 attorney to take action to prepare for the certification decision. The
118 amendment to Rule 23(c)(1) recognizes that some discovery is often
119 necessary for that determination. It also may be important to make or
120 respond to motions before certification. Settlement may be discussed
121 before certification. Ordinarily, such work is handled by the lawyer
122 who filed the action. In some cases, however, there may be rivalry or
123 uncertainty that makes formal designation of interim counsel
124 appropriate. Rule 23(g)(2)(A) authorizes the court to designate
125 interim counsel to act on behalf of the putative class before the
126 certification decision is made. Failure to make the formal designation
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127 does not prevent the attorney who filed the action from proceeding in
128 it. Whether or not formally designated interim counsel, an attorney
129 who acts on behalf of the class before certification must act in the
130 best interests of the class as a whole. For example, an attorney who
131 negotiates a pre-certification settlement must seek a settlement is fair,
132 reasonable, and adequate for the class.

133 Rule 23(c)(1) provides that the court should decide whether to
134 certify the class "at an early practicable time," and directs that class
135 counsel should be appointed in the order certifying the class. In some
136 cases, it may be appropriate for the court to allow a reasonable period
137 after commencement of the action for filing applications to serve as
138 class counsel. The primary ground for deferring appointment would
139 be that there is reason to anticipate competing applications to serve
140 as class counsel. Examples might include instances in which more
141 than one class action has been filed, or in which other attorneys have
142 filed individual actions on behalf of putative class members. The
143 purpose of facilitating competing applications in such a case is to
144 afford the best possible representation for the class. Another possible
145 reason for deferring appointment would be that the initial applicant
146 was found inadequate, but it seems appropriate to permit additional
147 applications rather than deny class certification.

148 Paragraph (2)(B) states the basic standard the court should use
149 in deciding whether to certify the class and appoint class counsel in
150 the single applicant situation - that the applicant be able to provide
151 the representation called for by paragraph (1)(B) in light of the factors
152 identified in paragraph (1)(C).

153 If there are multiple adequate applicants, paragraph (2)(B)
154 directs the court to select the class counsel best able to represent the
155 interests of the class. This decision should also be made using the
156 factors outlined in paragraph (1)(C), but in the multiple applicant
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157 situation the court is to go beyond scrutinizing the adequacy of
158 counsel and make a comparison of the strengths of the various
159 applicants. As with the decision whether to appoint the sole applicant
160 for the position, no single factor should be dispositive in selecting
161 class counsel in cases in which there are multiple applicants. The fact
162 that a given attorney filed the instant action, for example, might not
163 weigh heavily in the decision if that lawyer had not done significant
164 work identifying or investigating claims. Depending on the nature of
165 the case, one important consideration might be the applicant's
166 relationship with the proposed class representative.

167 Paragraph (2)(C) builds on the appointment process by
168 authorizing the court to include provisions regarding attorney fees in
169 the order appointing class counsel. Courts may find it desirable to
170 adopt guidelines for fees or nontaxable costs, or to direct class
171 counsel to report to the court at regular intervals on the efforts
172 undertaken in the action, to facilitate the court's later determination
173 of a reasonable attorney fee.
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RULE 23(h):ATTORNEY FEES AWARD

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (h) Attorney Fees Award. In an action certified as a
3 class action, the court may award reasonable attorney fees and
4 nontaxable costs authorized by law or by agreement of the
5 parties as follows:

6 (1) Motion for Award of Attorney Fees. A
7 claim for an award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs
8 must be made by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), subject to
9 the provisions of this subdivision, at a time set by the

10 court. Notice of the motion must be served on all parties
11 and, for motions by class counsel, directed to class
12 members in a reasonable manner.

13 (2) Objections to Motion. A class member, or a
14 party from whom payment is sought. may object to the
15 motion.

16 (3) Hearing and Findings. The court may hold
17 a hearing and must find the facts and state its
18 conclusions of law on the motion under Rule 52(a).

19 (4) Reference to Special Master or Magistrate
20 Judge. The court may refer issues related to the amount
21 of the award to a special master or to a magistrate judge
22 as provided in Rule 54(d)(2)(D).
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Committee Note

1 Subdivision (h). Subdivision (h) is new. Fee awards are a
2 powerful influence on the way attorneys initiate, develop, and
3 conclude class actions. Class action attorney fee awards have
4 heretofore been handled, along with all other attorney fee awards,
5 under Rule 54(d)(2), but that rule is not addressed to the particular
6 concerns of class actions. This subdivision is designed to work in
7 tandem with new subdivision (g) on appointment of class counsel,
8 which may afford an opportunity for the court to provide an early
9 framework for an eventual fee award, or for monitoring the work of

10 class counsel during the pendency of the action.

11 Subdivision (h) applies to "an action certified as a class action."
12 This includes cases in which there is a simultaneous proposal for
13 class certification and settlement even though technically the class
14 may not be certified unless the court approves the settlement pursuant
15 to review under Rule 23(e). When a settlement is proposed for Rule
16 23(e) approval, either after certification or with a request for
17 certification, notice to class members about class counsel's fee motion
18 would ordinarily accompany the notice to the class about the
19 settlement proposal itself.

20 This subdivision does not undertake to create new grounds for
21 an award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs. Instead, it applies
22 when such awards are authorized by law or by agreement of the
23 parties. Against that background, it provides a format for all awards
24 of attorney fees and nontaxable costs in connection with a class
25 action, not only the award to class counsel. In some situations, there
26 may be a basis for making an award to other counsel whose work
27 produced a beneficial result for the class, such as attorneys who acted
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28 for the class before certification but were not appointed class counsel,
29 or attorneys who represented objectors to a proposed settlement under
30 Rule 23(e) or to the fee motion of class counsel. Other situations in
31 which fee awards are authorized by law or by agreement of the parties
32 may exist.

33 This subdivision authorizes an award of "reasonable" attorney
34 fees and nontaxable costs. This is the customary term for
35 measurement of fee awards in cases in which counsel may obtain an
36 award of fees under the "common fund" theory that applies in many
37 class actions, and is used in many fee-shifting statutes. Depending on
38 the circumstances, courts have approached the determination of what
39 is reasonable in different ways. In particular, there is some variation
40 among courts about whether in "common fund" cases the court should
41 use the lodestar or a percentage method of determining what fee is
42 reasonable. The rule does not attempt to resolve the question
43 whether the lodestar or percentage approach should be viewed as
44 preferable.

45 Active judicial involvement in measuring fee awards is
46 singularly important to the proper operation of the class-action
47 process. Continued reliance on caselaw development of fee-award
48 measures does not diminish the court's responsibility. In a class
49 action, the district court must ensure that the amount and mode of
50 payment of attorney fees are fair and proper whether the fees come
51 from a common fund or are otherwise paid. Even in the absence of
52 objections, the court bears this responsibility.

53 Courts discharging this responsibility have looked to a variety
54 of factors.

55
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56 One fundamental focus is the result actually achieved for class
57 members, a basic consideration in any case in which fees are sought
58 on the basis of a benefit achieved for class members. The Private
59 Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 explicitly makes this factor
60 a cap for a fee award in actions to which it applies. See 15 U.S.C. §§
61 77z-I(a)(6); 78u-4(a)(6) (fee award should not exceed a "reasonable
62 percentage of the amount of any damages and prejudgment interest
63 actually paid to the class"). For a percentage approach to fee
64 measurement, results achieved is the basic starting point.

65 In many instances, the court may need to proceed with care in
66 assessing the value conferred on class members. Settlement regimes
67 that provide for future payments, for example, may not result in
68 significant actual payments to class members. In this connection, the
69 court may need to scrutinize the manner and operation of any
70 applicable claims procedure. In some cases, it may be appropriate to
71 defer some portion of the fee award until actual payouts to class
72 members are known. Settlements involving nonmonetary provisions
73 for class members also deserve careful scrutiny to ensure that these
74 provisions have actual value to the class. On occasion the court's Rule
75 23(e) review will provide a solid basis for this sort of evaluation, but
76 in any event it is also important to assessing the fee award for the
77 class.

78 At the same time, it is important to recognize that in some class
79 actions the monetary relief obtained is not the sole determinant of an
80 appropriate attorney fees award. Cf Blanchardv. Bergeron, 489 U.S.
81 87, 95 (1989) (cautioning in an individual case against an
82 "undesirable emphasis" on "the importance of the recovery of
83 damages in civil rights litigation" that might "shortchange efforts to
84 seek effective injunctive or declaratory relief").

85
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86 Any directions or orders made by the court in connection with
87 appointing class counsel under Rule 23(g) should weigh heavily in
88 making a fee award under this subdivision.

89 Courts have also given weight to agreements among the parties
90 regarding the fee motion, and to agreements between class counsel
91 and others about the fees claimed by the motion. Rule 54(d)(2)(B)
92 provides: "If directed by the court, the motion shall also disclose the
93 terms of any agreement with respect to fees to be paid for the services
94 for which claim is made." The agreement by a settling party not to
95 oppose a fee application up to a certain amount, for example, is
96 worthy of consideration, but the court remains responsible to
97 determine a reasonable fee. "Side agreements" regarding fees provide
98 at least perspective pertinent to an appropriate fee award.

99 In addition, courts may take account of the fees charged by class
100 counsel or other attorneys for representing individual claimants or
101 objectors in the case. In determining a fee for class counsel, the
102 court's objective is to ensure an overall fee that is fair for counsel and
103 equitable within the class. In some circumstances individual fee
104 agreements between class counsel and class members might have
105 provisions inconsistent with those goals, and the court might
106 determine that adjustments in the class fee award were necessary as
107 a result.

108 Finally, it is important to scrutinize separatelythe application for
109 an award covering nontaxable costs. If costs were addressed in the
110 order appointing class counsel, those directives should be a
111 presumptive starting point in determining what is an appropriate
112 award.

113 Paragraph (1). Any claim for an award of attorney fees must be
114 sought by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), which invokes the provisions
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115 for timing of appeal in Rule 58 and Appellate Rule 4. Owing to the
116 distinctive features of class action fee motions, however, the
117 provisions of this subdivision control disposition of fee motions in
118 class actions, while Rule 54(d)(2) applies to matters not addressed in
119 this subdivision.

120 The court should direct when the fee motion must be filed. For
121 motions by class counsel in cases subject to court review of a
122 proposed settlement under Rule 23(e), it would be important to
123 require the filing of at least the initial motion in time for inclusion of
124 information about the motion in the notice to the class about the
125 proposed settlement that is required by Rule 23(e). In cases litigated
126 to judgment, the court might also order class counsel's motion to be
127 filed promptly so that notice to the class under this subdivision (h)
128 can be given.

129 Besides service of the motion on all parties, notice of class
130 counsel's motion for attorney fees must be "directed to the class in a
131 reasonable manner." Because members of the class have an interest
132 in the arrangements for payment of class counsel whether that
133 payment comes from the class fund or is made directly by another
134 party, notice is required in all instances. In cases in which settlement
135 approval is contemplated under Rule 23(e), notice of class counsel's
136 fee motion should be combined with notice of the proposed
137 settlement, and the provision regarding notice to the class is parallel
138 to the requirements for notice under Rule 23(e). In adjudicated class
139 actions, the court may calibrate the notice to avoid undue expense.

140 Paragraph (2). A class member and any party from whom
141 payment is sought may object to the fee motion. Other parties - for
142 example, nonsettling defendants - may not object because they lack
143 a sufficient interest in the amount the court awards. The rule does not
144 specify a time limit for making an objection. In setting the date
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145 objections are due, the court should provide sufficient time after the
146 full fee motion is on file to enable potential objectors to examine the
147 motion. If a class member wishes to preserve the right to appeal
148 should an objection be rejected, it may be necessary for the class
149 member to seek to intervene in addition to objecting.'

150 The court may allow an objector discovery relevant to the
151 objections. In determining whether to allow discovery, the court
152 should weigh the need for the information against the cost and delay
153 that would attend discovery. See Rule 26(b)(2). One factor in
154 determining whether to authorize discovery is the completeness of the
155 material submitted in support of the fee motion, which depends in
156 part on the fee measurement standard applicable to the case. If the
157 motion provides thorough information, the burden should be on the
158 objector to justify discovery to obtain further information.

159 Paragraph (3). Whether or not there are formal objections, the
160 court must determine whether a fee award is justified and, if so, set
161 a reasonable fee. The rule does not require a formal hearing in all
162 cases. The form and extent of a hearing depend on the circumstances
163 of the case. The rule does require

164 Paragraph (4). By incorporating Rule 54(d)(2), this provision
165 gives the court broad authority to obtain assistance in determining the
166 appropriate amount to award. In deciding whether to direct
167 submission of such questions to a special master or magistrate judge,
168 the court should give appropriate consideration to the cost and delay
169 that such a process might entail.

' This sentence may need to be revisited after the Supreme Court decides Devlin v.
Scardelletti, No. 01-417, 122 S.Ct. 663 (cert. granted, Dec. 10, 2001, in Scardelletti v. Debarr,
265 F.3d 195 (4th Cir. 2001)).
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B. Resolution Recommended For Adoption

OVERLAPPING, DUPLICATING, AND CONFLICTING CLASSES: LEGISLATION

The Standing Committee will recall that Professor Cooper prepared several proposed rule
amendments that addressed some of the severe difficulties posed by repetitive and overlapping class
actions. These proposals provided for preclusion of further class-certification attempts following
denial of certification; precluded attempts to persuade another court to approve a class-action
settlement that had been rejected by one court; and provided the federal court with broad authority
and discretion to bar class members from pursuing overlapping class-action litigation in other courts.
Although the Civil Rules Committee initially forwarded the proposals to the Standing Committee
for formal publication, it was agreed that the proposals were best circulated to the public informally
under the title "Call for Informal Comment: Overlapping Class Actions." The Reporter's Call for
Comment was published in September 2001, approximately at the same time as the formal rule
amendments. We have received a wealth of informal comment and testimony addressed to the
Reporter's Call for Comment. In addition, one day of the conference at the University of Chicago
Law School was devoted to the Call for Comment and the problem of overlapping class actions.

The Advisory Committee unanimously adopted the following memorandum on the problem
of overlapping class actions. The last three pages make findings and recommendations concerning
the problem. In sum, the Advisory Committee is of the view that the Reporter's proposed rules
amendments test the limits of authority under the Rules Enabling Act. The Committee believes that
a legislative solution is more appropriate and recommends that some form of minimal diversity
legislation be enacted by Congress to permit large, multi-state class actions to be brought in - or
removed to - federal court. By bringing the actions to federal court, a degree of consolidation is
possible that would avoid or alleviate some of the most severe problems that are engendered by
repetitive and overlapping class actions. Providing a federal forum would also further the important
principle that in a federal system, no one state's courts should make decisions that are binding
nationwide even as to class members who were not injured in the forum state. Current practice
permits forum shopping on a national scale that brings the judicial system into disrepute and that has
the potential to damage the interests of class members and defendants alike.

We do not ask that any particular formulation or legislative proposal be supported. Nor do we
suggest that all class actions should be removable to federal court. Our focus is on those state class
actions in which the interests of no single state predominate. These class actions are appropriately
litigated in federal court. The Advisory Committee requests that the Standing Committee "support
the concept of minimal diversity for large, multi-state class actions, in which the interests of no one
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state are paramount, with appropriate limitations or threshold requirements so that the federal courts
are not unduly burdened and the states' jurisdiction over in-state class actions is left undisturbed."
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MEMORANDUM TO THE CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Perspectives on Rule 23 Including the Problem of Overlapping Classes

Over the last ten years, the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules has undertaken an

intensive consideration and review of Rule 23, the class action rule. This ongoing review by the

Committee is the first review of Rule 23 following the thorough reworking of the Rule in the

1966 amendments. But in the now almost 40 years since that time, Rule 23 has figured

prominently in the explosive growth of large scale group litigation in federal and state courts, and

has both shaped and - in its interpretation and application - been shaped by revolutionary

developments in modem complex litigation. The drafters of the 1966 amendments knew that

after some appropriate period of time it would be important to reconsider what they had done.

We are well underway in that process even as we must take account of continuing rapid changes

in Rule 23 practice.

A historical perspective may be helpful in placing our current efforts in context and

considering our future course.



I. A Brief History of Rule 23

The class action has its ultimate roots in the English Court of Chancery and the bill of

peace. It was a practical rule of joinder where joinder was otherwise impractical. The American

courts adopted the procedure in the 19 th and early 2 0 th centuries. Federal Equity Rule 48, in place

from 1842 to 1912, provided for a class action, but, significantly, also provided that the "decree

shall be without prejudice to the rights and claims of all the absent parties." In 1938, Rule 23 was

included in the new Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Rule was adopted with little fanfare

or discussion. It divided class actions into three categories: the "true," the "hybrid," and the

"spurious." These categories, with their infelicitous names and formalistic attributes, proved

difficult to apply. After almost 30 years of experience, the Advisory Committee entirely rewrote

the Rule in 1966, and it is that Rule that we still use today.

The 1966 Rule kept a three-part structure but the structure became functional: (b)(1)

classes for situations in which necessary parties under Rule 19(a) were too numerous to be

joined, including claims involving a common fund, (b)(2) classes for claims involving common

injunctive relief, particularly intended for civil rights litigation, and, finally, (b)(3) class actions

for damage based on predominant common issues. The 1966 rule provided new procedural

protections, for example, by requiring notice to (b)(3) class members of certification, and, for all

classes, notice of a proposed settlement. It provided that class members could be bound if they

did not affirmatively opt out of (b)(3) damage class actions. In adopting the "opt out" approach,

the Committee apparently had in mind small claim, consumer class actions in which no one class

member would have a sufficient interest to litigate an individual claim and in which the forces of

inertia might be greater than a potential class member's desire to participate, given the small
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stakes involved. The 1966 Rule also clarified that any judgment would bind the members of the

class in all certified class actions.

It is not entirely clear what the Committee of 1966 expected. Professor Arthur Miller,

who was involved with the work of the Committee at that time, tells us that "Nothing was in the

Committee's mind .. . Nothing was going on. There were a few antitrust cases, a few securities

cases. The civil rights legislation was then putative.... And the rule was not thought of as

having the kind of application that it now has." But, as Professor Miller went on to explain, the

Rule, perhaps by serendipity, caught the wave of "the most incredible upheaval in federal

substantive law in the history of the nation between 1963 and 1983, coupled with judicially-

created doctrines of ancillary and pendent jurisdiction."

An esteemed member of the 1966 Committee, John Frank, corroborates Professor

Miller's recollection. According to Mr. Frank, the Committee of 1966 was operating in "a world

to which the litigation explosion had not yet come. The problems which became overwhelming

in the 80's were not anticipated in the 60's. The Restatement (Second) of Torts and the

development of products liability law [were] still in the offing. The basic idea of a big case with

plaintiffs unified as to liability but disparate as to damages was the Grand Canyon airplane crash.

A few giant other cases were discussed but . .. were expected to be too big for the new rule."

It is probably fair to say that the 1966 Committee was most interested in facilitating civil

rights class actions for injunctive relief under (b)(2), and in this respect the Committee's

intentions were fully realized. But it is also fair to say that the Committee did not foresee the

scale or range of litigation that was unleashed by the opt out damage class action in (b)(3).

Certainly, the Committee then had no expectation that the Rule would be used in the context of
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dispersed mass torts, a concept that the Committee could not have been familiar with. The

Committee did know about mass accidents, but considered that "A 'mass accident' resulting in

injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of the

likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages but of liability and defenses of liability,

would be present, affecting the individuals in different ways." So much for the persuasive power

of Committee notes!

According to the then Reporter of the Committee, Harvard Professor Benjamin Kaplan,

"It will take a generation or so before we can fully appreciate the scope, the virtues, and the vices

of the new Rule 23." In 1991, well past a generation in the world of civil litigation, the Judicial

Conference asked the Committee to begin a reconsideration of the Rule in light of the upheaval

in modem civil litigation since adoption of the Rule.

II. The Advisory Committee Begins its Reconsideration of Rule 23

There have been several phases in the Committee's work although many continuing

themes. At the beginning, the Committee developed a comprehensive re-draft of the Rule. In

1992, Judge Pointer, Chair of the Committee, relying on a 1986 proposal from the Litigation

Section of the ABA, prepared a revision that did away with the three part (b)(1), (b)(2), and

(b)(3) classification, provided for opt-in classes at the court's discretion, and provided that

exclusion from the class could be conditioned upon a prohibition against institution or

maintenance of a separate action. Notice was made more flexible such that sampling notice

might be permitted depending on the circumstances. This far-reaching draft was presented to the

Standing Committee but then withdrawn on the Standing Committee's advice that further

consideration would be required before such a sweeping proposal could be published for public
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comment. In the years since that time, we have engaged in that further consideration and can

now appreciate how prescient and sophisticated that first effort was.

The Committee then began the painstaking and careful inquiry into class action practice

in which we are still engaged. The new Chair of the Committee, Judge Higginbotham, pioneered

the investigatory model that the Committee continues to use to good effect whenever it considers

a complex issue. The model combines multiple informal opportunities for involvement by

judges, interested academics, members of the bar, and bar organizations, with targeted empirical

work. Thus, the Committee was educated at several class action and mass tort conferences,

drawing together academic experts and experienced practitioners. The Federal Judicial Center

undertook an empirical study of federal class actions. See Willging, Hooper & Niemic,

Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal District Courts: Final Report to the Advisory

Committee on Civil Rules (1996). The Reporter circulated a variety of proposals informally to

gather guidance from members of the bar. Eventually, several different proposals were published

resulting in extraordinarily helpful comment from practitioners and others.

The Committee first turned to the all important certification decision in (b)(3) class

actions. The Committee was concerned that the certification decision was the critical issue in

class action litigation, and yet the rule included no provision for interlocutory appeal. The

Committee was also concerned that the Rule's certification criteria were too loose, leading to

improvident certification of actions that were more appropriately handled on an individual basis.

The Committee was told repeatedly that class actions were rarely tried and that once the class

was certified, defendants were placed under overwhelming pressure to settle. In this portion of

its inquiry, the Committee considered a variety of additional certification factors such as the
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probable success on the merits of the class claims and whether the public interest in, and the

private benefits of, the probable relief to individual class members justified the burdens of the

litigation. From this work, one significant amendment emerged: Rule 23(f) providing that a

court of appeals may, in its discretion, entertain an appeal from an order of a district court

granting or denying class action certification. This provision has apparently had its intended

effect of developing the case law on certification thereby providing greater guidance to district

judges on the certification decision. In addition, the testimony on the various additional

certification criteria provided the Committee with a wealth of new information about class action

practice

The possible tightening of certification criteria required the Committee to consider

whether litigation classes should be subject to more exacting standards than settlement classes.

The Committee's attention was drawn to the question because of the Third Circuit decision in

Georgine/Amchem holding that settlement classes must be certified as if they were litigation

classes. Because of the importance of settlement to class action litigation, the Committee

considered whether a class action might be certified for settlement even if the class could not be

certified for trial. A proposed (b)(4) was circulated for public comment in 1996 at the same time

as the additional (b)(3) certification criteria. Proposed (b)(4) provided for certification where

"the parties to a settlement request certification under subdivision (b)(3) for purposes of

settlement even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not be met for purposes of

trial." All of the 23(a) requirements would still apply, however.

The response to this proposal was as copious and thoughtful as the response to the new

certification criteria. Opponents of the change warned the Committee that class action
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settlements were already prone to unfairness to class members and that this proposal would

exacerbate the situation by permitting class counsel to negotiate from a position of weakness,

knowing that unless there was a settlement, the class could not be certified for trial. This

controversial topic was put aside when the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Amchem. The

result of Amchem has been to permit a certain flexibility in the certification of settlement classes.

However, some continue to advise the Committee that there is need for still greater flexibility for

settlement classes.

The Committee then entered the present phase of our inquiry. At this point the

Committee not only had the comments from the hearings on the proposed amendments, but also

the benefit of the RAND Institute for Civil Justice's case study of ten class actions eventually

published in 2000 as Class Action Dilemmas: Pursuing Public Goals for Private Gain. In

addition, in 1998, on the recommendation of Judge Niemeyer, the Chief Justice authorized the

formation of an ad hoc working group to study mass torts that would bring together

representatives of several Judicial Conference committees under the leadership of the Civil Rules

Committee. The Working Group was given one year to study the problems associated with mass

tort litigation and to submit a report. Judge Niemeyer designated Judge Scirica as chair of the

Working Group. The papers and report of the Working Group provided additional information

about the operation of Rule 23 in the context of mass torts and illuminated many of the problems,

including the problems associated with multiple, overlapping class actions. See Report on Mass

Tort Litigation (1999). The Committee was also assisted by appointment of a sub-committee,

chaired by Judge Rosenthal, and appointment of a special reporter, Professor Richard Marcus, to

support Professor Cooper.
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Building on the RAND study, the hearings on the settlement class proposal, and the

report of the Working Group on Mass Torts, the Committee determined to provide better judicial

supervision of settlements and of class counsel. Proposed new 23(e) requires disclosure of all

settlement terms, a fairness hearing, and findings by the court. The court may permit class

members who believe that the settlement is unfair to exclude themselves from the settlement.

Proposed new Rule 23(g) and (h) provide the court a framework for appointing, monitoring, and

compensating class counsel. Notice and the timing of the certification decision also receive

attention in the new proposals.

III. Unfinished Business

As this history may demonstrate, the Committee has reason to be both humble, given the

complexity and magnitude of the issues, but also proud of its work over the past ten years. It has

done much to enhance judicial supervision of the class action process and provide new tools for

judicial review, at both the trial and appellate levels.

There are several areas that may yet deserve additional attention and that have not

received definitive answers from the Committee. Each has proven controversial and difficult.

The first is whether the Rule should incorporate a separate standard for settlement classes. This

is a familiar topic. We may wish to reconsider this issue in light of case law under Amchem as

well as the new proposal on settlement review, including the permission to class members to

exclude themselves from settlement upon review of the terms. There may be need for further

empirical work in this area. Second, the unique questions surrounding the settlement of future

claims in mass tort cases may also merit continued study. Third, we may wish to reconsider the

opt in/ opt out question. The 1966 Committee adopted an "opt out" provision but did not foresee
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the consequences of doing so. The Committee's 1992 draft, giving the court discretion to certify

the class as an opt in or opt out class action, might provide a starting point. Alternatively, we

might reasonably conclude that further study of this question is likely to generate more

controversy than any clear consensus for change.

Finally, we should complete the substantial inquiry already begun into the difficult

problem of overlapping and competing state and federal class actions. Certain aspects, the more

modest ones, may be amenable to rule making. The more fundamental issues do not seem so

amenable, at least not without specific legislative authorization. At the January meeting the

Committee expressed a unanimous consensus that the problems created by overlapping class

actions are worthy of congressional attention and that some form of minimal diversity legislation

might provide an appropriate answer to some of the problems. The remainder of this

memorandum is addressed to this issue.

IV. Overlapping Class Actions

The Committee has been told repeatedly in a variety of forums, by both defense and

plaintiff counsel, and without contradiction, that as Rule 23 is reformed to enhance judicial

supervision of class counsel, the deliberateness of the certification decision, and the judicial

review of settlements, an ever growing number of cases will be filed in those state courts where

this kind of supervision is perceived to be less demanding. This results often in multiple filings

of multi-state diversity class actions in both federal and state courts. Yet this result is precisely

the outcome that the class action device was designed to prevent. The purpose of the class action

device is to eliminate repetitive litigation, promote judicial efficiency, permit small claims to find

a forum, and achieve uniform results in similar cases. But as our Reporter has noted,
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"duplicative class litigation is destructive of just these goals .... Multiple filings can threaten

appropriate judicial supervision, damage the interests of class members, hurt conscientious class

counsel, impose undue burdens of multiple litigation on defendants, and needlessly increase

judicial workloads."

The problems generated by overlapping, duplicative, and competing class actions have

commanded the attention of many observers. According to the American Law Institute's 1994

Complex Litigation Project, the problems caused by multiple class actions are so pressing that

"[w]e are in urgent need of procedural reform to meet the exigencies of the complex litigation

problem." "Repeated relitigation of the common issues in a complex case unduly expends the

resources of attorney and client, burdens already overcrowded dockets, delays recompense for

those in need, results in disparate treatment for persons harmed by essentially identical or similar

conduct, and contributes to the negative image many people have of the legal system." American

Law Institute, Complex Litigation: Statutory Recommendations and Analysis (1984-1994) at 9.

Although the Federal Judicial Center's study focused on class-action dispositions in only four

federal districts over a period of two years, it found several illustrations of unresolved duplicating

filings, pp. 14-16, 23-24, 78-79, 163-164 (Tables 5-7). The RAND study confirmed the

seriousness of the problem. Part of this project involved intense study of ten class actions. In

four of the ten, class counsel filed parallel actions in other courts. In five of the ten, other groups

of plaintiffs' attorneys filed competing actions in other jurisdictions. Only two of the ten cases

did not experience either type of additional filings. More recent information suggests that the

frequency and number of overlapping class-action filings are growing.
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Legislative proposals to deal with overlapping actions have been pursued for several

years. In March 1988 the Judicial Conference approved in principle creation of minimal-

diversity federal jurisdiction to consolidate multiple litigation in state and federal courts

involving personal injury and property damage arising out of a "single event." This position was

confirmed in March 2001 when the Judicial Conference supported H.R. 860, the "Multidistrict,

Multiparty, Multiforum Trial Jurisdiction Act of 2001 ." The 1990 Report of the Federal Courts

Study Committee recommended, pp. 44-45, that Congress "should create a special federal

diversity jurisdiction, based on the minimal diversity authority conferred by Article III, to make

possible the consolidation of major multi-party, multi-forum litigation." Congress has

considered many bills that would provide easier access to federal courts by initial filing or by

removal from state courts. In 2002 the House of Representatives passed one of these bills, H.R.

2341.

One specific source of the concerns reflected in these legislative proposals has arisen

from state-court filings on behalf of classes that include plaintiffs from other states. Many of

these actions seek - and frequently win - certification of nationwide classes. Membership in

these classes may overlap with classes sought - or actually certified - in other courts, state or

federal. Pretrial preparations may overlap and duplicate, proliferating expense and forcing delay

now in one proceeding, now in another, as coordination is worked through. Settlement

negotiations in one action may be played off against negotiations in another, raising the fear of a

"1reverse auction" in which class representatives in one court accept terms less favorable to the

class in return for reaping the rewards that flow to successful class counsel. Moreover, the

certification of nationwide or multi-state class actions in one state court poses a threat to the
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proper allocation of decisionmaking in a federal system. Individual state courts may properly

apply the policy choices of the residents of that state to those residents. But local authorities

ought not impose those local choices upon other states and certainly not on a nationwide basis.

After studying these proposals and the underlying problems, the Civil Rules Advisory

Committee authorized its Reporter to issue a "Call for Informal Comment: Overlapping Class

Actions" in September 2001. The call for comment included draft amendments of the class-

action rule that might reduce the incidence of forum shopping and settlement shopping.'

Responses to the call for comment were provided in tandem with reactions to the

proposed amendments of Civil Rule 23 that were published for comment in August 2001. The

most concerted responses were provided in major segments of the class-action conference

sponsored by the Advisory Committee at the University of Chicago Law School in October 2001.

Many additional responses were provided in the written comments and oral testimony at hearings

in San Francisco (November 2001) and Washington, D.C. (January 2002). Although this process

does not match any model of rigorous social-science research, it provided repeated evidence of

actual experiences that must not be allowed to continue. This evidence is outlined in the

1 The call for comment included three sets of possible rule amendments. The first set
attempted to end the relitigation of the same class certification issues by providing that a federal
court that refuses to certify a class because it does not meet the standards of Rule 23(a)(1) or (2) or
23(b)(1),(2), or (3) "may direct that no other court may certify a substantially similar class." The
second set of proposals sought to reduce "settlement shopping," in which counsel may take the same
settlement disapproved by one court into another court for approval. The proposal provided that "A
refusal to approve a settlement. . . on behalf of a [certified] class ... precludes any other court from
approving substantially the same settlement." The third set of proposals addressed the potential
clash between multiple, overlapping cases and provided that a federal court could "enter an order
directed to any member of the .. . class that prohibits filing or pursuing a class action in any other
court."
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summaries of comments and testimony prepared for the Advisory Committee. The question is

not whether something should be done, but what should be done and by whom.

One means of doing something about the problems created by overlapping class actions

might be through new provisions in the Civil Rules. Some relatively modest provisions might fit

comfortably within the authority of the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Rule 23, for

example, might address the effect one federal court should give to the refusal by another federal

court to certify a class action or to approve a class-action settlement. Modest provisions,

however, would provide no more than modest benefits - there is no general feeling that federal

courts have experienced particular difficulties in working through overlapping actions in

different federal courts. The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation works well within the

federal system to achieve coordination and consolidation. Provisions that might address

overlapping class actions in state courts, on the other hand, are not likely to be seen as modest.

Serious objections were made to the illustrative drafts in the informal call for comments. Both

Enabling Act limits and Anti-Injunction Act limits were invoked. There may be room to adopt

valid rules provisions in the face of these objections, but to do so might test the limits of

rulemaking authority thus inviting litigation over the rules themselves.

In light of these constraints on rulemaking, and because of the sensitive issues of

jurisdiction and federalism implicated by overlapping class actions, Congress would seem the

appropriate body to deal with the question. There is a secure basis in the Article III authorization

of diversity jurisdiction to consider various approaches to consolidating overlapping class actions

by bringing them into federal court. One approach, exemplified in several of the bills that have

been before Congress, would establish minimal diversity jurisdiction in federal court for class
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actions of a certain size or scope. This approach may embody some elements of discretion;

several recent bills bring discretion into the very definition of jurisdiction in an attempt to

maintain state-court authority over actions that involve primarily the interests of a single state.

Another approach would be to rely on case-specific determinations whether a particular litigation

pattern is better brought into federal-court control. This approach could be implemented by

authorizing the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation to determine whether a particular set of

litigations should be removed to federal court. The potential advantage of this approach would

be that it could prove more flexible over time, enabling the federal court system to respond to

actual problems as they arise and to stay on the sidelines when the problems are effectively

resolved in the state courts. Yet another approach would be to authorize individual federal courts

to coordinate federal litigation with overlapping state-court actions, by enjoining state-court

actions, if necessary, when the state-court actions threaten to disrupt litigation filed under one of

the present subject-matter jurisdiction statutes. While this approach may have the apparent

advantage of leaving federal jurisdiction where it is, it also has the obvious disadvantage of

potential conflict and tension between the court systems.

Careful study will suggest still other approaches. Many of the possible approaches are

likely to provide the occasion for adapting present class-action procedures or developing new

ones. The rules committees, acting through the Enabling Act process, can make important

contributions. The nature of these contributions will depend on the nature of the underlying

legislation; some forms of legislation may present such particular opportunities that supplemental

rules-enabling authority should be included in the legislation.
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Any proposal to add to federal subject-matter jurisdiction must be considered with great

care. But the problems that persist with respect to overlapping and competing class actions are

precisely the problems of multistate coordination that can claim high priority in allocating work

to the federal courts. It is very difficult for any single state court to fairly resolve these problems,

and nearly as difficult for state courts to act together in shifting ad hoc arrangements for

cooperation. The apparent need is for a single, authoritative tribunal that can definitively resolve

those problems that have eluded resolution and that affect litigation that is nationwide or multi-

state in scope.

V. Minimal Diversity as a Possible Partial Solution

Having delved deeply into this topic, the Committee is in a position now to make the

following findings and recommendations to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and

Procedure and the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction concerning the problems posed by

overlapping class actions:

1. Beginning in 1991, the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has undertaken a

searching review of class action practice under Rule 23. This review has involved several

conferences, close consultation with judges, members of the bar and bar organizations,

publication for comment of several proposals, consideration of extensive testimony and

comments on the published proposals, review of empirical studies, and creation of the Working

Group on Mass Torts and adoption of its report;

2. On the basis of this extensive inquiry, the Advisory Committee finds that overlapping

and duplicative class actions in federal and state court create serious problems that: (a) threaten

the resolution and settlement of such actions on terms that are fair to class members, (b) defeat
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appropriate judicial supervision, (c) waste judicial resources, (d) lead to forum shopping, (e)

burden litigants with the expenses and burdens of multiple litigation of the same issues, and (f)

place conscientious class counsel at a potential disadvantage;

3. The Advisory Committee has given close consideration to several rule amendments

that might address the problems of multi-state class actions but concludes that these proposals

test the limits of the Committee's authority under the Rules Enabling Act;

4. Large nationwide and multi-state class actions, involving class members from multiple

states who have been injured in multiple states, are the kind of national litigation consistent with

the purposes of diversity jurisdiction and appropriate to jurisdiction in federal court. Federal

jurisdiction protects the interests of all states outside the forum state, including the many states

that draw back from the choice-of-law problems that inhere in nationwide and multi-state

classes;

5. With respect to multi-state class actions, the Advisory Committee agrees with the

recommendation of the Federal Courts Study Committee that Congress eliminate the complete

diversity requirement in complex, multi-state cases to make consolidation possible;

6. Minimal diversity legislation could be crafted to bring cases of nationwide scope or

effect into federal court without unduly burdening the federal courts or invading state control of

in-state class actions;

7. Minimal diversity legislation could resolve or avoid some of the problems posed by

conflicting and duplicative class actions;
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8. The federal and state judicial systems, class members, other parties to the litigation,

and conscientious class counsel will benefit from the efficient supervision of these multi-forum,

multi-state class actions in one federal forum;

9. For these reasons the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

respectfully recommends to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and Procedure and

to the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction that they support the concept of minimal diversity

for large, multi-state class actions, in which the interests of no one state are paramount, with

appropriate limitations or threshold requirements so that the federal courts are not unduly

burdened and the states' jurisdiction over in-state class actions is left undisturbed.
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Summary of Comments & Testimony: Overlapping Classes

Michael J. Stortz. Esq., S.F. hearing 5-: Represents a drug company that has been the target of
dozens of class actions upon withdrawal of a drug from the market. Many seek medical monitoring
- some for statewide classes, some for national classes. They are pending in half a dozen state
courts. The federal MDL judge has about 30 class actions. Plaintiff counsel have been racing to see
who can go first in getting a favorable class decision. Many of the state actions cannot be removed.
One drug store in Mississippi has been made defendant in many class actions to prevent removal.
"You can't do two medical monitoring programs," but that is the risk of multiple actions. And the
litigation risks are that "the state courts proceed on their own schedule without regard to anything
that is happening in the federal MDL." Federal courts are attempting to corral these problems. It
would help to provide some guidelines through articulated rules. Minimal diversity jurisdiction also
would help. If there is doubt about the ability to act by rule, legislative proposals would be welcome.
"There is a real problem out there. It's not scattered. It's not rare. It's very common." As
defendant, we argue that an MDL court has in rem jurisdiction to prevent some of these abuses by
injunction. Despite the anti-injunction act, "judges have created and crafted solutions, given the
pragmatic crisis they face."

There is a further problem with duplicative, overlapping discovery. The same company
officials are being noticed for depositions in different jurisdictions - there may be demands to
produce the same person for depositions in different places at the same time. Judges attempt to
coordinate, but "it's very much a liquid promise that, unfortunately," dissolves. Plaintiff counsel get
what they can in the MDL proceeding, and then try state proceedings to get what was not available
in the MDL proceeding. MDL judges are anxious to accomplish coordination.

(His written statement, 01-CV-011, observes that at times overlapping classes are filed by the
same group of counsel in an effort to obtain the most favorable forum. More common are filings by
different groups of plaintiffs' attorneys.)

(His written statement also suggests that the proposals to strengthen review of settlement will
be frustrated unless federal courts are given authority to limit and control parallel state-court
proceedings.)

Jacqueline M. Jauregui. Esq., S-F Hearing p 45 ff: Her firm has been defending a medical device
litigation. In the first six months of 2001 53 class actions were filed involving the same product; 35
of them alleged nationwide classes, while 18 alleged a single-state or Canadian class. 36 were
initially filed in federal court or were removed; they are now in MDL proceedings. There were 17
cases that could not be removed - or, if removed, were dismissed and then refiled in state court
with an additional and local defendant to defeat removal. These events involve a prodigious waste
of judicial and public resources, and of the defendant's resources as well. Other people in the
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product-liability arena tell me that this is a not uncommon series of events. Forjust this one device,
the cases in federal court involve 1.5% of a year's class-action filings. Half a dozen similar events
a year would mount up to 10% of the class-action filings. Minimal diversity legislation would go
a long way toward supporting MDL processes for these cases. There may be a reluctance to support
expanded diversity jurisdiction, but that is the only way to unravel this knot. Outside the mass torts
context, another client provided another example. Oklahoma state courts, through the state supreme
court, denied certification of a class. Two weeks later the same law firm challenged the same
practice on behalf of a different named plaintiff in a federal court class action. A different client in
the insurance field says that the average cost of discovery and briefing before decision of a
certification motion is one million dollars. The client in the Oklahoma litigation reflected and agreed
that her costs in this stage run from $750,000 to one million dollars. Going through that process
twice or more often is wasteful. The not-published certification-preclusion draft Rule 23(c)(1)(D)
would be a superb tool to diminish the waste.

When we have been confronted with competing class actions in different courts, it has tended
to be a competition among lawyers each of whom wishes to represent a nationwide class.
Coordination, when it has occurred, has been the result of informal efforts of defense counsel. In
financial services and insurance litigation, there has not been any sign of informal efforts of the
judges to cooperate among themselves. Coordination among judges might be a good thing, "but I
don't know whether in a state court setting judges would be willing to do that."

Gerson Smoger. Esq.. S-F Hearing 73 ff: For ATLA. ATLA is "rather strongly opposed to the
preclusion proposals." There has been limited study and limited ability to get empirical evidence
on the problem of dual classes, apart from "the high profile examples that we all hear about." The
proposals are designed to affect only a minority of filings, but if adopted in general terms will affect
all state-court class actions. The proposals seem to be simply a matter of telling judges to do their
jobs. "This is legislation over * * * the state judicial systems." This is a matter for state legislatures,
and perhaps for Congress; it is not a matter for the rulemaking process. Class actions commonly are
justified for reasons that bear either on efficiency or on providing a forum for small claims.

As to forum-shopping on certification, once one court has denied certification the defendant
will describe that decision to any other judge asked to certify the same class. Then it is a question
for the second judge. If the job is not being done right, the answer lies in judicial education and in
cooperation among the judges.

Settlement shopping is done by the defendant, by the person who is being asked to pay money.
If the defendant does not want to settle, there is no settlement to shop. Again, it is a question for the
judiciary. In response to a question whether a court should be able to enjoin a defendant from
settling in another court while a class claim remains pending in the first court: The settlement might
change, the procedures might change. It may not be the same cause of action. And the parties may
dismiss the federal action after the court refuses to approve a settlement. Once an action is
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dismissed, how does the court exercise continuing control? Who enforces the injunction - the
judge who issued it? But if the action remains pending in the first court after the settlement is
rejected and another court is preparing to approve the same settlement, "that's very problematic."
Overall, these problems - the 37 class actions - seem to arise "where there are high stakes and
very bad acts." When there are 37 classes, "a lot of it gets sorted out realistically fairly shortly on."
The sorting process occurs in the plaintiffs' bar; there is a self-policing. The problem of overlapping
classes is for the most part being resolved within the system. "You couldn't say that in certain
situations it's not a problem," but the tools exist to resolve it. Resolution of the actions depends on
the defendant. There is some attempt to try to have resolution even if there are multiple state and
federal actions. It is not always settlement: very few go to trial. Once the first trial or second trial
is lost on a classwide basis, plaintiffs become unwilling to put more resources into a classwide trial.
A second trial will happen only if it appears that the earlier trial or trials were not well managed; the
risk, cost, and time required deter multiple attempts.

In response to a question whether it is fair to allow multiple opportunities for certification?
How many times do we have to win before we lose on certification? Is it fair that when certification
is finally ordered, it's the whole ball game? There are many types of class actions. In a mass-tort
class action, certification is not the ball game. "The ball game is the reality of the existence of the
large torts." In a small-claim consumer class action, certification is necessary for effectuation of the
action. The discovery has been done for the first certification attempt, the issues have been explored,
so the duplication in successive certification attempts is reduced. So in the example earlier this
morning: after Oklahoma courts have denied certification, a federal judge certainly has power to
certify a class, but certainly will be influenced by what the state courts did. And there may be a new
federal element added when the new action is filed in federal court; if the law changes, there is a new
certification issue. The reality is that the multiple filings are there, but most of the federal filings will
get consolidated in MDL proceedings. A lot of the state filings will sit back "and not have activity."
A few state filings will have activity, but you will never have more than five full "trials" on
certification, and usually it is fewer than two. It is not a matter forjudicial power to decide whether
to enjoin state-court cases once the federal cases are consolidated for MDL proceedings; that is a
legislative judgment. But the system is working itself out well without legislation. Informal
conversations are taking place among judges. If there is a federal MDL proceeding, the federal judge
will be talking to the state judges. Informal mechanisms also exist within the plaintiffs' bar, because
there is a coalescence of the plaintiffs' bar. There is some agreement as to who takes what roles.
When there are multiple defendants, the same thing happens on the defense side. These things "have
to happen because * * * everyone needs the efficiency. The plaintiffs don't need thousands of
hearings to attend."

(His written statement, 01-CV-017, adds several points. It is not surprising that these proposals
have the enthusiastic support of multinational corporations. But there is not sufficient problem to
warrant new rules. The federal courts do not need more cases - and defendants, if given the
opportunity, will remove virtually every class action. Class actions that involve state law belong in
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state courts. The draft proposals depart so drastically from basic federalism as to be unconstitutional.
None of the alternative proposals can disguise the impact. The idea of revising the statutes to
authorize rules that the statutes now forbid is surprising, absent any "paramount, urgent basis for
doing so.")

Jack B. McGowan, Jr., Esq., S-F Hearing 107 ff: Has defended pharmaceutical, medical-device, and
product-liability cases. The breast implant litigation provides an example of overlapping classes.
One client had 34 federal class actions around the country, three Canadian class actions, and at last
one state-court class action that was limited to a statewide class. There were also 17,000 individual
actions around the country. It cannot be said that these numbers reflect the merits of the claims: it
has been fairly well established that there is no causal link between the implants and autoimmune
disease. In another case involving phenylpropanolamine, there were two virtually identical class
actions filed in California courts, alleging violation of state unfair competition statutes and seeking
statewide class certification. "One obviously copied the other." The class actions and individual
actions are being coordinated before a single state judge. (California has a consolidation procedure
similar to federal MDL proceedings; there has been active coordination. In the breast implant
litigation, California Judge O'Neill was very active in coordinating with the federal MDL court.)
There are, however, likely to be federal actions as well. The state judge is likely to seek active
coordination with the federal judge. In California latex glove litigation, the state judge is having
conversations with the federal judge in Philadelphia who has the MDL proceeding. But for all the
efforts at coordination, state judges oftentimes try to push the litigation faster than the pace of the
MDL proceedings. That happened with the California breast implant cases; we tried cases; "they
were never tried in the MDL." The cost of parallel proceedings "is phenomenal." There have been
numerous class actions around the country in the diet drug litigation. Some seek statewide classes,
while others seek national classes. Some have been dismissed because the state involved does not
recognize medical monitoring relief. In other states medical monitoring classes were certified. (In
response to a question based on the earlier testimony that multiple filings get sorted out: "Maybe they
are sorted out at great expense." So it was in the diet drug litigation. It does not make sense to have
more than one nationwide class. "We only have one group of all the people. And it just makes no
sense.") It may be that the rulemaking process lacks power to address these problems. But then
legislation should be considered. Congress should address a problem that "is costing hundreds and
hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars. I'm just talking about three or four clients." The class
actions often come first "because there is a major interest on the part of class action lawyers, personal
injury lawyers around the country to be there first, to get on the committee, to be a player in the
decisions around the country - not only in state courts, but in federal courts - to participate in that
activity."

The written statement submitted for the San Francisco hearing, 01-CV-010, added two points.
First was an account of a state-court class action involving laser eye surgery: when the defendant
filed a motion to compel arbitration, a second class action was filed that named an additional
defendant who could not invoke an arbitration agreement. The sole purpose seemed to be to defeat
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the arbitration demand. Second was the observation that mass-tort litigation often is launched by
the filing of multiple class actions in different jurisdictions. Commonly there is no coordination or
control of discovery, leading to inconsistent rulings that escalate the cost of litigating. And there
may be inconsistent rulings on class certification.

Anna Richo, Esq., S-F Hearing 129 ff.: Vice-President for Law, Biosciences Division, Baxter
Healthcare. Baxter never made breast implants, but inherited litigation based on the activities of a
division of an acquired company. It was named in class actions filed in ten state courts - mostly
nationwide classes, four federal courts, and four courts in Canada. Some sought worldwide classes.
None of the state actions was certified, but Baxter had to contest certification in each one. The
federal actions were consolidated. Baxter had to settle some 6,500 suits for people who opted out.
The litigation was bet-the-company for Baxter and several other defendants. The science that
exonerated the defendants came too late for some companies. Baxter did defend individual actions
on the merits; it won consecutively over 20 cases, but the cost was $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 a case.
Publicly-traded companies cannot afford to defend themselves one-by-one. And the class action is
a lever for settlement.

In the HIV Factor Concentrate litigation, Baxter was sued in class actions in three state courts
and five federal courts. The federal actions were consolidated, but no class was certified for trial in
any court. These experiences with multiple class actions brought simultaneously in state and federal
courts has shown that the MDL procedure is an effective mechanism for federal courts. But
competing multistate, multiparty actions in state courts should be removed to federal court whenever
possible. Baxter strongly supports the proposed Class Action Fairness Act.

The Reporter's Call for Comment is a thoughtful attempt to address the problems. Multiple
overlapping class actions have overreached the original goal of providing access to courts for
similarly situated claimants. The abuses have ignored the clients and enriched the attorneys. They
ignore due process and single recovery. "They have presented inconsistent and uncertain results and
have contributed to the financial crisis in which corporate America, the insurance industry, and the
American consuming public find themselves."

Another illustration is provided by five separate class actions in four different state courts
seeking damages for children inoculated with childhood DPT vaccine containing Thiomerosol. The
National Childhood Vaccine Injury Compensation Act of 1986 provides an administrative remedy
and precludes injury claims for more than $1,000 outside the statutory claims process. In an effort
to circumvent this limit, some of the plaintiffs' attorneys are seeking to represent national classes
of persons with claimed damages of less than $1,000 each. These de minimis claims, when
aggregated, could once again threaten to cripple the industry. The certification preclusion proposal,
draft Rule 23(c)(1)(D), and the settlement preclusion proposal, draft Rule 23(e)(5), are clearly wise.
"Each side will have one opportunity to make its best case on the issuing of class certification or
class settlement. The informed well-reasoned decision of the court * * * will have the final word
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on the subject." Forum shopping will be ended. Judicial resources will be preserved. The Enabling
Act gives authority to adopt these rules; in any event, the Advisory Committee should recommend
them to Congress.

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq.. S-F Hearing 156 ff, 01-CV-015: The problem of overlapping
duplicative class actions has become worse. The preclusion rules in the call for comment are within
the power of the Committee to adopt to "protect Federal judges' Article 111 powers and jurisdiction.
I think that is the essence of federalism. *** The federal courts were created to provide protection
to out-of-state residents and to provide protection against the extension of state law to other states
to the detriment of other state residents." But these are very controversial issues. They involve
exceedingly important policy choices. They have a substantial impact on substantive rights. Perhaps
these changes ought to be left to Congress. If the Committee decides it is better for Congress, the
Committee has the responsibility to participate in the process in whatever way it can "to ensure,
frankly, that Congress gets it right." The letter transmitting the Mass Torts Working Group Report
to the Chief Justice observed that the best chance of success lies in the lead of the Third Branch
"with a sensitive interaction with Congress." If not rulemaking, then the Committee should develop
a package of legislative recommendations.

Minimal diversity legislation "should rightly be a very high priority for this Committee." The
Judicial Conference is presently on record opposing such legislation. That should be worked out,
"so that nationwide class actions are tried or handled in nationwide courts, federal courts." Dealing
with overlapping classes will (1) avoid the waste of duplicative litigation; (2) prevent use of
overlapping actions for interim strategic effects, the need to win 50 separate certification hearings
until there is resjudicata; and (3) to minimize forum shopping. Sequential forum shopping is much
more invidious in class actions than in individual actions.

Even with minimum diversity legislation, the preclusion rules would serve a purpose because
there will be a certain number of competing state class actions that are limited by a state's
boundaries.

John Beisner, Esq., D.C. Hearing 7-16. and written statement (01-CV-27): Class Action Watch has
reported a study of 50 federal MDL proceedings that involved class actions. The research has been
completed as to 35. There are competing state-court class actions with respect to more than half, and
the number of competing state-court actions tends to increase as the federal MDL proceeding
continues. Many of the federal proceedings that do not encounter competing state-court actions
involve subjects that cannot be litigated in state court, as with securities actions. The Committee
should consider carefully adopting rules that operate only within the federal courts, such as the
proposal that a federal court cannot certify a class after another federal court has refused to certify
substantially the same class. Although in present circumstances that would leave the plaintiffs free
to migrate to state court, adoption of minimal diversity class-action jurisdiction would bring the
actions back to federal court. It is hard to find empirical data, but I have had personal experience
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with attempts to persuade another federal court to certify a class that has been denied certification
by an earlier federal court. The Advisory Committee should express support for the pending
minimal diversity bills. The added burden on the federal courts may not be as great as some fear,
since even now federal courts commonly have to deal with some part of multiple actions and devote
time to efforts to coordinate them. In present circumstances, it is easier to establish federal
jurisdiction of a slip-and-fall action than a multistate class action. "The interstate class actions
involve more people, more dollars, and more interstate commerce issues than any other sort of
lawsuit that's out there, yet, by and large, they're being excluded from our Federal Court system."
(The Vol. 3, No. 1 issue of Class Action Watch made available at the hearing by an unidentified
member of the audience reports a different survey sent to 75 Fortune 500 companies, with 24
responses. The 24 respondents reported 465 sets of multiple filings in an 11-year period. The
median number of actions filed in a single "set" was 24.)

The written statement adds that class actions have become "universal venue" suits - a
nationwide class can be filed anywhere an attorney can find a representative plaintiff. Increasingly,
class actions have become a state-court phenomenon, so much so that the marginalization of federal
courts makes it a real question whether much can be accomplished by improving federal practice.
Overlapping and competing class actions are "destroying the legitimacy of the class action device,"
spawning "an endless litigation cycle." There is a risk of settlement bidding, and races to the bottom.

The written statement is supplemented by a copy of an article by Mr. Beisner and Jessica
Davidson Miller, "They're Making a Federal Case Out of It . .. In State Court," Civil Justice Report
No.3, September2001, The Manhattan Institute CenterforLegal Policy. The article reports findings
of the County Court Research Project, detailing experience with nationwide class actions in state trial
courts that have attracted particularly high numbers of such actions. A wealth of detailed evidence
is provided.

Victor E. Schwartz. Esq., for American Tort Reform Assn. and American Legislative Exchange
Council, D.C. Hearing and Written Statement, 01-CV-031: The published proposals will augment
the incentives for plaintiffs to divert massive class actions to state courts. It is common practice to
recruit a representative plaintiff from the state of a defendant's principal place of business. Or the
plaintiff may sue a local manager, agent, or retailer to defeat diversity - an example is an action that
involved the sale of 120,000 [or 140,000] vehicles in which the plaintiffs added as defendant a
salesperson who had sold 14. The "fraudulent joinder" doctrine has had little effect. Its weakness
is exacerbated by the rule that bars removal on the basis of diversity jurisdiction after more than one
year. The best solution would be minimum diversity legislation for class actions. But until then,
Civil Rules provisions could help. A rule could encourage "the highest degree of scrutiny consistent
with existing law in determining whether either plaintiffs or particular defendants in removal actions
are nominal or real." If a local retailer or distributor is named in a class action against a large
manufacturer, the judge "should conduct a hearing to determine whether the plaintiffs' counsel truly
intends to enforce a judgment against that local defendant." Sanctions similar to Rule 11 sanctions
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could be adopted for enforcement. Steps should be taken to ensure that when there has been an
MDL consolidation, later-filed cases are retained in federal courts rather than remanded to state
courts so that they may be considered for the consolidation. And the Committee should consider
"whether it has the authority to promulgate a rule addressing the procedural opportunities to
fraudulently destroy diversity which are created by the one-year removal requirement." If the
Committee concludes that it lacks power, it should recommend legislative amendments to Congress
establishing a longer period for removal.

Thomas Y. Allman, Esq., D.C. Hearing 105-110, 111-113: Plaintiffs have a seemingly unending
ability to sue in several states successively. It is astonishing to learn that a defendant can win by
defeating class certification in several states, and then lose: "how many times do I have to win before
the class doesn't have to be certified"? The certification preclusion proposal is good; if it requires
amendment of the Rules Enabling Act, that should be done. Another approach would be to
encourage the states to enact similar, parallel, or reciprocal rules; but there is reason to be concerned
that not all states will go along - particularly the states that are more likely to permit improvident
certification. Settlement preclusion also would be good; it is improper for a court to approve a
settlement that another court has refused to approve. "There are courts that are willing to do this."
Defendants should refuse to participate in seeking approval by another court after a rejection. The
one personal experience worked out that way - our agreement to submit the same settlement to a
second court was conditioned on approval of the federal court that refused approval. The federal
court "did have a problem with it" and we stayed in federal court. A rules amendment would help;
it would help even if it addressed only federal courts, not state courts. Federal courts should be
encouraged to make maximum use of the power they have under the anti-injunction act; the current
"knee and hip litigation" is an illustration. We should focus on what is a national class action,
looking to citizenship of class members, the amount in controversy, and the nature of the
controversy. The best remedy would be to support minimal diversity jurisdiction for national class
actions. Together with MDL procedures, concentration of these actions in federal court would be
a big help. (His written statement suggests that Rule 23 might provide that a person who seeks to
represent a class commit to not seeking certification by another court; he recognizes the difficulty
that other representatives could be found. The obvious solution is to authorize federal courts to
enjoin state-court certification proceedings. Minimal-diversity jurisdiction is still better.)

Lewis H. Goldfarb, Esq., D.C. Hearing 132-140: Overlapping class actions are a serious problem.
It is important to distinguish the circumstances that give rise to them. They may arise because
competing lawyers choose to file actions "all over the country." But they also may arise as a
calculated strategy of a common group of lawyers. A "joint venture and fee agreement" is provided
with the written statement. This agreement establishes strategies among cooperating lawyers that
include filing multiple state class actions "in order to coerce settlement. That is the kind of situation
that I'm used to dealing with and that many others are used to dealing with." Another illustration
is provided by the many cases filed involving every pharmaceutical product that includes PPA. "No
one, no lawyer should be able to march into court on behalf of millions of clients and ask a judge
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down in Plaquemine in Louisiana to decide that some pharmaceutical ingredient is harmful. I mean,
that's ajob for the FDA." The same is true for vehicle components. (His written statement, 01-CV-
019, adds that "[t]he proliferation of such lawyer generated class actions is one of the many
unfortunate by-products of the tobacco settlement - plaintiffs' lawyers, believing their own press,
now see their clients as the public at large, and believe that the public is somehow served by
whatever settlement they can extract from a deep pocket defendant, regardless of who gets the
payoff." One client had 25 nearly identical state-court class actions filed against it in a 2-month
period. Another was sued in six, and threatened with 30 more - it took more than a year to get
them dismissed, at considerable cost and after suffering substantial adverse publicity. The
overlapping class proposals are creative and effective solutions, but they will have no impact at all
when the cases are all filed in state courts, and they will take years to implement. The Committee
should endorse minimal-diversity class-action jurisdiction bills.)

Prof. Ian Gallacher. D.C. Hearing 141: Asks the committee to support the legislation pending in
Congress.

Michael Nelson, Esq., D.C. Hearing 161 ff: One of his clients is defending a number of state-court
class actions. In each, the complaint disclaims any recovery greater than $75,000 for any class
member. Plaintiffs clearly are trying to avoid federal court. The discovery in these cases "is
astronomical." One judge has ordered discovery of 80,000 e-mails from one corporate defendant.
Minimum diversity legislation would go a long way to address these issues. "The preclusion rule
* * * would also help." And something should be done to regulate voluntary dismissal. A client has
encountered this dilemma: A class action was started by a firm, and remains pending. A lawyer left
that firm and started an identical class action at a new firm in one state; it was voluntarily dismissed
after motions to dismiss were filed. The action was then filed in a second state, again alleging a
nationwide class. The law of that state was changed and that action was dismissed. A new action
was brought in yet another state. Something should be done to stop this. (His written statement, 01-
CV-021, observes that the effectiveness of federal class-action rules depends on establishing federal
court authority to manage and control overlapping state and federal actions. Overlapping actions
increase the plaintiffs' opportunity to achieve certification in at least one forum: the defendant can
never win, and the millions of dollars in costs to defend each action create pressure to settle to buy
peace "at a premium to avoid potentially catastrophic results in any one forum." The Committee
should go further than the proposed amendments to take every opportunity to remedy the problems
created by overlapping class actions.)

David Snyder, Esq., and Kenneth A. Stoller, Esq., D.C. Hearing 167 ff.: Representing the American
Insurance Association, notes the perspective of insurers: They are "the financial managers of the civil
justice system, * * * a pass-through mechanism between plaintiffs and defendants." Insurers,
increasingly, are also defendants in class actions. Insurers also work with public-interest groups to
bring about safer workplaces, safer products, cleaner air, and so on. From these perspectives, the
most important reform is to address the problems that arise from decision by state courts of class
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actions with nationwide significance. The state courts are not equipped to do that. Federal courts
should be restored to their "appropriate and constitutional role in the class action situation." An
example is provided by an action in a Washington State Court asserting "diminished value" claims
on behalf of a class that includes residents in 27 different states. The National Association of
Insurance Commissioners joined in an unsuccessful attempt to win review of the certification. They
urged that the effect of the class certification is to apply Washington law extraterritorially to all these
states, depriving state regulators and legislators of the power to regulate within their own states.
(The written statement, 01-CV-022, urges the Advisory Committee to "implement, or at least
support," minimal diversity reforms. Federal jurisdiction is particularly appropriate when the legal
issues are subject to litigation and adjudication in many states, the law varies significantly across
state lines, and the industry involved is heavily regulated by state systems.)

Robert Scott, Esq., for Lawyers for Civil Justice, D.C. Hearing 175 ff.: The proposed rules changes
do not go far enough. The plaintiffs' bar now routinely seeks class certification of product liability
claims, creating "bet the company" cases. The mere fact of aggregation is enough to coerce
settlements. These multi-million dollar transfers have significant long-term implications for the
economy and for society. The race for certification leads to overlapping actions in state and federal
courts, "trampling on the due process rights of the defendant." The class representative claims to
represent unknown numbers of people, most of whom do not even know of the class action, probably
would not seek to vindicate the claimed rights, and in many cases would object to being thrust into
a court proceeding without their knowledge or consent. The opt-out change in 1966 was wrong.
Federal-court oversight is increasingly important: "It is not uncommon to observe overlapping
putative class actions in Federal and State Courts by the same or different groups of plaintiffs'
counsel." First, the Advisory Committee should support minimal diversity legislation. A preclusion
rule also should address "the problem of multiple conflicting, overlapping, and competing class
actions because of the increasing frequency of competing and overlapping parallel suits." The
present system leads to waste and inefficiency. It also leads to inconsistent rulings both on
substantive matters and on discovery. Coordination is attempted in some cases, on an informal basis,
but when it works it is only after great expenditures of money, time, and other resources. (The
written statement, 01-CV-038, adds that a rule or statute should bar mass tort actions on a
consolidated or class-action basis "because such trials result in the deprivation of both plaintiffs' and
defendants' due process rights.")

Stephanie A. Middleton, Esq., D.C. Hearing 184 ff.: The better federal courts become in the fair
processing of class actions, the more irrelevant they become. Plaintiffs go to state courts and frame
actions that cannot be removed. Overlapping, competing, copycat class actions require defendants
to submit to coercive settlements. Most state courts are very good, but it takes only one or two state
courts to be open to abusive class actions to allow the abuses to continue. State courts also lack the
resources available to federal courts. One current area involves the managed care industry. There
is a federal MDL proceeding in which the judge is carefully considering all motions to dismiss, for
discovery, and so on. Meanwhile, state courts have certified parallel class actions, heavy discovery
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proceeds, and the cases are headed for state-court trials. The first the industry learned of these
actions was not by filing, but by a story in the Wall Street Journal; the Journal was told by the
lawyers that they were going to force settlement by driving down the defendants' stock prices. There
are abuses, "and there are some very sophisticated, very well financed, very good attorneys who do
know how to force settlements." We cannot explain to our clients how we can be sure that we are
buying peace, what class actions are about, how we can budget for them. The Advisory Committee
should support minimal diversity jurisdiction. In response to a question, the federal MDL
proceeding is a bit unwieldy, but the judge is considering every motion; the problem is that there are
unremovable actions in about 20 state courts. (Her written statement, 01-CV-032, urges adoption
of a preclusion rule to "enforce a denial of certification" by barring attempts to obtain certification
of any substantially similar class no matter who might appear as representative. A preclusion rule
precludes serial forum shopping, but leaves plaintiffs free to use other procedural devices. In
response to a question at the hearing, she observed that a preclusion rule that operates only among
federal courts would not address the real problems, which arise from state proceedings. The written
statement also offers examples of cases in which state courts seek to fix the law of a single state on
all states through nationwide class actions. She further observes that there is a drug store in
Jefferson County, Mississippi, that has been made defendant in many actions - commonly to be
dropped after expiration of the time allowed to remove a diversity action.)

David E. Romine, Esq., D.C. Hearing 256-257: The proposal to give preclusive effect to a federal
court's refusal to certify a class has good and troubling aspects. Description of a case in which the
federal court enjoined a competing state class action seemed an appropriate step. But states are
entitled to have their own procedures, and it is not clear that a federal court should be able to say that
a state court cannot certify a state class action.

Walter J. Andrews, Esq., D.C. Hearing 276-280: Class-action practice raises the costs of insurance
more than any other litigation activity. Competing and overlapping class actions multiply expense
with motions practice, discovery, certification, scheduling, and other pretrial procedures occurring
simultaneously on multiple tracks. The likelihood of inconsistent decisions impairs the proper
consideration of claims and defenses. There may be outright forum shopping. Alternatively,
multiple actions may be filed for strategic purposes. "[R]eforming this practice is perhaps the most
fundamental problem with the present class action practice * * *." Plaintiffs have unfair
opportunities to relitigate endlessly the certification question, and to impose unmanageable discovery
demands.

Judith Mintel, Esq., State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.. D.C. Hearing 294-301 and Written Statement,
01 -CV-040: State Farm is defending a large number of class actions; 90% of them are in state court.
They have experienced "drive-by" certification ordered before service of process. State court actions
often involve major policies pursued across the country. One example is the use of crash parts not
made by original equipment manufacturers. Many states have concluded that it is desirable to use
these parts to reduce costs and insurance premiums, to promote international trade, and avoid
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monopoly pricing in an area that involves tens of millions of people and billions of dollars. After
winning or settling 19 actions, a court in Southern Illinois entered a $1,800,000,000 judgment for
a nationwide class finding the practice unlawful. Diminished value cases are coming next. "[W]hat
I'm seeing in these cases, these are federal questions * * *." It would help to have a rule that denial
of class certification by a federal court precludes certification of the same class by a state court. (Her
written statement supports minimal diversity jurisdiction bills. It also provides much greater detail
about the multiple overlapping state-court class actions encountered in the non-OEM crash parts and
diminished value cases. Following the Illinois judgment in the crash-parts case, State Farm "no
longer issues repair estimates using non-OEM parts." There is also a detailed statement that some
state courts persist in certifying nationwide classes to apply their own law to outlaw practices that
are in fact lawful in some or many of the states included in the class.)

Sheila Carmody. Esq., D.C. Hearing 301-310, and Written Statement, 01-CV-050: There is a
problem with overlapping class actions so severe as to require action. Minimal diversity jurisdiction
is desirable. Preclusion rules also are desirable. "I have cases, substantially similar cases in Arizona,
Florida, Maryland, Washington, Illinois, Louisiana." The enormous costs of defending include a cost
no one has yet mentioned - not just document searches, but document retention. One particular
case is an illustration of the origins of these actions. Deposing the class representative in our action,
we were led to his deposition in another action in which he also represented a nationwide class. In
that deposition he stated that he had told counsel he did not want to be representative in the present
action, but they kept calling and finally he agreed. He repeatedly stated that he was thinking about
dropping the present action, and that he did not bother to open communications from class counsel.
But the case continues. (Her written statement offers examples of two other cases in which class
representatives stated that they had not been injured by the practices complained of in the class
action. She adds that nationwide class actions are being filed in state courts to avoid MDL
consolidations in federal courts. The testimony of some that the problems are being worked out
informally "is not supported by the countless simultaneous class actions that are being litigated even
during this Comment period." The Committee should consider supporting minimal diversity
legislation. There also is a problem with "sequential forum shopping" in which a denial of
certification in one court is followed by filing in another court. The Committee should support a rule
change or legislation that establishes preclusion on the certification issue.

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff and Written Statement, 01-CV-041: Minimal diversity
is good. One example is a series of eight successive litigations; seven were filed by the same firm,
six of them within three days and in six different jurisdictions. The plaintiffs lost all of the
certifications, but the defendant had to litigate the issue every time. It also would be useful to have
a rule that once a federal judge has denied certification, no court can certify. But the alternative
approach that would preclude a lawyer from making successive attempts to achieve certification
should be rejected - it is in all practical respects a regulation of the practice of law. There is
another problem not yet mentioned. Class action counsel will have a local practitioner file an action
that includes a small federal claim with small state claims; after the time to remove has passed, the
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complaint is amended to add class allegations. This strategy should not be allowed to defeat
removal. The remedy is to provide that addition of class allegations starts a new period for removal.

Bruce S. Harrison, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 327 ff. and Written Statement, 01-CV-060: After years of
employment discrimination class actions in federal court, it looks as if the focus will shift to state
courts. One example is presented by an opt-in action in federal court under the Fair Labor Standards
Act that is duplicated by an opt-out class action pending in a Washington state court. If the state
action proceeds, it will be a race to judgment. It is not at all clear that judgment in the state action
will be good for class members, because the state law sets a much higher standard for liquidated
damages than the standard set by federal law. There is a risk that the rights of employees will be lost
in the shuffle. There is a further problem of what law to apply in the Washington court: the class
includes members from states with differing laws, including five states that do not even have fair
labor standards laws - will the court apply its own law? Will it group claims according to
similarities of state laws? The class action fairness acts should be passed by Congress. The Rules
Committee should study amendments, as to the Anti-Injunction Act, that would give federal courts
power to prevent competing class actions in state courts.

Linda A. Willett, Esq., 01-CV-028: The Reporter's Call for Comment and testimony of McCowan
and Richo in San Francisco "more than adequately set forth the enormous problems created by
duplicative class actions and strengthen our belief that the filing of competing suits is an egregious
abuse of the intended purpose of class action litigation." The remarkable work of coordinating
federal and state actions in the breast implant litigation serves to show how difficult the enterprise
is. The coordination came "only after a number of chaotic years during which corporate defendants
were forced to pay exorbitant settlements in order to avoid the substantial economic threats posed
by competing class actions, endure the often unfair treatment in state courts as out-of-state parties,
fell victim to the inconsistent, or absent, application of Daubert standards to scientific evidence, and
literally spent thousands of valuable work hours and millions of dollars attending the often repetitive
discovery coming from all fronts." Plaintiffs' counsel have learned from the eventual tour de force
accomplished by Judge Pointer in effecting substantial coordination with state courts; they now
"strive to file their overlapping actions in courts that history has demonstrated are less apt to
cooperate with federal court efforts to coordinate litigation." Similar problems are looming in the
growing number of class actions filed against manufacturers of products containing
phenylpropanolamine. (These actions are described at length. Plaintiffs' attorneys "appear to intend
to move at warp speed to the end game - settle now - using the threat of overlapping class actions
to convince defendants they should pay now or suffer. That may be effective, but it is not fair!")
The draft proposals dealing with overlapping class actions and preclusion would be a modest
improvement. The Advisory Committee has authority to adopt such proposals. But if it decides not
to adopt them, it should recommend a comprehensive package of meaningful rule and legislative
proposals. The Advisory Committee should support minimal diversity jurisdiction legislation. But
even with such legislation, preclusion rules will be necessary because "individual competing state
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class actions would continue to cause waste and inefficiency, in terrorem strategic effects, and unfair,
sequential forum shopping."

Donald J. Lough, Esq.. 01-CV-029: Details the experiences of Ford Motor Company. "Overlapping
class actions are one of the biggest legal problems confronting Ford today * * *." "In the past ten
years, average annual class action filings against Fort have increased by 1,600%." There are three
types of overlapping classes: concerted, competing, and copycat. (1) "Concerted class actions are
multiple cases in multiple courts alleging essentially the same class claims by the same lawyers. *
* * Concerted class actions are the preferred method of forum shopping in class actions." Several
examples are offered of concerted filings against Ford. "No legitimate purpose is served when a
single lawyer or a group of lawyers acting in concert file multiple cases seeking the same relief for
the same people." (2) "Competing class actions allege essentially the same class claims by plaintiffs'
lawyers who are not working together. In these cases, rival counsel race to the courthouse to be the
first to obtain class certification or a settlement." Among the examples is "[a]n eruption of
competing class actions immediately follow[ing] a joint announcement * * * of a recall of 6.5
million tires * * *. More than 100 class actions were filed, mostly in state courts, by nearly 100 law
firms. In the most egregious case, one plaintiffs' lawyer anxious to get a lead on his rivals literally
'sued first and asked questions later' - the day after the recall announcement, he filed a form
complaint with hundreds of blanks where the names of the parties, the products and the liability
theories were to be inserted." [94 of the actions have been consolidated in federal MDL proceedings;
7 "remain trapped in state courts" because they were remanded before the MDL consolidation. The
federal judge has achieved an unprecedented level of cooperation between the state and federal
courts.] Competing actions follow a common pattern: "competing class actions filed in quick
succession following publicity about a recall, termination of a product or a government
investigation." "The interests of consumers and judicial efficiency are not served when dozens of
different law firms purport to represent the same class of plaintiffs. Certainly, public confidence in
class actions and the legal profession is diminished by the spectacle of feeding frenzies among
contingency fee lawyers competing to control cases." (3) "Copycat class actions are filed after a
decision by one court on class certification or the merits. Copycat cases are filed for three reasons:
to end-run a prior denial of class certification, to capitalize on a class certification order entered by
another court or to interfere with a potential settlement." Examples are given. As to solutions:
"Overlapping class actions are filed predominately in state courts because plaintiffs' lawyers avoid
federal court in favor of state courts with lax class certification standards. " The Advisory Committee
should support minimum-diversity legislation. The Committee also should adopt a rule that denial
of class certification by a federal court precludes all federal courts from certifying substantially the
same class. Courts should be empowered to impose sanctions on counsel who without good cause
attempt to relitigate a federal court's denial of certification, or who unreasonably and vexatiously
multiply class actions by filing overlapping cases. And proposed Rule 23(g)(1) on appointing class
counsel should require appointment of class counsel at the outset of the case to discourage "piling
on" by multiple filings.
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Patrick Lysaught, for Defense Research Institute, 01-CV-033, 034, 046. 047: The second section,
32-56, responds to the Reporter's Call for Comment. It pursues many themes. (1) First is a
statement that the problem of overlapping class actions is severe. The problem arises because
counsel can derive economic benefit from a class action, leading to competing filings in an attempt
to gain control of the litigation. Few courts would countenance multiple filings by a single plaintiff,
whether represented by one counsel or many; "[u]nfortunately, in class action litigation, this is the
rule, rather than the exception." Examples are provided. In the Fen-Phen litigation, 58 class actions
were filed in federal court and 75 in state courts; when Baycol was withdrawn from the market, 56
class actions were filed in federal courts, and 64 in state courts; when Rezulin was withdrawn, 64
class actions were filed in federal courts, and 24 in state courts; in litigation involving an "orthopedic
medical device," 37 class actions were filed in federal courts, and 18 in state courts. A Federalists
Society survey provides further information. (2) Due process requires that an attorney who seeks
to represent a class vigorously pursue the best interests of class members. "Filing of multiple and
competing class actions generally demonstrates that such is not the real goal." Defendants face
potentially enormous and completely unnecessary costs. The deliberate effort of federal MDL courts
to provide due process "often permits judges in state court the opportunity to proceed far more
'expeditiously.' * * * There are genuine reasons for concern about maintaining and securing due
process because state courts often lack the resources to appropriately address the issues and
sometimes do not neutrally apply the law." Defendants face the incredible due process dilemma that
they have to relitigate the same defense "over and over until eventually a loss occurs in some court.
Resulting pressures on the companies' resources and its stock prices are enormous." (3) What is
needed is a mechanism that enables a single federal court to take control of all class-action litigation
that arises from the same transaction or occurrence and involves the same claims. That will require
ready removal of state actions to federal court. At present, cooperation between federal and state
courts "is the exception, not the rule." (4) It may be difficult to win adoption of either form of the
Rule 23(g) draft on competing class actions, but it is worthwhile. The purpose is to maintain the
authority of a federal class-action court and the integrity of federal class-action procedure. The first
alternative allows regulation of competing litigation in any form; this is necessary to reach state
procedure that involves massive joinder without class procedures, as in Mississippi's "all for one"
proceedings. The second alternative, which allows control only of state-court class actions, would
be less effective. The provisions in (g)(2) and (3) that authorize deference to state courts, or
coordination with them, are useful, but "much more could be done to provide helpful insight."
"Virtually all class actions, unless strictly limited to citizens of the forum state, should be supervised
by a federal court. Although state courts have many outstanding judges, simply put, seldom do they
have the same level of resources available to federal court judges." (5) "[R]elitigation of the same
class action issues once a court * * * has denied class certification is virtually never appropriate."
Unless denial of certification has res judicata effect, failure to meet the requirements of Rule 23 in
one proceeding becomes meaningless. A rule such as proposed 23(c)(1)(D) "should be unnecessary,
but that is not the case." The rule should not depend on the court's determination to issue a
preclusion order; preclusion should be automatic. It would be very helpful to provide detailed
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guidance on the reasons that defeat preclusion - whether a later class involves substantially similar
claims, issues or defenses, or whether a difference of law or change of fact creates a new certification
issue. It is proper to bind absent class members - only the issues actually addressed are precluded,
and class members remain free to pursue individual actions or substantially different class actions.
To be sure, creative state legislatures or courts may seek to lower the bars to certification, thus
defeating preclusion, but the effort is worthwhile. The alternative that would add a factor to Rule
23(b)(3), inviting the court to consider as part of the superiority determination whether any other
court has refused to certify a substantially similar class, is reasonable. But it should be made clear
that preclusion applies only if the due process rights of the parties were protected by a state court
denial of certification, and that there must have been written findings of fact and conclusions of law
so that the federal court can determine whether the reasons for denying certification still apply. (6)
Settlement finality will reduce the practice of settlement shopping. This is eminently fair. The
exceptions that allow approval of a substantially different settlement, or approval of substantially
the same settlement in face of changed circumstances, are important and "make good sense." But
there must be clear guidelines, preferably in the Note or at least in developing case law, to establish
what is meant by "'substantially the same,' or not." And if a new court concludes that a second
settlement is not substantially the same, it should be made clear that the first court has power to
enjoin approval of the settlement. And in any event, appeal should be permitted from the
determination whether the settlement was substantially the same. Changed circumstances may relate
to the development of the litigation from infancy to maturity. Changes in the defendant's financial
condition are relevant. So are changes in the strength of the liability issues. The alternative, which
would add a provision to (e)(l)(C) prohibiting approval of a settlement rejected by another court, is
preferable because it is a stronger admonition. [Reporter caution: this comment may reflect a
misleading suggestion in the call for comment. The (e)(1)(C) alternative affects only approval by
a federal court; it leaves state courts free to approve a settlement rejected by a federal court.] (7) The
Rule 54(b) analogy rule that would allow entry of final judgment refusing to certify a class or to
approve a settlement "is the best of the various alternate approaches." It is best because it goes
beyond issue preclusion. Class members are bound. There is no need to worry about confusions of
the right to appeal: there should be a right to appeal a certification decision. (8) The alternative that
would preclude a lawyer from directly or indirectly seeking a second certification decision is not
likely to be much help. It will be difficult to stop indirect participation. And this approach is no help
when competing class actions are filed by different lawyers.

Part III, pp 57-62, reviews again the problems caused by multiple class-action filings. The
perspective again is that the increasing control of class actions by federal courts, and particularly the
unwillingness to use class actions to address mass torts, has led to filings in state courts that have
proved friendly to plaintiffs and hostile to defendants. The Advisory Committee should support
minimum diversity jurisdiction; to avoid occasional wrangling, it would be better to set the same
$75,000 amount-in-controversy threshold as is used in § 1332 for ordinary diversity jurisdiction. In
the alternative, federal removal jurisdiction could be established to reach: "(a) any class action or
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consolidated proceeding; (b) pursued on behalf of citizens of more than one state; and (c) that
ARISES from a transaction or occurrence implicating interstate commerce * * *."

Alan B. Morrison, Esq., 01-CV-042: Makes points in three parts. (1) It is important to distinguish
simultaneous from consecutive class actions. Simultaneous actions create problems of coordination
in discovery and timing of certification motions, and most importantly problems of defining which
court has ultimate authority. Consecutive actions involve second attempts by those who have failed
in certification or settlement; there are not as many of these. The evidence that must be gathered to
identify and assess the problems is different for these two different situations. (2) Action in either
area involves potential intrusions on state-court power, and on the freedom of litigants to choose a
forum. Proposals such as minimum-diversity jurisdiction have been extremely controversial, and
so far have failed in Congress. "I[T]hisis an area in which the rulemakers should be reluctant to tread
because it is more political than procedural." Congress has not considered legislation focused on the
consecutive actions. (3) The models in the Call for Comments have limits. The certification
preclusion model depends on interpretation of what is a substantially similar class, and what changes
of law or fact may justify reconsideration of the same class certification. If a federal court decides
these questions, it must act by injunction; that is intrusive. If the second court decides, as usual with
res judicata, the limit on the second court may be ineffective. The alternative models fare little
better. An attempt to treat denial of certification as a final judgment does not square preclusion of
absent class members with due process: no class has been certified, so how can they be bound?
Lawyer preclusion intrudes on regulation of lawyer activities, a matter left to the states; litigation of
"indirect" involvement "would, at best, create a lengthy digression from the main case." The
proposals dealing with federal-court control of state-court actions encounter the difficulty that a court
has no personal jurisdiction over absent class members until a class has been certified and an
opportunity to opt out has been given. Once a person opts out, moreover, there is nothing to prevent
an individual action, and no apparent basis for barring the opt-outs from filing an independent class
action.

Exxon Mobil Corp.. 01-CV-059: Class action practice, designed to eliminate repetitive litigation,
to promote judicial efficiency, and achieve uniform results has developed into a practice that
"perverts each of these original goals." Exxon Mobil has "seen an increase in competing class
actions filed against it in different state courts." These actions are used "to avoid federal jurisdiction,
consolidation, and oversight * * *." The most effective means of addressing these problems require
legislative action, including the pending minimal diversity legislation. The Judicial Conference
should support this legislation.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-069: "[W]e strongly favor the Advisory
Committee's continued efforts to address these issues. Overlapping and competing class actions
continue to be a problem for practitioners * * *
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Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: Attaches a June 1, 2001 letter
addressing the rules proposals that later were circulated with the Reporter's Call for Comment. The
proposals seem better fit for legislation than rulemaking. Concern about Enabling Act limits is an
impediment that suggests Congress should address these issues. The preclusion proposal, moreover,
raises other questions: what is a "substantially similar" class? How long would the preclusion last?

Civil Division, U.S. Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: The Committee should continue to review
Rule 23 amendments "to clarify or enhance the authority of district courts to issue orders concerning
duplicative or overlapping class actions." The problems that were identified in the Committee's
April 2001 draft "merit further examination."

Prof. Martin A. Redish for Lawyers for Civil Justice. 01-CV-074: The problems addressed by the
overlapping class proposals "are extremely serious ones." The problems asserted by many are
overstated. "[I]t is essential that the Federal Rules provide for a mechanism to prevent the
inescapable and severe harms that flow from the problem of overlapping class actions." Permitting
another court to certify a class that a federal court has refused to certify "enables plaintiffs' lawyers
to use the class action device as a means of legalized blackmail. * * * [D]efendants are effectively
forced to 'buy' litigation peace." The resulting forum shopping is much worse than the single
federal-state choice that animates Erie doctrine. It is necessary to extend preclusion beyond the
particular representative who failed to win certification. Class members remain free to bring
individual actions. In any event, in most class actions it is the attorney, not the named plaintiff, who
is the real party in interest. The proposed preclusion rules, moreover, include rules that run in both
directions - refusal by a state court binds federal courts, and refusal by a federal court binds other
federal courts as well as state courts. Such preclusion is far less invasive than an injunction to
protect a federal judgment. But empowering a federal court to enjoin an overlapping class action
is itself proper federalism; the in-aid-of-jurisdiction exception in § 2283 "clearly authorizes such
relief." This interpretation brings that exception in line with the relitigation exception. Section 2072
permits adoption of such a rule; Rule 13(a) already has the effect of precluding litigation in state
court on a claim that ought to have been asserted as a compulsory counterclaim in federal court.

The Committee should support minimal diversity legislation, "fulfilling its role as an important
partner in the fashioning of modern federal procedure." Anecdotes about the abuse of class actions
in state courts show that "concerns about prejudice towards out-of-state interests go considerably
beyond the purely theoretical." Indeed, established doctrine rests on a form of minimal diversity -
only the citizenship of the named class representatives is considered in determining whether there
is diversity jurisdiction.

Denise P. Brennan, Esq., 01-CV-080: Concurs in the statement filed by Bruce Alexander; see above.
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Beverly C. Moore, Jr.. Esq., 01-CV-083: "The impetus for many of these Rule 23 'reforms' ***
comes from large corporate defendants who are frustrated that clever plaintiffs' counsel can forum
shop to find a judge somewhere who will certify a class, meaning that such defendants cannot
consistently rely upon federal judges disproportionately appointed by Republican presidents to deny
class certification." "This is very selective forum shopping," aimed at a small number of local courts,
often courts with only a single judge so the plaintiff knows who will get the case. It is to the
Committee's credit that it decided that it could not adopt minimal diversity proposals under the
Enabling Act. The certification proposal in the Rule 23(c)(1)(D) draft "is unnecessary because forum
shopping for a pro-class action federal judge has not been a particular problem." If a class
certification is not final, why should a denial be final? And federal courts generally give great
deference to a prior class denial by another federal court - there is no need for res judicata. More
importantly, a new class counsel may be able to "fix" the cause of denial; the fix may not lie in a
change of fact or law, but a different crafting of the same facts and law. An injunction against
related class actions, as the draft Rule 23(g) would permit, also is unnecessary; federal courts address
these problems through J.P.M.L. tag-along rules and § 1404 transfer.

Mortgage Bankers Assn.. 01-CV-087: Understanding that there are legitimate issues of Enabling Act
Authority, immediate reforms are needed to address multiple class actions. Most MBA members
have mass consumer bases, and are heavily regulated by both federal and state law. That supports
multiple class actions. In the last several years "over 200 materially identical class actions
challenging lender-paid compensation to mortgage brokers under the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act * * * have been filed all over the country." There is naked judge-shopping. In at
least seven instances a single lender has been sued on three or more occasions, each suit challenging
the exact same practice on behalf of a putative nationwide class. Even when the actions are in
federal court, MDL processes do not always work: several members have failed to achieve
consolidation of parallel actions, while another has won consolidation in seemingly identical
circumstances. And MDL processes cannot work when the fillings are sequential, not simultaneous
- members have had the experience of defeating class certification, "only to have the same
plaintiff's counsel or copycat counsel file the identical lawsuit with a new named plaintiff in some
other federal jurisdiction." Comity, resjudicata, and collateral estoppel principles have not stopped
the practice.

J.C. Powell. Esq., 01-CV-088: Centralizing mass-tort litigation will harm people. In fen-phen, the
lawyers involved in the federal MDL proceeding failed to produce damning documents regarding
the bias of the key witness. The information "was finally obtained after the compliance with state
laws regarding discovery." "The use of many eyeballs watching inspecting matters is important."

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) Legislation
such as the "Class Action Fairness Act" would have astounding and disastrous consequences for
class-action practice in federal courts. The federal caseload would be expanded by hundreds of
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complex cases that do not involve federal law. Rule 23 amendments such as those proposed now
would further complicate class-action practice, and are clearly inconsistent with legislation that
would enormously increase the volume of federal-court class litigation.

Association of Trial Lawyers of America, 01-CV-098: Has in the past commented extensively on
the drafts presented most recently in the Reporter's Call for Comments. "[I]t is our understanding
that those proposals will not be pursued further. Accordingly, we will have no more comment on
them at this time."

Chicago Conference: October Minutes Summary

Panel 5: Overlapping and Duplicative Classes:
The Extent and Nature of the Problems

Panel 5 was moderated by Professor James E. Pfander. Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, Esq., and
Professor Deborah Hensler were presenters. Panel members included Fred Baron, Esq.; Elizabeth
Cabraser, Esq.; William R. Jentes, Esq.; John M. Newman, Jr., Esq.; David W. Ogden, Esq.; and Lee
A. Schutzman, Esq.

The panel was presented a set of questions: How often are overlapping and duplicating class
actions filed? What function do they serve? Are they filed by the same lawyers, or do they result
from races of competing lawyers? Can we identify subject-matters that typically account for this
phenomenon? What eventually happens - do most of the actions simply fade away?

Professor Hensler began by suggesting that only a subjective answer can be given to the
question whether there is a problem, and if so what is the problem. It is hard to agree. The RAND
study began by interviewing some 70 lawyers on plaintiff and defense sides, including house
counsel. What defendants call duplicating class actions, plaintiffs call competing class actions.
Defendants complain of costs; plaintiffs talk of the race to the bottom as defendants settle with the
greediest attorneys. Defendants offered lists of cases demonstrating duplication; plaintiffs described
the deals made by competing attorneys. One plaintiff, for example, described being told by a
defendant: "you don't understand how the game is played; I'll make the same deal with someone
else."

Professor Hensler then described the in-depth study of ten cases, including six consumerclasses
and four mass-tort classes involving personal and property damages. Cases were selected from these
areas because they seemed to be the areas generating problems; securities actions were in a state of
flux at the time of the study, and were excluded for that reason. In four of these ten cases, the
plaintiff attorneys who resolved the case filed in other courts, at times many other courts. In five,
other attorneys filed in other courts. In only two were there no competing class actions; each of these
two were cases involving localized harm and restricted classes. In at least one case, the judges got
drawn into a competition to win the race to judgment: it became necessary to mediate between the
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judges. This is not close to being a scientific sample, but the course of these cases was consistent
with what the lawyers said in interviews. The lawyers who filed in other courts did it to preserve the
chance to win certification if certification should be denied by the preferred court, or else to block
others from filing parallel actions.

When other groups of attorneys filed parallel actions, operating independently, they often asked
for compensation to withdraw their actions. The payments did not become part of the public record.
The attorneys who took payment often asked for changes that improved class results, but this was
not true in all cases. The presence of these csaes, often at different stages of development, affected
the strategies of plaintiff counsel, and especially affected defendants who sought to negotiate in the
most favorable case.

From the judicial perspective, competing actions increase public costs. But the costs are a "tiny
fraction" of the total costs. From the defendant's perspective there are additional costs, but the
defendants interviewed were not willing to say how much.

When settlement followed the joining of forces by plaintiffs, the plaintiff fee award was driven
up because there were more attorneys claiming fees. This may be in part a cost imposed on
defendants. But in reality, plaintiffs and defendants negotiate the total to be paid by the defendant;
the fees come out of the plaintiff pot. It is not clear whether the total payment offsets this.

The more important consequences of parallel filings are these: First, there are increased
opportunities for collusion between plaintiff and defendant attorneys. This is a particular risk in
"consumer" classes where there is no client monitoring the attorneys. Many state judges have never
seen a class action, and their instinct is to cheer, not to review, a settlement. Second, parallel
findings provide a means for plaintiffs and defendants whose deal does not pass scrutiny to take the
deal to anotherjudge for approval. These consequences support the efforts to provide closer scrutiny
of settlements and of fee deals.

Attorney Greenbaum began his presentation by observing that the "current crisis" is overlapping
and competing classes. "The multi-headed hydra is with us; cut off one head and two more grow
back." Yes, there is a problem; it is described, among other places, in a recent article by Wasserman
in the Boston University Law Review. Courts also recognize the problem. And practitioners face
it every day. Why has it developed?

Class actions are lawyer driven. They can be very lucrative. It is easier to copy an idea than
to invent a new one. Lawyers who file an independent and parallel action may hope to wrest control
of the litigation from those who filed first.

In a different phenomenon, the same lawyers may file in several courts, looking for
certification, more rapid discovery, or other advantages deriving from the ability to choose among
actions as one or another seems to develop more favorably. The Matsushita decision, by
empowering state courts to dispose by settlement of exclusively federal claims, encourages such
behavior.
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There are three types of parallel filings: (1) Plaintiffs bring separate actions against each
company in an industry - the plaintiffs and courts duplicate, but not the defendants. (2) The same
lawyers sue in multiple courts for the same plaintiffs against the same defendants. (3) Different
groups of lawyers bring multiple actions. These suits may be successive as well as simultaneous.

One problem is the tremendous cost of duplicating effort. Coordination of discovery is often
worked out, but not always; the more actions that are filed by different attorneys, the more likely it
is that at least one will involve an unreasonable attorney.

Another problem is that there is a lack of preclusion. Dismissal of one action for failure to state
a claim, for example, does not preclude pursuit of a similar action. A denial of certification by one
court does not preclude certification by another.

And of course there is a great pressure to settle, augmented by the burdens and risks of parallel
actions.

An illustration is provided by litigation growing out of tax anticipation loans. The litigation
generated twenty-two class actions, in the state and federal courts of eleven different states. For a
period of ten years, the defendants had "great success"; none of the actions went to judgment. But
finally a Texas court certified a class, and the case settled.

It is important to establish preclusion on the certification issue. One refusal to certify simply
leads to another effort in a different court. And differences among state certification standards
confuse the matter. Further confusion arises from "different levels of scholarship" among different
judges. The plaintiffs eventually will find the most lenient forum. Even if you settle or win,
preclusion questions remain - who is in the class? Was there adequate representation?

A plaintiff may find it easier to wreck the class by farming opt-outs when there are parallel
actions pending.

The presence of competing actions forces a defendant to hold back money from any settlement,
harming the plaintiff class.

And plaintiff lawyers complain that other plaintiff lawyers steal their cases.

The reverse auction is often discussed. "I have not seen it in practice, but there is an odor when
the newest case is the one that settles."

From the court's perspective there is a burden, and they suffer from the perception that lawyers
escape judicial supervision by going from one court to another. The result undermines the very
purpose of class actions.

Panel discussion began with the observation that there was no apparent tension between the
perspectives of academic Hensler and lawyer Greenbaum. They present ajoint perception: they give
an unqualified "yes" to answer the question whether overlapping class actions in state and federal
courts are a sufficiently serious problem tojustify Rule 23 amendments. In addition to the cases they
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describe, Judge Rosenthal's memorandum to the Advisory Committee last April described another
seven disputes that gave rise to parallel class actions, only two of which involved mass torts. A
survey of litigation partners in this panel member's large firm turned up six more examples, only one
of which involved a mass tort. "You will hear other examples."

The Manhattan Institute released a study in September 2001 that concentrated on Madison
County, Illinois. The county population is some 250,000 people. Yet it is second only to Los
Angeles County and Cook County in class-action filings in the last three years. Eighty-one percent
of them were for putative national classes on claims that had no real nexus to Madison County. Why
should this be? Madison County has a long history as a hotbed for plaintiffs. It began years ago as
a favorable forum for FELA plaintiffs. Now they have found a much more fruitful project. One
illustration is a class action involving Sears tire balancing, in an attempt to use the Illinois statute for
consumers in all states.

The next panel member identified himself as an expert who litigates mass torts. By definition
mass torts involve much duplication; victims file individual claims, as they have a right to do. That
is his perspective on Rule 23. From that perspective, the question is whether there is a need to revise
Rule 23. What are the perceived abuses? The principal abuse is collusion - when a mass tort
occurs, the defendant wants global peace. There would be no problem if it were not for this
propensity of defendants. They do not like Rule 23, except when they want to use it. Class actions
should not be certified for mass torts. It is consumer cases that drive the problems. The proposals
on overlapping classes must be dramatically offensive to state-court judges. We cannot by
rulemaking solve the problems that arise from plaintiffs' quest for favorable courts. These proposals
are not within the ambit of the Enabling Act; they cannot be done. Accordingly there is no need to
worry about how they should be done.

A third panel member, speaking from a defense perspective, agreed that the desire to change
Rule 23 is substantially driven by consumer claims. The 1998 Securities legislation is a model that
deserves consideration. Some state claims have been excluded or federalized. State courts have
been told this is a national problem to be addressed on a national basis. The 1995 PSLRA caused
a migration to state courts; the 1998 SLUSA responded by limiting the role of state courts. The
problem of overlapping class actions is real. In the most recent experience, the evils were
demonstrated by a network of lawyers who undertook to file coordinated actions in each state,
framing the actions in an effort to defeat removal. If successful, this tactic would eliminate any
overlap between federal and state actions. The problem is fairness, not duplication. You have to win
every point in every jurisdiction. Discovery, confidentiality, privilege are all at risk every time a
state court rules: disclosure in any one action effects disclosure in all. Any focus on certification or
settlement comes too late; fairness problems arise before that. And voluntary judicial cooperation
is not a sufficient answer. Even as among federal courts, voluntary cooperation is no substitute for
MDL processes. Under present procedures, appointment of a master to facilitate coordination is
essential; the master's task, however, requires colossal effort.
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The fourth panel member spoke from a plaintiff's perspective, based on experience in federal
and state courts and in many different subject-matter fields. Unless we abolish state laws, we will
have class actions in state courts. The Federal Rules cannot prevent that. Result-oriented
rulemaking is a weak approach. The judge in federal court who does not wish to manage a class
should not be able to prevent an able and willing judge from managing the same class. Nationwide
business enterprise, moreover, generates nationwide classes. It would be futile to tell the
manufacturer of a defective product that it should be sold only in the state where it is made.
Overlapping classes arise in other fields for similar reasons. Antitrust actions may be filed in several
states, for example, because state laws - unlike federal law - often permit suit by indirect
purchasers. Plaintiffs, further, often seek statewide classes in state courts as an alternative to the
national class that federal courts now discourage. To have the first court - a federal court - direct
that there should be no class action in any court "will lead to no litigation, or to many chaotic
individual actions." The concept of adding to Rule 23(b)(3) a factor to consider denial of class
certification by another court as illuminating the predominance and superiority inquiry is fine; courts
do this now, as they should, but a reminder does no harm. Another good idea is an express reminder
to judges that it is proper to talk together across court lines; when this happens, coordination works
out. But this works only if lawyers tell the judges that there are multiple actions. Defendants know
of overlapping actions more often than plaintiffs do, but often do not raise the subject because they
fear that plaintiff lawyers will coordinate their work and develop a stronger case. Many problems
would be solved if defendants provided this information, and this duty should be recognized as a
matter of professional responsibility. Finally, "preclusion is not the answer to collusion," but rather
will exacerbate it.

The fifth panel member spoke from a defense perspective. Corporate counsel see a lot of
consumer-type actions. And there are hybrids that involve products that have gone wrong, or that
might go wrong. For the most part, mass torts are not certifiable. Overlapping classes have been
around for at least 25 years. In 1975, the engine-interchange litigation generated many parallel
actions, but these actions were "brought incidentally as a result of publicity." There was a different
attitude - people believed such actions should be in federal court. This view continued through the
1980s. In the 1990s the phenomenon changed. It is a problem for the system. Rule 23 is a powerful
tool. One class now pending against his client involves 40,000,000 people. Beginning with the GM
pickup trial, lawyers have brought multiple actions as a weapon to coerce settlement. They often
pick state courts in remote rural counties, hundreds of miles from the nearest airport. Legislation
will be an important part of any package approaching these problems.

The final panel member spoke both from government experience defending class actions and
from experience in private practice. The problem is a consequence of federalism. The United States
as litigant has an advantage because actions against it come to federal court. Rule 23 is something
that government litigants find valuable to resolve problems, to get a fair result. Typical actions are
brought on behalf of federal employees. Rule 23 avoids a proliferation of litigation. This result
should not be cut back. When cases can proceed in any of 50 state-court systems, "you lose a judge
vested with control of the situation." The incentives seem to be to gain advantage: the plaintiffs get
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multiple bites at the apple, and can impose high costs in order to encourage settlement. Defendants
have an opportunity to look for a lawyer with whom they can make a "reasonable" deal. The slide
of benefits from class to the plaintiff attorney can escape the judge's review and understanding.
There is a risk of losing fairness to class members and deterrence.

An audience member asked about parallel litigation as a problem apart from class actions:
should we have legislation for all forms of litigation, as perhaps a federal lis pendens statute written
in general terms?

One of the presenters observed that "duplicative" litigation is a term used in many senses. The
simple fact that events producing hundreds of victims may generate hundreds of individual actions
has not been viewed as a problem by the Advisory Committee. So there are families of cases:
plaintiffs win against one defendant, and then bring a similar action against another defendant.
Again, the Advisory Committee has not viewed this as a problem. The nationwide class,
commandeering the strength of the class action, is a distinctive problem: (1) Plaintiff attorneys can
coordinate campaigns to press for settlement. (2) Competing classes generate a potential for
collusion - this problem is recognized by lawyers, and is not a mere abstract concern of academics.
Class actions generate "very powerful financial incentives." We must rely on judges to curb those
incentives.

A panel member thought it a lot easier to justify a regimented approach in representative
litigation, where the named representative's interest is submerged to the lawyer. But any solution
cannot be framed narrowly in terms of "class actions" alone; Mississippi does not have a class-action
rule, but achieves substantially similar results by other devices.

Another panel member observed that a plaintiff-perspective panel member had recognized that
overlapping classes are a fact of life. The history of responses to multiple overlapping actions began
with the electrical equipment pricefixing litigation forty years ago. The lawyers were told there was
nothing that could be done about the overlap. But the federal judges created a coordinating
committee that dealt with the problems. Discovery and trials were coordinated. The present
proposals recognize the similar problems that exist today. State-court actions will remain.

The plaintiff-perspective panel member noted by the prior panel member suggested that there
is an elegant solution. Judicial regulation is a need. More judges are involved. Rule 23, § 1407, and
§ 1651 can all be used. Judges can employ these tools cooperatively. A strict preclusion rule is far
too restrictive of substantive and procedural rights. A good test of any solution is whether it makes
all lawyers uncomfortable with the process: a fair and balanced solution should do that.

An audience member noted that the electrical equipment experience inspired the federal judges
to go to Congress for a statute. There is a real question whether the Enabling Act can be used to
preempt state law, or whether legislation is needed.

A judge asked from the audience what was the final outcome of the migration of the GM
pickup litigation from federal court to the state courts of Louisiana. Panel members responded that
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the litigation was still pending. The parties agreed to a settlement that substantially enhanced the
terms that had been rejected in the Third Circuit. The settlement was supported by the parties who
had objected to the federal settlement. "Amchem findings" were made on remand in the state court.
"There was no quick deal." But as soon as the settlement was signed, a dispute arose over its
meaning; the question whether it requires the opportunity to develop a secondary market for sale of
class members' rebate coupons has become a stumbling block. It was further noted that the litigation
wound up in a small parish in Louisiana because there were more than 40 cases. Some state judges
like class actions. The defendant view is that this was a power-play by plaintiffs. After some
protest, the certification hearing was extended, but even then was held only three weeks after filing.
The hearing was perfunctory, and followed by immediate certification.

Panel 6: Federal/State Issues

The moderator for Panel 6 was Professor Francis McGovern. Panel members included John
H. Beisner, Esq.; Judge Marina Corodemus; Paul D. Rheingold, Esq.; Joseph P. Rice, Esq.; Professor
Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.; and Chief Justice Randall T. Shepard. The subject was the "unpublished"
proposals that would address overlapping, duplicating, competitive class actions.

The moderator observed that this is the "real world" panel. Discussion might begin by starting
with "the bottom line," in the manner of reverse trifurcation. The strongest form of the unpublished
proposals addressing parallel class actions, a potential "Rule 23(g)," would allow federal courts to
seize control, excluding state litigation. This proposal might, as a practical matter, move mass torts
to federal court. It could eliminate state class actions that do not conform to federal practice. Using
a scale on which extreme approval is a 1 and extreme disapproval is a 10, how would each panel
member vote?

The first panel member, representing a defense perspective, voted 1 with respect to the need
for action. All of the proposals together rate a 3; there is a concern whether they are "doable." The
need is to clarify which court deals with which class action.

A plaintiff-perspective lawyer voted 10. The next panel member abstained. Two more voted
4. The final member, again taking a plaintiff perspective, voted "10 twice": this cannot be done by
rule, and should not be done by any means.

The panel was then asked to consider what is "unique": personal injury actions, medical
monitoring, consumer fraud, antitrust, securities, in these terms: (1) It could be argued that we have
federalism in all cases; class actions simply involve amplification of the amounts at stake. (2) An
arguable concern of many people is that class members are not truly represented by the named
representatives: class members lack knowledge, the process is not democratic, class members have
no control. (3) We are not any longer talking about personal injury cases involving significant
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present injury: the actions are for consumer fraud, medical monitoring, and the like, based on state
law. A state national class works because opt-outs will not defeat it.

The first panel response was that what is unique about competing class actions is that they are
"universal venue" cases: they can be filed in any state or federal court, nationwide. So this is
different from individual plaintiff personal-injury cases. Second, the federalism issues are quite
different: "This is reverse federalism." The Roto-Rooter case is an example: venue is set in Madison
County, Illinois, for a nationwide class claiming a violation because the defendant's house-call
employees are not all licensed plumbers. Venue was established on the basis of a set-up by plaintiffs
who arranged for one visit to a customer in Madison County by an employee sent from Missouri.
The attempt is to enable an Illinois judge to export the Illinois statute to govern events in all states.

Another panel member observed that this may not, does not, apply to mass torts. There are no
dueling federal classes; they are swept together under § 1407. Nor has there even been a state class
for actual injury; perhaps there have been for medical monitoring. The Advisory Committee has
thought about developing an independent mass-tort rule. "One size Rule 23 does not fit all." A
"Rule 23A" for mass torts would help.

The next panel member spoke to experience in New Jersey. The state courts have had
centralized handling from the time of the early asbestos cases. The tendency has been to select the
same county for coordinated proceedings. Judges in that county have built up expertise, and have
two special masters for assistance. At present tobacco cases are pending there. Certification has
been turned down in seven cases; they have been handled as individual actions. State courts can
handle these cases. There are many manufacturers in New Jersey. The documents and individuals
with knowledge are there. State courts can and do cooperate with federal courts. There have been
some great experiences with particular federal judges. Not as much experience has developed with
consumer-fraud actions, but when they arise there is an attempt to cooperate. One reason why
plaintiffs go to state courts is because the Lexecon decision prevents trial in an MDL court.

The following panel member asked what is different about overlapping classes? First, the
relationship between the lawyer and client is different from the relationship that courts normally rely
on. This has serious consequences - ordinarily the lawyer in a class action has a greater financial
stake than the client does. There is a much greater need for judicial oversight, even of settlements.
(It may be noted that state courts often have to review and approve settlements of actions involving
minors - there is a danger that even parents as representatives may not do the right thing.) Second,
class actions are "different in the rules of engagement." Ajudge's first experience with a class action
is quite different from the samejudge's second experience. In my state, there is a special assignment
system, and intensive training for the specialized judges who handle these cases. The difference
between these specialized judges and federal judges "is not troubling."

Yet another panel member observed that the constitutional authorization for nationwide classes
in state courts is part of the uniqueness. The Lexecon decision can be overruled by statute, although
not by rule. The Advisory Committee has been reluctant to take up the suggestion to develop a
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specialized mass torts rule because that seems to address a particular substantive area, rubbing
against Enabling Act sensitivities. Special mass tort rules, however, are readily within the reach of
Congress; the PSLRA is an illustration of a parallel effort. Finally, bringing state actions into federal
MDL proceedings for pretrial handling would address the problem of continually relitigating the
same issues, such as privilege, in many state courts. One useful approach is to think about creating
new procedural rules within the framework of legislation.

The next panel member observed that he generally does not resort to class actions in mass torts.
Rule 23 is a tool to resolve existing mass torts; problems arise when it is used to create mass torts.
We are trying to make too much of Rule 23. One rule cannot be asked to cover consumer fraud,
human rights, securities, and other fields. The overlapping class proposals are "biting off much more
than § 2072 permits." To be sure, there are problems with duplicating class actions in mass torts.
The MDL process does not fix the problems; it creates them. Many state actions are filed because
the lawyers know a consortium will file a number of federal actions to provoke MDL proceedings
that will be controlled by the federal attorney consortium. "MDL is a defense tactic." In one current
set of actions, there is an MDL order that stops discovery in state actions, even though discovery has
not even begun in the MDL proceeding.

An audience member asked about the seeming sensitivity to substance-specific rules: Rule 9(b)
requires special pleading for fraud and mistake, so why not others? A panel member responded that
we should be troubled by Rule 9(b).

The panel was then asked to consider the hypothesis that voluntary cooperation can work: the
obstacles are "communication, education, and turkeys [referring to those who refuse to cooperate in
sensible working arrangements]." Assume a personal injury drug case that involves present injuries,
"known future injuries," and medical monitoring. MDL proceedings take more time than many state
actions; how does a state judge deal with this?

One panel member stated that a state judge has developed a standard "MDL letter." The letter
tells the MDL judge "who I am, what experience I have." It is supported by a web page with all the
judge's opinions and orders, and also a hyperlink to the MDL judge. After that the state judge tries
to contact the MDL judge to find whether committees have been formed, and whether this will be
a cooperative venture. "As communication improves, liaison will get better."

The panel was asked what should happen if the MDL judge asks other courts to defer for a
while?

A panelist, speaking from the plaintiff perspective, stated that he tries to persuade the state
judge to proceed. Cooperation with the MDL judge takes time, and forces state attorneys to pay a
tax for work by MDL counsel that the state attorneys do not want.

A second panelist, also speaking from the plaintiff perspective, said that communication among
judges is proper if the purpose is to move the case along. It is not proper if the purpose is to delay
proceedings and then to settle all claims.
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A third panelist, speaking from a defense perspective, said that coordination has worked well
on pure discovery issues in mass torts. These cases will not all be before one court.

The panel then was asked to suppose that there is "an outlier court consistently misbehaving":
how do you deal with it on a voluntary basis? (Identification of these courts now proceeds not by
states, but by specific counties in different states.)

The first panel response was that the outlier judge is the big risk to the role of state courts as
viable contributors to resolving these large-scale actions. A variety of tools can be used by state
appellate courts to deal with an outlier judge. Writs can be used "to rein in the judge who goes
beyond the pale. Some of our law has been generated in this way. State supreme courts should not
be oblivious to these risks." Such extraordinary intervention seems difficult to accomplish under
standard precedent, but "new day makes new law." So one state case involved a judge on the brink
of retirement "who got taken to the cleaners"; it took three appellate opinions, but eventually the
problems were worked out with a better judge. In this field, a more managerial attitude is in order
for state courts.

It was observed that an on-line education program is being developed to help state judges.

An audience member asked what is done about "outlier judges on the defense side"? A panel
member suggested: "Change venue. Go someplace else." The audience member agreed: there are
not that many judges who are favorable to plaintiffs, or even that many who take a balanced
approach.

Another panel member suggested that the preclusion approach "will exacerbate forum
shopping." Plaintiffs will try harder to get certification from a favorable court before it is denied by
a hostile court.

The panel was asked to consider funding and appointment of counsel: should there be an
override to compensate lead counsel for their work? Should lead counsel be permitted to sell the
fruits of discovery?

The first panel response was that this is a big problem between state and federal courts.
Following the Manual for Complex Litigation, interim appointments are properly made in a state
action. For the most part, lawyer committees come to the state court already formed. New Jersey
discovery is open: you can see it on paying the costs of copies. Assessments are not good. In a
recent case that overlapped with a federal action, the question was worked out by permitting
discovery to go on in the state action, on terms that avoided assessing lawyers for discovery work
they do not use.

Another panel member asserted that multiple state filings are not used to defeat MDL
proceedings. A different panel member responded that he has handled a number of cases where this
has happened, but the MDL can invite cooperation and discovery. The first panel member observed
that in the fen-phen litigation he had been forced to pay an assessment of 9% of the recovery-
nearly 30% of his fee - for discovery he did not want.
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The panel was asked whether this problem can be solved by the composition of the plaintiffs'
committee. A panel member responded yes, but added that the problem is that MDL committees
include lawyers who have no individual clients. They should not be on the committee. (But if all
MDL cases are different, it's different.) This response was met by the observation that the problem
with MDL proceedings is that there is no way to pay anyone. A solution is needed.

The panel was then asked to consider state certification of national classes.

A defense perspective was offered: in a pure class action, someone has to decide who is in
charge of deciding whether it is to be a class action. If it is to be a class action, someone has to be
in charge of managing it. There is no way to cooperate in managing two parallel classes. We need
to eliminate competing classes. It is not persuasive to argue that different states may have different
certification standards. When denial rests, for example, on the lack of predominating common
issues, "it is close to a due process ruling. This should not be reconsidered" in another court.

The question was reframed: a state judge has to decide the cases presented. If a national class
is filed, what do you do? talk to a federal judge?

A panel member replied that there is no one answer for all cases. Lawyers are very creative.
"I have not been presented a national class" in state court. When there is overlap, "I pick up the
phone." Coordinated discovery is possible, more so as communication is improved. In one recent
case, a single Daubert hearing was held with one presentation that several courts could then use as
the basis for each making their own particular rulings.

Another panel member said that in mass torts there is no problem of state courts certifying
nationwide classes.

The final advice was that it helps to disaggregate the problem. The Advisory Committee should
do this. It is important to understand what kinds of class actions present problems. Securities
actions, for example, do not.

Panel 7: Rule-Based Approaches to the Problems and Issues

The moderator for Panel 7 was Professor Steven B. Burbank. The panelists included Professors
Daniel J. Meltzer, Linda S. Mullenix, Martin H. Redish, and David L. Shapiro, and Judge Diane P.
Wood.

The discussion was opened with the question whether amending the Federal Rules is a feasible
approach to duplicating actions. Discussion should assume that the case has been made for change
by some vehicle; the question is what vehicle is appropriate.

The first statement was that the conclusions advanced by the Reporter "do not warrant
confidence." The legislative history of 1934 and 1988 shows that Congress intended to protect the
allocation of power between the Supreme Court and Congress; protection of state interests was not
a concern. The Supreme Court has labored under its own mistaken view that Congress meant to
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protect state interests. "The politics have changed since 1965" when Hanna v. Plumer was decided,
as shown in the legislative history of Enabling Act amendments in 1988. These problems should
be acknowledged. The memorandum supporting the nonpublished amendments suggests that the
Enabling Act delegates to the Supreme Court all the power that Congress has to make procedural
rules for federal courts. This is a "tendentious reading" of Supreme Court opinions, and the
legislative record is clear that Congress did not want this. In like fashion, the memoranda seek to
narrowly confine more recent decisions. The most important of these recent decisions is the Semtek
case. The Semtek decision is not distinctive in the way the Reporter suggests; the Court was aware
that "rules of preclusion are out of bounds." The original advisory committee refused to write
preclusion into Rule 23; in 1946 a later advisory committee took preclusion out of Rule 14; the
transcript of the oral argument in the Semtek decision shows that Justice Scalia believes that
preclusion is outside § 2072. Attention also should be paid to the Grupo Mexicano case. Neither
can a court rule define injunctive powers; the Committee Note to Rule 65 says that § 2283 is not
superseded. Supersession of § 2283 is a bad idea.

A panel member asked about the broad interpretation of § 2072 repeated in the Burlington
Northern decision? And what of Rule 13(a), which has preclusion consequences, or Rule 15(c)
which affects limitations defenses by allowing relation back?

The response was that Rule 15(c) relation back "is a state-law problem"; Rule 15(c) is invalid
for federal law purposes as well as state law. And Rule 13(a) does not itself state a rule of
preclusion; preclusion arises from federal common law.

The question was pressed: if we think that Rule 15(c) is valid, should we reject the argued
approach to § 2072? The response was no.

The first member began the formal panel presentations by observing that he had written an
article urging the view that the class itself should be seen as the party and the client. Many of the
nonpublished proposals are consistent with these views. Given enthusiasm with Rule 23, and the
need for more supervision, it is distressing to be concerned with the certification-preclusion and
settlement-preclusion drafts and the Enabling Act, etc. The certification-preclusion draft does not
refer directly to preclusion, but the direction not to certify may exceed the Enabling Act even if the
Supreme Court has all the power of Congress. Some rights may be enforceable only through a class
action. A federal court can refuse to enforce rights this way; it should not be able to tell state courts
not to enforce state rights this way. In any event, the policy and politics issues should be addressed
by Congress. There is, further, a constitutional problem: binding a class by preclusion is accepted.
Refusal to certify may not include a finding that there is adequate representation - and the finding
should be subject to attack. Besides, if the federal court says there is not a class, does not the bottom
fall out of any foundation for preclusion? The member of the nonclass is a stranger to the litigation.
The settlement-preclusion draft does not present a constitutional problem, but the Enabling Act
problem is magnified: a state court may have a very different standard of what is fair and adequate.
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The second panel member addressed the "lawyer preclusion" alternative draft that would bar
a lawyer who had failed to win class certification from seeking certification in any other court,
without barring an independent lawyer from seeking certification of the same class. Some
background was offered first. First, overlapping classes present a problem that should be addressed
by federal courts. They generate inefficiency, waste, and burdens of the sort we seek to avoid by
other procedural devices such as supplemental jurisdiction, compulsory counterclaims, and
nonmutual preclusion. They also encourage forum shopping, not the accepted choice for a single
preferred forum but an invidious sequential forum shopping. And they magnify the in terrorem
impact of litigation procedure by the impact of endless class actions; a defendant may win twenty
class actions, but then lose everything in the twenty-first action pursuing the same claims. Competing
classes also create a reverse-auction problem when they are filed by competing groups of lawyers
rather than a coordinated group of friendly lawyers. Second is the question whether rules of
procedure should be used to address these problems. The Enabling Act "is plenty broad enough."
Burlington Northern gave a thinking person's version of the Sibbach test; a regulation of procedure
can have an incidental impact on substantive rights. This is no strait-jacket on the rules process.
Within this framework, the lawyer preclusion draft is paradoxically both the most revolutionary and
the most narrow of the several alternatives. It is narrow because it recognizes the lawyer as the real
party in interest, avoiding any need for concern about precluding the interests of the class itself. But
it is a dramatic departure from private rights theory. And it may not be the most effective device.

Another panel member asked the lawyer-preclusion presenter about the effects of the Semtek
decision on the understanding of Enabling Act power. The response was that the Semtek opinion
"has some troubling off-hand dictum, introduced by 'arguably."' The opinion should be read as it
is presented - it is a construction of Rule 41(b).

The third panel member addressed the nonpublished Rule 23(g), which in various alternatives
would authorize a federal court to enjoin a member of a proposed or certified federal class from
proceeding in state court. One alternative would allow an injunction against individual state-court
actions; the more restricted alternative would allow an injunction only against state-court class
actions, and even then might exempt actions limited to a statewide class. Rather to her surprise, she
concluded that the Enabling Act does not permit this approach. Over the years, it has seemed that
the Advisory Committee has authority to do pretty much whatever it thinks wise. But this runs up
against Enabling Act limits. Why? There is a problem with overlapping classes; there is a problem
with reverse-auction settlements; and there are even duplicating mass-tort class actions. But the
attempt to codify an exception to the Anti-Injunction Act by court rule transgresses the Enabling Act;
this point was made in the Committee Note to the original Rule 65. Congress will not like this
attempted supersession. No case supports this approach either directly or by analogy. It is a stretch
to suggest that because Rule 23 is procedural, we can do this to support the procedural goals of Rule
23. Nor is the idea of creating a procedural construct - the class - enough. There is a need to do
this, but it cannot be done by rulemaking. That is so even though courts have made inroads on the
Anti-Injunction Act by issuing injunctions designed to protect settlements. The argument that an
Enabling Act rule fits within the Anti-Injunction Act exception for injunctions authorized by act of
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congress "is intriguing but too arcane." The better approach is to amend the Anti-Injunction Act to
authorize these injunctions; the alternative of amending the Enabling Act to authorize the Rules
Committees to do this also might work. Potentially workable legislative solutions include expanding
the MDL process or removal. The chief impediment to legislation is political. A lawyer panel
member this morning said he would oppose such legislation. Why borrow trouble?

The next panel member said that Professor McGovern is right: we should disaggregate in an
effort to define which overlapping classes cause problems. For federal courts, the MDL process
works. If a federal-question case is filed in state court, it can be removed. So the problem arises
when some plaintiffs go to state court on state-law claims, while other plaintiffs take parallel claims
to federal court, or - perhaps - when all plaintiffs go to state courts, but file duplicating and
overlapping actions. "The state-law claims are the problem." The fact that the problem arises from
state-law claims "should be a red flag." How far should a court rule, or a statute, tell state courts not
to enforce state law as they wish? Another problem is the scope of state law: commonly the problem
is stretching the law of one state out to the rest of the country. The choice-of-law aspects of the
Shutts decision "may deserve more development." One part of the overlapping-class drafts suggests
deference: the federal court can decide not to certify a class because another court has refused. There
is no problem with that approach. And it would happen, although the federal court would need to
know why certification was refused. If denial rested on a lack of adequate representation, further
consideration in another action is proper. That of itself would be a significant change: as Rule 23
stands, a representative who satisfies its criteria is entitled to certification. A different proposal
would adopt a "quasi-Rule 54(b) approach." This is surprising; it sweeps the new Rule 23(f) appeal
procedure off the table for these cases. Allowing immediate appeal only from a denial of
certification is unbalanced, and would lead to many interlocutory appeals. We should give the Rule
23(f) process a chance to develop. Finally, these approaches are "tinkering at the edges." The more
fundamental proposals "are stopped by the Enabling Act and federalism."

This panel member was asked to respond to the observation that the Rule 54(b) analogy is
relied on to establish preclusion, not to support appeal. The response was that "this is not clear."
Nor can the judgment court determine the preclusion effect of its own judgment.

Another panel member asked about the risk of sweetheart settlement in state court for a national
class: the defendant in such a case does not want to remove. Would it be desirable to adopt
minimum-diversity removal, including removal by any class member? The response was "I am not
in favor of bringing more state-law cases into federal court by minimum diversity."

A different panel member observed that the decision of the judgment court to describe its
dismissal as "with" or "without" prejudice has an enormous impact on preclusion. The response was
that a second court may well say that the representative plaintiff before it seeking class certification
was not a plaintiff in the first court, so there is nothing to support preclusion.

The final panel member addressed the legislative proposals advanced as alternatives to the
"adventuresome" proposals for rule amendments. The alternatives include amendment of the
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Enabling Act, of the Anti-Injunction Act, and of the full faith and credit act. Of the three, the
Enabling Act approach should be preferred. "It is hard to be confident of the quality of Congress's
work." Nor can drafting a statute anticipate all problems; it will be easier to change a rule of
procedure to accommodate unanticipated problems than to change a statute. Should Congress amend
the Enabling Act to authorize rulemaking in this area, moreover, political concerns would be
reduced. Congress can take an open-ended approach in the Enabling Act. The Enabling Act
proposal sketched here would be improved, however, if it incorporated the language set out in the
alternative Anti-Injunction Act proposal: it should refer not simply to the ability of a federal court
to proceed with a class action, but instead to the ability of a federal court to proceed effectively with
a class action. Another possibility would be to combine the two approaches, amending the Anti-
Injunction Act to authorize injunctions subject to refinements to be provided by the rules of
procedure. Apart from these possibilities, "minimal diversity removal may not happen." If such a
removal statute were adopted, it would concentrate suits in federal court and reduce the problems
of different state class-action standards. But this approach still does not address collusive
settlements, since neither plaintiff nor defendant will remove when they like the deal; only the broad
proposal to permit removal by any member of a plaintiff class, or by any defendant, would address
that weakness. Even then, removal by individual class members faces limits of knowledge and
incentive. "Exclusive federal jurisdiction is a bit much." So if a federal court denies certification,
there still could be a second action; as an earlier panel member observed, it may be that due process
requires a second chance.
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Honorable Michael J. Melloy
United States Circuit Judge
Chair, Committee on the Administration of the Banktuptcy System
304 Federal Buildirg and United States Courthouse
101 First Street. S.Z.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52407-441 0

Dear Judge Mefloy:

You have asked for comment by the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil

Procetdure on the Juime 20, 2001 report by the Subcommittee on Mass Tons. The Subcommittee

was appointed by you to review the mass tort recommendations oFthe National Bankruptcy

Review Commission. In preparation for the March 2002 mceting of the committee chairs with an

interest in mass torts, I provided you and the other chairs with a paper by Professor Cooper

rev4ewing some aspects of tho National Bankrulptcy Review Commlqission's proposal. At the

mceting you discussed several options for the Bankruptcy Committee concerning the

Subcommittee report ranging from approval of the report and recommendation of action to the

Judicial Conference to disapproval of the report.

As you know, the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has been studying Rule 23, the

class action rule, for the past ten years. The Mass Tort Working Group, including
rcpiesentativos from several interested Judicial Conference Committees, was an important
contributor to this Rule 23 siudy. We have had the benefit of empirical work by the Federal

Judicial Center, (Willigig, I Tooper & Niemic, Enmpiricat Study oJ Class Actions in Four Federal

I)istrict Courts: tinal Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil Ru/cs (1996)) and the RAND
Institute for Civil Justice 'Closs Alction Dilemmas: Pursuing Public Goals for Private Cain

(2000)). We have also held several conferences on class actions, including, most recently, the

two day conference at tlh IJniversity of Chicago Law School in October, 2001. Finally, we have
had the benefit of extensive informal comment and formal testimony on various proposed rule
amendments.
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The future claims representation device, proposed by the Commission, is a form of class

action, under a different namnc and with a different procedure for designating the representative.

In an area as complex anti impnrtait as class actions, the Civil Rules Committee has hesitated to

act without a full record combining multiple opportunities for public conment, empirical work,

and Lhc exchange of views by thoughtful experts, scholars, practitioners, and judges. Without

study of this kind, the Committee is unable to endorse the recommendations of the National

Bankruptcy Review Commission. Moreover, we would hope that the Bankruptcy Committee

would not ask the Judicial Conference to endorse the recommendations without further careful

study of this type.

While we are unable to endorse the recommendations, we do tind that the proposed use of

bankruptcy procedures and, perhaps, the bankruptcy courts to resolve potential jiability to future

victims of a mass tort mcrits continued study and consideration. The Subcommittee report is a

helpful first step that identifies several of the many issues that must be addressed in greater

depth, on the basis of more extensive inquiry. There should be furtlhe study of whether there is

any reliable means of predicting the number and severity of future injuries and claims, since Lhe

recommendlations depend on reliable estimations of future claims. There should also be study of

the jurisdictional consequences of the recommendations, and, in particular, whether the proposal

would take into the bankruptcy system, Irorn the state and federal trial courts, both present and

future claims against companies that are noL actually insolvent. If this were the consequence, it is

possible that all inass tort cases would be resolved in the bankruptcy courts, a momentous changc

in our system that would raise questions both of federalism and of Article Il limits on Article I

CoUts..

We would be pleased to assist you in any further consideration of the recommendations

that you and the Committee on the Administration of the Bankruptcy System might wish to

undertake. I am grateful for the opportunity to provide comment and thank you and the

Subcommittee for yourjoint efforts in this important area.

Sill erely,

cc: I lon. Anthony J Se irica

Hon. William Terrell Hodges
Hon. John W. Lungstrun
Hon. Frederick P. Stamp
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II Information Items

The Committee agenda includes several items that will be addressed at the October meeting.
A brief identification of several of these items follows.

The Committee has not yet concluded its study of Rule 23. Although it is not likely that further
changes will be proposed immediately, a number of subjects have been deferred pending
developments in practice. The Federal Judicial Center is studying class-action settlements in the
periods leading up to and following the Amchem and Ortiz decisions. Settlement classes, and
settlment more generally, have been the subject of long consideration and will be studied again. The
challenging problems presented by the desire to protect "futures" claimants and to resolve their
claims, if that can be done, also are on the agenda. And several comments on the Rule 23 proposals
published last August reminded the Committee that it may be time to take up again the postponed
inquiry into opt-in classes.

The Discovery Subcommittee continues to study the questions raised by discovery of computer-
based information. These questions are generating great interest among practitioners. The Federal
Judicial Center is actively involved in studying the problems and is working with the Advisory
Committee. Texas has adopted a specific rule for such discovery, and some federal courts are
adopting local rules. It remains uncertain whether the discovery rules should be amended. Specific
proposals may not be developed for some time.

The Appellate Rules Committee has requested that the Civil Rules Committee take the lead in
considering the method of calculating the additional 3-day period allowed to respond when a paper
is served by mail, electronic, or similar means. Surprisingly enough, there are at least four possible
methods of calculation, and the courts have not agreed on a choice between the two plausible
methods. A draft rule has been prepared for discussion.

The Third Circuit has recommended that the Committee restore to its calendar at least one small
part of an earlier study considering possible changes in the provisions of Rule 15(c)(3) that govern
the relation back of amendments adding or changing defendants. The specific question raised by the
Third Circuit deals with a plaintiff who, at the time of filing an action, knows that it is not possible
to identify by name an intended defendant. Several courts have ruled that knowing ignorance is not
a "mistake" that can be corrected by relation back. This question can be addressed by a simple
amendment. Other issues should be considered at the same time, however; the question is not an
easy one.

The Appellate Rules were recently revised to expand the provisions that implement 28 U.S.C.
§ 2403. This statute requires notice to the Attorney General when the constitutionality of a federal
statute is challenged, and notice to the state attorney general when the constitutionality of a state
statute is challenged. Civil Rule 24(c) establishes analogous provisions. One of the suggestions
made by the comments on Appellate Rule 44 was that the Civil Rules should be changed. The
Department of Justice has confirmed that there are a troubling number of actions in which the
required notice is not provided. It may be that if any change is to be made, the best approach will
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be to retrieve these provisions from the relative obscurity of Rule 24(c), adopting a new and
separately numbered rule. A draft rule has been prepared and revisions have been suggested by the
Department of Justice. A consolidated version will be developed.

Substantial revisions of the summary judgment Rule, Rule 56, were approved by the Standing
Committee more than a decade ago. They were rejected by the Judicial Conference. Many local
rules seek to improve the sketchy procedures provided by Rule 56. Whether or not a second attempt
should be made to capture in Rule 56 the summary-judgment test that has grown out of the 1986
Supreme Court decisions, it is possible to make substantial improvements in the procedure for
seeking and resisting summary judgment. A draft Rule 56(c) has been prepared on the basis of the
earlier attempt.

The Appellate Rules Committee has referred to the Civil Rules Committee a proposal by the
Solicitor General that a new rule be adopted to spell out the procedures adopted by most courts to
address a Rule 60 motion to vacate a judgment that is pending on appeal. A draft Rule 62.1 on
"indicative rulings" has been prepared.

The Department of Justice believes that the time has come to separate civil forfeiture
procedures out from Admiralty Rules A through F. Because many forfeiture statutes invoke in rem
admiralty procedures, it has seemed best to retain forfeiture procedure in the Supplemental Rules.
Several successive drafts have sharpened a proposed new Admiralty Rule G. The Maritime Law
Association has concluded that the method of separation reflected in the most recent draft is, subject
to one remaining question, appropriate to protect the interests of admiralty procedure. Further
comment will be sought over the summer, with an eye to presenting a draft rule to the Committee
in October.

Finally, the Committee understands that it must return to the project to restyle all of the Civil
Rules. After volunteering to be the bellwether of the style enterprise, the Committee suspended
work on the style project in 1994. The complete restyled set prepared by Bryan Garner and revised
by Judge Sam Pointer, together with the changes adopted by the Committee in its consideration of
a few rules, will provide the starting point. The Standing Committee Style Committee will review
these materials for conformity to current conventions. This Committee will take up the subject at
the October meeting, considering first the many difficult choices that must be made as to the manner
of proceeding.
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From: David F. Levi, Chair, Advisory Committee
on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

Date: May 20, 2002

Re: Overlapping Class Actions

The Standing Committee will recall that Professor Cooper prepared several
proposed rule amendments that addressed some of the severe difficulties posed by
repetitive and overlapping class actions. These proposals provided for preclusion
of further class certification litigation once certification was denied, a similar
provision relating to settlements that had been disapproved, and a provision
providing the federal court with broad authority and discretion to bar class
members from pursuing overlapping class action litigation in other courts.
Although the Civil Rules Committee initially forwarded the proposals to the
Standing Committee for formal publication, it was agreed that the proposals were
best circulated to the public informally under the title, "Call for Informal
Comment: Overlapping Class Actions." The Reporter's Call for Comment was
published in September 2001, approximately at the same time as the formal rule
amendments. We have received a wealth of informal comment and testimony
addressed to the Reporter's Call for Comment. In addition, one day of the
conference at the University of Chicago Law School was devoted to the Call for
Comment and the problem of overlapping class actions.

The Advisory Committee unanimously adopted the attached memorandum
on the problem of overlapping class actions. The last three pages make findings
and recommendations concerning the problem. In sum, the Advisory Committee
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is of the view that the Reporter's proposed rules amendments test the limits of
authority under the Rules Enabling Act. The Committee believes that a legislative
solution is more appropriate and recommends that some form of minimal diversity
legislation be enacted by Congress to permit large, multi-state class actions to be
brought in, or removed to, federal court. By bringing the actions to federal court,
a degree of consolidation is possible that would avoid or alleviate some of the
most severe problems that are engendered by repetitive and overlapping class
actions. There is the further important principle that in a federal system, no one
state's courts should make decisions that are binding nationwide even as to class
members who were not injured in the forum state. Current practice permits forum
shopping on a national scale that brings the judicial system into disrepute and that
has the potential to damage the interests of class members and defendants alike.

We do not ask that any particular formulation or legislative proposal be
supported. Nor do we suggest that all class actions should be removable to federal
court. Our focus is on those state class actions in which the interests of no single
state predominate. These class actions are appropriately litigated in federal court.
The Advisory Committee requests that the Standing Committee "support the
concept of minimal diversity for large, multi-state class actions, in which the
interests of no one state are paramount, with appropriate limitations or threshold
requirements so that the federal courts are not unduly burdened and the state's
jurisdiction over in-state class actions is left undisturbed."
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MEMORANDUM TO THE CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Perspectives on Rule 23 Including the Problem of Overlapping Classes

Over the last ten years, the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules has undertaken an

intensive consideration and review of Rule 23, the class action rule. This ongoing review by the

Committee is the first review of Rule 23 following the thorough reworking of the Rule in the

1966 amendments. But in the now almost 40 years since that time, Rule 23 has figured

prominently in the explosive growth of large scale group litigation in federal and state courts, and

has both shaped and - in its interpretation and application - been shaped by revolutionary

developments in modem complex litigation. The drafters of the 1966 amendments knew that

after some appropriate period of time it would be important to reconsider what they had done.

We are well underway in that process even as we must take account of continuing rapid changes

in Rule 23 practice.

A historical perspective may be helpful in placing our current efforts in context and

considering our future course.



I. A Brief History of Rule 23

The class action has its ultimate roots in the English Court of Chancery and the bill of

peace. It was a practical rule of joinder where joinder was otherwise impractical. The American

courts adopted the procedure in the I 9th and early 20th centuries. Federal Equity Rule 48, in place

from 1842 to 1912, provided for a class action, but, significantly, also provided that the "decree

shall be without prejudice to the rights and claims of all the absent parties." In 1938, Rule 23 was

included in the new Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Rule was adopted with little fanfare

or discussion. It divided class actions into three categories: the "true," the "hybrid," and the

"spurious." These categories, with their infelicitous names and formalistic attributes, proved

difficult to apply. After almost 30 years of experience, the Advisory Committee entirely rewrote

the Rule in 1966, and it is that Rule that we still use today.

The 1966 Rule kept a three-part structure but the structure became functional: (b)(1)

classes for situations in which necessary parties under Rule 19(a) were too numerous to be

joined, including claims involving a common fund, (b)(2) classes for claims involving common

injunctive relief, particularly intended for civil rights litigation, and, finally, (b)(3) class actions

for damage based on predominant common issues. The 1966 rule provided new procedural

protections, for example, by requiring notice to (b)(3) class members of certification, and, for all

classes, notice of a proposed settlement. It provided that class members could be bound if they

did not affirmatively opt out of (b)(3) damage class actions. In adopting the "opt out" approach,

the Committee apparently had in mind small claim, consumer class actions in which no one class

member would have a sufficient interest to litigate an individual claim and in which the forces of

inertia might be greater than a potential class member's desire to participate, given the small
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stakes involved. The 1966 Rule also clarified that any judgment would bind the members of the

class in all certified class actions.

It is not entirely clear what the Committee of 1966 expected. Professor Arthur Miller,

who was involved with the work of the Committee at that time, tells us that "Nothing was in the

Committee's mind ... Nothing was going on. There were a few antitrust cases, a few securities

cases. The civil rights legislation was then putative.... And the rule was not thought of as

having the kind of application that it now has." But, as Professor Miller went on to explain, the

Rule, perhaps by serendipity, caught the wave of "the most incredible upheaval in federal

substantive law in the history of the nation between 1963 and 1983, coupled with judicially-

created doctrines of ancillary and pendent jurisdiction."

An esteemed member of the 1966 Committee, John Frank, corroborates Professor

Miller's recollection. According to Mr. Frank, the Committee of 1966 was operating in "a world

to which the litigation explosion had not yet come. The problems which became overwhelming

in the 80's were not anticipated in the 60's. The Restatement (Second) of Torts and the

development of products liability law [were] still in the offing. The basic idea of a big case with

plaintiffs unified as to liability but disparate as to damages was the Grand Canyon airplane crash.

A few giant other cases were discussed but . .. were expected to be too big for the new rule."

It is probably fair to say that the 1966 Committee was most interested in facilitating civil

rights class actions for injunctive relief under (b)(2), and in this respect the Committee's

intentions were fully realized. But it is also fair to say that the Committee did not foresee the

scale or range of litigation that was unleashed by the opt out damage class action in (b)(3).

Certainly, the Committee then had no expectation that the Rule would be used in the context of
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dispersed mass torts, a concept that the Committee could not have been familiar with. The

Committee did know about mass accidents, but considered that "A 'mass accident' resulting in

injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of the

likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages but of liability and defenses of liability,

would be present, affecting the individuals in different ways." So much for the persuasive power

of Committee notes!

According to the then Reporter of the Committee, Harvard Professor Benjamin Kaplan,

"It will take a generation or so before we can fully appreciate the scope, the virtues, and the vices

of the new Rule 23." In 1991, well past a generation in the world of civil litigation, the Judicial

Conference asked the Committee to begin a reconsideration of the Rule in light of the upheaval

in modern civil litigation since adoption of the Rule.

II. The Advisory Committee Begins its Reconsideration of Rule 23

There have been several phases in the Committee's work although many continuing

themes. At the beginning, the Committee developed a comprehensive re-draft of the Rule. In

1992, Judge Pointer, Chair of the Committee, relying on a 1986 proposal from the Litigation

Section of the ABA, prepared a revision that did away with the three part (b)(1), (b)(2), and

(b)(3) classification, provided for opt-in classes at the court's discretion, and provided that

exclusion from the class could be conditioned upon a prohibition against institution or

maintenance of a separate action. Notice was made more flexible such that sampling notice

might be permitted depending on the circumstances. This far-reaching draft was presented to the

Standing Committee but then withdrawn on the Standing Committee's advice that further

consideration would be required before such a sweeping proposal could be published for public
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comment. In the years since that time, we have engaged in that further consideration and can

now appreciate how prescient and sophisticated that first effort was.

The Committee then began the painstaking and careful inquiry into class action practice

in which we are still engaged. The new Chair of the Committee, Judge Higginbotham, pioneered

the investigatory model that the Committee continues to use to good effect whenever it considers

a complex issue. The model combines multiple informal opportunities for involvement by

judges, interested academics, members of the bar, and bar organizations, with targeted empirical

work. Thus, the Committee was educated at several class action and mass tort conferences,

drawing together academic experts and experienced practitioners. The Federal Judicial Center

undertook an empirical study of federal class actions. See Willging, Hooper & Niemic,

Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal District Courts: Final Report to the Advisory

Committee on Civil Rules (1996). The Reporter circulated a variety of proposals informally to

gather guidance from members of the bar. Eventually, several different proposals were published

resulting in extraordinarily helpful comment from practitioners and others.

The Committee first turned to the all important certification decision in (b)(3) class

actions. The Committee was concerned that the certification decision was the critical issue in

class action litigation, and yet the rule included no provision for interlocutory appeal. The

Committee was also concerned that the Rule's certification criteria were too loose, leading to

improvident certification of actions that were more appropriately handled on an individual basis.

The Committee was told repeatedly that class actions were rarely tried and that once the class

was certified, defendants were placed under overwhelming pressure to settle. In this portion of

its inquiry, the Committee considered a variety of additional certification factors such as the
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probable success on the merits of the class claims and whether the public interest in, and the

private benefits of, the probable relief to individual class members justified the burdens of the

litigation. From this work, one significant amendment emerged: Rule 23(f) providing that a

court of appeals may, in its discretion, entertain an appeal from an order of a district court

granting or denying class action certification. This provision has apparently had its intended

effect of developing the case law on certification thereby providing greater guidance to district

judges on the certification decision. In addition, the testimony on the various additional

certification criteria provided the Committee with a wealth of new information about class action

practice

The possible tightening of certification criteria required the Committee to consider

whether litigation classes should be subject to more exacting standards than settlement classes.

The Committee's attention was drawn to the question because of the Third Circuit decision in

Georgine/Amchem holding that settlement classes must be certified as if they were litigation

classes. Because of the importance of settlement to class action litigation, the Committee

considered whether a class action might be certified for settlement even if the class could not be

certified for trial. A proposed (b)(4) was circulated for public comment in 1996 at the same time

as the additional (b)(3) certification criteria. Proposed (b)(4) provided for certification where

"the parties to a settlement request certification under subdivision (b)(3) for purposes of

settlement even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not be met for purposes of

trial." All of the 23(a) requirements would still apply, however.

The response to this proposal was as copious and thoughtful as the response to the new

certification criteria. Opponents of the change warned the Committee that class action
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settlements were already prone to unfairness to class members and that this proposal would

exacerbate the situation by permitting class counsel to negotiate from a position of weakness,

knowing that unless there was a settlement, the class could not be certified for trial. This

controversial topic was put aside when the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Amchem. The

result of Amchem has been to permit a certain flexibility in the certification of settlement classes.

However, some continue to advise the Committee that there is need for still greater flexibility for

settlement classes.

The Committee then entered the present phase of our inquiry. At this point the

Committee not only had the comments from the hearings on the proposed amendments, but also

the benefit of the RAND Institute for Civil Justice's case study of ten class actions eventually

published in 2000 as Class Action Dilemmas. Pursuing Public Goals for Private Gain. In

addition, in 1998, on the recommendation of Judge Niemeyer, the Chief Justice authorized the

formation of an ad hoc working group to study mass torts that would bring together

representatives of several Judicial Conference committees under the leadership of the Civil Rules

Committee. The Working Group was given one year to study the problems associated with mass

tort litigation and to submit a report. Judge Niemeyer designated Judge Scirica as chair of the

Working Group. The papers and report of the Working Group provided additional information

about the operation of Rule 23 in the context of mass torts and illuminated many of the problems,

including the problems associated with multiple, overlapping class actions. See Report on Mass

Tort Litigation (1999). The Committee was also assisted by appointment of a sub-committee,

chaired by Judge Rosenthal, and appointment of a special reporter, Professor Richard Marcus, to

support Professor Cooper.
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Building on the RAND study, the hearings on the settlement class proposal, and the

report of the Working Group on Mass Torts, the Committee determined to provide better judicial

supervision of settlements and of class counsel. Proposed new 23(e) requires disclosure of all

settlement terms, a fairness hearing, and findings by the court. The court may permit class

members who believe that the settlement is unfair to exclude themselves from the settlement.

Proposed new Rule 23(g) and (h) provide the court a framework for appointing, monitoring, and

compensating class counsel. Notice and the timing of the certification decision also receive

attention in the new proposals.

III. Unfinished Business

As this history may demonstrate, the Committee has reason to be both humble, given the

complexity and magnitude of the issues, but also proud of its work over the past ten years. It has

done much to enhance judicial supervision of the class action process and provide new tools for

judicial review, at both the trial and appellate levels.

There are several areas that may yet deserve additional attention and that have not

received definitive answers from the Committee. Each has proven controversial and difficult.

The first is whether the Rule should incorporate a separate standard for settlement classes. This

is a familiar topic. We may wish to reconsider this issue in light of case law under Amchem as

well as the new proposal on settlement review, including the permission to class members to

exclude themselves from settlement upon review of the terms. There may be need for further

empirical work in this area. Second, the unique questions surrounding the settlement of future

claims in mass tort cases may also merit continued study. Third, we may wish to reconsider the

opt in/ opt out question. The 1966 Committee adopted an "opt out" provision but did not foresee
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the consequences of doing so. The Committee's 1992 draft, giving the court discretion to certify

the class as an opt in or opt out class action, might provide a starting point. Alternatively, we

might reasonably conclude that further study of this question is likely to generate more

controversy than any clear consensus for change.

Finally, we should complete the substantial inquiry already begun into the difficult

problem of overlapping and competing state and federal class actions. Certain aspects, the more

modest ones, may be amenable to rule making. The more fundamental issues do not seem so

amenable, at least not without specific legislative authorization. At the January meeting the

Committee expressed a unanimous consensus that the problems created by overlapping class

actions are worthy of congressional attention and that some form of minimal diversity legislation

might provide an appropriate answer to some of the problems. The remainder of this

memorandum is addressed to this issue.

IV. Overlapping Class Actions

The Committee has been told repeatedly in a variety of forums, by both defense and

plaintiff counsel, and without contradiction, that as Rule 23 is reformed to enhance judicial

supervision of class counsel, the deliberateness of the certification decision, and the judicial

review of settlements, an ever growing number of cases will be filed in those state courts where

this kind of supervision is perceived to be less demanding. This results often in multiple filings

of multi-state diversity class actions in both federal and state courts. Yet this result is precisely

the outcome that the class action device was designed to prevent. The purpose of the class action

device is to eliminate repetitive litigation, promote judicial efficiency, permit small claims to find

a forum, and achieve uniform results in similar cases. But as our Reporter has noted,
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"duplicative class litigation is destructive of just these goals .... Multiple filings can threaten

appropriate judicial supervision, damage the interests of class members, hurt conscientious class

counsel, impose undue burdens of multiple litigation on defendants, and needlessly increase

judicial workloads."

The problems generated by overlapping, duplicative, and competing class actions have

commanded the attention of many observers. According to the American Law Institute's 1994

Complex Litigation Project, the problems caused by multiple class actions are so pressing that

"[w]e are in urgent need of procedural reform to meet the exigencies of the complex litigation

problem." "Repeated relitigation of the common issues in a complex case unduly expends the

resources of attorney and client, burdens already overcrowded dockets, delays recompense for

those in need, results in disparate treatment for persons harmed by essentially identical or similar

conduct, and contributes to the negative image many people have of the legal system." American

Law Institute, Complex Litigation. Statutory Recommendations and Analysis (1984-1994) at 9.

Although the Federal Judicial Center's study focused on class-action dispositions in only four

federal districts over a period of two years, it found several illustrations of unresolved duplicating

filings, pp. 14-16, 23-24, 78-79, 163-164 (Tables 5-7). The RAND study confirmed the

seriousness of the problem. Part of this project involved intense study of ten class actions. In

four of the ten, class counsel filed parallel actions in other courts. In five of the ten, other groups

of plaintiffs' attorneys filed competing actions in other jurisdictions. Only two of the ten cases

did not experience either type of additional filings. More recent information suggests that the

frequency and number of overlapping class-action filings are growing.
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Legislative proposals to deal with overlapping actions have been pursued for several

years. In March 1988 the Judicial Conference approved in principle creation of minimal-

diversity federal jurisdiction to consolidate multiple litigation in state and federal courts

involving personal injury and property damage arising out of a "single event." This position was

confirmed in March 2001 when the Judicial Conference supported H.R. 860, the "Multidistrict,

Multiparty, Multiforum Trial Jurisdiction Act of 2001." The 1990 Report of the Federal Courts

Study Committee recommended, pp. 44-45, that Congress "should create a special federal

diversity jurisdiction, based on the minimal diversity authority conferred by Article III, to make

possible the consolidation of major multi-party, multi-forum litigation." Congress has

considered many bills that would provide easier access to federal courts by initial filing or by

removal from state courts. In 2002 the House of Representatives passed one of these bills, H.R.

2341.

One specific source of the concerns reflected in these legislative proposals has arisen

from state-court filings on behalf of classes that include plaintiffs from other states. Many of

these actions seek - and frequently win - certification of nationwide classes. Membership in

these classes may overlap with classes sought - or actually certified - in other courts, state or

federal. Pretrial preparations may overlap and duplicate, proliferating expense and forcing delay

now in one proceeding, now in another, as coordination is worked through. Settlement

negotiations in one action may be played off against negotiations in another, raising the fear of a

"reverse auction" in which class representatives in one court accept terms less favorable to the

class in return for reaping the rewards that flow to successful class counsel. Moreover, the

certification of nationwide or multi-state class actions in one state court poses a threat to the
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proper allocation of decisionmaking in a federal system. Individual state courts may properly

apply the policy choices of the residents of that state to those residents. But local authorities

ought not impose those local choices upon other states and certainly not on a nationwide basis.

After studying these proposals and the underlying problems, the Civil Rules Advisory

Committee authorized its Reporter to issue a "Call for Informal Comment: Overlapping Class

Actions" in September 2001. The call for comment included draft amendments of the class-

action rule that might reduce the incidence of forum shopping and settlement shopping.'

Responses to the call for comment were provided in tandem with reactions to the

proposed amendments of Civil Rule 23 that were published for comment in August 2001. The

most concerted responses were provided in major segments of the class-action conference

sponsored by the Advisory Committee at the University of Chicago Law School in October 2001.

Many additional responses were provided in the written comments and oral testimony at hearings

in San Francisco (November 2001) and Washington, D.C. (January 2002). Although this process

does not match any model of rigorous social-science research, it provided repeated evidence of

actual experiences that must not be allowed to continue. This evidence is outlined in the

' The call for comment included three sets of possible rule amendments. The first set
attempted to end the relitigation of the same class certification issues by providing that a federal
court that refuses to certify a class because it does not meet the standards of Rule 23(a)(1) or (2) or
23(b)(1),(2), or (3) "may direct that no other court may certify a substantially similar class." The
second set of proposals sought to reduce "settlement shopping," in which counsel may take the same
settlement disapproved by one court into another court for approval. The proposal provided that "A
refusal to approve a settlement ... on behalf of a [certified] class . .. precludes any other court from
approving substantially the same settlement." The third set of proposals addressed the potential
clash between multiple, overlapping cases and provided that a federal court could "enter an order
directed to any member of the . .. class that prohibits filing or pursuing a class action in any other
court."
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summaries of comments and testimony prepared for the Advisory Committee. The question is

not whether something should be done, but what should be done and by whom.

One means of doing something about the problems created by overlapping class actions

might be through new provisions in the Civil Rules. Some relatively modest provisions might fit

comfortably within the authority of the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Rule 23, for

example, might address the effect one federal court should give to the refusal by another federal

court to certify a class action or to approve a class-action settlement. Modest provisions,

however, would provide no more than modest benefits - there is no general feeling that federal

courts have experienced particular difficulties in working through overlapping actions in

different federal courts. The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation works well within the

federal system to achieve coordination and consolidation. Provisions that might address

overlapping class actions in state courts, on the other hand, are not likely to be seen as modest.

Serious objections were made to the illustrative drafts in the informal call for comments. Both

Enabling Act limits and Anti-Injunction Act limits were invoked. There may be room to adopt

valid rules provisions in the face of these objections, but to do so might test the limits of

rulemaking authority thus inviting litigation over the rules themselves.

In light of these constraints on rulemaking, and because of the sensitive issues of

jurisdiction and federalism implicated by overlapping class actions, Congress would seem the

appropriate body to deal with the question. There is a secure basis in the Article III authorization

of diversity jurisdiction to consider various approaches to consolidating overlapping class actions

by bringing them into federal court. One approach, exemplified in several of the bills that have

been before Congress, would establish minimal diversity jurisdiction in federal court for class
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actions of a certain size or scope. This approach may embody some elements of discretion;

several recent bills bring discretion into the very definition of jurisdiction in an attempt to

maintain state-court authority over actions that involve primarily the interests of a single state.

Another approach would be to rely on case-specific determinations whether a particular litigation

pattern is better brought into federal-court control. This approach could be implemented by

authorizing the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation to determine whether a particular set of

litigations should be removed to federal court. The potential advantage of this approach would

be that it could prove more flexible over time, enabling the federal court system to respond to

actual problems as they arise and to stay on the sidelines when the problems are effectively

resolved in the state courts. Yet another approach would be to authorize individual federal courts

to coordinate federal litigation with overlapping state-court actions, by enjoining state-court

actions, if necessary, when the state-court actions threaten to disrupt litigation filed under one of

the present subject-matter jurisdiction statutes. While this approach may have the apparent

advantage of leaving federal jurisdiction where it is, it also has the obvious disadvantage of

potential conflict and tension between the court systems.

Careful study will suggest still other approaches. Many of the possible approaches are

likely to provide the occasion for adapting present class-action procedures or developing new

ones. The rules committees, acting through the Enabling Act process, can make important

contributions. The nature of these contributions will depend on the nature of the underlying

legislation; some forms of legislation may present such particular opportunities that supplemental

rules-enabling authority should be included in the legislation.
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Any proposal to add to federal subject-matter jurisdiction must be considered with great

care. But the problems that persist with respect to overlapping and competing class actions are

precisely the problems of multistate coordination that can claim high priority in allocating work

to the federal courts. It is very difficult for any single state court to fairly resolve these problems,

and nearly as difficult for state courts to act together in shifting ad hoc arrangements for

cooperation. The apparent need is for a single, authoritative tribunal that can definitively resolve

those problems that have eluded resolution and that affect litigation that is nationwide or multi-

state in scope.

V. Minimal Diversity as a Possible Partial Solution

Having delved deeply into this topic, the Committee is in a position now to make the

following findings and recommendations to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and

Procedure and the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction concerning the problems posed by

overlapping class actions:

1. Beginning in 1991, the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has undertaken a

searching review of class action practice under Rule 23. This review has involved several

conferences, close consultation with judges, members of the bar and bar organizations,

publication for comment of several proposals, consideration of extensive testimony and

comments on the published proposals, review of empirical studies, and creation of the Working

Group on Mass Torts and adoption of its report;

2. On the basis of this extensive inquiry, the Advisory Committee finds that overlapping

and duplicative class actions in federal and state court create serious problems that: (a) threaten

the resolution and settlement of such actions on terms that are fair to class members, (b) defeat
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appropriate judicial supervision, (c) waste judicial resources, (d) lead to forum shopping, (e)

burden litigants with the expenses and burdens of multiple litigation of the same issues, and (f)

place conscientious class counsel at a potential disadvantage;

3. The Advisory Committee has given close consideration to several rule amendments

that might address the problems of multi-state class actions but concludes that these proposals

test the limits of the Committee's authority under the Rules Enabling Act;

4. Large nationwide and multi-state class actions, involving class members from multiple

states who have been injured in multiple states, are the kind of national litigation consistent with

the purposes of diversity jurisdiction and appropriate to jurisdiction in federal court. Federal

jurisdiction protects the interests of all states outside the forum state, including the many states

that draw back from the choice-of-law problems that inhere in nationwide and multi-state

classes;

5. With respect to multi-state class actions, the Advisory Committee agrees with the

recommendation of the Federal Courts Study Committee that Congress eliminate the complete

diversity requirement in complex, multi-state cases to make consolidation possible;

6. Minimal diversity legislation could be crafted to bring cases of nationwide scope or

effect into federal court without unduly burdening the federal courts or invading state control of

in-state class actions;

7. Minimal diversity legislation could resolve or avoid some of the problems posed by

conflicting and duplicative class actions;
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8. The federal and state judicial systems, class members, other parties to the litigation,

and conscientious class counsel will benefit from the efficient supervision of these multi-forum,

multi-state class actions in one federal forum;

9. For these reasons the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

respectfully recommends to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and Procedure and

to the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction that they support the concept of minimal diversity

for large, multi-state class actions, in which the interests of no one state are paramount, with

appropriate limitations or threshold requirements so that the federal courts are not unduly

burdened and the states' jurisdiction over in-state class actions is left undisturbed.
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